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Foreword

Over the past decade, there has been a fundamental change in the way in which governments and
development agencies think about the environment and development. It is increasingly accepted that the
overarching goal should be sustainable developrnent which has three basic elements. In addition to the
conventional goal of economically efficient allocation of scarce resources, the environmental objective of
maintaining a healthy, resilient, and sustainable ecological life support system, as well as the social goals
of fair distribution of resources (intragenerational and intergenerational), maintenance of cultural capital
and empowerment, are recognised as equally important and interdependent. This balanced approach to
sustainable development is particularly crucial.

In particular, economic development and environmental protection are no longer regarded as mu-
tually exclusive goals. Rather, it is now recognised that a healthy environment is essential to sustainable
development and a strong economy. Moreover, economists and planners are increasingly aware that eco-
nomic development which erodes natural capital is often not successful. In fact, macroeconomic policies
and development strategies and programs which do not take adequate account of the state of critical re-
sources - such as forests, soils, grasslands, freshwater, coastal areas, and fisheries - may degrade the re-
source base upon which future growth is dependent.

The papers in this volume are particularly useful since they come at a time when the environmental
impacts of macroeconomic policies have come under close scrutiny. They look at the ecological and social
impacts of structural adjustment programs and other macroeconomic policies in an integrated way. The
volume also goes beyond the "ex-post" approach of merely tracking impacts, to an "ex-ante" viewpoint
which begins to consider the fully integrated ecological, economic, and social system in the initial design
of development policies. This broader, "ecological economics" approach necessarily involves transdisci-
plinary co-operation that, while difficult, is increasingly being recognised as essential.

Concern for environmental impacts is also a key component of a broader effort by the World Bank
to focus on the links between environment and development. Due to the complexity of policy-environ-
ment interactions, Environmental Impacts of Macroeconomic Policies takes an empirical, case-study-ori-
ented approach, including thorough reviews of current work both within and outside the Bank. Specific
case studies from Africa, Asia and Latin America underscore the difficulties of developing a general
methodology to trace the environmental impacts of policy reform, yet offer evidence that empirical work
may help identify and deal with the most important potential environmental impacts.

The papers in this volume were presented at a session at the 1994 biannual meeting of the Interna-
tional Society of Ecological Economics (ISEE), in San Jose, Costa Rica (except for the paper by Panayotou
and Hupe, which was presented at a joint UNEP-World Bank Workshop on the Environmental Impacts of
Structural Adjustment Programs held in New York in March 1995). The session was co-sponsored by the
World Bank and organised and chaired by Mohan Munasinghe.

Approximately 1,300 people attended the ISEE meetings, from a broad range of academic disci-
plines and policy perspectives. This attests to the growing interest in ecological economics and sustain-
ability, and the concerted effort that is now going into developing an integrated understanding of
ecological, economic, and social systems and linkages. It will be particularly important to begin to quan-
tify these linkages, and many of the papers in this volume are aimed in that direction.

We still have a long way to go, but our vision of the goal is now coming into proper focus - thanks
to the efforts of the authors represented in this volume, as well as other researchers. Integrated models
and policies can help us to see and act on the sometimes subtle and hidden interconnections between the
ecological, economic and social parts of the system. With this clearer vision we can begin to design a sus-
tainable and desirable development path, and use macroeconomic policies to effectively help us achieve
that goal.

Andrew Steer Robert Costanza
Director President, International Society for
Enviromnent Department Ecological Economics, and
The World Bank Director, Inst. for Ecological Economics
Washington, DC Center for Environmental and Estuarine

Studies, Univ. of Maryland
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of Macroeconomic and Sectoral Policies

Mohan Muinasinghe

In recent times, there has been a growing awareness of the complementarities between
sustainable development and a healthy environment. This period has also witnessed major
political, social, and economic changes as many countries have embarked on a radical
structural transformation of their economies. Thus, an examination of the environmental
implications of macroeconomic and sectoral policies of an economywide nature has become
a matter of considerable relevance and urgency. This volume is based on a set of papers
presented and discussed at a special session on this subject, jointly organized by the World
Bank and the International Society for Ecological Economics (ISEE), during the annual
international conference of the ISEE in San Jose, Costa Rica in October 1994.

During the past decade, structural adjustment programs (SAPs) have been perceived as
one of the most powerful forms of macroeconomic intervention in the developing world.
Therefore, in the next section of this overview we briefly review the background to SAPs.
Next, to place such economic reforms within the context of the broader development
process, some emerging concepts of sustainable development and the role of environmental
economics are discussed. The overview continues with a brief analysis of some key
economy-environment linkages. Finally, there is a review of the papers in the rest of this
volume.
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Environmental Impacts of Macroeconomic and Sectoral Policies

Background to structural adopted to improve the terms of trade
adjustment programs and make exports more competitive in

international markets. Although these re-
For many developing countries the 1980s forms were expected to cause short-term
represented a period of economic hard- recessionary effects, it was argued that
ship. Internal mismanagement of econo- economic growth would resume soon as
mies, combined with external economic export-lead growth increased.
factors that were beyond their control, Adjustment policies were required to
caused a situation now commonly referred accelerate the economic recovery and
to as the "debt crisis." The major oil price growth of the export sector. These policies
increases of 1974 and 1979 were a signifi- focused on the supply side and addressed
cant shock to most of these countries, which inefficiencies of the internal economic struc-
depended heavily on imported oil. Fur- ture. They also focused on reforming the
thermore, restrictive monetary policies public sector through medium- and long-
were adopted by Western countries during term measures. Together with reform pro-
the late 1970s and early 1980s to curtail grams at the macroeconomic level, sectoral
their own inflation rates. This caused real policies were adopted to improve the effi-
interest rates to rise and made it very diffi- ciency of resource allocation and competi-
cult for developing countries to service their tiveness of markets at the sectoral level.
debts. As a result, developing countries However, in spite of economic gains
experienced balance of payment difficul- through structural adjustment, both envi-
ties, which forced them to rely even more ronmental and social problems have per-
heavily on foreign donors. Economic sisted in many countries. The growing sus-
growth rates declined and some countries tainable development literature is seeking
even experienced negative growth. to identify and remedy development strat-

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) egies that lead to the unsustainable use of
and the World Bank agreed to provide fi- natural resources and the environment. One
nancial assistance, with the primary objec- key question is whether the very economic
tive of enabling countries to service their policies being prescribed to alleviate eco-
debts. Assistance, however, was conditional nomic problems are perhaps undermining
on the adoption of stringent economic and the environmental resources and social fab-
fiscal reform measures designed to reorient ric on which nations depend. In recent years
faltering economies toward growth and de- a conceptual framework for sustainable
velopment. Under a broad framework, cur- development has emerged that seeks to
rently referred to as structural adjustment, integrate and reconcile economic efficiency,
both short-term "stabilization" and more social concerns, and environmental protec-
medium-term "adjustment" measures were tion (Munasinghe 1993). Environmental eco-
agreed upon. nomics plays a key role in helping integrate

A major emphasis of stabilization poli- these elements into conventional decision
cies was to reduce the pressure on foreign making.
reserves by reducing domestic demand. The
IMF became the most active proponent of Sustainable development
stabilization policies. Balance of payment and the role of environmental
problems were addressed through a mon- economics
etary approach. The idea was to control
inflation and reduce imports by maintain- Current approaches to the concept of sus-
ing tight fiscal contractionary policies and tainable development draw on the experi-
restraining the supply of money. Simulta- ence of several decades of development
neously, currency devaluation policies were efforts. Historically, the development of

2



Overviewv of the Environmental Impacts of Macroeconomic and Sectoral Policies

the industrialized world focussed on pro- evolved to encompass three major points of
duction. Not surprisingly, therefore, the view: economic, social, and environmental
model followed by the developing nations (see Box for details). Clearly, economywide
in the 1950s and the 1960s was output- and policies (although primarily aimed at im-
growth-dominated, based mainly on the proving economic performance) may have
concept of economic efficiency. By the early significant social and environmental im-
1970s the large and growing numbers of pacts. While all three elements of sustain-
poor in the developing world-and the lack able development (economic, social, and
of "trickle-down" benefits to them-led to environmental) should be treated sym-
greater efforts to directly improve income metrically, this is a tremendously complex
distribution. The development paradigm task. This volume takes a first step by fo-
shifted toward equitable growth, where cusing mainly on economic-environmental
social (distributional) objectives, especially linkages. The social effects of economic
poverty alleviation, were recognized as dis- policies are also discussed in several pa-
tinct from and as important as economic pers, as well as the further environmental
efficiency. impacts of such social changes (see Box at

Protection of the environment has now the end of this chapter) .
become the third major objective of devel- Environmental economics helps us in-
opment. By the early 1980s a large body of corporate environmental concerns into the
ev Uience lLadA accumulated to show that structure of economi- decisionmaking, as

environmental degradation was a major shown in Figure 1.1. The right side of the
barrier to development. The concept of sus- diagram indicates the hierarchical nature
tainable development has, therefore, of modern society, including the global and

Figure 1-1 Role of environmental economics in decisionmaking
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Environmental In pacts of Macroeconomic and Sectoral Policies

transnational level consisting of sovereign side) and their impacts (left side) will involve
nation states. The next level of the socioeco- a complex analysis.
nomic structure represents the multisec- Meanwhile, the usual decisionmaking
tored macroeconomy of a country. Various process on the right side relies on techno-
economic sectors (such as industry and engineering and financial and economic
agriculture) exist in each economy. Finally, analyses of projects and policies. In par-
each sector consists of different subsectors ticular, conventional economic analysis is
and projects. well developed and uses techniques such

Unfortunately, environmental analysis as project evaluation/cost-benefit analysis
cannot be carried out readily using the (CBA), sectoral/regional studies, multi-
above socioeconomic structuring. The left sectoral macroeconomic analysis, and in-
side of the figure shows one convenient ternational economic analysis (finance,
environmental breakdown in which the is- trade, and so forth) to assist the process of
sues are: (i) global and transnational (for decisionmaking at the various hierarchic
example, climate change, ozone layer deple- levels.
tion); (ii) natural habitat (for example, for- The figure also shows how environmen-
ests and other ecosystems; (iii) land (for tal economics plays its crucial bridging role,
example, agricultural zones); (iv) water re- by overlaying the EA results onto the frame-
source (for example, river basins, aquifers, work of conventional economic analysis. A
watersheds); and (v) urban-industrial (for variety of environmental economic tech-
example, metropolitan areas, airsheds). In niques, including valuation of environmen-
each case a holistic environmental analysis tal impacts (at the local or project level),
would seek to study a physical or ecologi- integrated resource management (at the sec-
cal system in its entirety. Complications tor or regional level), environmental mac-
arise when such natural systems cut across roeconomic analysis and environmental
the structure of human society. For example, accounting (at the economywide level), and
a complex forest ecosystem (such as the global environmental economics (at the
Amazon) or a physical resource system (a worldwide level), facilitate this process of
large river) could span several countries incorporating environmental issues into tra-
and also interact with many economic sec- ditional decisionmaking. Because there is
tors within each country. considerable overlap among the analytical

The causes of environmental degrada- techniques described above, this concep-
tion arise from human activity (ignoring tual categorization should not be inter-
natural phenomena) and, therefore, we be- preted too rigidly.
gin this analysis with the right side of the Clearly, the formulation and implemen-
figure. The physical effects of socioeco- tation of such policies are difficult tasks. In
nomic decisions on the environment must the deforestation example described ear-
then be traced through to the left side. The lier, protecting this single ecosystem is likely
techniques of environmental assessment to raise problems of coordinating policies
(EA) have been developed to facilitate this in a large number of disparate and (usu-
difficult analysis. For example, destruction ally) noncooperating ministries and line
of a primary moist tropical forest may be institutions (that is, energy, transport, agri-
caused by hydroelectric dams (energy sector culture, industry, finance, forestry, and so
policy), roads (transport sector policy), slash- on) in several countries.
and-burn farming (agricultural sector policy), The critical linkages between human activi-
mining of minerals (industrial sector policy), ties and the environment that are examined in
land clearing encouraged by land-tax incen- this volume fall within the macroeconomic and
tives (fiscal policy), and so on. Disentangling sectoral levels indicated in Figure 1.1. Some
and prioritizing these multiple causes (right specific issues in this context are reviewed next.

4



Overview of the Environmental Impacts of Macroeconomic and Sectoral Policies

Key policy-environment linkages QE' which still exceeds QL. The next Step
might be to impose an additional external-

Three specific linkages between economy- ity cost (EC) that reflects the loss of
wide (that is, both macroeco-nomic and biodiversity or damage to watersheds and
sectoral) policies and the environment are thereby establish the full environmentally
examined below, to demonstrate the adjusted price (PEN)- The deforestation rate
breadth and variety of issues involved. would now fall to QEN < QL

Exactly analogous reasoning would ap-
Environmental impacts of policies that ply if we considered fuel prices and pollut-
cause income and price changes ing emission from urban transport. In this

Liberalizing economic reforms that raise case, p5 might be a subsidized diesel price,
resource prices and eliminate subsidies pE the equivalent import (or export) oppor-
would normally be expected to reduce tunity cost, PEN the full price, including a
waste and thereby give rise to both eco- tax to cover the externality cost of air pollu-
nomic and environmental gains (the so tion, and QL the health-determined safety
called win-win scenario). However, this standard.
may not always be the case. This rather simple example helps to

mayst, notnalways be thelasve. stagnan clarify how the expansionary effects of eco-

economvnside a relatiely stagnant nomic reform policies could combine with
T..ytJ haths open-ra cce frst reart.o nelected economic distortions to
Initially the demand for timber is given by
the curve D0 in Fig. 1.2. At the effective cause environmental harm. The parallell] curveDoinFig. 12. Attheeffecintroduction of complementary measures
(subsidized) price Ps, which represents the that address the specific distortions would
marginal cost of logging, the initial rate of allow the
deforestation is Q.. Suppose QL is the safe without adverse environmental impacts.
limiting rate of deforestation beyond which The adverse environmental impacs.limiting rate ~~ ~ Th additional environmental measures
serious ecological damage occurs. As long as would need to be built (ex ante) into the
*0 <QL, the situation may continue undetected.Q-oQL thstainacntneneetd reform package rather than introduced as

Next, suppose an economic reform pack- rermhakgeth
an afterthou ht.age stimulates growth and shifts the timber g

demand curve outward to D1. This "income Environmental Kuznets curve
effect" could be the result of increased do-
mestic demand (for example, timber re- The previous example raises the issue of
quired by a construction boom) and/or increased environmental burdens imposed
higher timber exports (for example, due to by growth and greater resource use. Never-
trade liberalization and devaluation that theless, growth is a prime imperative for
make such exports more profitable). The developingcountries-especiallyoneswith
deforestation rate could quickly shift to Q5, large numbers of poor and destitute people.
greatly exceeding the safe limit QL and caus- Fig. 1.3 represents a stylized view of the
ing serious environmental harm. environmental Kuznets-curve argument-

Clearly, the remedy is not to stop growth that resource degradation or pollution will
but rather to establish a proper market price increase initially with growth and then
for timber. As a first step, property rights eventually decline.
may need to be reestablished in open-access The question of the existence of the curve
areas and an "efficient" stumpage fee im- is not the relevant one. Even if such a curve
posed-to eliminate the economic subsidy characterized past growth, there is no reason
(ES) and correctly reflect the opportunity for countries to passively accept "historical
cost of the timber. The resulting efficient determinism" along their future development
price (PE) would reduce the logging rate to path. Thus, a poor country starting atAneeds

5



Environmental Impacts of Macroeconomic and Sectoral Policies

Figure 1-2 Environmental impacts of policies via income and price changes
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Figure 1-3 Tunneling through the environmental kuznets curve
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Source: Munasinghe M., "Making Economic Growth More Sustainable", Ecological Economics, Vol. 15, pp 121-4, 1995.

not feel obliged to pass through the peak of growth and limit environmental harm. In
environmental degradation at B in order to effect, lower-income countries could learn
reach C. As discussed in the previous section, from the experience of wealthier nations and
the effective articulation of growth-oriented adopt policies that permitted them to "tun-
policies with appropriate complementary nel" through the curve (along the path DE in
measures could help to alter the structure of Figure 1-3).
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Overview of the Environmental Inpacts of Mlacroeconomic and Sectoral Policies

Timning and sequencing of policy reforms Consider Figure 1.4, in which the X-axis
indicates aggregate expenditure in a na-

Up to now we have not seriously consid- tional economy (for example, government
ered altering economywide policies merely expenditure) and the Y axis reflects the
to achieve environmental objectives but effects of domestic currency appreciation
instead have chosen to rely on specific (for example, the ratio of domestic goods
complementary measures to mitigate envi- prices to foreign goods prices weighted by
ronmental harm. For illustrative purposes, the exchange rate). Suppose that the initial
however, suppose that the environmental state of the economy is at point A (within
damage due to an economic reform pro- the shaded quadrant), below the line of
gram is likely to be rather large. In such a infernal balance (IN) and above the line of
case, is it possible to adjust the timing and external balance (EX). In this situation,
sequencing of macroeconomic and sectoral economywide policy reforms would seek
policy tools to avoid the worst environ- to move the economy toward the equilib-
mental consequences? rium point B by reducing both the current

There is a growing body of literature that account deficit (since CA < 0) and the ex-
seeks to examine the pros and cons of timing cess demand {since Y > YF)-
and sequencing stabilization and adjustment A movement in the (downward) direction
measures-to achieve economic goals (for a AD could be achieved by a currency devalu-
recent review, see Edwards 1992) but not ation and removal of trade barriers, while a
environmernial ones. One m.ay adapt some of shift in. tbe (leftAw^ard) diree-4on AL would
this past work to obtain basic insights that occur if government subsidies were elirni-
help to deal with environmental issues. nated (for example, by raising subsidized

Figure 1-4 Timing and sequencing macroeconomic reforms

CY = YF)
N
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Source: Munasinghe M., "Making Economic Growth More Sustainable", Ecological Economics, Vol. 15, pp 121-4, 1995.

PD = price of domeslic goods Y = income
PF = prce of foreign goods YF = full employment income
e = exchange rate CA = current account 7
IN = lnternl balance equilibdum G = government expenditure
EX = externd balance equilibrium



Environmental Impacts of Macroeconomic and Sectoral Policies

energy prices). Suppose that the reforms adopted (ex ante) to mitigate the damage.
affecting AD could be achieved first and Similarly, short-term policies that restore
AL somewhat later, due to powerful vested stability and encourage a long-term per-
interest (for example, transport or industrial spective are good economically and envi-
lobbies). In this case, trade liberalization alone ronmentally. Nevertheless, government
might lead to greater foreign investment and budgetary cutbacks may fall disproportion-
expansion of energy-intensive industries, re- ately on environmental (and social) protec-
sulting in excessive use of (still subsidized) tion programs. Special attention is required
energy and more pollution. to avoid such an outcome. Finally, longer-

Clearly, the foregoing analysis is limited term effects of growth have important en-
by its simple, static, and short-term nature. vironmental effects via impacts on pov-
Nonetheless, some environmentally-related erty, employment, incomes, and prices.
arguments such as the above could be used to The authors also set out a practical ap-
fruitfully reexamine (and perhaps modify) proach based on the action impact matrix
the timing and sequencing of policy reforms. (AIM), which helps to build synergies between
Since hardly any work has been carried out in economic and environmental policymakers,
this area, and country circumstances vary and develop a consensual analytical frame-
widely, it would not be possible to generalize. work linking economywide policies and criti-
At the same time, restraint and good judgment cal environmental issues. Finally, the paper
arerequiredtoavoidthetemptationof making provides a five-point implementation pro-
major changes in economywide policies gram for decisionmakers involving screen-
merely to achieve minor environmental (and ing, analysis, remediation, follow-up, and
social) gains. Once again, policy options that integration of economic and environmental
achieved "win-win" gains would be the most strategies.
desirable. In their paper, Panayotou and Hupe fo-

cus specifically on structural adjustment
Overview of the volume programs. They argue that the question is

not whether to undertake structural adjust-
The papers in this volume are organized in ment but what kind of structural adjust-
three broad sections. Chapters 2 to 6 deal ment, at what pace, and in which sequence.
with general links between the environ- Structural adjustment programs must pay
ment and economywide policies and broad as much attention to market and institu-
development strategies. The next three pa- tional failures as they pay to policy failures.
pers deal with sector-specific environmental Using environmental and social policies as
issues relating to trade, agriculture, and en- add-ons or as supplementary and compen-
ergy. The volume concludes with country satory or parallel policies to mitigate or
case studies of Botswana and Costa Rica. cushion the environmental and social im-

Munasinghe and Cruz describe the find- pacts of structural adjustment is second
ings of a set of twelve World Bank country best compared to the full integration of
case studies. While cautioning about the these policies with the economic reforms in
complexity of the issues involved and the the context of a sustainable development
difficulties of generalizing, the authors ar- strategy.
gue that liberalizing economic reforms that These authors further conclude that struc-
free up prices and eliminate wasteful re- tural adjustment programs can best ensure
source use are good for both the economy sustainability by providing for reinvest-
and the environment. However, residual ment of rents from the depletion of natural
market, policy, and institutional imperfec- resources in natural, environmental,
tions can cause environmental harm unless manmade, and human capital, to maintain
specific complementary measures are and expand the productive capacity of the
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economy and the quality of life. Partial vis-a-vis the environment. If it is found that
reforms or incomplete implementation of the environmental side effects will be sub-
reforms may do more harm than good if stantial, either the root causes (market fail-
they are selectively applied to benefit cer- ures or property rights problems) should
tain constituencies without due regard to be addressed, or if that is not feasible, the
their social and environmental impacts. The macroeconomic policy should be appropri-
missed opportunities of the past should ately modified in order to reduce losses.
serve as valuable lessons for the future The authors indicate that the impacts on
rather than as reminders dwelling on the the environment from changes in macro-
assignment of blame for past failures (with economic policies are channeled most of-
a great deal of hindsight). ten through rather complex and less direct

Next, Postigo indicates that it is difficult mechanisms in the economy. In order to
to predict whether macroeconomic policies identify these side effects, general equilib-
have a positive or negative impact on the rium analysis has proven to be quite valu-
environment because the links between able. In spite of the rather severe problems
macroeconomic policies and the environ- with the accuracy of available data in com-
ment are indirect and therefore difficult to putable general equilibrium models, these
substantiate. Nevertheless, sectoral and models are at the present the only tools
specific economic policies, and the institu- available that can help identify relevant
fion1al context in A7hich the nolircies are second-best nroblems when macroeco-
implemented, are more important than nomic policies are developed. Therefore,
macroeconomic policies in determining the the authors conclude that an active pro-
extent of environmental degradation. Par- gram of amalgamating macroeconomic ob-
ticularly crucial is the institutional capacity jectives with environmental objectives in
of the state to implement precisely the tar- the context of general equilibrium models
geted economic policies compatible with could yield useful insights.
the protection of the environment and to The paper by Reed seeks to show why the
enforce environmental regulations. social dimension of adjustrment programs

The author also concludes that there is must be integrated into an analysis of the
no evidence that the change to an export- impact of structural reforms on the envi-
oriented strategy of economic development ronment; the author uses two case studies,
necessarily brings about greater environ- of Venezuela and El Salvador, to illustrate
mental damage. Some adjustment programs this. Economic reforms change class struc-
have put strong pressure on indebted coun- tures and social relations in adjusting soci-
tries to service their external debt, resulting eties. In the process, such reforms can have
in the acute impoverishment of the lower- negative, long-term environmental impacts.
income populations and institutional col- According to the author, these two examples
lapse of the state. The need to increase also raise questions about the viability of
foreign exchange earnings may have also the World Bank's current win-win strat-
created a greater pressure on the natural egy, which encourages policymakers to give
resource base of some developing coun- priority to policy reforms that increase eco-
tries. nornic efficiency while generating positive

Maler and Munasinghe use an explicit environmental changes. The analysis sug-
mathematical model to explore the circum- gests that unless changes in social struc-
stances in which macroeconomic policies tures and social relations are examined ad-
might be modified to address environmen- equately, apparent win-win situations may
tal issues. They argue that we live in a actually conceal underlying social contra-
second-best world, and it is this fact that dictions and thereby aggravate already se-
gives rise to macroeconomic policy failures rious environmental problems.
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Heerink, Kuyvenhoven, and Qu exam- dispute. As an effect of price changes, at least
ine international trade and the environ- four different elements should be distin-
ment, with special reference to the agricul- guished: (i) decisions between current and
ture. They indicate that as regards national future production; (ii) changes in farm prac-
environmental problems, international har- tices and inputs use; (iii) decisions between
monization of environmental standards is production and conservation investments;
generally not desirable. Differences in na- and (iv) farmers' private discount rates.
tional priorities and in capacities to cope In the paper by Torres, environmental
with environmental and natural resource issues in the agriculture sector in Latin
degradation justify variations in environ- America are studied. He argues that the
mental standards across countries. Hence, solution to the environmental problems of
countries should not protect their indus- agricultural modernization is neither to
tries against imports from countries with reverse the new trends in policies nor to
lower standards. On the other hand, har- reverse the export orientation of the econo-
monization of the form of environmental mies, but to face these problems directly. If
policy (principles and measures) is highly most environmental problems originate
desirable. Tensions between trade and the from some economic distortion (such as
environment may be reduced by global ad- externalities or common-property re-
herence to the "polluter pays" principle sources), the proper instruments must be
(PPP). The cost effectiveness of measures to used to resolve these distortions at the
address international or global environmen- sectoral or macroeconomic level. The envi-
tal problems may differ between countries. ronmental impacts associated with agricul-
The effect of international trade growth on tural modernization involve very signifi-
the environment can be positive or nega- cant economic aspects, most importantly
tive, depending on the case examined. Six related to input prices and their indirect
separate effects are distinguished, namely impacts on production costs, profitability,
the effects on: (i) allocative efficiency; (ii) and competitiveness. The case studies show
scale of economic activity; (iii) transport that there are market limitations that pro-
flows; (iv) output composition; (v) technol- vide private economic incentives to over-
ogy; and (vi) environmental policy. exploit natural resources.

According to these authors, studies of The author points out that the behavior
the environmental effects of a worldwide of modernized private enterprises toward
removal of food price distortions indicate the environment may vary according to the
that resource use in agriculture will in- type and size of the investment project and
crease in those developing countries that the country. The ideal enterprise is an insti-
have a commercial farm sector. In addition, tution that coordinates the transforma-
land clearance is likely to contribute to de- tion of inputs (natural resources) into
forestation in these countries. On a global outputs using the best available technol-
scale the increased chemical use in devel- ogy, motivated by the explicit objective
oping countries will be more than offset, of profit maximization. Government poli-
however, by lower applications of chemi- cies must then promote conservation of
cals that result from production declines in natural resources on behalf of society.
high-income countries. The total level of The policies should help to internalize
air, soil, and water contamination by farm- the externalities of private firms and in-
ers and the average chemical intake by the volve macroeconomic, sectoral, and so-
world's food consumers will decline as a cial measures. Besides economic policies,
result. Whether higher agricultural prices there are concrete actions a government
resulting from trade liberalization will lead may take to deal with environmental
to increased soil degradation is a question in problems brouLght about by market dis-
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tortions in economic activities. Finally, pricing, and wind power all reduce GHG
this paper highlights the potential for emissions and reduce local air quality-re-
win-win strategies that would produce lated health impacts. GHG emissions re-
efficient economic growth while mini- duction options may have a significant
mizing the social cost of natural resource impact on system reliability. Wind energy
use and environmental degradation in will generally increase system reliability.
Latin America. The maximum hydro scenarios will de-

Meier, Munasinghe, and Siyambalapitiya crease reliability. This paper clearly and
describe a case study that seeks to incorpo- explicitly demonstrates that efficient pric-
rate potential global environmental con- ing makes an especially significant contri-
straints into energy sector decisionmaking bution to environmentally sustainable de-
in Sri Lanka. They show that setting elec- velopment.
tricity prices to reflect the long-run mar- Unemo uses a computable general equi-
ginal cost (LRMC) has a significant and librium (CGE) model to explore the interac-
unambiguously beneficial impact on the tion between development strategies and
environment (both in-country and globally). market imperfections in Botswana. The
The imposition of carbon taxes on fuels author concludes that if appropriate data
used to generate electricity has a more di- are available, CGE models may give some
rect impact on greenhouse gas emissions interesting insights, including a more mul-
(and other measures related to the use of tifaceted picture of the changes taking place
fossil fuels) than merely adding the equiva- in a society as a result of policy changes.
lent externality cost to the electricity tariff. Because the purpose of general equilib-
Pricing policy has a more general impact rium modeling is to show the net effect of
than physical approaches to demand-side different economic forces, the approach may
management (DSM). Demand-side manage- help to remove uncertainties about the out-
ment programs are more difficult to imple- come of various policies. CGE models may
ment and limited in scope. Nevertheless, help to derive optimal policies for sound
the results suggest that it is hard to justify environmental resource use. Furthermore,
more expensive measures for greenhouse it is clear that governmental policies and
gas (GHG) emission control, such as wind external shocks together with malfunction-
energy or the substitution of diesels for ing markets can have considerable unin-
coal plants, if the more cost-effective mea- tentional impacts on the use of environ-
sures, such as DSM, transmission and dis- mental resources. In the present study, this
tribution (T&D) loss reduction, and maxi- was especially true in the simulation in-
mum implementation of minihydros, have volving a fall in the price of diamonds. This
not been implemented first. confirms the view that it is important to

The authors conclude that a number of bring environmental considerations more
transportation sector measures, advocated into economic policymaking.
on the grounds of ameliorating local air The author shows two important points
quality impacts or for general improve- to be taken into account when designing
ments in the fuel efficiency of the sector, structural adjustment programs (or other
prove to have significant GHG emission packages of policy reform). First, it is nec-
reduction benefits as well. While some essary to analyze how the markets for dif-
measures to reduce GHG emissions imply ferent goods and resources work (if they
a significant increase in other local envi- exist at all). Second, it is useful to establish
ronmental impacts, these measures also what signals the projected policies will cre-
tend to be very expensive and therefore ate and how these will affect the use of
unlikely to be implemented. Pressurized, environmental resources. Based on these
fluidized bed conversion (PFBC), LRMC findings, actions need to be taken to reduce
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harmful impacts on the environment. The deforestationcouldworseninsteadofdeclin-
main conclusion is to avoid policies that ing. Labor and capital tend to flow from indus-
risk having negative environmental impacts try to agriculture, leading to the conversion of
and to choose more environmentally evenmore forestland for farming. Finally,both
friendly policies. This may, however, be these last two examples underline the impor-
quite difficult because the policies are often tance of pursuing sectoral reforms in parallel
designed to address wide economic prob- with growth-inducing policies.
lems. An alternative remedy is therefore to
design and implement complementary mea- Conclusion
sures that will reduce the negative environ-
mental impacts arising from the program. The papers in this volume offer ample evi-
This may, for example, involve measures to dence that macroeconomic and sectoral poli-
establish markets for certain goods and re- cies do have significant environmental (and
sources that initially are missing or are social) effects. Although tracing such links
malfunctioning. poses great difficulties, sufficient analytical

In the final chapter of the volume, Persson progress has been made to begin to practi-
and Munasinghe also use a CGE model to cally address adverse environmental conse-
examine deforestation in Costa Rica. The re- quences of economywide policies.
suits support the conclusions of a more con- Further applied studies are required to
ventional partial equilibrium approach-that examine linksbetween the longer-run struc-
establishing property rights tends to de- ture of growth, poverty alleviation, and
crease deforestation because such rights environmental protection. Future work
allow forest users to better capture the fu- should seek to relate packages of macro-
ture benefits of reduced logging damage economic and sectoral policy reforms to a
today. The CGE results concerning the ef- fuller range of priority environmental con-
fects of discount rate changes on deforesta- cerns in a variety of countries. Some areas
tion also parallel the predictions of partial of current interest such as trade reform and
equilibrium models-higher interest rates privatization policies deserve early atten-
promote deforestation while lower interest tion. At the same time, emphasis should be
rates contribute to conservation. placed on developing more practical mod-

Beyond confirming the direct results of els and analytical tools that can be applied
partial equilibrium analyses, the CGE ap- in a variety of situations.
proach also clearly identifies the indirect ef- Distributional, political economy, and
fects arising from intersectoral linkages. For institutional issues also ought to be ad-
example, partial equilibrium analysis pre- dressed in future work. In this context,
dicts that stumpage price increases will act greater attention needs to be paid also to
directlytoreducelogging. Ontheotherhand, the identification, evaluation, and mitiga-
the model shows that while deforestation tion of the social impacts of economywide
from logging will indeed decline, total defor- policies. The nature of environmental and
estationneverthelessincreases.Thisphenom- social problems is heavily dependent on
enon arises from indirect linkages captured the allocation of political and institutional
by the general equilibrium analysis. The con- power, and policy reforms may have sub-
traction of the logging and forest industry stantial implications for the distribution of
sectors causes a shift of resources toward the income and welfare. Thus, there are obvi-
much larger agricultural sector. As agricul- ous obstacles to overcoming what might be
ture expands, deforestation increases. Simi- very powerful vested interests when envi-
larly, if the wages of unskilled labor were ronmental reforms are recommended.
increased (for example, because of minimum Implementation issues such as asymme-
wage legislation), the model predicts that tries in the incidence of environmental costs
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and benefits (especially health impacts), ever, severe data constraints limit the appli-
consultation with and empowerment of cability of such a comprehensive approach in
disadvantaged groups, timing of reforms, many developing countries. Short-cut meth-
and the role of environmental conditionali- ods, therefore, ought to be developed. For
ties will need to be studied. example, easily applicable rules-of-thumb

Finally, the need for a more systematic (calibrated by well-chosen national studies)
way of monitoring the environmental impli- could be used to devised baseline estimates
cations of reform programs suggests that of national wealth in the form of natural
sectoral and economywide indicators of resources, human capital, and produced as-
sustainability should be developed. Recent sets. Selected indicators (both physical and
work that has focused on methods of incor- economic value-based) are required to help
porating environmental aspects into national contribute to the more effective monitoring
income accounts needs to be pursued. How- of economywide conditions of sustainability.

Approaches to Sustainable Development

ECONOMIC

*Efficieny
* Growth
/ Stability\

* Poverty Biodinrsity/Resiliente A
•ip* Consultation/Empowerment Natural Resources*
* Culture/Heritage Pollution.

0 < * inter.generetional equity >

SOCIAL . popular participation ENVIRONMENTAL
Source: Munasinghe 1993.

The economic approach to sustainability is based on the Hicks-Lindahl concep t of the maximum flow
of income that could be generated while at least maintaining the stock of assets (or capital) which
yield these benefits (Solow 1986, Maler 1990). There is an underlying concept of optimality and
economic efficiency applied to the use of scarce resources. Problems of interpretation arise in
identifying the kinds of capital to be maintained (for example, manufactured, natural, and human
capital) and their substitutability, as well as in valuing these assets, particularly ecological re-
sources. The issues of uncertainty, irreversibility, and catastrophic collapse pose additional
difficulties (Pearce and Turner 1990).

The social concept of sustainability is people-oriented, and seeks to maintain the stability of
social and cultural systems, including the reduction of destructive conflicts (Munasinghe and
McNeely 1995). Equity is an important aspect of this approach. Preservation of cultural diversity and

(Box continues niext page)
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cultural capital across the globe, and the better use of knowledge concerning sustainable practices embedded
in less dominant cultures, are desirable. Modern society would need to encourage and incorporate pluralism
and grassroots participation into a more effective decisionmaking framework for socially sustainable
development.

The environmental view of sustainable development focuses on the stability of biological and physical
systems (Munasinghe and Shearer, 1995). Of particular importance is the viability of subsystems that are
critical to the global stability of the overall ecosystem. Furthermore, "natural" systems and habitats may be
interpreted broadly to also include manmade environments like cities. The emphasis is on preserving the
resilience and dynamic ability of such systems to adapt to change, rather than conservation of some "ideal"
static state. Natural resource degradation, pollution, and loss of biodiversity reduce system resilience.

Reconciling these various concepts and operationalizing them as a means to achieve sustainable
development is a formidable task, since all threeelements ofsustainable developmentmustbegivenbalanced
consideration. The interfaces among the three approaches are also important. Thus, the economiic and social
elements interact to give rise to issues such as intra-generational equity (income distribution) and targeted
relief for the poor. The economic-environmental interface has yielded new ideas on valuation and
intemalization of environmental impacts. Finally, the social-environmental linkage has led to renewed
interest in areas like inter-generational equity (rights of future generations) and popular participation.

In seeking to integrate the three approaches in a practical way, it is useful to recognize that most
development decisions continue to be based on the economic efficiency criteria. Thus, it is useful to turn to
the relatively new area of environmental economics as a starting point for developing a broader conceptual
framework that integrates the economic, sociocultural, and ecological approaches (see Figure 1.1). For
example, economists attempt to incorporate environmental concerns into decision making by valuing
environmental resources in monetary terms, and ensuring that resource prices reflect their scarcity values.
Similarly, economists have addressed social-equity concerns by placing special emphasis on costs and
benefits accruing to the poor, by ensuring that those who impose costs on others pay commensurate charges,
and more recently, by seeking to protect productive assets for future generations.

The foregoing suggests a broad integrated conceptual approach in which the net benefits of economic
activities are maximiized, subject to maintaining the stock of productive assets over time, and providing a
social safety net to meet the basic needs of the poor. Some analysts support a "strong sustainability" rule
which requires the separate preservation of each category of critical asset (for example, manufactured,
natural, sociocultural, and human capital), assuming that they are complements rather than substitutes.
Other researchers have argued in favor of "weak sustainability," which seeks to maintain the aggregate
monetary value of the total stock of assets, assuming a high degree of substitutability among the various asset
types. At the same time, the underlying basis of economi-c valuation, optimization and efficient use of
resources may notbe easily applied to ecological objectives like protectingbiodiversity, or to social goals such
as promoting public participation and empowerment-thereby forcing reliance on non-economic indicators
of social and environmental status, as well as on other techniques like multicriteria analysis to facilitate
tradeoffs among a variety of such non-commensurable objectives.
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The Environmental Impact of Economywide Policies:
Some Recent Evidence

Mohan Munasinghe, Wilfrido Cruz, and Jeremy Warford

Recent years have seen a wide range of economywide policy reform programs that have
been undertaken to address macroeconomic problems (such as those affecting international
trade, government budgets, private investment, wages, and income distribution) and broad
sectoral issues (such as those relating to agricultural productivity, industrial protection,
and energy use). The economywide mechanisms for attaining these goals include altering
the rates of exchange or interest, reducing government budgets, promoting market liberal-
ization, fostering international openness, enhancing the role of the private sector, and
strengthening government and market institutions, often coupled with pricing and other
reforms within key sectors such as industry, agriculture, and energy.

Although these policies are typically not directed explicitly toward influencing the
quality of the natural environment, they may, nonetheless, have major impacts, either
positive or negative, on it. This chapter argues that there are significant payoffs in
attempting to understand such impacts better and to act on them. Positive impacts of
economywide reforms on the environment can be used to build constituencies for reform.
Potential negative impacts need to be analyzed, monitored, and mitigated. In some in-
stances, the direction of environmental impact stemming from economywide policy reform
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is fairly straightforward. The extent of the veloping a general methodology to trace all
impact, however, invariably requires em- possible environmental impacts of a pack-
pirical analysis. In more complex cases, age of adjustment reforms, and until re-
even the direction of the impact is ambigu- cently there has been relatively limited
ous. In view of their location-specific na- empirical work on this subject (exceptions
ture and the complexity of economic, physi- include Cruz and Repetto 1992; Mahar 1988;
cal, ecological, institutional, and cultural Panayotou and Sussangkarn 1991; Reed
variables involved, more case study mate- 1992). Nonetheless, the case studies offer
rial is clearly need to enhance our under- evidence that careful case-specific empiri-
standing of these relationships. cal work may help to identify better ways

The case studies used to illustrate the to deal with potentially serious impacts of
main conclusions of this work were carried specific economywide policies on high-pri-
out within the World Bank over the last ority environmental problems. This chap-
several years. They reflect a wide range of ter also indicates the considerable scope
country situations and environmental prob- that exists for developing better analytical
lems. Pollution issues are addresse th tools to trace the linkages between environ-
reference to air quality in Mexico, indus- mental and economic policy.
trial pollution caused by specific industries
in Indonesia, and general industrial pollu- Linkages between the environment
tion in Poland. Environmental aspects of and economywide policies
energy use are addressed in the Sri Lanka This chapter focuses on the environmental
case. Various issues related to natural re-
sources are covered in the other studies: fmsiund at te setorlio ro-
deforestation and land degradation in Costa

Rica, deforestation . the Philippi, deconomic level. Although the emphasis isRica, deforestation in the Phlippines, deg- on economic policies, other noneconomic
radation of agricultural lands due to over- m u are also releva ntchsoc

grazng n Tuisi, frtilty osse du to measures are also relevant, such as social,grazing in Tunisia,fer es du to institutional, and legal actions. A recurring

extenrsionrof cpletivatedoares in M ,na theme in the case studies is that the poten-

sustainable agriculture in ChinaM and un- tial for achieving parallel gains in conven-
sustmainablmenagriculture in Cna,' tional economic, social, and environmental

life managemntudin Zabwouse. avarietyof goals is often present whenever economy-
The case studies also use a variety of wd eom tep oipoemco

analytical methods to illustrate the differ- . .
ent approaches available for identi- economic stability, increase efficiency, and
fying the environmental implications of alleviate poverty. However, in important
economywide reforms. These methods cases, these potential gains cannot be real-econoywlderefors. Thse mehods ized unless complementary environmental
range from directly observing the links be- and soci mea esrarriedeot.
tween economic incentives and resource The spcifi findings are groued acod
use to relying on complex economic model- The prcipal ways in which econo-
ing of policies and their environmental ef- l
fects. In all the studies, however, the ana- ywide policies may iteract with the envi-
lytical approach uniformly requires identi- ronment:
fying key environmental concerns and re- * First, many economic reforms initiated
lating these to the agenda of high-priority to promote more efficient resource allo-
sectoral and macroeconomic reforms un- cation and use are also environmentally
der consideration. The analysis underscores beneficial. However, residual imperfec-
the formidable difficulties involved in de- tions often give rise to environmental

harm.
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* Second, stabilization measures meant to water (which have pervasive effects), and
restore macroeconomic stability are nec- removing taxes or subsidies on particular
essary for sustainable development, but commodities or factors of production.
short-term contractionary aspects of such The environmental benefits of macroeco-
programs also may have adverse envi- nomic reforms were observed in Zimba-
ronmental implications. bwe (Muir-Leresche and Bono 1994). From

* Finally, economywide policies have an environmental perspective, wildlife-
longer term implications on economic based economic activities (including
growth and income distribution, that may ecotourism, safaris, hunting, and special-
also lead to environmental changes. ized meat and hide production) are better

suited to that country's semi-arid climate
In the ensuing sections, these broad find- and poor soils than cattle ranching which

ings are illustrated, first, by specific World competes for the same limited land re-
Bank country studies and, second, through sources). The former also constitute some
other selected studies. Due to space limita- of the fastest growing sectors-wildlife-
tions, it was not possible to have a more based tourism alone grew at the rate of 13
comprehensive literature review. percent in 1991, comprising 5 percent of the

Efficiency-Oriented Reforms gross domestic product (GDP). Despite its
economic and environmental advantages,

CONSOLIDATING ENVIRONMENTAL GAINS sectoral land policies have generally dis-
Economic liberalization programs which address couraged wildlife activities since these are
price-relateddistortions("gettingpricesright") perceived as "underutilizing" land. Live-
can contribute to both economic and environ- stock marketing and price policies have
mental goals, by promoting efficiency and re- traditionally subsidized cattle ranching.
ducing waste. More importantly, for many years, the

In many developing countries, misplaced government's foreign exchange and trade
efforts to promote specific regional or policies indirectly penalized the wildlife
sectoral growth and general economic de- sector. The Zimbabwean dollar was over-
velopment have created complex webs of valued by 50 to 80 percent from 1981 to 1990.
commodity, sectoral, and macroeconomic This meant that export-oriented sectors
price distortions, resulting in economic in- were implicitly taxed, among them wildlife
efficiency and stagnation. Often, these eco- and nature tourism concerns. Foreign ex-
nomic distortions also lead to unanticipated change earnings were diverted to other sec-
changes in production and input-use that tors, depressing incomes and investment
promote resource overexploitation or pol- in wildlife. In the early 1990s, the govern-
lution. Such economic distortions may arise ment introduced an adjustment package,
from a macroeconomic policy (such as the including measures aimed at boosting the
overvaluation of the local currency) or from level of exports. The currency was deval-
a sectoral policy with economywide impli- ued by 25 percent, and more liberal access
cations (such as subsidized energy prices). to foreign exchange was allowed. These

In either case, economywide policies that moves were beneficial on both economic
correct such price-related distortions will and ecological fronts. Although the
also result in environmental gains. Among economy still has a long way to go, exports
the broadest are macro-remedies to correct have improved. At the same time, the prof-
the foreign exchange rate and taxes that itability of the wildlife sector increased,
distort trade. More sector-specific reforms leading to an expansion of land allocated to
seek to shift key relative prices-for ex- wildlife-which is also environmentally
ample, setting efficient prices for energy or more desirable.
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The environmental implications of such environmental damage will require
sectoral reforms in energy pricing and policy reforms relating especially to subsi-
rangeland management were studied in Sri dies to the livestock sector.
Lanka and Tunisia, respectively. The Sri Other Studies: A recent World Bank study
Lanka study demonstrates that energy sec- suggests that trade policies which encour-
tor reforms can contribute to both econo- age greater openness in Latin America have
mic and environmental goals (Meier, tended to be associated with a better envi-
Munasinghe, and Siyambalapitiya, Chap- ronment, primarily due to environmentally
ter 8 of this volume). As in most develop- benign characteristics of modern technolo-
ing countries, electricity prices in Sri Lanka gies (Birdsall and Wheeler 1992). The na-
have been well below the incremental cost ture of the environmental impacts of ad-
of future supplies. Many studies show that justment reforms (like the exchange rate
eliminating power subsidies by raising tar- changes and trade liberalization examples
iffs closer to the LRMC of power genera- above), have been questioned for some time.
tion, will encourage more efficient use of The broader issues raised by links between
electricity. trade and environment are summarized in

In projecting future electricity require- Box 2.1.
ments, the study found that the economic In Zambia, foreign exchange reforms
benefits of setting electricity prices to reflect have had a positive impact on wildlife popu-
LRMC is supplemented by an unambigu- lations, particularly of large mammals-by
ously favorable impact on the environment reducing the incentives for illegal trophy
(including local air quality, biodiversity loss hunting to obtain scarce foreign currency
and greenhouse gas emissions). In addi- (Mupimpila et al. 1994). In Tanzania, a case
tion, pricing reforms were found to have study of structural adjustment policies and
better economic and environmental impacts the impact on the environment, suggests
than purely technical approaches to de- that exchange-rate adjustment could provide
mand-side management, such as promoting greater incentives to protect national parks,
the use of energy-saving fluorescent lights. game reserves and nature conservation ar-

The negative effects of underpricing re- eas. In Vietnam, a computable general equi-
sources in the agricultural sector is illus- librium (CGE) model simulation of forest
trated in the Tunisia study (Partow and policyreformsindicatesasignificantincrease
Mink 1995). The government's concern in forest area and the creation of 24,000 new
with ensuring sufficient supply and jobs, as well as benefits from avoided loses in
affordability of livestock products in Tuni- terms of land degradation and loss of prop-
sia has resulted in a web of pricing and erty and lives due to flooding.
subsidy interventions. A variety of subsi-
dies has promoted livestock production in-
tensification in certain parts of Tunisia, Box 2.1 Trade and the Environment
while in other regions they have encour-
aged herd maintenance at levels beyond As noted in the World DvelopmEneit Re-

pOr't 1992: De velopnine1t ansd thec En1vironni1ent,
rangelands' carrying capacity. Particularly the concern with environmental implica-

during dry years, subsidized feed imports tions of trade involves both the domestic
have substituted for natural pasture, and implications of policy reforms as well as
have averted herd contraction. This failure the global environmental dimension of

of herds to respond to diminished feed international trade.agreements. Al.thoughliberalizing reforms generally promote
availability in natural pastures, however, moreefficientiresourceuse(includinguse
has contributed to significant rangeland of environmental resouIces), in practice
degradation primarily in the central and there is no clear-cut reason to expect that
southern regions of the country. Reversing trade liberalization will be either good or
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bad for the environment. The reason is that trade reforms may be undertaken, but the presence of
pre-existing market, policy, or institutional imperfections in the environment sector may lead to
adverse environmental impacts. The following discussion illustrates various environmental
initiatives that will be needed to complement reforms in the trade sector.

Regarding national or domestic trade reforms, early concerns about negative effects were raised
regarding the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and pollution in Mexico. Similar
concerns involved cassava exports and soil erosion in Thailand, and exchange rate depreciation and
deforestation in Ghana. However, more recently there has been increased recognition that the links
between trade and the environment are much more complex since economic expansion from trade
is characterized not only by growth but also by changes in the intersectoral composition of output,
in production techniques and input-use, and in location of economic activity.

For example, if liberalized trade fosters greater efficiency and higher productivity, it may also
reduce pollution intensity by encouraging the growth of less polluting industries and the adoption of
cleaner technologies. In Mexico, Grossman and Krueger (1991) conclude that increased specialization
due to NAFTA-related trade liberalization would result in a shift to labor-intensive and agricultural
activities that require less energy inputs and generate less hazardous waste per unit of output than more
capital-intensive activities. Similarly, in the Indonesia case study (cited in the text), both pollution- and
energy-intensity declined due to such shifts. Pollution impacts probably declined as well, due to the
dispersion of industry away fromJava. However, the rapid growth of the industrial sector in recent years
has also meant an increase in total pollution in spite of reduced pollution intensities. As more countries
succeed in attaining rapid and sustained growth, there will be an increasing need to more carefully
examine the relationship between the changing structure of high growth economies and the danger of
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a combination of regulations and economic incentives.
On agriculture and forestry, contrary to popular perceptions, a shift in cropping patterns toward

export crops expansion does not necessarily imply increased erosion. Repetto (1989), using ex-
amples for Sub-Saharan Africa, concludes that many export crops tend to be less harmful to soils.
In West Africa, tree and bush crops are grown with grasses, and erosion rates are two to three times
less than similar areas planted for locally used food crops such as cassava, yams, maize, sorghum,
and millet. In Malawi, Cromwell and Winpenny (1991) found that adjustment led to changes in
product mix and production intensity instead of changes in cultivated area or production tech-
niques. Soil-improving crops were adopted and agricultural intensification helped absorb a rapidly
growing population on less land. Also, contrary to popular belief, export crop expansion has not
generally occurred at the cost of reduced food crop output, with subsequent potentially negative
social and environmental effects. However, in a study of eleven developing countries, it was found
that rapid expansion of cash crops, in fact, does not tend to reduce food production. This
complementarity rather than competition has been observed in countries where initial productivity
is low and is partly explained by technology spillovers from cash crop activities that also enhance
food crop production.

The more pressing question is whether these export crops displace forests. In Sudan, Stryker and
others. (1989) found that trade and other adjustment-related reforms resulted in significant
deforestation because increased producer prices encouraged woodland clearing for crop cultiva-
tion. However, recent studies have shown that in such cases, deforestation pressures are due to
prevailing distortions within the forestry sector, such as very low stumpage prices or poor forest
management capacity that are not corrected with the trade reforms. Inadequate land tenure and
land clearing, as a requirement for tenure, prevent more efficient exploitation of existing agricul-
tural lands, and have also contributed to the problem. For example, in Cote d'Ivoire, the effects of
price-related policies were believed to have led to deforestation, but to a lesser extent than the lack
of a consistent and secure land tenure system (Reed 1992). The Ghana study (cited in the main text)
also analyzed the interaction between effects of price changes and the institutional factors governing
resource ownership and management. Using both household data and remote sensing information on
agricultural and forest resources, the study found that increased crop incentives have contributed to
pressures for deforestation. However, if producers had secure tenure and could internalize the
implications of excessive land exploitation, these pressures would have been reduced significantly.

With regard to the global environmental dimension of international trade, the debate has

(Box contineus next page)
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revolved around the issue of whether freer trade is beneficial to global and national environmental
conditions and whether it should be used to influence national and internatinal environmental
standards and agreements. Studies arising from a recent General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT) symposium have concluded that expanding global production and consumption does not
necessarily cause greater environmental degradation (Anderson and Blackhurst 1992). Indeed,
with appropriate national policy reforms, greater trade would generally contribute to environmen-
tal gains. In the case of coal, trade liberalization and the removal of price supports in richer
countries would reduce coal output, lead to higher international prices, and consequently decrease
coal consumption. This would be beneficial for the environment. In the case of food production,
the reduction of agricultural trade protection in rich countries would lead to a relocation of
production to poorer countries, leading to greater incomes, and reduced agricultural pollution in
developed countries. In poorer countries, it is recognized that the incentive to produce more will
probably increase fertilizer and pesticide use. However, maintaining high levels of agricultural
protection in rich countries is not an effective way of protecting the environment.

Domestic tax incentives and regulations would be a better way of limiting environmental
degradation (Anderson and Blackhurst 1992; Lutz 1993). The same general conclusion is reached
in recent studies on biodiversity and forestry. For example, the over-exploitation of biodiversity
and wildlife for international trade plays a minor role in species extinction since the major cause is
habitat destruction (Burgess 1991). Thus, attempts to ban wildlife trade will have limited benefit
plus large cost; proper trade mechanisms such as taxes and subsidies would be better at encourag-
ing conservation.

With respect to global deforestation, Barbier et al. (1991) found that the timber trade has not been
the major source of deforestation. The domestic factors (distorted prices, subsidies, tax regimes,
regulations, management capacity) leading to conversion of forest land to agriculture has played
the larger role. In general, an appropriate combination of domestic environmental and agricultural
policy measures, combined with trade reforms, will result in both welfare gains and in better
environmental quality (Harold and Runge 1993). On the international front, however, the challenge
is to initiate coordinated international action on domestic reform measures to counter the environ-
mentally negative effects of scale-any country attempting to implement domestic reforms in
isolation will lose income and jobs to its neighbors.

An early view on the effect of freer trade given different national environmental standards
between North and South, was that dirty industries would migrate to poor countries, where
environmental standards were either less strict or non-existent (Leonard 1989). Recent work
indicates that pollution abatement and control expenditures by firms do not appear to have had a
significant effect on competitiveness in most industries since these expenditures represent a modest
share of total costs. For example, environmental costs generally comprise only 0.5 percent of the
value of output and only 3 percent for the most polluting industry (Low 1992). Thus, environmental
costs are not a dominating factor in decisions for locating new industrial investments. In fact, trade
openness which may promote newer technologies may tend to have positive environmental effects
since most new technologies are also cleaner (Birdsall and Wheeler 1992).

These findings also suggest that there is no pressing reason for requiring national environmen-
tal standards to be made identical. Patterns of resource exploitation and pollution are primarily
affected by economic and social conditions, with environmental regulations or standards (espe-
cially in poor countries) playing a minor role. Promoting acceptance of similar environmental
principles, such as requiring that polluters pay for the damage they inflict, or incorporating
environmental values in cost-benefit analysis, will probably be more effective as well as politically
more acceptable.

Further work in this field should include efforts to establish more clearly: (a) the environmental
implications of liberalized trade flows; (b) the extent to which pollution from industrial growth may
undermine declining pollution intensity effects from trade reforms; and (c) whether trade measures
should be resorted to as "second best" policies when international coordination fails to remove
domestic distortions (for example, green labeling in the timber trade when the timber resource is
underpriced in exporting countries).
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AVOIDING ENVIRONMENTAL HARM pansionary effects of liberalization. To rem-
While liberalizing policies typically help both edy the environmental harm water price
the economy and the environment, other unad- increases need to be combined with trade
dressed policy, market and institutional imper- liberalization, so that the beneficial expan-
fections may cause environmental harm, unless sionary economic effects of the latter may
they are addressed through specific additional be largely retained, but now with substan-
measures that complement the broader reform tial reductions in water use as well.
programs. Marketfailures. Aside from existing policy

The reform process is typically under- distortions, the absence of price signals for
taken in stages, with the initial adjustment environmental services can undermine the
package aimed at the most important mac- contribution of efficiency- and growth-pro-
roeconomic issues. Existing distortions that moting reforms. The specific role of market
policymakers intend to address later in the failure in influencing the environmental
adjustment process, or other constraints implications of economic reforms is illus-
that have been overlooked, may cause en- trated in the case of liberalization policies
vironmental harm. Paralleling the way in and industrial promotion in Indonesia
which the social consequences of adjust- (Wheeler and Martin, forthcoming). In this
ment should be handled, such potential case, adjustment reforms which are suc-
adverse environmental consequences due cessful in the traditional sense of stimulat-
to remaining inefficiencies or inequities in ing industrial growth may have auverse
the economic system may, therefore, require pollution consequences because of market
additional measures to be introduced - to failure -no price signals prevent excessive
complement the original reform program. build-up of pollution.

Policy distortions. In Morocco, low The study identifies growth patterns
water charges constitute a prevailing policy which can help control pollution problems.
distortion that have artificially promoted In terms of emissions per unit of output, or
production of water intensive crops, such pollution intensity, the study found that
as sugar cane. Thus, rural irrigation water processing industries (for example, food
accounts for 92 percent of the country's products, pulp and paper) tend to be dirtier
marketed water use, while charges cover than assembly (for example, garments, fur-
less than 10 percent of the long-run mar- niture) industries. Liberalization in the
ginal cost of irrigation (Goldin and Roland- 1980s promoted a surge in assembly indus-
Host 1993). Going beyond the traditional tries, thereby reversing the 1970's pattern of
sectoral remedy of proposing an increase in more rapid growth in "dirty" processing
water tariffs, the study employed a com- sectors. Projections indicate that the share
putable general equilibrium (CGE) model of basic processing industries in total in-
to link sectoral policy reforms with the dustrial output will fall from 72 percent in
macroeconomic adjustment program, fo- 1993 to about 60 percent by 2020.
cusing on trade liberalization. In addition, industry expanded rapidly

In the CGE simulation, removal of nomi- outside densely populated Java, reducing
nal trade tariffs led to a small rise in real the health impact of industrial concentra-
GDP. Household incomes and consump- tion. However, industrial output growth
tion grew as import barriers were reduced, has been so rapid that general pollution
exports became more competitive, domes- levels have nevertheless increased. Thus,
tic purchasing power rose, and resources while decreases in pollution intensity and
were allocated more efficiently across the industrial decentralization have helped to
economy. However, environmental impli- limitpollution, formal regulations will need
cations were negative, as domestic water to be strengthened also, to avoid health and
use increased substantially due to the ex- environmental damage in the future.
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Institutional constraints. The nature of Another common institutional problem
macroeconomic effects on the environment relates not to the rules and regulations them-
is also contingent upon prevailing regula- selves, but rather to the government's ca-
tions or institutions governing resource use. pacity to establish and enforce such rules.
Thus, institutional constraints that are per- Regulating large numbers of potentially
vasive may undermine the potential contri- environmentally degrading activities is es-
bution of policy reforms. For example, the pecially difficult, even for industrialized
eventual impact of economywide reforms country governments. Substantial reduc-
(such as those affecting international and tions in institutional and monitoring needs
domestic terms of trade) on the incentives may be achieved with the use of indirect
facing farm households will be influenced measures or modified pricing-regulation
by intervening institutional factors, espe- approaches. This is illustrated by the
cially those affecting access and use rights Mexico City air pollution study which
over agricultural resources such as land shows that while, in principle, pollution
and water. taxes are the most accurate means of achiev-

The role of institutional constraints in mac- ing reductions in pollutants, in practice,
roeconomic reform programs is examined in administrative feasibility demands that less
the Ghana case study (Lopez, forthcoming). refined instruments such as taxes on con-
In this example, trade liberalization, by re- sumption of fuels may have to be used
ducing the taxation of agricultural exports (Eskeland and Ten-Kate, forthcoming).
leads to increased production incentives, While recourse to blunt instruments will
while efforts to reduce the government wage help, the magnitude of the institutional ca-
bill tend to increase the pool of unemployed. pacity-building challenge nevertheless re-
Thus, the adjustment process helps to stimu- mains clear. Building the relevant institu-
late production of export crops, and com- tional capacity in developing countries
bines with rapid population growth and lack therefore should be underscored, and ap-
of employment opportunities outside the propriate resources should be made avail-
rural sector to create increasing pressure on able early in the adjustment process to as-
land resources, encroachment onto marginal sist country governments in this task.
lands, and soil erosion. This effect on re- A study of energy prices in Poland con-
source use is influenced by the allocation of cludes that energy intensity and excessive
property rights. Whether in relation to the pollution in Poland is due not only to the
security of land tenure of peasant farmers, or undervaluation of coal in the centralized
to the right to extract timber by logging com- price system but more importantly, to insti-
panies, uncertainty normally results in envi- tutional problems rooted in state owner-
ronmental degradation. In Ghana, as inmany ship that encourages output maximization
regions of Africa, agricultural lands are gov- rather than cost minimization (Bates et al.
erned by traditional land use institutions, 1994). This means that price responsive-
and farms are communally owned by the ness is blunted, since financial losses are
village or tribe. These common property simply absorbed by the public budget, or
regimes may have been sufficient in allowing passed on to consumers in the form of higher
sustainable use of agricultural lands when output prices. Thus, energy sector restruc-
populations were much smaller, and suffi- turing efforts have recognized the need to
cient fallow periods could allow land to re- create a new institutional and legal frame-
gain its fertility. However, such traditional work that will facilitate competition
arrangements would be overwhelmed ulti- and greater private sector participation.
mately by economywide forces, resulting in Coupled with aggressive energy pricing
reduced fallowing, loss of soil fertility and reforms, this strategy appears to be making
environmental decline. some headway.
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Other studies: The need for complementary Macroeconomic stabilization
environmental reforms is illustrated also in measures
the case of forestry in Tanzania, where spe- CONSOLIDATING ENVIRONMENTAL GAINS
cific reforms in forest sector pricing and
regulation are needed to ensure that the Measures aimed at restoring macroeconomic
incentives from currency devaluation and stability will generally yield environmental
trade liberalization do not lead to increased benefits since instability undermines sustain-
timber exports and unsustainable forest ex- able resource use.
ploitation (Bagachwa et al. 1994). Similarly, The relationship between environmental
in Jamaica, an on-going study shows how issues and policy reforms is fairly straight-
foreign exchange reforms have increased forward at a general level. Macroeconomic
the revenue generated by the tourism sec- instability is not only disastrous for the
tor (Alleyne et al. 1994). However, the in- economy, but also frequently detrimental
creasing pressure of associated economic to the environment. For example, high
activity has caused considerable degrada- interest rates associated with economic cri-
tion of natural habitats and increased ur- ses can severely undermine incentives for
ban pollution - thus calling for complemen- sustainable management of resources, as
tary environmental protection measures. producers seek to maximize current yields

at the expense of future output.

Box 2-2. Debt and the environment

One of the early antecedents of the concern about the relationship between economywide policies
and the environment was the debt and degradation link noted by the Brundtland Report (1987): debt
that cannot be amortizedforces raw material-dependent countries in Africa to deplete theirfragile soils, with
the result that good land is turned into desert. The perception was that many countries reacted to the
external shocks during the economic crisis years of the early 1980s by exploiting natural resources
unsustainably. However, evidence from country case studies and from cross-country statistical
exercises does not support this view.

For example, a World Wildlife Fund report, based on case studies for Cote d'Ivoire, Mexico, and
Thailand, concluded that there is no simple relationship between external debt levels and environ-
mental degradation. In the case of Cote d'Ivoire the research team found that although the country's
deforestation rate was one of the highest in the world, external debt did not affect environmental
degradation in general or the forestry sector in particular (Reed 1992). In another study, using
econometric models with cross-country deforestation data, no consistent statistical relationship
was found between debt and forest depletion (Capistrano and Kiker 1990).

In fact, many factors are at work, and primary commodities such as timber exports do not exhibit
any simple trend during the debt crisis and adjustment periods. For example, in the early 1980s,
primary commodity exports were subject to falling international commodity prices. Thus, produc-
tion, domestic absorption, and price effects need to be assessed for specific commodities and
countries (Reisen and Van Trotsenburg 1988). Indeed, since the debt crisis was associated with
falling export prices and domestic economic contraction for many developing countries, it would
not be unreasonable to expect that in some countries the rate of resource extraction, instead of
increasing, would have actually declined during this period.

Ideally, countries go into debt with the expectation that the benefits from the productive
activities to be funded will more than pay for the loan. In practice, debt often is incurred to support
balance of payments deficits. In the environmental context, debt-for-nature projects represent an
effort to directly channel debt (or in this case its converse, debt-relief) to beneficial environmental
activities. Such debt-relief efforts have enabled environmental organizations to leverage their
available funds significantly (World Bank, 1994e). In countries such as Costa Rica, debt-relief
programs have allowed environmental agencies to fund forest or biodiversity protection initiatives.
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Thus, to the extent that policy reforms cal austerity is required to arrest deterio-
can help restore macroeconomic stability, rating economic conditions, short-term dis-
their impact will be unambiguously benefi- tributional problems may arise, linked to
cial for long-term natural resource man- the recessionary aspects of reforms.
agement and environmental concerns. This The apprehension over short-term envi-
link is illustrated in the Costa Rica case ronmental impacts of adjustment-related
study, which used a macroeconomic model reforms, parallel concerns regarding the
incorporating timber harvesting activities, social impacts of adjustment. With auster-
to examine the deforestation implications ity measures, it was feared that the poor,
of various macroeconomic factors (Persson who would be most vulnerable to the ef-
and Munasinghe 1995). Simulation results fects of macroeconomic contraction, would
demonstrate that lower interest rates asso- also be adversely affected, as social ser-
ciated with a stable economy allow the vices were cut. Indirectly, short-term nega-
logging sector to correctly anticipate ben- tive effects on poverty may have environ-
efits from future returns to forestry, thereby mental implications (see Box 2-3). How-
leading to a decline in current logging ac- ever, the main source of concern regarding
tivities.2 In Brazil, a recent Bank study found environmental impacts was that govern-
that if interest rates are very high farmers ment budgetary restrictions might dispro-
would choose farming practices that have portionately affect environmental protec-
initially high returns but led to significant tion programs.
subsequent declines in productivity In a study by ECLAC (1989), it was con-
(Schneider 1994). Thus, to the extent that cluded that adjustment policies pursued in
adjustment policies can help restore mac- Latin America during the 1980s led to cut-
roeconomic stability, their impact will be backs in current expenditure allotments for
unambiguously beneficial for long-term managing and supervising investment in
natural resource management and envi- sectors such as energy, irrigation, infra-
ronmental concerns. structure and mining. This limited the funds

The issue of high debt levels (often associ- available for environmental impact assess-
ated with sustained periods of government ments and the supervision of projects to
budget deficits and macroeconomic instabil- control their environmental impacts.
ity) and its implications for environmental Miranda and Muzondo (1991), in an IMF
degradation were also raised some time ago. survey, recognized this problem and sug-
However, the available evidence indicates gested that high levels of government ex-
that the linkage is neither clear-cut nor sig- penditure in other areas may lead to re-
nificant, as summarized in Box 2-2. duced funding of environmental activities

(Reed 1992). Recent case studies attributed
increases in air pollution problems in Thai-

While restoring economic stability is neededfor land and Mexico to reductions in expendi-
sustainable development, specific measures to tures for adequate infrastructure (Stryker
promote stabilization may have unforeseen ad- et al. 1991).
verse impacts on the environment, and compen- While the argument sounds reasonable
sating environmental measures will be needed. enough that government cutbacks under-

To the extent that economywide policy taken as part of adjustment austerity ef-
reforms promote new economic opportuni- forts may undermine the funding for envi-
ties and employment, in the long-term they ronmental initiatives, empirical assessment
will clearlyalleviatepoverty and reduce pres- of its true importance is difficult. Usually,
sures that encourage unsustainable exploita- only general categories of expenditures can
tion of fragile resources by the unemployed. be identified in most government budgets,
However, in the transition period when fis- so that detailed assessments of environ-
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Box 2-3. Poverty and the Environment

It is no accident that assessments of the impacts of pollution invariably bring up concerns about
poverty. In many cases, the worst effects of environmental pollution and resource degradation are
borne by the poor, especially in terms of health problems and reduced productivity. In both urban
and rural areas and in various occupations, they are the ones who can least afford to protect
themselves from environmental degradation: the poor spend long hours in polluted factories; they
are exposed to agricultural chemicals; and services, such as clean water and trash disposal which
are usually taken for granted by those who are better off, are normally unavailable in slums and
rural areas.

Environmental degradation is also systematically linked to.the problem of access to productive
resources. The rural poor and landless workers often depend on the exploitation of fragile, open
access resources to supplement their meager livelihood. For example, agricultural plantation
workers may depend on seasonal fishing or slash-and-burn agriculture for subsistence. In addition,
if poverty and unemployment are pervasive the poor may be forced to migrate to environmentally
vulnerable areas, such as hilly lands or coastal fisheries, where there is open access.

Such open access conditions in the face of increasing population and unemployment result in
over-exploitation. The situation in many coastal fisheries illustrates this problem of the "tragedy
of the commons." As long as there is a surplus to be gained from fishing, more households will
migrate to the fishery, until eventually output declines and everyone is relegated to equally poor
levels of subsistence. Population pressure on hilly lands lead to similar results for shifting
cultivators. In both cases, the landless poor are driven to over-exploit open access resources and,
in the process, degrade their source of livelihood In brief, the very poor, struggling at subsistence
levels of consumption and preoccupied with day-to-day survival, have limited scope to plan ahead
and make natural resource investments (for example, soil conservation) that give positive returns
only after a number of years. Such short time horizons are not innate characteristics, but rather the
outcome of policy, institutional, and social failures. The poor's use of natural resources is also
affected by their facing greater risks, with fewer means to cope. These risks range from misguided
policy interventions in input and output markets to changing land tenure systems that favor those
with greater political clout. This means that the poor will have little choice but to over-exploit any
available natural resources.

How can policy reforms help alleviate the problem? From an individual decision-making
perspective, policies that alter relative prices will affect current production and consumption
activities of farming households as well as their future use of available resources. Thus, price policy
reforms could promote environmentally benign crops and farming practices or discourage exces-
sive water or pesticide use. Land improvement and soil conservation could also be encouraged if
increased income and welfare allowed farmers to invest more in land and water management.
Clearly, this "resource endowment" effect due to the increased valuation of the household's
resources would be sensitive to whether or not access to such resources is secured, for example,
through well defined land tenure arrangements.

Beyond the microeconomic aspects of poverty oriented reforms, broad sectoral price changes and
macroeconomic prices that alter factor flows and change the structure of the economy will also
affect conditions of poverty and the environment. Thus, to the extent that economywide policy
distortions have contributed to population pressure on fragile resources, adjustment-related
reforms should also help. Import-substitution, industrial protection, and regressive taxation are
some policies that have historically been associated with lagging employment generation, income
inequality, and poverty There reforms, such as those that promote export growth will lead to higher
incomes for sectors producing exportable crops and manufactured goods, generally reducing
poverty among rural and industrial workers. Better economic conditions in agriculture and
industry would also reduce the problem of frontier migration that has been associated with
agricultural extensification. Because of their economywide impacts, the potential contribution of
such policies to alleviating poverty and reducing environmental degradation could be substantial.
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mental programs usually cannot be initi- soil fertility, as well as greater pressure to
ated. In one effort that was undertaken to clear new land.
assess the social consequences of adjust-
ment lending in Africa, it was found that Long-Term Poverty and Income Effects
although there have been declines in gov- In addition to the short-to medium term
ernment expenditures, the budget propor- c on to th er, ediumyte
tion going to social expenditures and agri- concerns discussed earlier, economywide
culture actually increased during the ad- policies will have significant longer-term
justment period (World Bank 1994b). environmental impacts - both positive and

The results of studies focusing on social negative.
safety nets during adjustment programs The crucial long-term links between pov-
confirm that pursuing fiscal discipline and erty and environmental degradation in de-
macroeconomic stability need not take place veloping countries are increasingly being
at the cost of increased hardship for the recognized (see Dasgupta ande Maler 1991).
poor. In much the same way, specific envi- For example, the World Development Report
ronmental programs could be protected 1992notedithatwthe growing evidence ofthe
when stabilization efforts are being pur- relationship betweentreducing poverty and
sued. For example, it has been reported addressing environmental goals points to
that in many countries in Sub-Saharan Af- the need to undertake poverty and popula-
rica, forestry departments and their activi- tion programs as part of environmental
tieshavealwaysbeenseverelyunderfunded efforts (World Bank 1992a). The need to
(Stryker et al 1989). Thus, targeted efforts break the "cycle" of poverty, population
to support forestry management activities growth, and environmental degradationhas
could, with modest costs, be included in also been identified in a recent report of the
reform packages as part of a proactive envi- International Development Association as
ronmental response. a key challenge for sustainable develop-

In Cameroon (Tchoungui et al. 1994), gov- mnent (IDA 1992).
ernment retrenchment measures eliminated An important result of examining the
a successful village extension programs general equilibrium effects of macroeco-
(thereby causing a major setback in rural nomic policy is that indirect resource allo-
development), and also cut back on forest cation effects are important and may domi-
services, (affecting the monitoring of log- nateoe more direct effects of some price or
ging and collecting of stumpage fees.) Simi- income policy changes. In the Costa Rica
larly, in Zambia, because of adjustment- study,ithe economicfand environmentalrim-
related budget cutbacks, urban water pol- plications of wage restraints in structural
lution problems have become worsened, in adjustment are examined with the use of a
part due to the shrinking budget of the computable general equilibrium (CGE)
Water Affairs Department (Mupimpila et model which highlights the economic ac-
al. 1994). Indirect, recessionary effects are tivities and factors affecting deforestation
being studied in Tanzania, where the gov- in Costa Rica (Persson and Munasinghe
ernment has sought to control inflation by 1995). The model differs from standard ap-
restricting money supply, and also abol- proaches in two important respects. First, it
ished government controlled rural co-op- can simulate the effect of introducing prop-
eratives (Bagachwa et al. 1994). The impact erty rights on forest resources, thus allow-
of these policies has reduced rural farmers' ing the private valuation of future forestry
access to credit, and the overall economic returns to contribute to sustainable man-
and environmental impacts are likely to be agement. Second, it also includes markets
negative - due to an increase in deteriora- for logs and cleared land-loggers deforest
tion of irrigation networks and depletion of to sell timber to the forest industry and
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squatters clear land for agricultural pro- policies that have historically been associ-
duction and for sale to the agriculture sec- ated with lagging employment generation,
tor (as the latter expands and requires more income inequality, and poverty. Unequal
land). distribution of resources and inappropri-

The importance of indirect effects in Costa ate tenure are institutional factors that also
Rica is demonstrated in the analysis of contribute to the problem. In the context of
economywide policy changes, such as an inequitable assignment of endowments and
increase in the wage rate. Because the role rapid population growth, the resulting un-
of inter-sectoral resource flows is incorpo- employment and income inequality force
rated in the CGE model, the effects of the poor to depend increasingly on mar-
changes in wages are different from partial ginal resources for their livelihood. The
equilibrium results. If the wage of unskilled result is pressure on fragile environments.
labor were increased due to, say, minimum This effect can be analyzed in conjunction
wage legislation, the model predicts that with the assessment of large migration epi-
deforestation could worsen rather than sodes. These may occur as part of direct
decline. Although logging declines due to resettlement programs or may be induced
increased direct costs, this is more than by inappropriate policies, such as land colo-
made up by the indirect effect of inter- nization programs.
sectoral flows since the industrial sector With regard to sustainable agriculture
(where minimum wage legislation is more concerns, the study of the Population, Envi-
binding) is much more adversely affected ronment and Agriculture Nexus in Sub-Sa-
by the higher labor costs. Labor and capital haran Africa explicitly links the related prob-
thus tend to flow from industry to agricul- lems of rapid population growth, agricul-
ture, leading to greater conversion of forest tural stagnation and land degradation in
land for farming. Africa (Cleaver and Schreiber 1991). The

This simulation exercise suggests the study found that shifting cultivation and
need for caution in attempting to "legis- grazing in the context of limited capital and
late" income improvements by increasing technical change cannot cope with rapid
minimumwages. Introducing higherwages population growth. At the same time, the
initially improves labor incomes but a re- traditional technological solution of rely-
sulting contraction of industrial and agri- ing on high yielding crop varieties is not
cultural employment leads not only to more available. Thus, the study identified the
unemployment but to environmental deg- need for a mix of responses in terms of
radation as well. The increase in unem- reforms to remove subsidies for inappro-
ployment results in greater pressures for priate land uses, improve land use plan-
expanding shifting cultivation in forest ning, recognize property rights, provide
lands. better education, and construct appropri-

Beyond pricing and inter-sectoral envi- ate rural infrastructure to promote produc-
ronmental linkages that can be identified in tion incentives.
general equilibrium approaches, policies Regarding economywide factors affect-
addressing rural poverty and unemploy- ing deforestation, the Philippines case study
ment would also affect the environment. evaluates the policy determinants of long-
This link occurs within the broader context term changes in rural poverty and unem-
of the social and demographic problems of ployment that have motivated increasing
inequitable land access and rapid popula- lowland to upland migration (Cruz and
tion growth (Feder et al 1988; Cruz and Francisco, forthcoming). This process has
Gibbs 1990; Lele and Stone 1989). Import led to the conversion of forest lands to unsus-
substitution, industrial protection, and re- tainable agriculture and has been identified
gressive taxation are some economywide as a key mechanism contributing to the de-
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forestation problem. The inability of the gov- means such as the increase in demand for
ernment to manage forest resources is an their services. Although incomes of farmers
important direct cause of deforestation, but may increase due to higher prices for crops,
there is increasing recognition that economic the net effect of reform policies depends on
policies, both sectoral and economywide, also whether they are net buyers of sellers. Price
significantly contribute to the problem. For liberalization, elimination of subsidies onfood
example, the study links lowland poverty to products and high inflation often result in
agricultural taxation, price controls, and lowering the purchasing power of the poor in
marketing restrictions, and uses an econo- real terms.
metric model to demonstrate that the pov- A pattern of disproportionate distribution
erty contributes significantly to migration of benefits is illustrated in Zambia. The study
pressures on forest lands. contends that adjustment policies (elimina-

Trade and exchange rate policies have also tion of government subsidies on food prod-
played important roles in the Philippines and ucts, price liberalization measures, higher
have been dominated by an urban consumer real interest rates and fiscal contractionary
and industrial sector bias. The agricultural policies) will have a greater impact on the
sector was implicitly taxed by an average of poor. Although a social action program tar-
about 20 percent for most of the 1970s and geting the services most crucial to the poor
early 1980s. Because the industrial sector did (i.e., health, nutrition and education) was
not provide an alternative source of growth, developed, it received minimal funding.
poverty generally has worsened and rural In the case of Cameroon, the study
incomes in particular have suffered. The study explains that rural farmers were adversely
results indicate that the main mechanism by affected by the reform policies. The over-
which these economic problems affect the valued exchange rate, combined with
environment is through migration and the Cameroon's deteriorating terms of trade, cre-
conversion of forest lands to unsustainable ated unfavorable conditions for the country's
agriculture. Population pressure already evi- major export crops such as coffee and cocoa.
dent in the 1970s worsened during the 1980s. The government was forced to reduce sup-
The net upland migration rate grew from 3.4 port prices by about 50 percent which
to 9.4 percent between 1970 to 1975 and 1978 amounted to a direct reduction of farmers'
to 1980, and increased substantially to 14.5 incomes. Between 1983 and 1993 the percent-
percent between 1980 and 1985. Conse- age of rural households living below poverty
quently, upland cropped area grew at annual increased from49 percent to 71 percent. Many
rates exceeding 7 percent from 1971 to 1987. farmers were forced to curtail investments on
These results suggest that while forestry spe- improving the land. Perennial cash crop
cific conservation programs are needed, cultivations were abandoned or converted
economywide policy reforms could be as into cultivation of subsistence based food
important in arresting the process of defores- crops - which generally implied more ero-
tation. sive and environmentally unsound practices.

The environmental impact of reform poli- Farmers expanded cultivated areas; civil ser-
cies depend largely on how the benefits are vants undertook farming on the side, to
distributed among society. Several current supplement their incomes. The overall result
studies point out that the benefits accruing to was increased pressure on forest lands and
the poor, especially the rural poor, are dis- marginal lands.
proportionately low. Based on a review of The persistence of other economic distor-
five structural adjustment programs (Cote tions that have not been addressed in reform
d'Ivoire, Ghana, Indonesia, Philippines and programs may also have a constraining effect
Jamaica) a World Bank study showed that the on the environmental contribution of reforms.
poor benefitted mostly through indirect This is illustrated in studies of several West-
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ern African countries in the CFA franc zone. environmental problems. Some of these im-
The CFA franc, which remained firmly linked pacts may be intuitively obvious, and many
to the French franc until January 1994, was of them, with some effort, may be traceable.
highly overvalued throughout the duration Even modest progress in this regard is help-
of adjustment programs in countries, such as ful because properly recognizing the envi-
Cameroon. In spite of extensive stabilization ronmental benefits of economywide poli-
and structural adjustment policies adopted cies will clearly help to build support for
by these countries the overall economic im- economic reforms. At the same time,
pact was limited. Thus, in Cameroon bud- broader recognition of the underlying eco-
getaryproblemsremainedunresolvedinspite nomic and policy causes of environmental
of drastic measures to reduce public expendi- problems can enhance support for environ-
ture (Tchoungui et al 1994). The tradable mental initiatives-in terms of environmen-
goods sector suffered a major setback due to tal policies as well as projects.
the overvaluation of the currency. As the Positive or negative linkages may arise
formal sector declined, the informal sector from relative price shifts-changes in the
expanded, particularly in urban areas. Along pattern of taxes, trade duties, real wages,
with a deterioration of social services such as exchange rates, and so on. For example,
health and education, these trends had a there are usually strong positive linkages
negative impact on poverty alleviation and between energy conservation and reforms
on the environment. in energy pricing, yet trade liberalization

may encourage deforestation or overfish-
Implications of the case study results ing in some cases. Where such negative

Effective decisiontmaking for sustainable de- linkages exist, the answer is not to delay
velopment haenhistabilization or the adjustment program,

velopment has been hindered by lack of but rather to devise specific measures, such
knowledge about the complex links between as hen forest andcfishingslaws, to
economywide policies and the environment, contrcte possil negaive efcs. tn

From the econmic side, theenvironmenta counteract the possible negative effects. InF7rom the economic side, the environmental alotllcs,thfreincnluos
implications of macroeconomic policies and almost all cases, the foregog conclusions
the adjustment process typically are inad- are appropriate. However, it is conceivablethat in rare cases involving severe environ-equately explored, and from the environ- mtha dradatinolng(spe ere ex
mental side, national environmental action antal has cefully prere e
plans rarely contain careful economic analy- ground), special care may be required to
sis. As described below, several practical steps orhestetimn and sequen o

orchestrate the timing and sequencing of
to facilitate the integration of environmental v e p a

and conmic eciionmkin emege rom various economywide policies and comple-and economic decisionmaking emerge from mentary environmental measures to mini-
the case studies. mize environmental damage.

Integrating environmental concerns into The best approach to avoid environmen-
Icontegr at cin tal damage is thus to identify, prioritize,
economic decisionmaking and analyze the most serious economic-

The preceding discussion shows that the environmental linkages and to devise spe-
links between economywide policy reforms cific complementary mitigating measures,
and the environment can be complex and when economywide reforms are contem-
usually require country-specific analysis. plated. Where data and resource constraints
However, although impacts are often too preclude the accurate tracing of such links
diverse to be comprehensively traced with (ex ante), the preliminary screening and
precision, many key economywide reforms prioritization of environmental issues could
have specific, identifiable impacts on a be followed by the establishment of contin-
much smaller subgroup of high-priority gency plans and the careful monitoring of
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these environmental problems, to deal with linkages. The information from these two
them if they worsen ex post. tables is then combined to develop a prelimi-

nary activity impact matrix. (For an example
Action impact matrix: A toolfor analysis of the actual process used, refer to the appen-

In the context of the foregoing discussion, dix, in which table 2A-1 presents the environ-
mental issues; table 2A-2 describes various

economic and environmental analyses and economywide policy reforms; and table 2A-
policies may be used more effectively to e co.mbin e twoibuildingmblocks to pr-
achieve sustainable development goals by ceman illse t in impct tror
linking and articulating these activities ex- Sri anka.)
plicitly. Implementation of such an ap- One of the early objectives of the AIM-
proach is facilitated by constructing an ac- bae oc to help in oble In-

tion mpac matrk (AM)-a impl ex- based process is to help in problem identifi-tion impact ix ta ale ex- cation by identifying broad relationships,
ample iS shown in table 2-1, although an without necessarily specifying with any
actual AIM would be very much larger and accur thesmagitudesifythe its or
more detailed (Munasinghe 1993a). Such a their tie prioities or example, intheir relative priorities, For example, in
matrix helps to promote an integrated view, table 2-1, a currency devaluation may make
meshing economic decisions with high-pri- timber exports more profitable and lead to
ority environmental and social impacts. The deforestation of open-access forest. The
first column of table 271 lists examples of appropriate remedy might be to strengthen
the main development interventions (both property rights or to restrict access to the
policies and projects), while the first row forest areas. A second example might in-
indicates some of the main issues of sus- vove ireasing energy pr e towar ma-
tainable development. Thus the elements gnlct i mprove energy efficiency

or cllsin te mtrixhel to a)denginal costs to improve energy efficiencyor cells in the matrix help to (a) identify and decrease pollution. Adding pollution
explicitly the key linkages, (b) focus atten- taxes to marginal energy costs would fur-
tion on valuation and other methods of ther reduce pollution. Increasing public
analyzing the most important impacts, and sector accountability would reinforce fa-
(c) suggest priorities for action. At the same vorable responses to these price incentives,
time, the organization of the overall matrix by reducing the ability of inefficient firms
facilitates the tracing of impacts, as well as to pass on cost increases to consumers or to
the coherent articulation of the links be- transfer their lsses to the government. In
tween a range of development actions- the same vein, a major hydroelectric project
that is, policies and projects. is shown in table 2-1 as having two adverse

A stepwise process, starting with readily impacts-inundation of forested areas and
available data, has been used effectively to villages-as well as one positive impact-
develop the AIM in several country studies the replacement of thermal power genera-
that have been initiated recently (for example, tion (thereby reducing air pollution). A re-
Ghana, Philippines, and Sri Lanka. First, data afforestation project coupled with adequate
from national environmental action plans, resettlement efforts may help to address
environmental assessments, and so forth are the negative impacts. The matrix-based
organized into a table that prioritizes these approach therefore encourages the system-
problems, provides quantitative or qualita- atic articulation and coordination of poli-
tive indicators of damage, and identifies un- cies and projects to achieve sustainable
derlying economic causes. Second, the main development goals. Based on readily avail-
economywide policies (currentand intended) able data, it is possible to develop such an
are set out in a second table, together with a initial matrix for many countries.
brief review of the basic economic issues that This process may be developed further
they address and potential environmental to assist in analysis and remediation. For
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Table 2-1. Action impact matrix (AMI)1

Matrix of other impacts on key sustainable development issues
Activity and policy Main objective

Land
I Air pollution Resettlement Others

degradation

k , ','~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. :. ' : '.. .. . ............,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

a,,,,'ndsec.to."ra ,,licie inpoetet :,,itsiai y,", duWPniii~ is ,a , t... :::... ,, 

Exchange rate Inprove trade balance and (-H)
economic growth (Deforest open-

access areas)

Energy pricing Improve econoric and (+M)
energy use efficiency (Irnprove energy

efficienicy)

Others

[~~~~~~~..... .. U . ...
~~~~~~~~~~~~..;.. , ... .... ......... .' 'meosure .:Sl,fl ... ~ ~ ga~n~ga~i ~ ~neMY ........... at~

Market based (+M)
(Pollution tax)

Reverse negative impacts of
market failures and
policy distortions

Nonmarket based (+H) (+M)
(Property rights) (Public sector

accountability)

Project I (Hydro Dam) (-H) rM) (-M)
Use project evaluasion (cost- (inundation of (Displacement of is(Displacve ent
benefiteanalysis, bforest) fossilfieluse) h ofpeople)
environorintal assessnments,
multicriteria
analysis, and so forth)

Project 2 (re-afforestation/ (+H) ||(+M) 
r-esetleent) (Replantin of ||(Reswmanot of|

forests) ||people) 

Project N _t t t

1. A few examnples oftypical policies and projects as well as key environmerntd and social issues are showm Somne illustrative but qualitative unpact
assesunen tse also indicated: lhus + and - signify beneficial and harmifl inpacts, while 11 and M indicate hig and rnoderate severity.
2. The AIM process focuses on the highest-priority envirownental issues and related socil oancerns
3. A list of market and nonmarket complementary environmental policies is given in the text
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example, more detailed analyses may be natural resource stocks (United Nations Sta-
carried out for the subset of main economy- tistical Office 1993). Some environmentally
wide policies and environmental impact and socially crucial impacts (for example,
links identified in the cells of the prelimi- loss of biodiversity or human health hazards)
nary matrix. This, in turn, would lead to a may be as important in certain cases, and
more refined final matrix, which would they may require extension or adaptation of
help to quantify impacts and formulate ad- conventional economic techniques. One step
ditional measures to enhance positive link- would be to improve environmental valua-
ages and mitigate negative ones. The more tion by using a wider range of methods that
detailed analyses that could help to deter- employ both market and nonmarket infor-
mine the final matrix would depend on mation to estimate indirectly the economic
planning goals and available data and re- value of environmental assets (for example,
sources. They may range from the applica- travel cost or contingent valuation methods).
tion of conventional methods of sectoral Such techniques have been used quite widely
economic analysis (appropriately modified in project-level applications in the industrial
in scope to incorporate environmental im- countries (for a recent review, see, for example,
pacts) to fairly comprehensive methods of Freeman 1993). There is a growing body of
system or multisector modeling. The former case studies on the environmental valuation
approach is used in many of the case stud- of project impacts in the developing coun-
ies mentioned above. The latter approach is tries (for a recent review, see for example,
illustrated by the Costa Rica and Morocco Munasinghe 1993a, 1993b). However, con-
studies where computable general equilib- siderable work is required to extend this ex-
rium models were constructed that include perience to cover economywide impacts.
both conventional economic as well as en- Other (noneconomic) indicators of envi-
vironmental or resource variables. At the ronmental and social well-being (both mi-
moment, data and analytical shortcomings cro and macro) also would be helpful in
are likely to preclude reliance on general decisionmaking, especially in cases where
equilibrium or comprehensive system mod- economic valuation is difficult. Techniques
eling. Current efforts constitute a first step such as multicriteria analysis may be used
in this direction, their major contribution to trade off among economic, social, and
being to identify more precisely the infor- environmental indicators, as a supplement
mation and data required for operational to conventional cost-benefit analysis. The
policy purposes and to test the strengths Sri Lanka case study explores the multi-
and limitations of a general equilibrium criteria analysis approach, in attempting to
approach. analyze economic-environmental as well

Thus far, the most successful attempts to as environmental-environmental tradeoffs.
value environmental impacts in the macro- The essential point is that even when envi-
economic context have been based on their ronmental valuation is not possible, tech-
effects on conventional economic output that niques exist that will help to prioritize en-
are priced in the marketplace (supplemented vironmental and social impacts better,
sometimeswithshadowpricingcorrections). thereby improving development actions.
This approach may be linked up more easily
with commonly used market measures of Identifying economic-environmental links
well-being like gross national product. For As shown above, improving the integration
example, the new United Nations handbook of environmental issues in economywide
for the System of National Accounts includes of analysisental hes to enomywide
a proposal to supplement the conventional policy analysis will help to generate support
system with a set of satellite accounts that for economic reforms. However, this can
reflect pollution damage and depreciation of also improve the policy context for envi-
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ronmental initiatives. Implementation of ternatives, and the weakness of mitigation
projects that have environmental objectives plans in some projects show this to be the
or components has always been a problem. case. Clearly, the search for fundamental
This difficulty stems from the fact that it underlying causes of environmental degra-
may not be in the narrow self-interest of the dation and the design of economic and
borrowing entity to adhere to loan condi- other instruments at the country or sector
tions that are primarily of benefit to others level could substantially support the envi-
in the country. At the national level, enforce- ronmental assessment process at the project
ment of standards and regulations often en- or investment level.
counters severe institutional constraints. Part The lessons from the case studies are also
of the solution is to create conditions in which relevant from the viewpoint of the persons
the interests of the party causing environ- and agencies with explicit environmental
mental damage coincide with the social responsibilities, including preparation of
good-integration of environmental concerns national environmental action plans. These
into sectoral and macroeconomic incentives documents have rarely responded ad-
is therefore required. equately to the growing need to under-

Overall, the studies discussed earlier sug- stand the links between economic policies
gest that economic techniques exist-and and the environment, and to date appar-
for most countries, so does natural resource ently no case study has conducted a sys-
inforrnation-to improve the way environ- tematic analysis of the economic policies
mental issues are addressed by policies at underlying environmental degradation
the sector and macro levels. Although data and, therefore, of the appropriate ways in
problems remain, the studies illustrate the which environment should become part of
feasibility of carrying out better analyses of countrywide economic planning. In pro-
the environmental impact not only of viding examples to the persons responsible
projects, but also of economic policies- for environmental management of the way
and in particular-adjustment operations. in which economic policies may affect the
This would hasten the integration of the environment, this chapter also demon-
environment into the mainstream of eco- strates the kinds of opportunities available
nomic policymaking. Where the environ- for achieving environmental objectives, not
mental impact of the adjustment process is simply in a cost-effective manner, but in-
potentially adverse, such studies would deed often in ways that impose no costs at
form the basis for identifying measures to all on society. Such opportunities should
counteract these effects (both ex ante and receive systematic attention in national en-
ex post); where, in contrast, they are likely vironmental action plans, which would then
to be positive, complementary measures become much more operationally useful
might be devised to maximize such benefi- inputs into decisionmaking at the macro-
cial impacts. This approach is consistent economic or sector policy level.
with and supports project environmental
assessment procedures that already exist in Summary and main conclusions
most countries. Although the function of
environmental assessment as a proactive Specific Findings
instrument of project preparation and design In summary, the specific findings emerging
is clearly understood in theory, more could fromthecase studiescanbe grouped according
be done to achieve this objective in practice. to the principal ways in which economywide
The add-on nature of environmental con- policies interact with the environment, high-
cerns, the lack of breadth in identifying lighting how they might help in the design of
relevant issues, the limited attention to al- better adjustment programs.
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* Removal of major price distortions, promo- efits, because instability undermines sus-
tion of market incentives, and relaxation of tainable resource use. For example, stabil-
other constraints (which are among the main ity encourages decisionmakers at all lev-
features ofadjustment-related reforms), gen- els to take a longer-term view, while
erally contribute to both economic and envi- lower inflation rates lead economic
ronmental gains. Reforms that improve agents to send clearer pricing signals and
the efficiency of industrial or energy- make better investment decisions. These
related activities can reduce both eco- are essential prerequisites for encourag-
nomic waste and environmental pollu- ing environmentally sustainable activi-
tion. Similarly, improving land tenure ties.
rights and access to financial and social * The stabilization process also may have un-
services not only yields economic gains foreseen adverse short-term impacts on the
but also promotes better environmental environment. For example, although gen-
stewardship. eral reductions in government spending

* Unintended adverse side effects may occur, are deemed appropriate, targeting these
however, when economywide reforms are un- cutbacks is desirable to avoid dispropor-
dertaken while other neglected policy, mar- tionate penalties on environmental pro-
ket, or institutional imperfections persist. tection measures. Another important is-
Therefore, specific additional measures sue is the short-term impact of adjust-
that remove such policy, market, and ment on poverty and unemployment,
institutional difficulties are not only gen- which may aggravate existing pressures
erally environmentally beneficial in their exerted on fragile and open-access re-
own right but also critical complements sources by the poor due to the lack of
to broad economywide reforms. Typical economic opportunities. In this case, ap-
examples include: propriate measures designed to address
Policy distortions. Export promotion and the possible adverse social consequences
trade liberalization might encourage ex- of adjustment are justified even further
cessive extraction or harvesting of natu- on environmental grounds.
ral resources if the latter were under- * Economywidepolicies have additional longer-
priced or subsidized, for example, low term effects on the environment through
stumpage fees for timber. changes in employment and income distribu-
Market failures. Economic expansion in- tion. Several of the examples confirm one
duced by successful adjustment may be predictable conclusion: adjustment-in-
associated with excessive environmen- duced changes generate new economic
tal damage, for example, if external envi- opportunities and sources of livelihood,
ronmental effects of economic activities thereby alleviating poverty and reduc-
(such as pollution) are not adequately ing pressures on the environment due to
reflected in market prices. overexploitation of fragile resources by
Institutional constraints. The environmen- the unemployed. However, although
tal and economic benefits of economy- growth is an essential element of sustain-
wide reforms could be negated by the able development, it necessarily increases
failure to address institutional issues, for pressures on environmental resources.
example, poor accountability of state- Increasingefficiencyandreducingwaste,
owned enterprises, inadequate land ti- as well as properly valuing resources,
tling, or weak financial intermediation. help to reshape the structure of growth

and reduce undesirable environmental
* Measures aimed at restoring macroeconomic impacts.

stability generally yield environmental ben-
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Practical implications sible to mitigate predicted environmen-
tal damage and enhance beneficial ef-

Although the relationships between fects. Where linkages are difficult to trace
economywide policies and the environment ex ante, greater reliance needs to be
are complex and involve many economic placed on preparing contingency plans
and noneconomic variables, decisionma- to be invoked ex post.
kers can initiate immediate steps to im- * Follow-up. A follow-up system for
prove understanding and to start to ad- monitoring the impacts of economic
dress some of these linkages. Proper recog- reform programs on environmentally
nition of the generally positive environ- sensitive areas should be designed and
mental consequences of economywide resources made available to address
policy reforms could help to build addi- environmental problems that may arise
tional support for such programs. At the during implementation.
same time, broader recognition of the un-
derlying economic and policy causes of The complementarity of economic and
environmental problems can enhance sup- environmental measures for sustainable
port for environmental initiatives. The fol- development should be used to mobilize
lowing are key practical steps that can be more environmental support for economic
taken: reforms, and vice versa. However, the dif-
* Problem identification. More systematic ficulties of analyzing the potential environ-

mental imnncts of nrnposed economywtipd
efforts are needed to monitor environ- reforms (ex ante) should not be underesti-
moental trends and anticipate emerging mated. Linking specific causes with par-
problems when policy reform proposals ticular effects is especially problematic in
are being prepared. The range of cur- countries where many conditions are si-
rently available environmental informa- multaneously yhanging. arelsi-
tion should be analyzed to help to iden- many direct linkages may be traced using
tify the highest-priority preexisting or existing methods. Because improving the
emerging environmental problems and incorporation of environmental aspects into
their sensitivity to policy measures. Re- economicrpolicymakingmcould result insub-
cently initiated work on environmental stantial gains (particularly in the context of
indicators in the World Bank will help to adjustment operations), more analytical
supplement existing data. work is needed to understand the complex

* Analysis. Serious potential environmen- links involved. Due to the significance of
tal impacts of proposed economywide social and institutional constraints to sus-
reforms identified in the problem identi- tainable development, more attention
fication stage should be subjected to care- should be paid to analysis of the social
ful environmental analysis-to the ex- impacts of economywide reforms.
tent that data and resources permit. Many This chapter indicates how the analytical
of the techniques and examples presented process may be strengthened, starting from
in this chapter will be helpful in tracing fairly simple considerations. The various
the simpler and more obvious links be- relationships identified here, although
tween economywide policies and the en- based on country-specific work, have been
vironment. used to develop a general framework based

* Remedies. Where potential adverse im- on the concept of the action impact matrix,
pacts of economywide reforms can be which more clearly identifies a country's
identified, targeted complementary en- environmental problems in relation to its
vironmental policies or investments program of economywide policy reforms
should be implemented as soon as fea- and major projects. This stepwise approach
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focuses initially on the links between a rela- Anderson, K., and R. Blackhurst. 1992. The
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Appendix 2-1. Developing an action-impact matrix: an example from Sri Lanka

Table 1. Indicators and Causes of Selected Environmental Problems in Sri Lanka

Environmental Underlying Canses:
Areas of Blo-physical Indicators Socio-economic Economic Polcies,
Concern Indicators Prices

and Insitutions

Soil Erosion and Increasing pressure on land (land- Productivity losses due to Land markets are very
Degradation human ratio has declined to 0.38 soil erosion estimated in limited and the

ha), as economic growth continues the range of Rs. 613 to resource is severely
to impinge on agricultural land. 4,283 million annually. underpriced. This leads

to inefficient and
Cultivation of marginal lands, Tea yields only 52-64% of distorted land allocation
particularly the shallow and yields in Indonesia, India, decisions.
lateritic soils of the wet zone, Malawi, and Kenya.
results in erosion and landslides. Land tenure system
Forests have been removed from Severe erosion has led to results in disincentives
steep slopes for tobacco the Polgolla reservoir for long-term soil
cultivation. Erosion rates in silting up to 45 % of its conservation measures.
neglected tea lands (up to 30% of capacity after only 12 years This includes poorly
total area under tea) are as high as of operation, resulting in managed state-owned
40 tons/ha/yru compared to an reduced irrigation water tea and rnbber
achievable rate of 0.3 tonsA/a/yr. and electricity generation, plantations.

as well as greater flooding.
In the dry zone where land is flat, Higher protection for
erosion is not a severe problem. erosive crops (e.g.,
However, chena (shifting) potatoes).
cultivation is now practiced with
greater intensity and very short In the case of gem
fallow periods have replaced the mining, lack of
traditional longer periods that environmental or
made the system sustainable. As rehabilitation charges
a result, soil is becoming infertile encourages small-scale
and about 1.2 million hectares of pit mining operations
land (mostly in the dry zone) are which do not reflect the
now degraded. social cost of these

activities.
Severe land degradation due to
gem mining in specific areas
(mostly in Ratnapura district).

Deforestation Decline in forest cover from 55% Decline in sustainable Low timber charges
and Biodiversity of total area (1950s) to 28% timber yield due to (royalty only 10% of
Loss (1980s). NEAP estimates forest deforestation is estimated at sales value) encourage

area in 1989 at 1.58 million ha Rs.300 million annually. over-extraction of this
(24% of total area), with closed The wood industry also has resource.
canopy forest down to 20%. been forced to shift to
Deforestation rate is estimated to lower quality wood. In Demographic presures
be 30,000-50,000 ha/yr. addition, conversion of and landlessness lead to

forest land to chena, poorly encroachment onto
managed plantations, or forest lands (80% of
food crops result in soil which are state-owned,
erosion and significant loss but are de facto open
of productivity, access).
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Table I (continued). Indicators and Causes of Selected Environmental Problems in Sri Lanka

Environmental Underlying Causes:
Areas of Bio-physical Indicators Socio-economic Economic Policies, Prices
Concern Indicators and Institutions

Urban and Less than 20% of the Diseases associated with pollution and Absence of user fees for
Industrial population of Colombo poor sanitation constitute the number municipal services results
Pollution Metropolitan Area (CMA) one cause of morbidity and mortality in in poor quality of services

is served by sewers. Less CMA. Nation-wide, the rate of and financially weak
than half of CMA's daily intestinal infections more than doubled municipalities that are
solid waste disposal of to 1,025 per 100,000 population dependent on government
1,200 tons reaches landfills. between 1965-84. grants.

Similar situation prevails in Lack of effluent/emission
other urban areas as well, charges implies that
CMA is the only urban area activities that generate
with a (partial) sewer them do not internalize
system. the costs of these

damages.

Water Pollution Water shortage in areas A disproportionate share of public Lack of effluent charges
and Water other than the western part investment has been allocated to or enforceable standards.
Shortage of the wet zone. . irrigation, particularly the Mahaweli

project (public expenditure on this Fertilizer subsidies result
Sedimentation of reservoirs project alone accounted for 7% of GDP in rxisallocation of
and canals in irrigated areas in 1982). resource inputs to
in the dry zone. agriculture.

However, the returns have not been
Salinity and waterlogging in commensurate.
downstream lands also a
growing problem. Water use is inefficient (biased toward

paddy cultivation). Large volume of
Fertilizer residues from water is unaccounted for (39% in
paddy cultivation Colombo) due to leaks, faulty meters
contaminate surface and and illegal connections.
sub-surface water. Poor
fertilizer storage is one of The irrigation infrastructure is
the main causes of deteriorating prematurely: funds
groundwater pollution. allocated for operation and maintenance

cover only 40 to 60% of the actual
Extensive water pollution in requirement.
urban and industrial areas.
Nearly 75% of Colombo's Small size of holdings (1 ha) in
untreated sewage is Mahaweli, and the incentives provided
discharged into the lower by subsidies, trade policy and research
Kelani river. Water quality and extension contribute to excessive
at the city's water intake at concentration on (water intensive)
Ambatale often unfit for paddy cultivation, as do land-use and
public water supply. cropping restrictions. Area under high

value added cash crops is limited in the
Mahaweli, implying sub-optimal use of
irrigation water.

National water tariff is below marginal
cost and the collection system is
relatively ineffective. Cross-subsidies
(from low cost to high cost regions and
from Greater Colombo to the rest of
the country), discourage conservation.
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Table 1 (continued). Indicators and Causes of Selected Envirownental Problems In Sri Lanka

Environmental Underlying Causes:
Areas of Blo-physical Indicators Socio-economic Economic Poldes, Prices
Concern Indicators and Insttutions

Marine and One-third of the coastline Potential sites for managed Virtual open access to coral
Coastal Resource (1,600 km) is subject to sand mining have largely reefs and coastal fishery
Degradation varying degrees of disappeared. resources.

erosion. Average annual
rates on the southwestern Coastal fisheries have Excessive reliance on
and western coasts range declined. legislation and laws for the
from 1 to 7 meters. protection of coastal

Coastal tourism potential resources. Mining of sea coral
Extensive sand and coral in sites such as Hikkaduwa in the coastal zone (a
mining aggravate erosion. and Bentota is threatened punishable offence under the
The latter is most severe by fecal pollution of Coast Conservation Act),
along southwestern coast, beaches and coastal continues unabated. Though
where approximately 7,700 waters. (About 85% of the demand for coral is a
tons of enral and coral tourist revenue comes derived demand for
debris are collected from facilities in coastal construction, there has been
annually along a 60 km areas.) About 75% of no focus on economic
stretch. graded hotels and over incentives for reducing this

80% of hotel rooms are (derived) demand by
Sedimentation and run-off located along the coast. encouraging alternative
from rivers and construction materials.
agricultural lands, and Thus, tourism is threatened
inappropriate infrastructure by (as well as a cause of) In terms of agro-chemical
also lead to coastal and marine and coastal runoff, ferdlizer and pesticide
marine degradation. There resource degradation. subsidies are a major cause of
is a growing list of overuse.
mangrove areas and
lagoons that have been
seriously damaged by
pollution.

Energy Shortage Fuelwood accounts for Both industry and Electricity tariffs are low.
70% of energy households generally do Even after a 30.5% increase
consumption, and is used not practice energy in 1993, average tariff (6
for cooking by 94% of conservation. Thermal cents/kWh) is approximately
households. Fuelwood efficiency of traditional two-thirds of the long run
shortage in the dry zone stoves is 10-15%. marginal cost (LRMC).
by 1995 and for the entire Household consumers are
country by 2000. cross-subsidized (some pay

only 15% of LRMC).
No domestic petroleum. Uneconomic rural
All large hydro-power electrification schemes are a
resources (50% of hydro burden on the Ceylon
potential) already Electricity Board.
exploited.
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Table 2. CurTent Economic Conditions and Proposed Reforms In Sri Lanka

Economic Current Situation/Polcy Ongoing/Proposed Reforms Environmental
Policies Issues and Implications Implications

Government Deficit has crowded out the Reduce overall deficit (excluding A lower inflation rate,
Budget private sector and driven up real official grants) to 6.5% of GDP in reduction in government

interest rates. It was 11.6% of 1994, through improved revenue deficit, downsizing of the
GDP in 1991. However, in performance, consolidation of public sector, and
1992, a I % reduction in current current expenditures, and rationalization of the tax
expenditure and a sharp drop in rationalization of the public structure, all contribute to
capital expenditure reduced the investment program. Reduce deficit stable expectations and
deficit to 7.5%, well below the to 5 6% in long-run. create an environment
target of 8.6%. It went up to conducive to private
8.1% of GDP in 1993, and may capital formation (as well
worsen in 1994. as replacement of capital

stock). Newer capital is
(i) Government Some misallocation, including Limit large village-level public generally cleaner and
Expenditures large, unviable investment works programs; administrative technologically more

programs; inadequate reform, including civil service efficient. In a stable
imaintenance expenditures; and reform; US$ 600 million Airbus macroeconomic climate,
excess spending on defense purchase by Air Lanka should be long-term investment
and debt servicing. reconsidered and scaled down. planning is more feasible.

(ii) Public Losing money: losses at 8 Half of small/medium enterprises However, an expansion in
Enterprises largest public enterprises already privatized or divested. economic activity could

accounted for half of the deficit Complete the privatization of lead to more pollution
in 1991; 2 insolvent state-owned small/medium enterprises, start overall (scale eect) even
banks with 2/3 of total assets in with large ones (Air Lanka, sugar if there were less
the banking sector, required a factories, cement cormpanies, tea pollution per unit of
massive capital injection from plantations). Also see Industry output (intenity effect).
government in 1993. following. However, there is no

sign that hard budgets will be Quick reductions in
imposed on the ones that remain government expenditure
state-owned, e.g., Ceylon may be achieved through
Electricity Board (CEB), Sri Lanka disproportionate cuts in
Railways (SLR) and Ceylon environmental
Petroleum Corporation (CPC). expenditures and social
CEB's tariffs are to be increased in sector spending, but this
1994 & 1995. SLR has been made may in fact be harmful for
into an autonomous corporation long-run economic
and an IDA-asssted restructuring growth. This underscores
program is under way. the fact that the qultity of

fiscal adjustment is as
iii) Tax Policy Substantial reliance on indirect A VAT was planned for 1994, but important as quantitative

taxation (83%); arbitrariness has been postponed by a year to targets.
(proliferation of tax holidays, ad April 1995. Progress in
hoc tax concessions). computerizing returns continues to

be slow. Corporate income tax
reduced to 40%; elimination of
export taxes; simplification of
turnover tax (rate bands reduced
from 10 to 3).
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Table 2 (continued). Current Economic Conditions and Proposed Reforms in Sri Lanka

Economic Current Situation/Policy Ongoing/Proposed Reforms Environmental
Polcies Issues and Implications Implications

Infrastructure! Transport, Sri Lanka Telecom Department is Progressive privatization
Energy telecormunications, now a public corporation. In of the infrastructure and

electricity generation are addition, there is now a limited energy sectors and
heavily concentrated in the role for private services in this accompanying price
public sector; backlog of sector. Sri Lanka Railways has reforms (LRMC pricing)
necessary rehabilitation been converted from a should increase their
and maintenance works; government department to an efficiency and also
inadequate cost recovery; independent authority. encourage optimal use of
regulatory framework water, energy, etc. This
inhibits private sector would not only reduce the
entry. No increase in long-awaited tariff resource costs of

and fare revisions for CEB and economic growth, but
Ceylon Electricity Board SLR, respectively; no indication also be beneficial for the
(CEB) and Sri Lanka that tariffs in the infrastructure environment.
Railways (SLR) face sector in general will be increased
financial problems; they toward LMRC. BOO/BOOT Rehabilitation of the
require tariff and fare (Build-Operate-Own/Build- irrigation network could
hikes. In the CEB, tariffs Operate-Own-Transfer) schemes reduce water loss and
are well below long-run are being actively pursued in the associated environmental
marginal cost (LRMC). power sector. problems such as
Level and structure of waterlogging and salinity.
petroleum prices out of Private sector entry allowed in
line with border price petroleum sector (e.g. blending
relatives; public import plant and blending services
monopoly of petroleum privatized and divestture of retail
products. stations is ongoing).

The massive Mahaweli Inadequate operation and
project has been going on maintenance (O&M) is already
since 1970 (almost causing premature deterioration of
complete now) to provide the infrastructure. It is now
irrigation and electricity. necessary to focus on maintenance
It is the government's and rehabilitation rather than
largest investment project: further investment. Studies by
over 43 billion rupees had International Irrigation
been spent by 1987 and Management Institute (IIMI)
the total expenditure was indicate there is no economic
then anticipated at 60 justification to increase irrigated
billion rupees. (Sri area such as through the Kalu
Lanka's GDP in 1987 was Ganga project.
200 billion rupees.)
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Table 2 (continued). Current Economic Conditions and Proposed Reforms in Sri Lanka

Economic Current Situation/Policy Ongoing/Proposed Reforms Environmental
Policies Issues and Implications Implications

Industry/ Manufacturing, the most Privatization continues, and 23 Privatization and economic
Mining dynamic sector in the state enterprises had been reforms lead to greater

economy, grew at 9% in 1992. privatized by the end of 1992. efficiency in resource use.
Private sector grew at 20% and However, plans to privatize Air Pollution intensity declines as
its performance overshadows Lanka and the two state-owned resources are used miore
the sluggish public sector. banks have not taken off. efficiently (intensity effect).
Foreign investment remains However, overall pollution
strong. This should enable the Following protests from local gem may increase due to increase
economy to grow and diversify miners and environmentalists, in in total output (scale effect).
its industrial and export base. January the government banned

mechanized gem mining in all Unless costs of pollution are
Garment industry highly rivers and stream beds in Sri internalized, profit-
successful (partly due to imnport Lanka. (Possible environmental maximizing private firms may
quotas in the European Union impacts: destruction of river fauna, now substitute "free goods"
and USA). The government set. lowering of surrounding water (such as the environment) for
up 200 rural clothing factories table, collapse of river banks purchased inputs in the
by the end of 1992 to promote leading to flooding in heavy rains.) production process. (In other
job growth in rural areas and words, to the extent that such
reduce the current Comprehensive new mining substitution possibilities exist,
concentration around Colombo- regulations introduced under an private profit-maximizing
-however, many may not be Act in 1992. All current licensed firms are more likely to
economically viable; also, this and unlicensed operations involved exploit them than state-owned
is the only major non- in exploration, mining, processing, enterprises (SOEs)).
agricultural manufactured trading or export of minerals must
export. acquire new licenses under the act. Closure of the more

The act does not cover gems and inefficient SOEs may reduce
A recent agreement with the hydrocarbons. overall pollution.
USA, which accounts for 65%
of all garment exports, Elimination of subsidies for
increased quotas by 16%, and inputs such as electricity or
the start of the quota year was water leads to more efficient
brought forward to January use and as a consequence, less
from July. pollution.

Greater inflow of modern
technology through foreign
collaboration could reduce

__________________________ ______________________________ pollution intensity.
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Table 2 (continued). Current Economic Conditions and Proposed Reforms in Sri Lanka

Economic Current Situation/Policy Ongoing/Proposed Reforns Enviromental
Policies Issues and Implications nImplcations

Agriculture Sluggish growth and narrow Insufficient political will to Reforms in management of
export base due to (i) excessive implement meaningful reform, the tea sector should
government intervention in especially to relax legislated encourage better stewardship
pricing and trade; (ii) public cropping and land-use restrictions of natural resources such as
expenditure excessively oriented and to remove non-tariff barriers. soil and water. Current 30
toward self-sufficiency in food year leases are a distinct
(free land and water inputs); (iii) Export crop taxation, however, improvement over the earlier
poor O&M of existing irrigation being phased out; rationalization of 5 years, which encourage
infrastructure. Dominant crops sugar industry (including deforestation of plantation
are paddy, tea, rubber and privatization of factories); rice, forests for quick profits.
coconut. Most rubber and tea wheat and flour markets partially This underscores the
are exported. deregulated; tea and rubber importance of ownership

plantations contracted out to private issues for the environment.
Tea: Output almost back to management companies (see below); Eventual privatization of
normal in 1993 after the Mahaweli restructuring plan under these plantations
drought-affected slump of 1992 preparation. (presumably once they are
(also due to privatization of profitable) would further
plantation management). World The government is offering cash encourage long-term
demand is high and prices are subsidies per hectare to tea investments to increase
firm. There is an urgent need to smallholders as well as rebates on productivity, e.g., soil
modernize tea industry and fertilizers (trade-off needed since conservation and replanting
increase output of CTC tea (for fertilizer subsidies are bad for the (which are also good for the
Western markets) compared to environment, but required to environment).
orthodox teas. (In 1993 CTC tea increase production); tea marketing
accounted for only 3.4 % of total system to be reformed; regulations Given other distortions such
output, rest was orthodox tea-- on tea growing relaxed--growers do as underpricing of timber,
this could be a big problem in not have to register tea holdings rapid privatization could lead
the future.) Tea growers also with the Tea Commissioner or to deforestation of forests on
hampered by high interest rates. obtain permits for planting and plantation lands (for short-
Another major problem is replanting, establishing nurseries or term profits). Deforestation
advanced age of tea bushes--in factories, or selling tea locally. of plantation forests could
1987 average age was also occur in response to
approximately 60 years. Only There is a proposal to conduct the rapid growth in tea output--
15% of the area under tea has Colombo tea auction in dollars for use as firewood in tea
been replanted with HYVs. Low rather than rupees (enabling planters factories.
replanting in 1960s and 1970s to borrow working capital in foreign,
because high export taxes plus currency, at much lower interest
low tea prices meant low profits; rates).
also there was a risk of
nationalization.
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Table 2 (continued). Current Economic Conditions and Proposed Reforms In Sri Lanka

| Economic Current Situation/Policy Ongoing/Proposed Reforms | Environnental
Policies Issues and Implications Implications

Agriculture, Rubber: A large number of Smallholders who produce the Subsidies on fertilizer in the
continued plantations suffer from old age bulk of the coconut output have past may be encourage overuse

and neglect; output and area not taken advantage of several and resulted in acidification of
have been declining since the subsidy schemes that the soils, nutrient imbalances, and
1980s. government has offered to soil erosion. This is in addition

encourage coconut production. to downstream pollution of
Coconut: Like tea and rubber, surface and groundwater from
suffers from inadequate agro-chemical runoff.
replanting. Large proportion of
trees are old and past optimum
productivity levels. Output is on
a declining trend due to
recurring droughts and
withdrawal of fertilizer
subsidies.

Forests Continuing deforestation and The Master Plan envisages Economic growth and job
degradation of forests through clearing all 1.3 million ha. of dry creation, particularly in the
illicit felling and encroachments zone forest (except 0.5 million manufacturing sector, may
which are periodically ha. set aside for national parks). reduce pressure on agriculture,
"regularized"; lax The remaining forests are in the especially on chena cultivation
implementation of statutes for wet, intermediate and montane which is the main cause of
limited felling; many good plans zones (278,000 ha.). Of these, deforestation.
on the books but not 159,000 ha. (57%) will be
implemented. The Forestry protected and the rest selectively As the construction sector
Master Plan (1987) is the cut. The Plan also recommends grows, however, domestic
blueprint for this sector for the reintroduction of the cooperative demand for wood will increase.
next two decades. reforestation scheme (a highly

successful program for raising Completion of the Mahaweli
While a large reforestation industrial wood plantations in the project should provide extra
program has been implemented, dry zone). land and energy that may also
essential follow up silvicultural reduce the derived demand for
operations are frequently A five year program to improve deforestation (for agriculture
neglected. forestry conditions and and fuelwood).

management started in 1990.
Removal of price distortions in
timber (royalty only 10% of
sale price) would also reduce
incentives for deforestation.
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Table 3. Sri Lnka Action Impact Matrix (Selected Elements)

Economywide Sustainable Development Issues
Policy Reform -_

Goals/ Urban Agrcultuml Enewg Water
Instruments and Forest and Land Generation Resources Comal

Industrial Blodiversity Conversion and and Depletion and Resource
Poilutlon Protection Degradation Consration Deadation Degdadaon

Sectoral/Inter- [+1 [+] decen- [+1 tenurial [+1 intro-
sectoral Price property tralization security will duction of
and rights and social promote invest- community
Institutional allowing forestry-type ment and rights over
Refornu community institutional improve land fishing &

-based support will management magrove
(i) Resource manageme reduce oPen- (note: in some resours

Access nt of access cases, would
Rights and coastal exploitation privatization encourge
Tenure areas and of forest and may be better resource

coral reefs wildlife externally management
could resources imposed on
strengthen communaly
incentives managed lands,
to reduce leading to a
industrial breakdown of
and traditional
agricultural management
pollution _ systems) _ ___ __;,._.

(ii) Price and [+1 removal of (+] improving [+1
Subsidy subsidies will energy prices introducing
Reforms encourage more will promote higher

efficient/reduced more efficient industrial and
use of energy irrigation .
agricultural generation and water fees will
chemicals use encourage

[-] higher efficiency in
prices may water supply
reduce access and use
to the poor H-] higher

prices may
reduce access
to the poor
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Table 3 (continued). Sri Lanka Action Impact Matrix (Selected Elements)

Economywide Sustainable Development Issues
Policy Reform

Goals/ Urban Agricultural Energy Water
Instruments and Forest and Land Generation Resources Coastal

Industrial Biodiversity Conversion and and Depletion and Resource
Pollution Protection Degradation Conservation Degradation Degradation

Privatization [+] reduce [+] increase [+1 increase [+] promote
waste in efficiency of tea efficiency of more efficient

(i) Improve resource- plantations, generating provision of
Efficiency based leading to better plants; with urban and
m manufactur land pricing industrial
Use of ing management reforms (see water supply
Resources (note: in below), it will
(e.g., with communally also increase
financial managed lands, energy
reforms and privatization efficiency
hard budget may be among
constraints) associated with industrial

negative effects, users
as discussed
under
institutional
reforms above)

(ii) Promote [+1 (+1 [+J may [+] new H] together
Private private alienating increase plants tend to with price
Investment investment land for investment in be more increases, this

s tend to plantations land energy may reduce
introduce or allowing improvement efficient access to
less sufficiently water by the
polluting long-term poor
technology leases could

promote
plantation
development
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Table 3 (continued). Sri Lanka Action hmpact Matrix (Selected Elements)

Economywide Sustainable Development Issues
Policy Refonn

Goals/ Urban Agricultural Energy Water
lInstruments and Forest and Land Generation Resources Coastl 

l Industrial Biodiversity Conversion and and Depletion and Resource
Pollution Protection Degradation Conservation Degradation Degradation

Government f-I social [-} [-] reduced .+/-] reduced (+/-] reduced [-]
Deficit and protection agricultural energy subsidies will coastal/coral
Reduction environment efforts may extension subsidies also discourage reef

al programs be reduced programs, control wasteful water protection
(i) Cut like urban especially in increasing wasteful use, but poor efforts may

Expendi- pollution forestry problem of energy use, communities further
tures, abatement (e.g., Forest chena but may may have decline (e.g.,
Reduce (e.g. MEIP) Department cultivation, soil reduce access reduced access CEA, NARA
Subsidies are often the budget erosion to the poor to safe budget

first to be constraints) supplies constraints)
cut; poor
communities
often at risk

(ii) Introduce [+] reduce [+] taxation of [+] encourage [+] promote
Resource pressures on idle or neglected more efficient more
Rent Taxa- use of lands will use of water efficient use
tion and forests and encourage land sources of coastal
User protected improvement resources
Charges areas and

raise funds
to improve
community
self-
management
or
government
protection
services

(iii) Introduce [+] taxes or [+] [+] introduce [+] tailings or [+] charges
Environ- charges on reforestation incentives to discharge fee or penalties
mental emissions or deposits reduce will reduce would
taxes and effluents could emissions or water discourage
fees (in will increase encourage effluents in degradation coral reef
contrast to incentives sustainable energy problems and
above for abate- logging generation mangrove
instruments, ment; may degradation
these are also reduce
charges on land
environ- degradation
mental from mining
externalities)
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Table 3 (continued). Sri Lanka Action lmpact Matrix (Selected Elements)

Economywlde Sustainable Development lssues
Policy Reform - -

Goals/ Urban Agricultural Energy Water
Instnuments and Forest and Land Generation Resources Coastal

Industrial Blodiversity Conversion and Depletion Resource
Pollution Protection and Conservation and Degradation

._________ ___________ Degradation Degradation

Trade [-] export [+/-] both crop [-] outward-
Promotion stimulus output and input oriented

may prices will be growth will
(i) Export increase affected if they are increase

Promotion timber tradables; better energy
and Foreign cutting -- land management is generation
Exchange depending encouraged by needs
Liberal- on land higher crop prices if
ization tenure and tenure is secure (see

account- tenure issue above)
ability, this
may worsen
deforestation

(ii) Reduce [+/-] industrial [+/-] may initially
Tariffs and openness is affect industrial
Other associated with output and
Trade new and more employment as
Barriers efficient inefficient firms fail

technologies, but to compete with
absolute pollution imports;
levels may long-rn
increase with improvements in
rapid sectoral resource allocation
growth should increase

employment and
income, reducing
pressures for
marginal resource

_____________ ~~~~~~~~exploitation _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Industril +] special .+] increased [+1 promo-
Promotion government industrial tion of

industrial projects employment may tourism will
(i) Reduce tend to favor reduce pressures on create new..

Special industries marginal lands jobs in
Industry (especially coastal
Programs parastatals) that amas, thus
and are often relieving
Investment pollution prone; pressure on
Subsidies. thus, reducing coral minirig

direct government and over
programs will exploitation
help improve the of fisheries
structure of
industrial
production
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Environmental lmpas Of ustmen
Programs: Synthesis and Recommendations

Theodore Panayotou and Kurt Hupe

The concern with the environmental impacts of structural adjustment programs and other
economywide policies is the product of the growing realization of the interdependence
between economy and environment which began to gather momentum in the late 1980s and
culminated with the 1992 UN Conference in Rio on Environment and Development.
Following the Rio Conference, the debate moved one step further, from assessment of the
passive impact of development policies on the environment (and of possible mitigation
measures), to their dynamic interaction and the need for holistic integration of economy and
environment, or what has come to be known as sustainable development.

Since structural adjustment policies predated the concept of sustainable development as
the objective of development assistance and policy, it is of considerable interest to explore
the extent to which economywide policies have revolved or, at least, evolved to realign
themselves with the concept of sustainable development through ex ante integration with
social and environmental policies. This is the objective of the present chapter. The inquiry
will be carried out on two levels: first, by surveying the findings of studies that attempted
ex post assessment of the environmental impacts of structural adjustment programs and
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the way in which they have been addressed; tural reform. Unfortunately, the only con-
second, by examining the progress of suc- cise answer to the question would be that it
cessive structural adjustment programs in depends on a number of factors, implying
incorporating environmental concerns; and that economic policy makers cannot apply
ultimately, in attempting holistic integra- a simple, standardized set of reforms to any
tion of economic, social, and environmen- given economy and expect predictable, con-
tal policies. sistent, or even beneficial results.

The field of inquiry that falls under the Consider an analogous question, outside
rubric of structural adjustment and the en- the economic and policy realm: "What are
vironment is a young and complex one. the overall health effects of a diet and exer-
First, it involves the intersection of both cise program?" Assuming a subject in aver-
social and natural sciences (economics, age shape, a few pounds overweight, with
public policy, international development, an adequate but imperfect diet, and with a
biology, ecology, and so on), and existing commitment to the program, an attentive
studies often lean heavily on a single per- counselor can provide the correct nutri-
spective at the expense of holistic, interde- tional and exercise advice to enhance the
pendent interpretations. Second, less than subject's health and well being. But if the
a decade has passed since a quorum of subject's condition differs from the as-
researchers began focusing their analyses sumptions, perhaps because of chronic
specifically on the environmental effects of back problems, chemical abuse, obesity,
structural adjustment in developing coun- malnourishment, special dietary needs,
tries; thus the coverage of existing studies or, most importantly, a lack of commit-
specific to this area is incomplete, both geo- ment to wellness, the same nutritional and
graphically and in terms of natural resource exercise regimen could fail, yield mixed
factors examined. Third, the boundaries and unpredictable results, or even kill the
between this subject area and other, per- subject.
haps more well researched, areas are fuzzy The findings of this study are compa-
or broadly overlapping. Examples include rable. Given an economy with more or less
debt and environment, trade and environ- efficient (or at least existent and reasonably
ment, poverty and environment, and sus- functioning) markets, infrastructure, and
tainable development in general. The po- institutions; some fiscal difficulties and dis-
tential depth and breadth of information tortions; a solid, if somewhat degraded,
relevant to structural adjustment and the resource base; and the political and social
environment is immense. The following will for reform, a fairly standard recipe of
discourse attempts to narrow the focus to temporary demand reduction, price cor-
the environmental implications of the eco- rection, and trade liberalization should pro-
nomic reforms in structural adjustment and mote sustainable development. However,
stabilization programs. Related materials developing countries in particular may ex-
are drawn into the analysis where there hibit conditions contrary to the theoretical
appear to be significant gaps in the directly assumptions underlying structural reform
relevant literature. packages: poor infrastructure and unde-

The major question explored in this chap- veloped institutions; insecure property
ter is: "What are the environmental effects rights; non-enforcement of contracts; severely
of stabilization and structural adjustment degraded natural resources (and hence little
programs?" Implicit in this question is a margin for error in their use); non-existent or
desire for policy makers and advisors to extremely thin and uncompetitive markets;
provide the appropriate recommendations grossly inadequate legal and institutional
to ensure a healthy environment and resources to implement even the most basic
economy for the nation undertaking struc- reforms; or a lack of commitment to eco-
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nomic reform. Thus, macroeconomic re- adjustment loans (SECALs), was provided
form that is subject to any or all of these in support of sectoral reform.
complexities may have unpredictable and The principal instruments of stabiliza-
mixed effects, or may even threaten eco- tion and adjustment have been currency
nomic growth and environmental integrity devaluation, monetary discipline, reduc-
for the future. tion of public spending, price reforms, trade

liberalization, reduction of subsidies,
Structural Adjustment Programs privatization of public enterprises, wage

restraints, and institutional reforms, among
A combination of long standing domestic others.
policy distortions and the adverse external
conditions of the 1970s (oil shocks, deterio- Assumptions and Economic Outcomes
rating terms of trade, debt crisis, and world
recession) created severe macroeconomic There are several implicit assumptions in
and structural problems for developing the design and implementation of struc-
countries ranging from aggregate supply/ tural adjustment programs. It is assumed
demand imbalances to high unemployment that markets exist and would function fairly
and rapid inflation to a shortage of foreign well when policy introduced distortions
exchange and growing budget deficits. In are removed. At a minimum it is assumed
response to this untenable situation, stabi- that even if markets do not exist for a large
lization and structural adjustment pro- seL of products, the preconditions and foun-
grams were implemented in many devel- dations for the emergence of markets do
oping countries with financial and techni- exist. After all, strengthening and more ef-
cal support from international development ficient operation of markets is a major ob-
and financial institutions such as the World jective of the structural reform process. This
Bank and the International Monetary Fund assumption turned out to be valid in some
(IMF). regions (for example, Southeast Asia) and

to be seriously lacking in others (for ex-
Objectives and Instruments ample, Sub-Saharan Africa). Specifically,

secure property rights and enforcement of
Thestabilizationprogramsusuallysupported contracts, two fundamental pre-conditions
by the IMF had short-term macroeconomic for the emergence and efficient operation
objectives such as reduction in balance of of markets, are seriously lagging in much
payment deficits, in inflation, and in gov- of Sub-Saharan Africa. Another key as-
ernment budget deficits. The structural sumption is that the country undergoing
adjustment programs focus primarily on crisis and in dire need of reform and adjust-
long-term objectives such as the diversifi- ment has the political and social will to
cation of the production base, improved undertake the austerity measures pre-
efficiency and increased competition, a shift scribed and to stick to the reforms, despite
towards a market system, and rapid eco- short-term social and political costs, in ex-
nomic growth. Over time the distinction change for long-term economic benefits. In
between stabilization and structural ad- a number of countries, especially in Africa,
ustment has become more blurred as the the political, economic, and social horizons
IMF, World Bank, regional banks, and even have been so short that the costs of adjust-
bilateral aid agencies collaborated in pur- ment loom too large and immediate, while
suing a mixture of objectives. While stabili- the benefits seem small and distant.
zation and sectoral adjustment loans (SALs) As a rule, where governments were al-
have supported economywide reforms, a ready planning reforms and structural ad-
third kind of policy based lending, sectoral justment, external financial and technical
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support has found fertile ground and has such as dams and roads could have signifi-
produced the economic outcomes that were cant environmental impacts was beginning
envisaged, albeit with significant unfore- to gain credibility among developmentcircles,
seen social and environmental by-products. but the idea that macroeconomic and struc-
This was clearly the case in countries such tural adjustment policies may also have sig-
as Thailand, Pakistan, and Morocco. In con- nificant and often more pronounced envi-
trast, in countries where the political will ronmental impacts was not just novel, it
was absent, the institutions weak, and the was alien to economic policy makers and
time horizons short, structural adjustment development experts. It was in this spirit of a
loans were seen as sources of the financial dichotomous world of pure macroeconomic
resources needed to respond to the fiscal and structural adjustment that the early ad-
crisis, while the conditionalities were re- justmentprogramsweredesignedandimple-
sented and the reforms not consistently mented. This was Stage I or the stage of
followed, resulting in economic outcomes neglect (see Table 3-1).
whichwere neither planned norenvisaged. By the mid 1980s, the social impacts of
The poor performance of structural adjust- structural adjustment programs began to
ment programs in much of Sub-Saharan assert themselves as the private demand
Africa is due to the combined effect of im- and public expenditure reduction, and other
plicit assumptions about markets, institu- austerity measures had more pronounced
tions, and governments that turned out to impact on the poor and other vulnerable
be contrary to reality. socio-economic groups. It was not that the

structural adjustment policies were not ac-
Evolution of Social and Environmental complishing the economic benefits they had
Concems in Structural Adjustment promised, but that the distribution of the

short-term costs and long-term benefits was
An inquiry into the environmental impacts such that those with the lowest incomes
of structural and sectoral adjustment poli- and highest rates of time preferences were
cies and programs is a perfectly reasonable hit the hardest. For those at the margin of
exercise in the post-Rio era of recognized survival, a small rise in prices or fall in
economy environment interdependence social services may make the difference
and sustainable development ethic. It was between survival and starvation, regard-
not always so. When structural adjustment less of the necessity and long-term benefits
programs first began in the late 1970s and of structural adjustment. Thus, the first
early 1980s as a coherent and identifiable wave of criticism came from social groups
set of economic policies or policy and loan and development NGOs concerned with
packages, the environment was not even an the social impacts of adjustment programs.
issue. Not only was environmental protec- This is Stage II or the stage of social con-
tion and management a very low priority, if sciousness, during which the social impacts
a priority at all, but no intersection, signifi- of structural adjustment were explicitly
cantlinkage, or spilloverbetween the purely recognized though not yet acted on.
economic policy world of structural adjust- Concern with the environmental impacts
ment and the natural world was envisaged. of adjustment programs followed on the
Structural adjustment was macro and eco- heels of the social concerns but did not
nomic; the environment was micro and non- relate to them. It came from domestic and
economic. Economic policies were used to international environmental non-govern-
address economic problems; environmental mental organizations (NGOs) which ob-
policies could be used to address environ- served that the growth of output and ex-
mentalproblems,ifitwasdeemednecessary. ports stimulated by adjustment policies
The idea that certain development projects such as trade liberalization was associated
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with accelerated resource depletion, espe- economic and environmental policies be-
cially deforestation and increased pollu- came part of the development orthodoxy.
tion. Furthermore, the reduction in public Yet, in practice environmental and sustain-
environmental expenditures, as part of the ability concerns remain as add-ons or
deficit reduction measures, led to reduced complementary and compensatory policies
enforcement of environmental regulations rather than becoming fully integrated into
and a slowdown in reforestation projects, macroeconomic and structural adjustment
waste treatment facilities, and so on policies. This is the stage of complementary

After a brief period of denial, the propo- policies (Stage IV), which is the farthest
nents of structural adjustment programs that the evolution of the integration of en-
admitted the potentially harmful effects of vironmental concerns into structural ad-
these programs on the environment but justment programs has reached up to now.
they pointed out: (a) that the objectives of The fifth and final stage of holistic inte-
these policies and programs were not envi- gration of environmental and economic
ronmental protection or resource manage- policies in a sustainable development
ment but macroeconomic stabilization and framework remains an ideal that still eludes
realignment of the fundamentals of the structural and sectoral adjustment pro-
economy with the new realities of the do- grams, as it eludes economic and develop-
mestic and world markets to promote eco- ment policies in general. One positive sign
nomic growth; (b) that structural adjust- of further progress is the recognition of the
ment programs have several positive envi- interrelationship between the social and
ronmental impacts, even if not consciously environmental impacts of structural adjust-
designed to bring them about, through the ment programs: failure to address the short-
stability and economic efficiency that they term social impacts of structural adjust-
promote (for example, reduction of energy ment (poverty, unemployment, and ineq-
subsidies reduces energy use and environ- uity) may lead to second generation envi-
mental pollution); (c) that one cannot pur- ronmental problems of forest encroachment
sue several objectives with the same instru- and damage to fragile ecosystems.
ment and that structural adjustment is too
blunt an instrument for pursuing environ- Linking Structural Adjustment
mental objectives, which were still seen as and Environment
micro and largely non-economic; and (d)
that any negative environmental impacts The links between structural adjustment
can be mitigated concurrently or after the and the environment are not immediately
fact with appropriate environmental poli- obvious but complex, multifaceted, and
cies which are parallel, and not integral or generally indirect. The intervening vari-
even part of the structural adjustment poli- ables include economic stability and inter-
cies. This third stage is that of environmen- est rates, growth and structural shifts, em-
tal consciousness during which environ- ployment and distribution, property rights
mental impacts were recognized but not and resource pricing. Furthermore, to es-
yet acted on. tablish the linkage it is necessary to quan-

While governments and multilateral de- tify and value environmental changes and
velopment institutions have been incorpo- to establish causal relationships with eco-
rating environmental provisions and con- nomic policy changes that are introduced
ditions, respectively, in new adjustment by structural adjustment programs.
programs since the late 1980s, it was not until A with-and-without rather than a before-
after the Rio Conference and the worldwide and-after framework is needed to weed out
acceptance of the concept of sustainable de- the effects of unrelated trends, policies, and
velopment that the need for integration of external shocks that have nothing to do with
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Table 3-1. The Evolution of Environmental and Social Concerns in Structural Adjust-
ment Programs: Five Stages on the Road from Neglect to Integration

Stage Time Progress in incorporating social From pure economic
Stage period and environmental concerns objectives to sustainable

in structural adjustment development

Stage I Up to early Neglect of social and E
1980s envirorunental impacts

Stage 11 Mid 1980s Social consciousness (social I
impacts recognized) I Soc I

0 Stage m Late 1980s Envirorunental consciousnessStage1.11 Late 980s (environmental imnpacts Eo.,Ev
recognized; social concerns Soc. Env.,
incorporated)

Complementary and
Stage IV Early 1990s compensatory policies / Soc & Econ

incorporated (to mitigate \Env., & Env.
social & environ. impacts)

Stage V By the year Holistic integration of
2000? economic, social and environ. (S

policies in a sustainable
development framework

Broken-lined circles: recognition but no action.
Solid-lined circles: action
SD: sustainable development

structural adjustment policies except by tem- studies that sought to establish and quantita-
poral coincidence or spurious association. tively assess the linkage between structural
Since the environment is impacted through adjustmentpolicies and the environmenthave
general economic, ecological, and technologi- used a partial equilibrium framework with-
cal interdependence between activities, out intersectoral linkage, income effects, and
through intersectoral spillovers as well as two way feedbacks. While this partial equi-
price and income effects, determining the librium approach is made necessary by the
environmental impacts of structural adjust- lack of data (for example, environmental ac-
ment requires a general equilibrium frame- counting matrices are rare), the consequence
work with two way feedbacks, from economy is that the results of such studies are unde-r or
to environment and vice versa (see Figure 3- overestimates and, in some cases, the reverse
1); not an easy task and, barring a few excep- of what a more general equilibrium analysis
tions, one which has not been done. Most would have yielded.
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A further issue concerning the linkage forms, for example, in the case of reducing
between structural adjustment and the en- fertilizer and pesticide subsidies. SAL I
vironment has to do with the implementa- (1991) in El Salvador did not make a single
tion gap. Since structural adjustment policy reference to the environment. The first ex-
prescriptions and conditionalities are rarely plicit reference occurred in the appraisal
observed as agreed upon or intended, it is report for SAL II in September 1993. In
often not clear whether the identified envi- Venezuela and Jamaica the structural ad-
ronmental impacts are due to the prescribed justment programs contained no explicit
policies or to their incomplete implementa- supposition as to their likely impacts on the
tion. This is particularly important since environment in contrast to their explicit
structural adjustment policies are designed consideration of the social impacts and the
as a package of complementary, compensa- provision for compensatory social pro-
tory, and mutually reinforcing policies; a grams. In the case of Pakistan, while the
partial, selective, or incomplete implemen- environmental impacts of reforms were
tation may result in greater or smaller envi- equally ignored, World Bank documents
ronmental impacts than the full package of related to structural adjustment programs
policies depending upon which parts were acknowledged the limited objectives of
dropped or were not fully implemented. adjustment programs and called for com-
Similarly, failing to follow the prescribed pensatory policies in the social and envi-
sequence of policy reforms may result in ronmental areas.
radically dirferent results tnan intended or In conclusion, environmental concerns
anticipated. For example, if the need for have not played a major role in either do-
improved security of property rights was mestic economic reforms or official devel-
recognized before trade liberalization, but opment assistance, the implicit assumption
because of institutional delays it was post- being that environmental impacts are ei-
poned, the effects of trade liberalization on ther minimal or can be cushioned by supple-
deforestation and natural resource man- mentary or parallel environmental policies,
agement would be different from those even though the latter are only slowly be-
anticipated. ing put in place and even more slowly, or

While there are serious difficulties in both selectively, being enforced. A most damag-
anticipating and after the fact tracing and ing implicit assumption in many structural
attributing the environmental impacts of adjustment programs relating both to eco-
structural adjustment policies, the problem nomic and environmental outcomes is that
with most adjustment programs, especially secure property rights over resources are
the earlier ones, has been the failure to either in place or do not matter. There are
consider such effects at all or the tendency important exceptions however, such as the
to make implicit assumptions about their US$30 million side loan provided to Thai-
likely significance and mitigation by non- land by the World Bank to undertake ca-
existent or poorly enforced environmental dastral surveys and land titling in support
policies. For example, a recent study by of the structural adjustment programs of
HIID/WWF of five countries (El Salvador, the early 1980s.
Jamaica, Pakistan, Venezuela, and Vietnam)
concluded that in none of the countries The State of Knowledge
studied had the environmental impacts of
the reform programs been considered in Much of the non-economic literature re-
the design or implementation of the re- counts disastrous environmental side ef-
forms - not even when consideration of fects from structural adjustment programs
environmental impacts might have pro- (SAPs), including deforestation, increased
vided additional justification for the re- pollution, and general overexploitation of
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ba Figure 3-1. Environmental Impacts of Structural Adjustment with Production and Policy Feedbacks
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non-renewable and renewable resources in together a (hopefully) representative group
response to export biases and changes in of studies for this purpose. They are in-
the political economy. Much economic cluded in the attached bibliography, along
analysis also recognizes these trends, but with some background information on ad-
avoids such unambiguous attribution. justment programs and developing coun-

During the 1992 International NGO Fo- try environmental problems in general. In
rum on World Bank and IMF Adjustment addition, a matrix of case studies is pro-
Lending, three major themes emerged con- vided, which attempts to break down the
cerning the impact of SAPs on natural re- temporal, geographic, methodological, eco-
sources: (a) stabilization measures usually nomic, and environmental components of
exacerbated economic conditions for the each study. The findings are summarized
poorest segments of society, forcing them generally and selectively, conclusions not
to overexploit natural resources that were directly relevant to this inquiry are often
available to them and to move on to mar- *te f.
ginal lands; (b) the trade liberalization of The foci, assumptions, and conclusions
structural adjustments and orientation to- of the selected studies are widely divergentstrctual djutmets nd rietaton o- and sometimes at odds, but some general
ward the primary commodity export sector . v
has increased rates of deforestation, soil relationships (which will be covered in thehas~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~nx sectased ante comnfte defretaonge.l. 
erosion, desertification, and water pollu- next secton) and commonalties emerge.
tion; and (c) sharp reductions in public FromtheYVorkthus far completed, we have
expenditure have often entailed a shrink- distilled four key observations:
ing of the environmental protection appa- 1. Market reforms should increase effi-
ratus and institutions - including enforce- ciency of resource use and promote a
ment capacity. Together, these trends im- welfare enhancing allocation of both pro-
ply environmental deterioration within and ductive assets and consumption goods,
outside formal markets and a public sector but this only holds for traded market
that is handicapped to address the prob- goods and factors operating within effi-
lem. cient markets. Failure to recognize this

Many economists argue that, while all simple truth can lead to net economic
the above trends may have been docu- losses, serious resource degradation, and,
mented, the causality is inconclusive and most assuredly, unpredictable results
the generalization unwarranted. In addi- from reform.
tion, the large body of evidence showing 2. In order for market reform to serve non-
positive environmental impacts from eco- market needs, it must account for or in-
nomic reform is entirely ignored. These ternalize the environmental and social
successes include the removal of perverse externalities of economic activity. This is
subsidies that encourage waste or over- problematic, since environmental goods
intensive resource exploitation, the intro- and services, as well as social needs, are
duction of stability which promotes sound not always easily amenable to quantifi-
resource management and lower marginal cation and measurement. Where market
time preference, higher living standards internalization is possible, for example
which may entail increased demand for through securing property rights, shadow
environmental quality, and general effi- pricing, subsidization of positive exter-
ciency and technology gains. nalities, Pigouvian taxation of negative

In order to sort out these divergent view- externalities, emissions trading, and so
points, it is necessary to review the body of on, it is a preferable means of correcting
case studies and analyses that focus on the market failure. Where impossible, non-
above issues. We have attempted to gather market command-and-control policies
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must be coordinated with reforms to issues in adjustment lending," further de-
achievethedesiredeconomic,social,and velops the conceptual framework of
environmental outcome. economy environment linkages, explores

3. None of the above strategies will yield the expanding environmental elements of
predictable results unless the appropri- SAPs, and includes more coverage of insti-
ate institutions exist to communicate in- tutional and policy issues. It found that,
centives, information, control, and en- while environmental issues were mentioned
forcement. Structural adjustment with- more often in SAPs, specific policy mea-
out attention to capacity building and sures to address them were still lacking.
institutional reform amounts to little In 1994, Warford and others provided a
more than a reform gesture, and may in comprehensive review of "The evolution of
fact do more harm than good. environmental concerns in adjustment lend-

4. Similarly, environmental outcomes from ing," with three country studies and deeper
economic reforms depend to a large ex- analysis of environmental social economic
tent on how well economic and environ- interplay. At this time, an estimated 60
mental policies were integrated prior to percent of adjustment loans addressed en-
the reform process. vironmental issues at least partially, and

two stand-alone environmental adjustment
loans had been initiated. Complementing

Review of Selected Studies this study was the Munasinghe and Cruz
While the structural adjustment era (mid (1994) World Bank monograph, Economy-
1970s to present) initially failed to address wide Policies and the Environment: Emerging
environmental issues adequately, it is evolv- Lessonsfrom Experience, providing case stud-
ing to integrate the environment more ies of eleven countries and similarly more
broadly and with more depth, as environ- sophisticated analysis of linkages and in-
ment economy interactions manifest them- terdependence.
selves over time and as~ both the developed Major findings of these studies are in-
and developing countries develop greater cluded in Matrix Two and are integrated
awareness of the productive capacity and into the discussion in the next section. A
inherent value of the environment. A quick broad argument made in Munasinghe and
overview of studies on the subjectunderlines Cruz (1994) and Warford and others (1994)
just how new and how rapidly growing are seems to apply to most of the theoretical
the multilateral developmentbanks'(MDBs') economic discussions of environment and
concerns over structural adjuE tment's envi- adjustment. In brief, the impacts of adjust-
ronmental implications.' ment programs are difficult to predict, es-

Initial inquiries into this field include pecially in the environmental area where
Hansen's (1988) "Structural adjustment imperfections (such as market failures,
programs and sustainable development," policy distortions, and institutional con-
which chronicles early efforts between the straints) abound and where economy-envi-
World Bank, IMF and host countries to ronmental linkages are poorly understood.
explicitly address natural resource man- Therefore, specific complementary mea-
agement in SAPs, making recommenda- sures are required to address such imper-
tions for broader and more economically fections that give rise to the adverse envi-
integrated natural resource elements. At ronmental and social impacts of adjust-
that time, only a quarter of the Bank's Asian ment programs. Where possible, it is more
and African SALs even mentioned the en- desirable to implement such complemen-
vironment, and far fewer included relevant tary policies in tandem with (or as part of)
policy measures. Sebastian and Alicbusan's adjustment reforms rather then ex post.
(1989) chapter, "Sustainable development:
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The above studies all concluded that the in the development planning system." In
net effects of SAPs on the environment are addition, he cautioned that MDBs ought to
positive, although programs should be tai- recognize their imposing stature when deal-
lored more appropriately to meet environ- ing with poor, vulnerable nations and take
mental needs in the future. Sebastian and special care to elicit from host country ne-
Alicbusan (1989) noted that much of the gotiators their development goals, avoid-
economic and environmental crisis now ing an imposition of their own. These points
evident in host countries stems from debili- notwithstanding, Hansen assesses net posi-
tating external shocks in the late 1970s and tive environmental effects and even better
1980s, and that rapid population growth potential impacts from structural adjust-
continues to thwart any improvements in ment and stabilization programs.
standards of living in most developing Reference to Matrix Two highlights the
countries. They stress the need for comple- many different conclusions drawn as to net
mentary measures to address the informal environmental effects of adjustment. Most
sector and the environment, recognizing of the literature that leans heavily on a
that market reform alone is not directly political or sociological perspective (for
attacking all environmental problems. example, International NGO Forum) tends
Nonetheless, they do assess net positive to focus on negative outcomes, whereas the
environmental impacts and even find "no more economics-oriented analyses (for ex-
evidence to connect adjustment policies ample, WWF collaborative studies) find
with significant environmental damage." mixed or ambiguous, and occasionally,
Much of this assessment is based on as- positive net environmental outcomes.
sumptions about the future efficiency of In Matrix One, the potential impacts of
markets and institutions within host coun- macro reform are summarized in terms of
tries and on the expectation that appropri- three sectors: the formal sector (that is, the
ate internalization measures will be even- monetized market economy), the informal
tually undertaken. For instance, one reason sector (which includes household produc-
for environmental optimism is that SAPs tion, subsistence agriculture, the non-cash
"enable economies to internalize (and re- economy, and so on) and the natural sec-
duce) the social costs of environmental deg- tor2 (which includes all environmental
radation." Enabling, however, does not goods and services, non-human produc-
imply effecting internalization, and there is tion systems, and so on). By attempting to
little evidence that developing countries separate out the impacts among the three
are undertaking comprehensive efforts to sectors, it seems evident that the net eco-
effectively internalize environmental or nomic and environmental effects of reform
social costs. depend on how carefully the informal and

Hansen (1988) also found it "obvious that natural sectors are considered in adjust-
conventional adjustment programs [ ... ] hold ment packages.
the potential to provide efficient instru-
ments for the integration of environmental Synthesis of Findings
and natural resource concerns in develop-
ment activities," but stressed that the "chal- Some generalizations on economy environ-
lenge is to convince the decisionmakers ment linkages areoffered above, and most
involved that proper adjustment programs are ultimately ambiguous as to net positive
require adequately addressing and reflect- or negative envirpoiya tionmonsequences
ing current environmental concerns. This of a given policy action. Where the gener-
requires adoption of multi disciplinary ana- alizations have been asserted unambigu-
lytical approaches and calls for an active ously, they are usually based more on eco-
cooperation between the different agents nomic theory than on empirical evidence.
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A closer look at the country studies reveals tries, where tourism may concentrate on
that ambiguity reigns at the aggregate level ecosystems arguably less fragile than estu-
due to differing, sometimes contradictory, aries and reefs (that is, semiarid range-
findings among different research projects. lands), the net ecological damages vary

Observing how and why the results may according to the tourist load, the methods
differ from study to study will probably of wildlife management (for example, pris-
yield more insight into the complex tine, culled herds, and so on), and the regu-
economy environment linkages than try- latory framework surrounding tourist ser-
ing to formulate generalizable aggregate vices (Muir, Bojo, and Cunliffe 1994; WWF/
relationships. The majority of divergence ODI 1994).
in study findings can be grouped into three
contexts: DIFFERENT CONCLUSIONS ARISING FROM

RESEARCH ASSUMPTIONS
1. Site-specific differences, Conclusions on net environmental effects of
2. Difference in research assumptions, and economic policy will vary even more accord-

3. Differing depths of analysis. ing to the assumptions, implicit or explicit,
underlying the analyses. For example, in-

Site-specific Differences creased stumpage prices are generally pre-
sumed to stem deforestation, since the cost of

Each nation's development context is dif- commercial timber extraction becomes
ferent in terms of culture, politics, resource greater. Persson and Munasinghe (1995), us-
base, climate, and so on, and analyses of the inga generalequilibriummodelthatincluded
effects of a similar policy initiative may property rights simulation, found that in-
yield far different results according to this creasing stumpage prices in Costa Rica may
context. For example the promotion of tour- have actually promoted deforestation due to
ism is found to have different implications a shift toward agricultural production, en-
for the environment in Jamaica, Thailand, tailing forest conversion. This unexpected
Zimbabwe, and Tanzania due to different result may not have been discovered had a
regulatory regimes, foci of tourist promo- partial equilibrium model been used (implic-
tion, and levels of ecosystem fragility. itly assuming no changes transmitted through
Jamaica's tourism promotion concentrated other sectors).
on its comparative advantage of beach lei- Similarly,itispossibeltoarguethatenergy
sure activities, but inappropriate coastal price increases may not have a net positive
zone management and high levels of tour- effect on the environment through reduced
ist visitation have led to severe erosion, use and pollution. A change in the relative
coral reef and estuary damage, and waste price of fuels may make coal a more desirable
problems (WWF/HIID 1994). Thailand's an input than oil, implying higher pollution
promotion of tourism has involved similar per unit of output. Even across-the-board
problems in beach areas (for example, man- price increases for all commercial fuels may
grove destruction and coastal damage from have net negative impacts if people respond
development), but the growth of tourism outside the formal market by switching to
has also reduced the level of many harmful fuelwood (leading to increased deforesta-
agricultural practices indirectly, yielding tion) or by burning dung, crop residue or
positive environmental outcomes (Panayotou peat (leading to reduced soil productivity).
and Sussangkarn 1991). In Zimbabwe and The crucial assumptions in the latter case
Tanzania, on the other hand, tourism has involve secure versus insecure property
focused more on managed wildlife, pro- rights and the existence-and therefore
viding incentives for conservation of habi- behavioral responses-of a significant in-
tat and species. Even in these African coun- formal sector.
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Figure 3-2. Relationship among the Global Economy, National Economy, and Infor-
mal Sector

Global Goods National
Economy Services Economy

Capital Informal
Labor sector

Currency (Formal sector)

DIFFERENT DEPTHS AND BREADTHS OF find results that sometimes conflict with
ANALYSIS each other. In the next section, we explore a
Conclusions are also highly dependent on conceptual framework that may help re-
the depth and breadth of investigation into searchers to sort out these conflicts and
environmental consequences. Soil erosion, may, at least qualitatively, bring the analy-
for example, is often said to increase as a sis closer to discerning what environmen-
result of increased agricultural exports from tal outcomes are likely to result from eco-
trade liberalization (as in the several coun- nomic reforms.
try summaries from the International NGO
Forum 1992). This conclusion seems to be Methodological Critique
based on the broad observation that soils Traditional conceptual models of macro
were depleted as export agriculture grew. policy effects seem to assume well-defined
Many of the World Bank studies (for ex- and functioning formal sector trading
ample, Hansen 1989) argue that soil ero- goods, services, and capital with the rest of
sion may increase or decrease depending the world. Some recognize an informal sec-
on the root structure and common manage- tor in the economy which primarily ab-
ment practices of the type of crop promoted sorbs or supplies labor to the formal sector
(based on Barbier 1988). An even deeper (See figure 3-2). Most of the studies cov-
analysis of the erosion trade relationship is ered in this chapter expand upon the above
provided in Barrett 1992. This study finds frameworkbyincludingsomeenvironmen-
that the incentives and preferences of indi- tal variables and discussing either formal
vidual farmers toward soil conservation or informal sector impacts on these van-
may differ widely, even under similar eco- ables that arise from changes in macro
nomic circumstances or crop choices; thus policy. Most commonly analyzed are soil
trade reform will have highly variable, un- erosion, deforestation, and different types
predictable effects on rates of soil erosion, of pollution. It is important to recognize,
even if preferred crop types are known. however, that the environment cannot ad-

Differences in the depth and breadth of equately be represented by one or two vari-
analysis introduce biases toward theory, ables; that formal sector environmental
observation, and empirical analysis, as well impacts may be offset or overshadowed by
as the level of aggregation. As with re- informal sector environmental impacts; that
search assumptions and site specificity, we the environment itself affects production
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Figure 3-3. Conceptual Model of an Economy
(T1he intdizvidutal economnzy is boutided by t/ile bold line)

Changes.in country macroeconomic policy affects all three spheres within that economy - formal,
informal, and natural sectors. Environmental and economic effects are transmnitted within
national sectors, as well as to the international economy and global environment.
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and consumption patterns in these sectors; These three sectors are interdependent
and that there is a constant interplay among and also d hrto the international economy
national and international environment and and the global environment. Conceptually,
economy. Insshort, amoreholistic approach these relationships are represented in Fig-
is required. ure 3-3. Viewed from this vantage point,

A potential new framework for analyz- the impacts discussed in Matrix One may
ing the environmental implications of macro bi better understood. First, structural shifts
policies might account for the formal, in- will occur within one arena, say the formal
formal, and natural sectors, recognizing sector, and have direct implications on ac-
that net impacts depend on the interplay of tivities in the informal sector. The net im-
these sectors. The three major arenas in pacts flow out to the natural sector, which
which the consequences of reform play out responds through a change in the structure
could then be defined as: and level of environmental goods and ser-

1. Formal sector interactions, vices for consumption or productive input
' ~~~~in both formal and informal economies.

2. Formal-inf ormnal sector interactions, and Second, feedback loops occur between
3. Formal-informal-natural sector interactions. the environment and other sectors of the

economy. Most of the literature deals spe-
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cifically with macroeconomic impacts on mated a 20 percent decline in income for
the environment, not explicitly recogniz- the poorest of the poor (Stackhouse 1994).
ing that subsequent environmental impacts The ideal study would also account for
on the macroeconomy may be just as im- formal sector and informal sector responses
portant to a nation's development and fu- to policy, and it would recognize feedbacks
ture welfare. from natural systems.

Third, it cannot be understated that effi- Before-and-after comparisons, partial
cient markets and effective institutions are equilibrium models, general equilibrium
vital to achieve the desired outcomes from models that fail to fully integrate social and
reform. Markets and institutions are essen- environmental factors, theoretical analy-
tial to harness the powerful forces of eco- ses, and historical narrative accounts all
nomic reform, just as a dam is essential to fail to meet these ideal criteria and thus can
harness the power of a river. To use the provide no unequivocal evidence of effects
analogy of a hydroelectric dam (particu- that are solely attributable to structural
larly relevant to MDB project lending), the adjustment policies. As with any other field
flow of water can be a source of energy to of research, we are left with ambiguous
fuel the development of downstream com- conclusions or unambiguous conclusions
munities. If the flow were to increase dras- that are biased by the normative assump-
tically or suddenly, it might break the dam tions of the researchers.
and inundate tihe commlunuLities. If the daI m
was barely large enough to begin with, any METHODS AND MODELS
increase in flow cannot be harnessed, and it In the matrix of studies (Matrix 2), the re-
may cause trouble downstream. In addi- search methods employed are broken down
tion, more energy might be generated into some basic categories, including:
through more efficient generators with or * Historical (discussion of events, conse-
without an increase in water flow. quences, and intervening factors),

THE "IDEAL" CASE STUDY * analytical (inmplying that quantitative
Given the complexities of the conceptual models or calculations were used, but
model, current quantitative methods of in- the method is unspecified),
quiry would be stretched to the limit to * case studies (integration of site specific
cover all the bases listed above. How might research projects), and
a country case study best address the issue? * various models such as partial equilibrium

The ideal case study would measure the (PE), computable general equilibrium
environmental outcomes of individual re- (CGE),linearprogramming(LP),andsocial
forms against the hypothetical environmen- accounting matrices (SAM).
tal consequences of maintaining pre ad-
justment policies. This with-and-without Rellance on one particular quantitative
approach will grant far more helpful re- methodology mayyieldveryprecise results,
sults than a simple before-and-after ap- thus edifying many theoreticians or policy
proach, which ignores all intervening fac- analysts. But to what extent might this preci-
tors. For example, most of the literature siondbetattheexpenseqofaccuracy?oAccurate
criticizing adjustment decries continuing determinations may require consideration of
or worsening economic disparity and pov- all sorts of historical, exogenous, and exter-
erty after SAP policy implementation. While nal factors not formally addressed in a given
these observations are well founded, they analysis. In short, they may involve a great
should be compared to conditions in those dealmoreuncertaintyor suggestanumberof
countries which did not undertake adjust- safe and preferred policy choices, rather than
ment programs, for which the OECD esti- a singular optimum. It is for these reasons
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that not only should models attempt to inte- inelastic supply responses in various
grate a large number of significant factors, policy scenarios. Certainly, more empiri-
but also findings and recommendations cal analysis on the true function (that is,
should balance the insights drawn from dif- not a fixed number) of the various coeffi-
ferent models and from historical or other- cients is warranted.
wise qualitative analyses. Given modeling limitations such as these,

Among the quantitative models, multi the anecdotal evidence, survey data, case
sector computable general equilibrium studies, and historical analyses served well
models seem to yield more insight than to complement the model results, fill in
partial equilibrium models, which is to be gaps, or sometimes challenge the model's
expected given that adjustment processes conclusions.
manifest themselves primarily in interac-
tions among sectors. Even the CGE's, how- Some methodological "reality
ever, fail to represent all the productive hurdles": exogeneity, stochasticity,
sectors of the economy, which would in- and external distortions
clude the environment and informal sector.
True, rudimentary environmental account- Market, policy, and institutional failures
ing matrices and non-tradable resource sec- within host countries are not the only real-
tors have been integrated into some of the ity hurdles that models and theory must
general equilibrium models, but insuffi- deal with. Exogenous, stochastic, and ex-
cient data and conceptualization difficul- ternal factors abound that threaten the
ties preclude a holistic, representative sustainability of development strategies pro-
model. moted by structural adjustment lending.

Girma 1992 presents an almost ideal ana- The quintessential exogenous factor, with
lytical framework to model structural particular relevance to agrarian economies,
adjustment's social, environmental, and is weather. How well do SAPs protect a
economic ramifications - integrating mac- nation's development vector in the pres-
roeconomic dynamics, microeconomic be- ence of unforeseen droughts, floods, or
havior, social variables, and an environ- other natural disasters? For example, Zim-
mental sector (representing environment babwe experienced a serious drought in
as both a productive asset and a consump- 1991-92, just at the beginning of its eco-
tion good in its own right). To the authors' nomic structural adjustment program
knowledge, such a holistic quantitative implementation (Eakin 1994). Adherence
effort is as yet in the theoretical stage and to loan conditionalities, namely the export
has not been applied to any real world orientation of food crops such as maize,
economy. One reason this is true is that took precedence over the need to feed citi-
the framework lacks empirical data to zens starving as a result of the drought.
support it. Conceptual models of economy Droughtmitigationmeasurestookplaceonly
environment linkages all seem to be- after the loan was secured in February 1992.
grudgingly admit this caveat somewhere Two strategies may mitigate these poten-
in their discussion. tial crises. First, quantitative models that

Too often, quantitative models yield in- venture to determine the appropriate allo-
triguing results which are internally con- cation of resources for human and eco-
sistent but do not reflect actual events in nomic development may be subjected to
the economies they presume to simulate. stochasticity. Thus, for example, the appro-
Better put, they corroborate the assump- priate shares of grain production for export
tions and underlying coefficients chosen or local consumption would depend upon
for the model such as, for example, as- the overall production that year, which
sumed inelastic supply functions yield woulddependinpartonastochasticprecipi-
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tation variable. In fact, the integration of cli- In summary, even if host country failures
mate forecasts and other environmental data of market, policy, and institutions are ac-
may reduce the level of uncertainty. counted for, structural adjustment require-

Second, and perhaps more important, ments based on assumptions of a predictable
any adjustment program should contain world and non-distorted world markets will
provisions for unforeseen events. In the not necessarily promote sustainable devel-
drought example, it might allow for tempo- opment in developing countries. For ex-
rary subsidization of grain distribution lo- ample, the whims of nature or the existing
cally or temporary re-orientation of grain policies of the developed countries could
marketing to favor local consumption. If have worse consequences for human wel-
food shortages are likely to occur with regu- fare or natural resource use if inappropri-
larity, a small level of food security protec- ate adjustment policies are adhered to. For
tion might be justified. these reasons, SAP agreements and the

Third, external market distortions should analyses thereof should:
be considered. For instance, does the liber- 1. Contain provisions for potential stochas-
alization promoted in SAPs rely on hypo- tic shocks,
thetically free global markets or on the ac-
tual conditions of the global market place? 2. Account for external market distortions
Of particular relevance to this question are (that is, not assume a level playing field),
Ihe termias of trade between developed and and where possible, include external and
developing countries. Nigeria, for example, stochastic parameters in their models.
expressed concern to the 1991 GATT coun- Failure to qualify agreements or adjust
cil that five years of SAPs had failed to calculations in this manner may over-
adequately diversify Nigerian exports, shadow or even nullify the welfare and
owing primarily to the import restrictions development gains promised, and pre-
of developed countries (Iheduru 1992). Es- dicted, by structural adjustment.
sentially, the unilateral liberalization on
Nigeria's part mostly boosted oil exports to Needs for Further Research
developed countries. The extent to which
adjustment capitalizes on Nigeria's com- Dynamic models need to be developed that
parative advantage in a global market is represent a true general equilibrium, in-
clearly dependent on the North's revealed cluding comprehensive social and environ-
commitment to free markets. mental accounting. Feedbacks are crucial,

Other exogenous factors that will nega- as the natural resource systems affect de-
tively distort a country's adjustment and velopment as much as development policy
development, particularly with regard to affects them.
the environment) are global commons is- Empirical research should be under-
sues (for example, extra jurisdictional fish- taken to determine true, variable elastici-
eries, global warming, transboundary pol- ties and coefficients. Fixed, assumed co-
lution), migration patterns, balances of efficients appear to do little more than
power (for example, developed and devel- corroborate the research assumptions
oping and inter-developing countries), and, made in setting them - typical "begging
perhaps most significant, war. Admittedly, the question" reasoning of poor economic
no model could adequately factor in, much analysis.
less predict, all these phenomena, but some Efforts should be made to determine re-
methodological advances could be endeav- alistic assumptions about the global mar-
ored. More importantly, these factors should ketplace, the uncertainty of political and
be considered qualitatively and conceptually natural dynamics, and other exogenous and
when SAP agreements are formulated. external factors affecting development.
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Above all, data are required on environ- A number of conclusions and policy im-
mental phenomena and the intervening plications emerged from the survey and
social, demographic, and biological vari- attempted syntheses of the findings of the
ables. Where quantitative measures of im- studies on the interface between structural
portant variables are unavailable, norma- adjustment and the environment. Some
tive goals must be set. Lack of amenability apply to the studies themselves and others
to quantification does not imply lack of to the design and implementation of future
importance. Development of environmen- structural adjustment programs. Box 3-1
tal accounting matrices that can be com- proposes some further guidelines towards
bined with social accounting matrices to improved structural adjustment programs.
build truly general and dynamic equilib-
rium models with two way feedbacks be- Implications for Studies
tween the economy and environment are
both necessary and feasible at this stage of i. When assessing the overall impact of
development of the interface between struc- structural adjustment and related eco-
tural adjustment and the environment. nomywide reforms on the environment,

Conclusions and Policy Implications: it is necessary to go beyond the firstround of impacts and analyze the re-
Integrating Environment and sponses of people and natural systems to
Sustainable Development these impacts and indeed, to trace the

Environmental improvement has not been path of adjustment.
an aim of structural adjustment policies in 2. The relevant comparison when assess-
the past and therefore it is not fair to use an ing the environmental and social impacts
environmentalmeasuringrodtojudgesuch of macroeconomic and structural re-
policies, especially with the benefit of hind- forms, as indeed with any policies and
sight. However, to the extent that suchpoli- projects, is not between the situation be-
cies lead to natural resource depletion or fore and after the reforms or programs

cies lead to riatural resourcedeplbut with and without them, and this ne-
environmental damage beyond the eco- cessitates the controlling of many other
nomic optimum, they are defective in eco- factors and policies that contribute to the
nomic terms, that is, they fail their very farentpoutciesthiscontrequtes
own objectives. Furthermore, with the apparent outcomes. This m turn requires
growing realization that the environment the collection ofbenchmarkenvironmen-
cannot be divorced from economic devel- tal conditions at the time of the first in-
opment, future structural adjustment poli- troduction of these programs and the
cies need to not only be explicit about their reconstruction of the without scenario,
environmental implications, but also to treat against which the with scenario can be
the natural resource base and the environ- compared.
ment as economic assets in the same way 3. The environmental impacts of structural
that man made capital is treated. For only adjustment programs and related eco-
then would stabilization and structural nomic reforms needs to be valued in eco-
adjustment policies take their rightful posi- nomic terms, using the valuation meth-
tion, not only as preconditions but also as ods for both market and non-market
agents of sustainable development. It is in goods and services, and be fed back into
the context of designing and implementing the economic system in order to fully
improved structural adjustment programs capture the general equilibrium effects
in the future that the assessment of the in a dynamic context. In a dynamic CGE
environmental performance of past pro- formulation, the feedback mechanisms
grams has been undertaken. are imbedded, with a lag, in the produc-
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tion and utility functions to affect eco- poorly, especially as it concerns Sub-Sa-
nomic output and social welfare by haran Africa where there was only lim-
changing the productivity of inputs and ited recognition of the fundamental dif-
the utility of outputs. However, by defi- ferences from, for instance, Southeast
nition any environmental impacts that Asia, especially with regard to the role
are worth averting or mitigating cause and efficacy of embryonic markets.
excessive damage - that is, reduce eco- 2. Structural adjustment programs must
nomic output and welfare by more than pay as much attention to market and
the cost of potential remedy - and there- institutional failures as they pay to policy
fore, unless they are explicitly modeled, failures. Otherwise, the gains from cor-
it is not possible to determine the opti- recting one failure may be lost by exacer-
mal level of intervention that will maxi- bating the other. Recognizing their sec-
mize economic output or social welfare ond-best nature structural adjustment
by equating the relevant marginal costs programs must provide for a carefully
and benefits. thought out and designed sequence of

4. Studies of the interface between struc- consistent and mutually reinforcing re-
tural adjustment and the environment forms that can bring the economy closer
should not be limited to the linkage be- to the optimum on all fronts, not just in a
tween the formal sector and the environ- narrow set of objectives (for example,

LIn Lu Lthey .LLLLDL e:xplicLity 11L%LC1e LILe openEness of the econolmy, comlpetL.IC.ion,
informal sector and its two way linkages privatization) which are not social goals
with both the formal sector and the natu- in themselves, only the means to a higher
ral sector or the environment in its broad- ends, such as improved social welfare.
est sense. This is not only because the 3. Using environmental and social policies
informal sector, which operates largely as add-ons or supplementary and com-
outside the market economy, has pro- pensatory or parallel policies, to miti-
nounced impacts on the environment. It gate or cushion the environmental and
is also, and perhaps more importantly, social impacts of structural adjustment,
because many of the impacts of struc- is second-best to the full integration of
tural adjustment programs that operate these policies with the economic reforms
largely in the realm of formal sectors and in the context of a sustainable develop-
markets are often magnified and trans- ment strategy.
mitted to the environment through the 4. Structural adjustment programs can best
informal sector whose activities, though ensure sustainability by providing for
not market-oriented, are indirectly but reinvestment of rents from the depletion
profoundly affected by economic and of natural resources in natural, environ-
market reforms. mental, man made, and human capital to

maintain and expand the productive ca-
Implications for Structural Adjustment pacity of the economy and the quality of
Programs life. In the absence of secure property

rights over natural resources and the lack
1. The question is not whether or not to of internalization mechanisms for exter-

undertake structural adjustment but nalities, structural adjustment policies
what kind of structural adjustment, at such as currency devaluation, trade lib-
what pace, and with what reform se- eralization, and privatization may lead
quence. Tailoring and fitting structural to net disinvestment of natural and envi-
reforms to the specific condition of the ronmental capital without commensu-
host country is something that was done rate formation of other forms of capital, a
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necessary, though not a sufficient, con- design of better programs and policies in
dition for ensuring sustainability. Where the future, in the interest of sustainable
the first best policy of establishing secure development to which both the develop-
property rights and internalizing exter- ment and environmental communities
nalities cannot be accomplished, imposi- subscribe.
tion of the extended Hartwick rule of
sustainability (reinvestment of resource Notes
rents) can prevent disinvestment during 1 It is vital to note that MDB involvement
the adjustment process. in environmentally relevant projects, ca-

5. Partial reforms or incomplete implemen- .inm relevn pectes ca-
tation Of reforms may do more harm than paiybldn,ndoicexnsfrtation of reforms may do more harmthabeyond the scope of SAPs. While not
good if they are selectively applied to explicitly tied to SALs, SECALs, and other
benefit certain constituencies without stabilization or adjustment packages,
due regard to their social and environ- these endeavors most certainly influence
mental impacts. The selective implemen- the development vector of host coun-
tation of structural adjustment programs tries. The reader is referred to such pub-
reduces their economic effectiveness
without necessarily reducing their social ronments published annually, among
and environmental impacts. Again, ho- other valuable sources of data on envi-
listic integration of economic, social and ronmental projects and policy in multi-
environmental policies in the design of lateral lending.
structural adjustment programs is the
best insurance against piecemeal and 2 Natural resources and the environment

-st implemn taitpio are often referred to in the literature as
selective implementation. natural capital or natural assets, not as

In conclusion, international development the natural sector. The latter term is cho-
assistance institutions, such as the World

sen here to stress that the natural world
Bank and the IMF, have a critical role to and resources underlying both formal
play in promoting sustainable development and informal sector activities are an inte-
by insisting on and assisting in the holistic andinfmact activitie e an nt
integration of economic, social, and envi- gre dynam ica prodsuct partiof
ronmental policies in their stabilization and ber or minerals serve as extracted inputs
structural and sectoral adjustment pro- for the other sectors, services such as
grams, and other development assistance pollution absorption, flora and fauna pro-
they provide. The missed opportunities of duction, ecosystem services, and the very
the past should serve as valuable lessons root of life energy (solar radiation) are
for the future. Dwelling in the assignment not choices but absolute necessities for
of blame for past failure, with a great deal the economy to function. "Sector" thus
of hindsight, has high opportunity costs in
terms of the forgone consensus for the
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Box 3-1. Towards Structural Adjustment Program Guidelines

Based on the findings of the studies we have reviewed and our own analysis, we would
propose the following guidelines for adjustment program planning and implementation:

Structural adjustment programs, or autonomous reform decisions, should be based on
knowledge, not only of the dynamics of the formal economic sectors, but of the informal
sectors of the economy, such as subsistence agriculture, barter economies, indigenous
peoples' social and resource practices, and household non-market production. Elements
of these informal sectors which are destructive (for example, swidden agriculture, open
access exploitation, or inefficient energy use) may be targeted for reform, whereas neutral
or beneficial elements (that is, sustainable or socially beneficial practices) should be
shielded from adverse adjustment effects.

In addition, the natural sector of an economy must be recognized, such as plant and
animal communities or ecological services - none of which really respond to policies
directly but rather are impacted unidirectionally. Normative decisions must be made as to
which elements are to be preserved and to what extent. These decisions must be made in
advance of macro policy decisions that impact the resources; otherwise policy effects may
be unnecessarily expensive (for example, pollution cleanup) or irreversible (for example,
species loss). Uncertainty as to the potential benefits of the resources and costs of their loss
should introduce a bias toward conservation.

After the above determinations have been made as to the informal and natural sectors,
adjustment policies should be sequenced as follows:
1. Stabilize welfare of poorer segments of society. Rather than setting goals of per capita

income levels, which imply nothing in terms of equity, set goals of actual incomes for
poor families in the formal sector and of actual welfare proxies (health, nutrition,
rights) of poor families in the informal sector. Examples might include promoting
labor intensive agriculture, artisanal activity, services, and labor intensive manufac-
turing. Account fully for the environmental and social consequences of economic
activities favored by the reforms.

2. Reform 675 s and institutions that facilitate efficient markets. Set environmental and
social goals alongside economic goals, and ensure that the capacity and infrastruc-
ture are present to maintain these goals in the presence of free market forces. For
instance, provide that: land tenure can be secured for smallholders or poor families,
resource rents can be effectively monitored, taxed, and reinvested and effluent limits
can be enforced.

3. Investigate what potential or fledging economic activities would have a comparative
advantage in international trade. Develop and expose these activities gradually but
steadily to greater international and domestic market discipline. Simply opening the
floodgates of trade may never lead a nation to exploit its comparative advantage, if
its initial access to capital, technology, and expertise lags far behind that of its
competitors. This may explain the often inefficient and unsustainable exploitation of
developing country primary resources that has resulted from too rapid transition to
free trade.

4. Gradually adjust energy and resource prices to reflect non-market costs. The tradeoff
between economic activity and external costs, where these cannot be valued and
internalized, will be determined in large part by normative decisions on allowable
losses in the natural sector.

5. When vicious cycles of poverty and environmental degradation are being addressed,
institutions and capacity are being strengthened, and comparative advantage sectors
are rooting, then liberalization, privatization, and stabilization measures (similar to
current SAP reforms) can be accelerated. Adjustment loans should explicitly provide
for training and technology transfer, perhaps substituting some direct financial
capital, appropriate to the resource management and sectoral promotion goals of the
borrowing nation.
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MATRIX ONE: MACROECONOMIC CHANGE AND POTENTIAL ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES

0

MACROECONOMIC CIIANGE FORMAL SECTOR EFFECTS INFORMAL SECTOR OUTCOMES NATURAL SECTOR OUTCOMES
LONG RUN ECONOMIC AND Structural adjustment and Mixed; depends on recognition of and Mixed; depends on adequateo
STRUCTURAL CHANGES stabilization accounting for informal sector internalization of environmental

(general) responses costs and benefits
Increase in level of production Depends on displacement of people General increase in resource use and

and resources waske
Shift in structure of inputs Labor intensity absorbs labor; Labor intensity may reduce formal
labor, energy, chemicals, land, chemical or pollution intensity may and infornal pressure on resources;
natural resources, physical capital, lower informal sector productivity; energy and chemical intensity will
etc. land/natural resource intensity may degrade resources; land/natural

displace resources; capital or energy resource intensity may promote better
intensity may displace labor, energy management or more rapid resource
intensity may damage crops through depletion; capital intensity in
acid deposition primary sector may cause more rapid

degradation,
(Overall package of structural Shift in structure of outputs [See relevant SECTORAL POLICY.I (See relevant SECTORAL POLICY.)

(agricultural, industrial, service,
etc.) __

adjustment reforms) Change in level of consumption Decreased formal consumption may Consumption generally entails more
induce use of informal substitutes; resource use and environmental
increased consumption may displace impacts
informal activities

Shift in structure of consumption Depends on informal substitutes Increased energy demands will
(energy, natural resources, durable, pollute; resource demands will
non-durable, etc.) deplete; durable (especially non-

biodegradable) goods will increase
waste stream; service demands will
have mixed effects

Increased economic efficiency Depends on efficiency gains in Conservation of scarce resources; less
informal sector waste

Increased technical efficiency Diffusion of technology to informal Less pollution intensity; better
sector will increase productivity resource management

Change in level of poverty Less poverty promotes a healthier Less poverty implies less sacrifice of
and perhaps smaller informal sector; resource integrity for short-term
converse also true neects andaes encroac-hment on lands

Change in income distribution Increased inequality swells the Inequality fuels migration, squatting,
informal sector short time horizons and resource

degradation by poor



MATRIX ONE: MACROECONOMIC CHANGE AND POTENTIAL ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES
(continued, 2)

Change in discount rate (a decrease A lower discount rate may decrease Discount rates less than regeneration
implying more investment toward fertility and induce long-term rates of renewable resources will
long-term returns); lower market resource management, if felt by the promote sustainability; may also
discount rates reduce the difference informal sector; lower discount rates prolong availability of non-
between private and social discount may translate into lower informal renewables; (low discount rates may
rates credit interest rates, hence increasing also accelerate general development,

informal sector investment reducing the above benefits by
stimulating capital intensive
extractive activities)

PUBLIC EXPENDITURE cn
Short-run across-the-board reduction Demand reduction; increased Influx of labor, increased consumption Decreased pressure on commercial

poverty and unemployment (e.g., due demands for non-marketed goods resources, increased pressure on open- Z
to reduction of public sector (e.g., fuetwood) access or unpriced resources; reduced
employment, public services, pollution abatement in urban sector >
subsidies, etc.)

Long-run across-the-board reduction Increased savings and private Labor absorption into formal sector - Depends on nature of activities
investment, potential for increased if formal sector investment is in promoted through investment
employment labor-intensive activity

Reduction in "low priority" areas Demand reduction, lower investment Less diffusion of information, Decline in sustainable resource
(health, education, social and in human and natural capital, and in expertise and technology to help management, continued population onenvironmental programs) environmental protection poor manage resources, health, and pressure on resources, reduced

family planning. pollution abatement
Reduction in infrastructure Reduced public sector employment, Reduced displacement of indigenous Reduced environmental impacts of Q:investment other than social or slower growth of formal sector (e.g., and low income populations; reduced large infrastructural projects; reduced
environmental (e.g., roads, dams, transport, power, irrigation encroachment and colonization in destruction of natural areas frometc.) agriculture) natural areas; encroachment, colonization,

commercial development, and other
resource exploitation

MONETARY POLICY __ P _ _ _
General reduction in credit Generally lower private investment Influx of labor into informal sector Increased forest encroachment and
availability other open-access resource

____________________ _________ __________ ___________________exploitation 

Specific reduction in soft credit Marked decrease in investment for Increased informal sector interest Increased forest encroachment and
programs rural smallholders and small rates and reduced investment other open-access resource

enterprise exploitation
Interest rate ceiling removal Increased smallholder and small Increased institutional credit Reduced farmland mining; increased

enterprise investment availability to informal sector soil conservation; reduced
encroachment



MATRIX'ONE: MACROECONOMIC CHANGE AND POTENTIAL ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES
(continued, 3)

TRADE POLICY 
X

Currency devaluation Reduced balance of payments deficit, Increased demand for labor in export Higher cost of imported technology,
increased exports and activity in activities may pull women out of capital, and pollution control may
export sector; higher import costs; household production activities; decrease abatement and production
sectoral shifts depend on relative import price increases may hurt poor efficiency gains; increased exports of
prices of factors and goods by increasing prices of domestic natural resources; ambiguous impacts

substitutes; increased exports and . on forest encroachment
prices of staple foods benefits rural SIMILAR TO SECTORAL POLICY
poor with staples surplus and hurts EFFECTS [See below.)
those with deficits or the urban poor
SIMILAR TO SECTORAL POLICY

<- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~EFFECTS [See below.] g
lTrade barrier reduction (tariff and Increased imports; resource shift from Potential reduced prices for import Impmproved efficiency of resource use;
non-tariff) import substitution to export- substitutes may help poor, unless reduced costs of imported technology

oriented industries there is a loss of scale economies (both resource-saving and resource-
using)

SECTORAL POLICY Changes in sectoral practices and
shift of resources among sectors m

Agricultural export promotion Expanded production of export crops Agricultural export cultivation may Extensification of commercial
(cash crops); reduced production of impinge on subsistence cultivation agriculture and relocation of
staple crops; shift in structure of while simultaneously reducing informal agriculture may degrade
factor demand and in farming supply of commercial foodcrops; marginal areas; intensification can
practices; potential displacement of potential labor demands may absorb have positive (more labor, better
forestry and other primary excess labor but also may absorb management) or negative (soil
enterprises valuable non-market labor (e.g., erosion, chemical or nutrient runoff)

female household production) effects. Dependent on land base,
crops promoted, property rights and
degree of intemalization of offsite
effects (e.g., sedimentation of dams
due to erosion)

Industrial export promotion Industrial expansion; change in Labor absorption depends on whether Effects ambiguous but generally
sectoral shares of small- and large- promoted industry is labor or capital positive when promoted industry is
scale manufacturing; shift in intensive; also depends on location of labor intensive, negative if capital
structure of factor demand and output industry (i.e., rural or urban) and energy intensive



MATRIX ONE: MACROECONOMIC CHANGE AND POTENTIAL ECONOMIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMES
(continued, 4)

Services promotion (e.g., tourism) Shift in structure of factor demand Usually favorable employment and Ecotourism has generally positive
and output; generally favorable income effects; effects; mass tourism generally
structural change negative (haphazard tourist

development, beach pollution, 3
damage to forests and coral reefs,
increased congestion) unless
regulated

SPECIFIC PRICE CHANGES Reduced use of higher priced goods Price increases for basic goods may Arbiguous effects since price
(examples) and inputs; production and exacerbate poverty; substitutes may increases lead to conservation when

consumption effects from relative entail degradation of open-access or property rights are secure and to
price changes unpriced resources depletion when they are not and

economy is open to trade; likely
increase in exploitation of open
access resources

Reduction of subsidies on all Incentive for energy efficiency; Decreased reliance on commercial Energy conservation; reduced
commercial energy potential decline in commercial energy, more reliance on non- pollution (local, regional and

energy use commercial substitutes global); increased fuelwood
gathering and charcoal production
(causing deforestation and mangrove

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ destruction)
Reduction of energy subsidies on some Some incentive for energy efficiency, Shift in household energy use toward Depends on relative pollution by
commercial energy (e.g., oil) but also shift toward substitute traditional fuels sources (reduced pollutiodn when

sources (e.g., coal) relative prices favor low-sulfur, low-
carbon fuels like natural gas, or
renewable energy); may increase
deforestation for fuelwood

Reduction of agricultural subsidies More efficient farm practices; shift Informal sector benefits indirectly by Reduced cultivation of fragile and
toward other sectors or inputs; the removal of agricultural subsidies marginal lands; reduced non-point-
reduction of pesticide, fertilizer and that favor the formal sector source water pollution; reduced
irrigation subsidies have short-term water-logging and salinization of
negative economic effects on the soils from overirrigation,; reduced >j
sector but usually have favorable damage to natural predators of pests R
long-term economic benefits and to biodiversity and wildlife;

more sustainable agriculture
Reduction of industrial subsidies More efficient industrial practices; Favors artisarmal sectors; increased Reduced encroachment on open-access

shift toward other sectors or inputs industrial employment (since resources and squatting in public
subsidized inclustrial sectors such as property and slums; reduced solidto iron and steel, cement and waste dumping in public places
petrochemicals are capital
intensive) reduces surplus labor and
raises returns in the informal sector



0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~MATRIX ONE: MACROECONOMIC CHANGE AND POTENTIAL ECONOMIC AND) ENVIRONMENTAL OUTCOMESe
(continued, 5)

Increased stumpage fees and timber Decreased rates of commercial timber No direct effect on rates of informal Potential decrease in commercial
taxes (and other forms of resource extraction; shift toward less heavily forest conversion or extraction, but deforestation, may be offset by
rent capture) taxed land use activities (unless non- more forest resources may become extensification of commercial -

timber values of forests are available for harvest of non-timber agriculture; displacemed subsistence
internalized) goods; commercial agricuture may farmers may increase pressure on

.__________________________________ displace subsistence farms marginal lands
Other "green" taxation Reduced resource waste; increased Price changes may induce more Generally favorable effects on
(intemalizing external costs of efficiency; relative price effects will exploitation of open-access or resource sectors and environment
various goods and services) change pattems of consumption and unpriced resources (reduced depletion and pollution);

production; governnent revenue government revenues generated may
generated be used for environment

INSTIrUTIONAL REFORM Promotes more predictable, efficient May "formalize" informal markets Necessary for resource incentives to
markets work

Land tenure security Increased market value of land; Consolidation of commercial lands Increased soil conservation; tree
increased access to credit and may displace rural poor; but planting; long-term management of
increased incentives for long-term establishment of rights on their land resources o
investments lands will promote sustained

_______________ ___ production and longer time-horizons
Land tenure arrangements Privatization of open access Privatization deprives poor and Requirements that land be cleared to

generates efficiency gains landless of last resort source of establish tenure promote
income and employment; communal deforestation; requirements for
management is a preferred sustainable management are clearly
arrangement beneficial

Increased regulatory enforcement Will ensure regulatory compliance No direct impacts; potential for Reduced urban and industrial
but may increase productions costs in greater regulation of informal pollution; generally more
short nun activities (with mixed effects on predictable environmental outcomes

informal sector production and from policy
welfare

Reduced corruption and collusion Reduced rent-seeking behavior; some Unclear connection; potential to Reduced use of natural resources as
short-term costs and long-run benefits remove biases against informal sector political resources

production and welfare
Formalized communal property Loss of claimns to open-access resources Increased control and empowerment; Resource conservation and
arrangements increased efficiency and reduced management; correction of tragedy of

poverty the commons



MATRIX TWO. SELECTIVE OVERVIEW OF STUDIES

COUNTRY ATFHORS MEfODS OF MACROECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT SUMMARY OF SELECTED& PNME STUDY ST 2DY FACToRS4 AL FACTORS5
FINDINGS, RESULTS, ANI RECOMMENDATIONS6 t

Cameroon WWF/ODI -Historical -Ag. price and -Ag. practices FINDINGS -Price reform for cash crops (reducing producer price) led to less maintenance (-)
1985-1994 (1994) -Analytical marketing reform -Forest and less output (+) from plantations, and relalive prices then favored more soil-erosive food

-Case studies -Credit availability conversion crops (-).
-Currency -Poverty -Devaluation encouraged extensification of ag. exports (-) and restoration of some
devaluation conditions plantations (+1-). Some soil-erosive food crops have been disfavored by ag. export growth
-Public expenditure (+).

-Cuts in extension services discouraged intensification, diversification, conservation, and
agro-forestry (+), and rural credit reductions also disfavor intensification (+).
-Cuts in Forestry Service exacerbate unsustainable logging, and new Forestry Code, the
only environmental provision in the SAP, is inadequate to promote sustainability (-).
-Fuel price increases encourage use of substitute woodfuel, thus causing deforestation (-).
-Decreased social spending, especially for education, health, and women's empowerment,
have exacerbated poverty and unsustainable practices (-).
RECOMMENDATIONS -Resource planning and legislation should be expanded and
reformed, including forest and wildlife legislation, comprehensive env. laws, and a .
nationwide land use plan.
-Institutional reform and strengthening are prerequisites.
-Rural credit should be expanded and guaranteed.
-Adjustment programs should protect env. funding and the poor.
-Reforms need to be sequenced, balanced and gradual to avoid excessive shocks, internal t

__________ __________ e___________ ________________ _____________ contradictions, and disproportionate hardship.

Ztf

Most studies have provided a historical overview of development experience. The TIME SPAN element refers to the period during which structural adjustment programs were
being implemented. If a specific period is not given in the study, the appropriate decades are listed (e.g., 1980s, or 70s-80s)
2 Any number of methods may have been utilized for the individual studies. Only selected methods, that granted the most insight into adjustment-environment linkages, are .given here (most often as Historical, Analytical, Case Studies, or various quantitative models). Virtually ail studies have relied upon secondary research, so it is not mentioned >u
unless that was the specific intent of the study (e.g., Meta-analysis). "Analytical" implies that some quantitative data analysis appears to have been utilized, and "Historical"
implies a primarily narrative coverage of events.
3The common abbreviations here are: -PE (partial equilibrium), CGE (computable general equilibrium), LP (linear programming), and SAM (social accounting matrix).
4 There is great variability among the studies in the taxonomy of adjustment, and this is reflected in the notation of "factors" in this column. Where specific reforms such as
devaluation or ag. subsidy cuts are tied to a specific environmental outcome, those specific reforms are noted. Where, as is more generally the case, categories of reform are
covered, the notation is more general (e.g., trade liberalization, price reform). Some taxonomic consistency is sacrificed in the name of contextually accurate representation.

~ 5 As with macroeconomic and policy factors, environmental factors may be specific or general, depending on the perspective of each study.
6 These categories are listed separately within the column. The notes are drawn selectively from the studies according to their relevance to structural adjustment and theenvironment, and are not Intended to be a comprehensive summary of the studies. FINDINGS include documented trends and observations from analysis. RESLl1 TS
refers to relevant insights from any quantitative models that may have been used. RECOMMENDATION'; include relevant policy recommendations and, where explicitly noted,
recommended areas for further research. Where it may not be obvious, enerally negative environmental impacts are noted by (-), positive effects by (+), and mixed effects by (+/-).



MATRIX TWO. SELECTIVE OVERVIEW OF STUDIES (continued, 2)

Chile Intemationa -Historical -Trade -Deforestation FINDINGS -Promotion of non-traditional exports, specifically certain wood products, has
1983-1992 1 NGO (cursory) liberalization -Ag. practices caused deforestation.

Forum -Fisheries -Timber exports promoted deforestation. Replanting of non-native trees has caused soil
(1992) erosion, and pesticidelagrochemical problems.

-Export fishmeal industry has displaced subsistence fishing and led to overharvesting and
species decline. (Toxic effluent also responsible.)
-Fruit exports have encouraged damaging chemical intensification.

China Tao & -Survey data, -Reducing ag. -Ag. practices RESULTS -Lifting ag. input subsidies generally decreases overuse of pesticide & fertilizer,
??) Watford (in -Partial subsidies -Pesticide use but relative price changes make the relationship uncertain.

Munasingh equilibrium -Increased opp. cost -Fertilizer use -Increasing prices for commercial energy reduce use, but biomass energy will increase, 0
e & Cruz, models of ag. labor from -Energy use entailing higher demand for chemical fertilizer aud effects from biomass burning.1994) industrial growth RECOMMENDATIONS -Policy reform must accompany market reform to get predictable ;Z

-Lifting ag. import and environmentally beneficial results.
__________ ____________ quotas -Intervention will be necessary to correct market failure.

Costa Rica Cruz et al. -Historical -General -Deforestation FINDINGS -Reforms increased poverty and unemployment, exacerbating frontier migration,
1982-1991 (1992) -Analytical adjustment policies forest conversion, and land degradation.

-Failure to account for informal sector response, population trends, and common property
resources exacerbated env. degradation.

Costa Rica Hansen- -Historical -General -General FINDINGS -Focus on ag. exports, particularly non-traditionals, has promoted deforestation,
1980-1993 Kuhn -Analytical adjustment policies -Poverty chemical intensity, instability, and health problems.

(1993) -Reforms have exacerbated income disparity, wuid niegative env. implications from
migration, poverty, and decreased public investment.

___________ -Maior institutional factors (e.g., land tenure) have not been addressed.
Costa Rica lnternationa -ilistorical -Trade -Agrochemicals FINDINGS -Chemical intensification in booming ag. exports caused severe env. degradation1985-1992 I NGO (cursory) liberalization -Deforestation and health problems.

Forum -Export promotion -Human health -Increased poverty from a regressive tax structure, and chemically degraded land, have
(1992) prompted conversion of marginal uplands.

-Concentration of land among wealthy and foreign investors has generally exacerbated above
trends.

Costa Rica Persson & -CGE model -Property rights -Deforestation RESULTS -Higher interest rates encourage deforestation, while lower ones increase
(??) Munasingh (includes -Discount rate (or -Soil erosion conservation.

e (in property interest rate) -increased stumpage prices, while reducing logging, promote deforestation indirectly
Munasingh rights -Increased wage rate through increasing ag. forest conversion.
e& Cruz, simulation) -Similarly, increased wages for unskilled labor reduce logging (formal sector) but they shift
1994) 1 Iresources to informal agriculture and forest conversion,
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COte CIRES (in -Optimal -Public expenditure -Land tenure FINDINGS -Land degradation is primarily due to insecure land tenure.dIvoire Reed 1992) control model reduction -Deforestation -Pollution probems result from poor regulation, perverse subsidies, and failure to account(forest sector -Currency -Soil for negative env. externalities.
only) devaluation degradation -Devaluation, nowv impossible, would decrease domestic demand.
-Econometric (hypothetical) -Pollution -Lack of urban labor absorption may exacerbate rural degradation in the informnal sector inanalysis -Tenure and the presence of demand reduction.
-Historical institutional reform RESULTS -Optimal forest stock is far greater than actual forest stock, using either previous-Analytical -Trade yield coefficient estimates or econometrically revised ones.

liberalization -Tenure insecurity and institutional failures, represented by a high discount rate, accelerate
-Sectoral policies forest conversion and degradation.

-Increases in ag. output prices, relative to forest products, increase deforestation, but -

decreased domestic demand may decrease conversion.
-If externalities were included in the analysis, both env. damages and benefits from qr

_ sustainable policies and practices would be greater.
El Salvador WWF/HIID -?? -Public expenditure -Surface & FINDINGS -Industrial bias of reforms increased rural poverty, unsustainable ag. practices,1985-1993 (1994) -Historical -Exchange rate ground water and fuewood-gathering. (Civil war exacerbated this.)

-Analytical devaluation pollution -A lack of regulation to accompany economic growth has caused severe deterioration of the
-Pricing reform -Land use urban environment
-Tax reform -Deforestation -Despite greater domestic & multilateral attention to env. needs since war ended,

institutional weakness impedes env. improvements.
Ghana Internationa Historical -General -Deforestation FINDINGS -Devaluation, wage cuts, and reduced public expenditure mainly hit the poor and1984-1992 I NGO (cursory) stabilization -Poverty led to greater pressure on marginal lands.

Forum -Timber export -Unsustainable logging has increased from timber export promotion, causing desertification,(1992) promotion land productivity losses, and other env. problems.

Ghana Lopez (in -PE model -Trade -Ag. RESULTS -Higher prices or lower input cost for ag. products tends to increase cultivated cMunasingh liberalization productivity area far more than ag. intensity. Family size, capital availability and migrant populalione & Cruz -Reduced public -Land use also increase cultivated area.
(1994) expenditure -Price and wage reform will not significantly increase national inconne unless it includes

reform of land management, especially the tenure system (currently similar to shifting
cultivation.)
-Public expenditure reduction, including reduced public employment, could increase ag.

______________________ _ productivity and national income.
India Kothari & -Historical -Trade -General FINDINGS -Increased export values theoretically promote sustainable production of the1991-1993 Kothari liberalization export goods, but experience has shown that environmental and social responsibility are(1993) -Privatization sacrificed for short-run profits.

-Privatization of state enterprises may encourage even worse management of natural
resources; public institutional reform is preferable.
-Alternative gromwth strategies exist, focusing on democratization, common property
management, human development, and env. sustainability.

Indonesia Wheeler & -PE model -Trade -Industrial RESULTS -Environmental regulation must accompany macro reforms to mitigate1979-1989 Martin (in -Historical liberalization pollution environmental side-effects of industrial growth.co (proj. to Munasingh -Econometric intensity, -Promotion of assembly processes, cleaner than materials processing, has led to lower2020) e & Cruz, projections location, and pollution intensity, but overall levels are rising dramatically. A poverty-pollution tradeoff1994) absolute level is evident.
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MATRIX TWO. SELECTIVE OVERVIEW OF STUDIES (continued, 4)

Jamaica WWFHIID -?? -Public expenditure -Water FINDINGS -Fiscal lightening has threatened an already weak env. control apparatus.
(1994) -Historical -Trade & pricing pollution -Reforms have reduced env. harmful subsidies and trade barriers.

-Analytical reform -Air pollution -Export sectors (bauxite, coffee, manuf., & tourism) were boosted without appropriate
-Sectoral biases -Land use environmental considerations or controls resulting in large-scale land degradation, air

-Deforestation pollution, water pollution, and unsustainability.
-Kerosene, other fuel, & fuelwood pricing policy is not well coordinated.
-Stumpage fees are still far below replacement cost, inducing deforestation and an implicit
subsidy to coffee growers.
-Inequity, weak institutions, and market failures threaten economic growth and will deter

_ __________ _______________ env. improvement until they are addressed.
Malawi Cromwell -Conceptual -Price reform -Ag practices FINDINGS -Reforms' effects on environment vary according to types of crops cultivated, o& model -Trade (i.e., extensity, intensity, and technique.

Winpenny -Historical liberalization -Spatial extent -Reforms affect smallholders and estate-holders differently. C
(1993) -Currency -Product mix -Overall, reforms have limited the extent of cultivation, sparing fragile lands at the margin,

devaluation -Prod'n and other effects are specific and varied. uf-Privatization of intensity RECOMMENDATIONS -Without population stabilization and more off-farn employment
ag. markets -Prod'n opportunities, rural env. degradation will continue.

technique) -More ag. extension and access to capital and technology are needed.
Mali WWF/ODI -?? -Currency -Ag. practices FINDINGS -Devaluation intensified and extensifled cotton production and brought1980-1994 (1994) -Case studies devaluation temporary pasture relief through livestock exports.

-Analytical -Liberalization and -Ag. liberalization & price reforn has mixed effects
-Historical privatization of -Privatization increased farner responsibilty.

agricultural w
markets

Madagascar Barrent -Historical -Currency -Env. NGOs FINDINGS -Devaluation hurts international env. NGO operations, which are import-1989-1994 (1994) devaluation -Ag. practices intensive, while it contradicts NGO objectives by increasing ag. extent and extraction of
-General forest products.
liberalization -Foreign exchange inflows for environment have been far greater than IMF/World Bank

inflows, allowing govt. to "play' interests off one another and balance stabilization and env.
obiectives.

Mexico Adelman & -SAM -Agricultural (INDIRECT) RESULTS -Agriculture-led development which removes biases against small farmers leads1980-1986 Taylor policy -Farm scale to higher growth and welfare than industrial-led growth.
(1990) -Wage repression -Poverty -Increasing minimum wages would have accelerated, not deterred, growth.

-Rural productivity-enhancing policy, rather than urban income-enhancing policy, provides
___________ _higher growth rates for industry and agriculture, and alleviates rural poverty.
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Mexico ITAM (in -Analytical -Reducing public -Soil erosion FINDINGS -Public expenditure reductions have hit env. programs harder.
1989-1992 Reed, 1992) -Hlistorical expenditure -Deforestation -Oil, rather than forest, resources have been overexploited in order to finance debt repayment

-Tax & domestic -Water resources and ensure economic stabilization.
price policy -Poverty -Inappropriate subsidies and overvaluation still promote soil-erosive annual crop production n.
-Maquiladora -General and chemical-intensive agriculture. ;
program -Border manufacturing (maquiladoras) suffers insufficient env. regulation.
-Energy pricing -Increased energy prices and demand reduction stem energy pollution but hurt environment
-Privatization through increased unemployment, poverty and migration.

-Privatization effects are unclear but induce efficient resource allocation.
RECOMMENDATIONS -Env. resources should be priced to reflect extemalities, but
perhaps rationed for vulnerable groups.
-Land tenure issues need to be addressed to stem forest conversion.
-International cooperation (e.g., debt-for-nature, funding) should be provided to mitigate
excessive deforestation.
-Better data collection, institutions and policy will be necessary to treat forest, water

I resource, and other env. issues.
Mexico Eskeland & -PE model -Trade -Industrial RESULTS -Trade liberalization supported low-pollution, consumer good industries.
1950-1990 Ten-Kate -Historical liberalization pollution -Structural change, including public investment in petro- and agrochemical industries

(in -Industrial policy -Urban air increased air, water, and toxics pollution.
Munasingh -Taxation pollution -Fuel taxes woulid reduce urban vehicular pollution and internalize environmental costs.
e & Cruz, Emissions taxes are appropriate for point sources.
1994) -Some regulation (clean fuel or energy efficiency) would complement market reforms to

correct for market failure (externalities).
Morocco Goldin & -CGE model -Trade -Water use RESULTS -Waler price reform alone would decrease urban and rural water use by about a
70s-80s Host (in -Econometric liberalization third, but GDP and consumption would fall slightly.
(proj. to Munasingh projections -Water pricing -Trade liberalization alone increases GDP and consumption significantly, but water use
2020) e & Cruz, reform increases as well.

1994) -With both reforms, real GDP prowth occurs while water use falls. I
Pakistan WWF/HIID -Econometric -General reforn -Water quality RESULTS -Reform (relative to no reform) reduces water quality and sanitation problems; :

(1994) growth model (proxy variable = -Sanitation the peak of the 'environmental Kuznet's curve" comes sooner. t
savings rate) -Waste -Reform with population stabilization further reduces env. degradation.

generation -Reform nonetheless increases urbanization and waste generation.
-CGE (& -Trade (INDIRECT) RESULTS -Reforms generally increase the marginal return to labor, which may or may not M
SAM) liberalization -Agric. sector translate to higher wages. sa

-Tax increases -Manuf. sector -Reforms induce a higher ag. share of labor, implying de-urbanization, but total urban pop. a
-Energy price will still increase and exacerbate urban env. problems.
incease -Trade liberalization would favor small-scale manufacturing (with lower pollution intensity
-Deficit reduction than large-scale', but regulation of same is difficult.
-Exchange rate -Reforms increase govt. revenue, which might help env. programs. 3
devaluation

-LP model -Ag. input prices -Ag. practices RESULTS-Increasing input and output prices tends to increase cropped area in "fresh" areas, ooo -Ag. output prices -Waterlogging but not in alreadly saline areas. Some land reclamation may occur. 3
-Salinity -Aggregate fertilizer use will increase due to extensification.

-Waterlogging may be ameliorated through price-induced changes in irrigation practices.
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Phillipines Cruz et al. -Historical -General -Land use FINDINGS -Reforms induced poverty and frontier migration, exacerbating forest conversion1983-1991 (1992) -Analytical adjustment policies -Poverty and land degradation.
-Failure to account for population, migration, open access resources, and informal sector
responses contributed to unsustainable development.

Phillipines Cruz & -CGE model -General -Land use FINDINGS -Pre-SAP policies encouraged resource extraction, disinvestment in primary t1979-1992 Repetto -Historical stabilization -Fisheries sector, energy- and material-intensity, taxed regressively, and failed to manage common(1992) -Analytical -General -Energy property resources. Major resource depreciation occurred in forestry, soils, and coastal
adjustment policies -Poverty fisheries.

-Other general -Poverty, population, and property rights have been major culprits in resource degradation. t
Stabilization policies may have exacerbated this.
-Adjustment policies had inadequate env. and institutional components,

MODEL RESULTS -Trade reform (tariff reduction and devaluation) increased soil erosion, o
MODEL -Soil-erosive deforestation, fishery exploitation, energy use, migration pressure, and demand for land, but
-Tariff reduction ag. improved incomes and income distribution.
-Currency -Primary sectors -Energy taxation decreases env. degradation, improves income distribution and BOP, butdevaluation -Energy sector constrains economic growth. s-Energy tax -Factor prices -Industrial subsidization promotes env. degrading sectors.
-Industrial subsidy -Income -Resource rent taxation substantially reduces resource exploitation, reduces pressures on
-Resource rent tax distribution land, improves income distribution and BOP, and erosion-prone agriculture and aggregate

output decline marginally.
RECOMMENDATIONS -SAPs need to integrate informal sector responses (e.g.,
migration, ag. practices) and broad env. concerns more fully.
-Resource rent taxes and env. charges, integrated with traditional adjustment measures, are
required for sustainable development.
-Trade liberalization's env. effects must be weighed against export gains.
-Perverse industrial incentives in SAPs should be dropped.
-Biases against sustainable ag. practices should be eliminated.
-Accounting methods should include env. resources; more methodological research and env.
data collection are required in this area.

Phillipines Cruz & -PE model -Government -Deforestation RESULTS -Industry-led growth strategy (pre-SAP) penalized lowland agriculture, whileFrancisco -Historical management -Ag. practices growth strategy failed from mismanagement. Ensuing poverty and poor labor absorption(in -Pricing policies resulted in upland migration and forest conversion.
Munasingh -General -Forestry programs, tenure and market reform are lacking.
e & Cruz,
1994)

Phillipines Intemationa Historical -General -General FINDINGS -Ag. price reforms have de-intensified commercial agriculture.1980s I NGO (cursory) -Trade -Tight monetary policy and lack of rural credit has forced smallholders off land, worseningForum liberalization rural poverty and degradation of common resources.(1992) -Oil subsidy cuts have decreased env. degradation in formal sector, but may have negative
effects in informal sector.
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Poland Bates, -LP model -Pricing policy -Energy use RESUILTS -Energy pricing reform results in lower energy intensity across all productive t1970-1991 Gupta & (dynamic -Institutional -Air pollution sectors, but industrial growth will entail higher aggregate consumption.
(proj. to Fiedor optimization) change -Per capita energy consumption will likely increase with rising incomes.
2010) (1994) -Analytical -Pollution intensities will fall with reforms, and aggregate levels of sulfur dioxide, nitrogen ;3-Historical oxides, and particulate matter (the biggest health threat) are projected to fall. Carbon dioxide

emissions will increase.
._________ ___RECOMMENDATIONS -Institutional reform is required for env. policies to be effective.

Poland Zylicz (in -Historical (from market -Air pollution FINDINGS -Initial decrease in industrial production from recession caused a temporary S1980-1982 Kierzkowsk -Analytical transition) -Water decrease in air and water pollutant emissions from industry.
i et al., -Recession pollution -World Bank projections showed that air pollution will increase due to increased industrial n1993) -Trade -Hazaidous production fromi structural adjustment.

liberalization waste -Liberalized trade, without appropriate environmental regulation, allowed excessive
-Taxation "imports" of hazardous waste. :

-PPP would presently shut down too many industrial plants and must wait.
RECOMMENDATIONS -Reforms must be accompanied by policies such as
decentralization, stronger property rights, emissions markets, pollution control subsidies,
and, only when industry becomes competitive enough, Pigouvian taxes.

Sri Lanka Meier et al. -PE model -Energy pricing -Greenhouse gas RESULTS -DSM (demand-side management) would be a difficult and non-comprehensive x(proj. to (in -Energy policy (GHG) strategy for reducing GHGs, whereas pricing reforms would be easier and have better net2010) Munasingh emissions impact for the environment. 1e & Cruz, -Carbon taxes will be effective as energy demands increase over time. x1994) __ ._
Tanzania WWF/ODI -Conceptual -Pricing policy -Deforestation FINDINGS -Reforms have promoted extending ag. margin, while increased input prices and1980-1990 (1994) model ?? -Tax policy -Soil erosion limited technology access have discouraged intensification.
(proj. to -Econometric -Trade -Other general -Poor ag. extension and land law have not been addressed.
2010) projections liberalization -Inappopriate incentives still promote deforestation and soil erosion.

-Survey data -Institutional RESULTS -Present SAP policies will increase income and power inequality, while
reform inducing env. degradation in the informal sector.

-Lack of internalized env. costs will lead to overexploitation of resources, with only short-
run gains for the elite.
-Alternative sustainable SAPs (including subsidized ag. inputs, tariffs on polluting
inputs/industries, public expenditure stability, ??) would slow increases in air pollution,
energy and water use, while reducing deforestation, biodiversity loss, and soil erosion.
RECOMMENDATIONS -Objectives of SAPs should include participatory development,
govt. accountability, assistance for vulnerable groups, and integration of env. and social
factors.
-Pacing and sequencing reforms with priority to social sector restructuring and institutional
strengthening is advised.
-Parallel policy priorities include ag. extension, land tenure reform, loggingrindustrial
taxation and regulation, wildlife protection, energy efficiency R&D, and improved credit for a___________ __________ ____________ ________________ ____________ _ sm all farm s and enterprises.
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Thailand Panayolou -CGE Model -General market -Land use FINDINGS -Industrial export-led growth has sacrificed env. integrity.
& (90 sector) -General -Pollution -Adjustment policies have failed to account for env. externalities.
Sussangkar -Analytical institutions -Poverty -Population and poverty issues are equally crucial development variables.
n (1991) -Historical -General policies -Population -Institutional (e.g., land tenure, enforcement), market, and policy failures account for most

MODEL unsustainable development practices.
-Reducing export RESULTS -Cuts in rice and rubber export taxes stimulated agriculture at the expense of
taxes industry and service, reducing pollution and tourism-related degradation, but with mixed env.
-Increasing oil effects for agriculture. Rice is chemically intensified (-), but entails more investment and
prices improvement. Rubber is extensified onto some marginal areas (-), but replaces some more
-Promoting labor- erosive crops in already cultivated lands (+).
intensive -Oil price increases generally reduce energy intensity and use across most sectors, thus
manufactured reducing pollutant emissions.
exports -Increased labor-intensive exports entail generally less aggregate pollution and degradation,
-Promoting but often contribute to toxic and water pollution. o
tourism -Tourism effects include ag. reduction (+), transport increases (-), and accelerated coastal and
-Reducing public mangrove destruction (-). More research needed.
expenditure -Public expenditure reduction reduces urban and Industrial pollution, but increases resource

depletion, deforestation, and ag. pollution.

Tunisia Mink & -PE model ?? -Pricing policies -Rangelands RESULTS-Pricing reforms will have differential effects on livestock production across o
Partow (in -Historical (in livestock -Desertification regions, though they are likely to balance livestock with agriculture.
Munasingh -Analytical sector) -Soil erosion -Higher beef prices will likely increase the herd size, causing further pressure on already
e & Cruz, marginal lands. m1994) RECOMMENDATIONS -Structural adjustment policies have not adequately accounted for

the environmental externalities of the large livestock sector.
Venezuela WWF/HIID -Macro model -?? (not well -?? FINDINGS -Despite compensatory social programs, adjustment policies have worsened
1989-1993 (1994) (CGE ??) specified) -Urban social conditions and degraded the urban environment; rural env. effects are unclear.
(proj. to -Historical -Trade environment -Poor coordination and enforcement of public agencies have negative env. effects,
2003) -Analytical liberalization -Land use particularly with regard to the oil industry.

-Currency -Pollution -Reforms gave lower priority to env. objectives.
devaluation -Parks -Env. legislation and enforcement need strengthening and reform.
-Pricing policies -NGO/collective action has been undermined by adjustment process.

-Env. expenditure cuts and privatization have had mixed env. effects.
-Park system cuts, mining pressure, and informal ag. encroachment/exploitation may be
threatening protected areas.
RESULTS -A pure free market reform scenario displays far worse env. outcomes than
exchange control or exchange control and redistribution.
-Institutional and env. policy reform might change above result.
-Sociopolitical feasibility analysis reveals that env. conservation would respond positively
to increased oil revenue, negatively to foreign capital inflows, and insignificantly to social

Ipeace, alternative technology, institutional stability, or "jpressure from the IMF."
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Vietnam WWF/HTID -CGE model -Trade RESULTS -Labor- and technology-intensive, rather than energy-intensive, industry would
1986-1993 (1994) -Historical liberalization (Delre)forestatio reduce waste, air & water pollution problems.

-Analytical -Pricing policy n -Continued macro stability and reform will promote sound resource management, especially
-Property rights -Land use when combined with appropriate price policy.
-Direct foreign -Waste RECOMMENDATIONS -Ag. policy & investment must balance that of industrial
investment -Water & air promotion.
-Development pollution -Property rights reform, internalization of env. costs, and regulation are all necessary
assistance preconditions for sustainable growth with reforms. -Z

-Market-based env. policy should be pursued, but with enforcement and, where necessary,
regulation to prevent irreversible env. effects.

Zambia WWFIODI -CGE model -Pricing Policy -Deforestation RESULTS -Adjustment policies should lead to less investment in commercial agriculture, c
1985-1993 (1994) -Econometric -Public -Biodiversity but more shifting cultivation and rural migration.
(proj. to projections management -Water -Poverty and inequity have been exacerbated by adjustment, but it is "hoped" that future
2010) -Analytical -Regulation pollution reforms will treat those issues.

-Historical -Trade -Woodfuel gathering will exacerbate deforestation unless electric sources are subsidized.
liberalization -Wildlifelenv. programs may reduce poaching and pollution, but funding and institutional >

viability are key factors.
-Demand reduction policies should be pursued only insofar as they are shown to improve
social welfare. l'hey are not an end, but a means.
-Adjustment policies have failed to account for the lack of preexisting markets and effective

.__________ _____________ institutions, thus contributing to waste and damage.
Zimbabwe Internationa -Hfistorical -Trade -Ag. practices FINDINGS-Fiscal austerity and rising food prices from devaluation exacerbated hunger and
1991-1992 1 NGO (cursory) liberalization -Water resources poverty during a major drought, triggering further encroachment on marginal lands and

Forum -Currency -General mismanagement of water resources.
(1992) devaluation -Lack of land reform favors wealthy, white landowners while worsening environmental

-Price reform conditions and poverty for rural blacks.
-Public expenditure

Zimbabwe Muir, Bojo -Analytical -Currency -Wildlife FINDINGS -Devaluation corrected market distortions (on imported inputs) and increased
& Cunliffe -Historical devaluation management access to foreign exchange, boosting wildlife tourism and hunting activitiies -- presumably
(1994) (some basis -Fiscal & monetary -Land use an incentive toward better resource management.

on BCA's) policy -The lack of fiscal responsibility and low priority afforded to resource management programs >
-Land tax continues to adversely affect the environment.
-Pricing policy RECOMMENDATIONS -A proposed land tax should increase land utilization and may be
-Trade controls biased toward intensive agriculture, with probable negative env. impact.

-Pricing reform for beef would reduce the herd and its impacts.
l_________ __________ ____________ ________________ _____________ -Substantial institutional and policy reform are needed.

CD
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REGIONAL STUDIES
Africa Krugmann -Ilistorical -General adjustment -Desertification RECOMMENDATIONS -Env. data must be collected and policy analyses must be
80s-90s (1994) policies multidisciplinary, integrating env., social, and economic issues.

-Trade liberalization -Pricing policies and general reform should account for env. externalities.
-Small-scale, labor-intensive ag. and enterprise should be promoted.
-Pastoral economies should be balanced with ag. export promotion.
-Harmonization and institutional reform are vitally needed.
-Participatory development and apt institutions should be sought.
-Internalization. participation, harmonization, and attention to vulnerable groups/sectors are
also required for effective trade liberalization.
-Regional integration and intra-African trade should be promoted.
-Env.-friendly tourism should be a priority sector for some countries.
-Community access to information should be facilitated and communications control should be St
liberalized. NGO/grassroots can be integral.

Sub-Saharan Cheru (1992) -Historical -General adjustment -General RECOMMENDATIONS -Land reform and rural development strategies, emphasizing
Africa -Analytical policies diversification and local consumption. should have priority.
1 980s -Ag. institutions, such as extension, research, marketing and credit, should be developed,

strengthened, and reformed -- not cut.
-Access of poor to infrastructure, technology, education and services, especially for resource
management, must be improved.
-Govt. efforts should integrate efforts with NGOs and cooperatives.
-Reproductive health and women need greater emphasis in rural areas.
-Labor-intensive, diversified, sustainable agriculture needs promotion.
-Debt relief should be conditioned on sustainability and democratization.

________________ _ -Local governments should be held accountable for above reforms.
Sub-Saharan Adams -Historical -General adjustment -General FINDINGS -World Bank and lMF are not subject to public scrutiny or private marketAfrica (1992) policies discipline, and have thus made environmentally, socially, and economically irresponsible

-MDB structure and judgements in adjustment lending.
practices -A vicious circle of lack of accountability for the MDBs and dependency of LDCs promotes

liquidation of natural resources, lack of attention to human and natural capital investment, and
general unsustainability.
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.______ ________ __THEORETICAL OR IMPACT-SPECIFIC STUDIES
(theoretical) Barrett (1992) -Optimal -Input/output price -Soil erosion RESULTS -Input and output price change effects on soil conservation cannot be generalized

control changes and are site- and technique-specific.
model -Discount rate -Contrary to Barbiees (1988) finding that higher discount rates discourage soil conservation,

these results are ambiguous.
-Generalizations about adjustment reforms and soil conservation often ignore fanner incentives cn
for conservation or depletion.
-Soil erosion is not necessarily suboptimal, but externalities need to be borne by soil depleters n

._________ to achieve optimality.
(theoretical) Girma (1992) -Dynamic -Monetary policy -General RECOMMENDATIONS -Env. sector can and should be integrated with other sectors in

macro & -Fiscal policy macroeconomic models.
micro model -Market reforms -Market failure should be accounted for to avoid policy failures.
(0M -Institutional -Research should be undertaken to inject env. factors into CGEs.
-Benefit-cost reforms -Institutional reform is necessary for env. market efficiency, and env. market intervention
analysis should be only a second-best resort.

-Env. CBAs should accompany env. impact assessments.
(various Martens (1989) -Legal -General -Deforestation RECOMMENDATIONS -Environmental SALs should be formulated, specifically focusing
LDCs) -Analytical on, rather than marginalizing, resource concerns.

-Key features of said programs would be participatory planning, Bank flexibility, NGO
participation, and strict enforcement procedures.

(Afiican Due & Gladwin -Analytical -General -Gender and FINDINGS -Since gender division of labor rules force women in African LDCs produce
LDCs) (1991) -Discussion environment mostly nontradable goods, SAPs are biased against female welfare, production and

_____________ _ _ productivity.
(various Mehra (1991) -Analytical -General -Genderand FINDINGS -SAPs have restricted their own success by ignoring structural constraints and 4.
LDCs) -Discussion environment production demands on women farmers. More attention to female nonmarket productivity can x

y ield high returns. Q

0,. :~~~
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OVERVIEWS AND META-ANALVSES (in chronological order)7
0

(various Hansen (1988) -Historical -Genera] -General FINDINGS -Traditional treatment of environmental issues in lending, in a project-by-project
LDCs) -Discussion framework, is inadequate; integration of environment in macro policy will be more

manageable and effective.
-Neither structural nor sectoral adjustment loans have sufficiently targeted environmental
objectives.
-The environmental ramifications of adjustment's effects on poverty, agricultural practices, o
migration, infrastructure, and fiscal austerity may be reasonably approximated and integrated
into policy planning.
-Further research, data collection, and information disemination are paramount in this area.
-Political feasibility and committment are prerequisites for effective policy implementation.
-Global commons issues and external terms of trade must also be considered and addressed.

(various Sebastian & -PE models -General -General RESULTS -In aggregate, SAPs may have a net positive impact on the environment through
LDCS) Alicbusan (1989) (for 43 correcting market failure, enabling market mechanisms, and reforming institutions. 0

countries) -Price adjustments (e.g., changes in subsidies, taxation) in agriculture and energy have had
-Historical positive environmental effects where resources have shifted toward less-degrading activilies.
-Meta- -Programs, policies, and trade arrangements which have introduced, promoted, or opened swanalysis channels for new technology and techniques in agriculture or energy conversion imply -

efficiency and sustainability gains.
-Devaluation can inhibit new technology and capital imports (-) and may require 0

complementary trade or pricing policies to promote environmentally sustainable technology
transfer or investment.
-Public expenditure reductions may reduce aggregate demand (+), cut environment and
agriculturc programs (-), or exacerbate conditions of poverty (-).
-Institutional reforms in marketing, land use, land tenure, and conservation will have positive
effects.
RECOMMENDATIONS -Current policy measures can be "modulated" to meet environmental
objectives.
-Environmental policy formulation must consider institutional changes, input price
composition and responses, responses to incentives (elasticity estimates), fostering
environmentally benign technology use, and effectively channeling information and market
signals.
-Analytical frameworks should include the interactions of political, technological, and
nacroeconomic factors with all productive assets - including the environment -- in an

I_ _economvy.

7 Publications in which the main body of analysis involves country studies have been broken down by country and included in the "Country Studies" section.



MATRIX TWO. SELECTIVE OVERVIEW OF STUDIES (continued, 13)

(various Hansen (in -Discussion -General Genural FINDINGS -Across-the-board public expenditure cuts may have positive environmental effects m
LDCs) Winpenny, -Mda- through reducing harmful infrastucture projects and subsidies, but may exacerbate poverty and i

1991) analysis (of resource destruction in the informal sector.
93 World -Cuts in environmental programs will probably be harmful.
Bank aid -Increases in ag. output from liberalization may conserve soil (if tree crops are grown) or
ADB deplete it (if cash & food crops are grown).
structural -Increased ag. output lprices should encourage better stewardship, but may increase cultivation
adjustment intensity and extent.
programs) -Increased ag. input prices may induce land conservation.

-Increased energy prices may reduce pollution & use, but may induce exploitation of open
access resources or harmful energy substitutes.
-More data are needed on interactions between formal & informal sectorsm

(various Killick (in -Discussion -General -General FINDINGS (PROS) -Macro stability reduces economic uncertainty, promoting more
LDCs) Winpenny, predictable policy responses and better resouFce management.

1991) -Good macro manageAment should achieve higher living standards, decreasing the tendency to
mortgage the future to serve basic needs.
-Stability promotes "pro-future." rather than short-term 'crisis-driven' policy.
FINDINGS (CONS) -Structural shifts from non-tradeable to tradeable tend to increase
pollution, non-renewable resource use, and ag. intensity.
--Short-term macroeconomic targets put env. objectives at a lower priority.
-Privatization/deregulation weakens potential for mitigating externalities. c
-Shifts in power structure and philosophy favor capitalists & industrialists, making regulation
and taxation of same more difficult politically.

(various Reed (1992) -Meta- -General Gener RECOMMENDATIONS -
LDCs) analysis

-Case studies
(3 countries)
-Discussion
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MATRIX TWO. SELECTIVE OVERVIEW OF STUIDIES (continued, 14)

(various Markandya & -Meta- -General -Geea FINDINGS -Public expenditure cuts may intensify rural poverty and shrink ag. and env. sLDCs) Richardson analysis programs, but demand reduction may reduce resource exploitation in the formal sector.
(1993?) -Discussion -Taxation will have mixed effects, depending on subsequent public expenditure and on implicit y

resource use incentives.
-Devaluation shifts resources toward exports. Env. effects depend on specific products and
production practices induced. Both resource exploitation and conservation incentives are
introduced. Increased import prices for env. damaging inputs will discourage their use.
-Trade liberalization will have mixed ag. env. effects depending on changes in land use, but
may facilitate efficient technology imports in ag. & industry.
-Pricing policies(controls, subsidies, etc.) will have positive effects insofar as they reflect o
env. externalities and remove env. damaging distortions. o
-Financial reforms have mixed effects, depending on responses in savings and investment. 0
Above criteria apply to consumptionAproduction responses. i}
-Land reform will promote sustainable practices if tenure security is established and may reduce n
encroachment if distributed to poor.
-Research and extension will enhance land management and communicate somne benefits of
freer markets to rural agriculture.
-Project investment policy effects depend on env. nature of projects. n

(various Warford, -Historical -General -General FINDINGS -Structural adjustment is a necessary and perhaps sufficient condition for
LDCs) Schwab, Cruz & -Discussion environmentally sustainable development.
1979-1987 Hansen (1994) -The environmental failings of early-80s SAPs have been addressed - and many reversed. o

-MDB staff require training in the interplay of macroeconomics, adjustment, and the
environment.
-Policymakers need to be more aware of the physical and cultural context in which SAPs are
implemented.
-Government policy failure currently inhibits the environmentally beneficial potential of
SAPs.
-Priority must be given to policies that address economy and environment simultaneously.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms

CGE Computable General Equilibrium (Model)
GATT General Agreement On Tariffs And Trade
HIID Harvard Institute For International Development
IMF International Monetary Fund
LP Linear Programming (Model)
MDB Multilateral Development Bank
NGO Non-Governmental Organization
OECD Organization For Economic Cooperation And Development
PE Partial Equilibrium (Model)
PIRG Public Interest Research Group
PPP Polluter Pays Principle
SAL Structural Adjustment Loan
SAM Social Accounting Matrix
SAP Structural Adjustment Program
SECAL Sectoral Adjustment Loan
WB World Bank
WWF World Wildlife Fund
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Development Strategy, macroeconomic Policies,
and the Environment

William Postigo

In developing countries, important policy changes have been implemented as part of
structural adjustment programs (SAPs), and this has attracted, in recent years, increasing
concern with the impact that macroeconomic policies have on the environment. Through
the conditionality involved in SAPs, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World
Bank have promoted a significant change in the strategy of development pursued by many
developing countries. This new strategy has two essential components: first, the change
from inward-oriented (import substitution) policies to outward-oriented (export-led) poli-
cies of economic development and, second, the radical change in the role of the state from
being an active to being a much more passive participant in managing the development process.
This radical change has been accompanied by the preponderance of the private sector in a
context of free market-oriented economic policies. The implementation of SAPs has also taken
place because the IMF and the World Bank have exerted strong pressure on developing
countries to comply with servicing their external debt.

The application of SAPs in developing countries has received much criticism, mainly
because of the supposedly negative impact it has had on the poorest populations of the
countries that have tried to pursue these policies. Some critics have gone beyond this to
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argue that the macroeconomic policies in- of inputs and outputs and, by this mecha-
cluded in SAPs have had a negative impact nism, may influence environmental degra-
on the environment. dation. The discussion that follows ana-

In discussing the impact of SAPs on the lyzes the linkages between macroeconomic
environment, a distinction is made between policies and the environment. Two main
macroeconomic and institutional policies. questions are considered. The first is
On the one hand, macroeconomic policies whether trade liberalization, devaluation
consist mainly of the management of the of national currencies, elimination of subsi-
foreign exchange rate, the interest rate, and dies, and public expenditure cuts included
the public sector budget. Institutional poli- in SAPs have had a positive or negative
cies, on the other hand, mainly define the impact on the environment. In considering
roles that the private and public sectors this question, the case of land degradation
will play in the selected strategy of devel- is taken as an example. The second ques-
opment. Macroeconomic policies must also tion is the extent to which the change of
be differentiated from sectoral (or specific) strategy from inward-oriented to export-
economic policies. Both are economic poli- oriented macroeconomic policies has had a
cies, but macroeconomic policies set the negative impact on land degradation.
general environment for economic activi-
ties, while sectoral (or specific) policies aim Negative environmental impact of
to benefit or to discourage specific eco- structural adjustment macro-
nomic activities, specific locations or re- economic policies
gions, and specific entrepreneurial sizes.

Although adjustment lending of the IMF Despite frequent statements that SAPs have
and the World Bank includes both macro- a negative impact on the environment, only
economic and institutional policies, this Cheru (1992) has provided evidence to sup-
chapter is concerned with the environmen- port this view. He argues that SAPs not
tal impact of macroeconomic policies in- only have failed to improve the socioeco-
cluded as part of SAPs. It is argued that nomic situation of the countries involved
their impact on the environment depends but also have accelerated environmental
on the particular situation of the country degradation. "Adjustment programs, pre-
involved. However, by increasing poverty, sumably designed to correct domestic im-
SAPs may contribute to environmental deg- balances, have failed to tackle the systemic
radation. Also, their main negative impact factors that stifle production and distribu-
on the environment is the result not of tion. Instead, these programs redirect avail-
macroeconomic policies but of institutional able financial and productive resources to-
policies. ward export production in order to gener-

Macroeconomic policies promoted by the ate foreign exchange to pay external credi-
IMF and the World Bank include liberaliza- tors" (Cheru 1992, p. 499).
tion of the external sector of developing Cheru's main argument is that by put-
countries (such as more open international ting valuable agricultural resources at the
markets of goods and capital), devaluation service of export markets in countries that
of national currencies and reduction of tar- are not self-sufficient in food, enormous
iffs, liberalization of prices and markets, pressures are created for local people to
abolition of subsidies and state-owned com- overexploit marginal land. He argues that
panies, and substantially reduced govern- the push to stimulate the export sector of
ment intervention in the economy (fewer developing countries has been negative for
controls and less expenditure). Macroeco- the environment. However, he fails to pro-
nomic policies can change the relative prices vide a detailed analysis of the environmen-
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tal impact of macroeconomic policies such * Although subsidies to pesticides and fer-
as devaluation or trade liberalization or the tilizers stimulate their overuse, with se-
elimination of subsidies. He does not ana- rious health and ecological risks, and
lyze the links between the environment subsidies to chemical fertilizers are an
and the macroeconomic policies embodied incentive to forgo soil conservation prac-
in SAPs and fails to demonstrate his main tices in favor of costly inputs, subsidies
contentions. to pesticides and fertilizers do not have a

significant impact on the environment in
Positive environmental impact of countries where the application rates are
structural adjustment macroeconomic too low. This is the case of pesticides in
policies Argentina and Colombia and of fertiliz-

ers in Sub-Saharan Africa (Sebastian and
In contrast with analysts who fear that SAPs Alicbusan 1989). In these countries, re-
have a negative impact on the environ- moving the subsidies to chemicals could
ment, Hansen (1990), Repetto (1989), and be counterproductive to increasing pro-
World Bank (1992) argue that SAPs have a ductivity and consequently to improv-
positive impact on the environment: ing soil management. Malawi has also

_ Government policies encourage an even been cited as an example of this case
more rapid environmental degradation (Mearns 1991, p. 10).
than the market alone, not only because * Rpetto (1989) argues that credit subsi-
policies fail to reflect the true opportu- dies favor capital-intensive forms of ag-
nity cost of resource use but also because riculture and the displacement of labor
subsidies, taxes, and market interven- in countries where, due to population
tions artificially increase the profitabil- pressure, labor displacement puts mar-
ity of activities that result in serious re- ginal lands under even greater pressure.
source degradation (Repetto 1989). However, there is also a problem of scale.

source derd R. On the one hand, the environmental ef-
- Export-oriented agricultural policies are fect of subsidized credit depends on

positive for the environment because, whether it favors rich landowners or poor
with some exceptions such as ground- landowners and landless rural people.
nuts and cotton, export crops tend to be "Subsidized credits for establishing large
less dangerous to soils than basic food cattle ranches and acquiring livestock in
crops (Repetto 1989). forest regions in Brazil and other Latin

* Market liberalization favors commercial American countries have caused exten-
crops so that even with nonperennial sive environmental damage" (Sebastian
crops-because commercially oriented and Alicbusan 1989, p. 17). On the other
organizations are actively involved in hand, lack of agricultural credit, by al-
ensuring crop rotation and promoting lowing the persistence of rural poverty,
good husbandry-promotion of markets can equally foster environmental dam-
should not damage the environment age. "The obvious recourse for poor and
(Hansen 1990). landless rural populations lacking credit

* Higher agricultural prices increase the to purchase adequate inputs, or to prac-
farmer's incentives to practice soil ticeconservationcultivation,isslashand
conservation (Hansen 1990). burn agriculture, bringing marginal lands

Sebastian and Alicbusan (1989) have pre- to the point of soil exhaustion, and
sented evidence to support their perspec- irreversible environmental damage"
tive. However, other arguments question (Sebastian and Alicbusan 1989).
this view:
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* There is no reason to believe that export inwhich eliminating fertilizer subsidies that
crops of developing countries are mainly are used at low rates in certain locations
tree crops. Even if they were, the use of may work against price incentives that seek
land for export crops would require other to increase productivity and, consequently,
land to be dedicated to food crops, and against the improvement of soil manage-
pressure on marginal fragile lands might ment practices. In addition, price incen-
be unavoidable. Moreover, policies to tives may induce new production at the
promote exports such as devaluation do margin on erosive soils, with possible nega-
not discriminate according to the type of tive consequences such as deforestation
crop. Devaluation, for instance, benefits through land clearance for agriculture and
all tradable crops because it also raises soil erosion. Another example is the case of
the price of imported competitive food- public budget cuts. "Allocations of govern-
stuffs. ment budget to environmental protection

* The argument that higher agricultural and resources management are likely to be
prices are an incentive to practice soil cut as a result of structural adjustment pro-
conservation has been contested by grams, but so are allocations for improved
Barrett (1989). commercial access to forest land such as

* Reducing the government expenditure rural road construction which should, other
involved in SAPs usually affects the things being equal, slow the rate of defores-
capacity of the government to control tation" (Mearns 1991, p. 11).
environmental degradation. Frequently, Although the analyses of both Reed and
budget cuts have directly reduced Mearns reach a right conclusion with regard
enirnen cutshally directly brogram to the indirect impact of macroeconomic

policies and the specificity of the effects in
a particular country, they both miss two

An alternative view of the significant, potentially negative impacts
environmental impact of structural that SAPs may have on the environment:
adjustment macroeconomic policies first, SAPs may increase poverty in devel-

oping countries due to the pressure to ser-
In contrast with the conflicting views of vice the external debt; and second, the in-
whether SAPs have a positive or negative stitutional weakening of the state may im-
impact on the environment, a third view pair the national capability to regulate and
argues that their impact cannot be pre- to enforce environmental controls.
dicted. Reed (1992) argues that "the im- The assessment of the impact of SAPs in
pacts on the environmental sector are likely developing countries can be divided into
to be random and therefore mixed, that is, three aspects. The first is their impact on
sometimes structural adjustment policies economic development and welfare en-
complement environmental goals; in other hancement. Many countries that have ap-
cases, they conflict and environmentally plied SAPs have experienced economic stag-
damaging effects can be observed" (Reed nation and great suffering on the part of the
1992, p. 149). poorest parts of the population, which seem

Similarly, based on the case of Malawi, to be the result of the extraordinary effort
Mearns (1991) argues that it is impossible made, under pressure from the Interna-
to form any judgment as to the probable net tional Monetary Fund and the World Bank,
effect on the environment of SAPs. Mearns to service the external debt. If a link be-
points out that the effect of structural ad- tween poverty and environmental degra-
justment policies in one direction might be dation is assumed, it could be concluded
compensated by other effects in the oppo- that, by increasing poverty, SAPs have had
site direction. An example of this is the case an indirect, negative impact on the envi-
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ronment. However, it could also be argued Demand for goods:
that the previous policies equally failed to (4-2)
solve the problem of poverty and that the g = g(Ps, P w, m + t + i)
actual impact of SAPs on the environment
does not amount to a change in tendency.

A second aspect to be considered is the
effect of institutional policies, which usu- (43)s = s (P9, PSI W, m + t + )
ally lead to a significant weakening of the
state. If it is agreed that environmental con-
trol requires an important role for the state, Labor supply:
it could be concluded that SAPs have (or (4-4)
will have in the near future) a negative 1 = I(P 9 , Ps, w, m + t + r)
impact on the environment. This does not
neglect the participation of private institu- Demand for savings:
tions such as local or professional organi- (45)
zations. But, even if private institutions m - m' = Am(P 9 , Ps, W, m + t + )
play a significant role in environmental
management, the state is still needed to
monitor their participation. The relevant Firms' profit-maximization function:
point here is that the state should perform (4-6) Max 71
the functions of an environmental regula- s.t. Q A(t, R,
tor; if the state does not, in fact, do so
adequately, it should be strengthened. The Output supply:
bias within SAP policies against the state (4-7)
has impaired the national capability of de- Qg = Q (P, w, r, P8)
veloping countries to manage their natural
resource base properly. Labor demand:

The third point to be considered is whether '4-8'
the export-led strategy of development and 4-8) Lo = L9(P9I w, r, P.)
the corresponding macroeconomic policies
promoted by SAPs are necessarily damag- where
ing to the environment. In the next section,
a model is presented to analyze the envi- g, s - consumption of goods and environ-
ronmental impact of macroeconomic poli- mental services (natural resources), respec-
cies, such as devaluation. tively

m = holdings of real money balances at the
A model for analyzing the impact of end of this time period
devaluation on natural resource use m' = money balances at the beginning of

this period
The following model was developed by (H -1) = leisure time, given H, the total
Girma (1992) to analyze the macroeconomy- labor time available at the household, and
environment linkages. 1, the actual labor use

Household utility maximization function: P9P, = prices of g and s, respectively
(4-1) w = wage earnings

M4ax u = u(g, S. m, H-i) t = government transfers
Ns = profits

S. t. P9 g + m + P5 S W 1 + m + t + 7f L =labor demanded
K = capital demanded
r opportunity cost of capital.
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Figure 1 Equilibrium in the market for be analyzed by adapting equations 4-6 and
goods and envionment 4-7 and adding equations 4-9 and 4-10.

In equation 4-6, imports (M) can be in-
cluded as another input to production:

pg ~~~~~~~~~~(4-6a) Max 7IT,M
Ps ~~~~~~~~~~~s.t. Q9 = A(L, K,s,M

s Then, equation 4-7 becomes:

/ ~~~~~~(4-7a) Q(,w ,P,e
9 ~ ~ g 9

where e stands for the foreign exchange
rate expressed as units of local currency per
U.S. dollar.

g The demand for foreign exchange is repre-
sented by:

S (49) M = m(P., w, r, Ps, e)

P,
and the supply of foreign exchange is rep-

Figure 2 Effect of devaluation on natural resented by:
resource use E) 5 m E(P9, Ps, w, e)

e In figure 4-2, the MM locus represents
the combinations of e and P, that equili-

m s S brate the foreign exchange market. The
\ s / slope of MM will be negative. This is be-

cause an increase in Ps will cause an in-
\ 08 crease in the price of the final good and a

decline in the demand for it. The demand
for imports (another input) will fall and,

/ \ s with this, so will the price of foreign ex-
/ \ Mt change. The points above the ss locus rep-

s M resent excess demand for s, and the points
below represent excess supply of s. How-
ever, the points above the locus MM repre-
sent excess supply of foreign exchange, and
the points below represent excess demand

P. of foreign exchange. The effect of devalua-
tion on the scale of natural resource use can

Figure 4-1 depicts equilibrium in this be analyzed within this framework. Figure
model (Girma 1992, p. 533). This frame- 4-2 shows what will happen. Devaluation
work allows Girma to analyze the impact of is represented by shifting the locus MM to
changes in economic policies, such as sub- the right.
sidies for agricultural inputs or monetary Starting from point A, the new equilib-
contraction, on the equilibrium in the mar- rium will be reached at point B, with an
kets for goods, environmental services, and increase in P.. Devaluation will make do-
labor. Here the impact of devaluation can mestic production more competitive and,
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with elastic domestic supply and external If the foreign exchange market is flexible,
demand, the increased exports will cause devaluation can only hold if there is excess
an increase in natural resource use. As a demand for foreign exchange, otherwise
result, P, will rise. devaluation will cause excess supply of

The increased use of natural resources foreign exchange and an equilibrating de-
may or may not be sustainable. If, for in- cline of e. In this case, also, the government
stance, additional land is used by clearing would not need to devalue, since the mar-
forests or taking up marginal or fragile ket by itself would react by increasing e to
lands, this may not be sustainable. How- any excess demand of foreign exchange.
ever, rational forest exploitation, or in- However, the use of exchange rate controls
creased productivity by using better man- has been widespread in developing coun-
agement practices, will be sustainable and tries, frequently giving place to overvalua-
will cause no environmental damage. There tion of national currencies. This has pre-
is no a priori reason to think that a more vented free movement of the exchange rate
intensive use of natural resources will be with the result that devaluation has only
less sustainable, and sustainability will been used in times of acute balance of pay-
depend on the particular situation of the ment crises.
country and the way in which natural re- But, devaluation usually has more ef-
sources are managed. fects than those described above. Often,

Moreover, if domestic supply is inelastic devaluation causes the economy to con-
and agricultural output is not responsive to tract due to the negative impact on real
price changes (Lipton 1987; Beynon 1989), wages. Contraction occurs because con-
the increase in natural resource use will not sumption decreases as a result of the fall in
be significant, because the price incentive real wages. In figure 4-2, this economic
of devaluation will not result in increased contraction can be represented by an up-
production and exports. However, if sup- ward shift of the ss locus (not shown here).
ply is elastic but external demand is inelas- The decrease in P. will occur because the
tic, the additional earnings of increased demand for natural resources declines as
exports and natural resource use will not the economy contracts. In this case, the
be significant either. In this case, the na- price of natural resources could fall to an
tional effort to intensify natural resource even lower level than the initial one, de-
use will not be worthwhile. However, de- pending on the extent of the economic con-
spite the arguments of Lipton and Beynon, traction, which, in turn, will depend on the
the elasticity of domestic supply and exter- specific characteristics of the economic
nal demand can be quite different depend- structure of the country involved. How-
ing on the product and the country in- ever, if the foreign exchange is fixed at the
volved. There are important differences new level in point B, the natural resource
between Latin America and Africa and be- base will be poorly exploited. i
tween both regions and Asia, and countries With a fixed money supply, the effect of
even differ within these regions. Therefore, devaluation on the general price level will
the actual impact of devaluation can sig- also cause a contraction of real money bal-
nificantly vary according to the particular ances, thereby reinforcing the contraction of
situation of the country involved. How- the economy caused by the fall in real wages.
ever, in the cases where the earnings of The effect of changes in the terms of trade
increased exports are not significant, the is not considered here. However, deterio-
commitment to pay the external debt can ration of the terms of trade, other things
place excessive pressure on the natural re- being equal, will shrink the supply of for-
source base. eign exchange, causing a rise in the ex-

change rate with the results analyzed above.
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Therefore, the effects of devaluation on ated with poverty and subsistence agricul-
natural resource use are mixed, and predic- tural practices (Sebastian and Alicbusan
tion of the impact needs to be based on 1989).' Governmentexpenditureonenviron-
knowledge of the particular situation of the mentalprotectionandresourcesmanagement
country involved. is likely to be one of the first targets of budget

cuts. But, perhaps the most negative impact
Conclusions of SAPs is the institutional weakening of the

state that occurs as a result of budget cuts.
It has been shown that the impact on the These reduce the capability of the state to
environment of export-oriented de acroeco- enforce controls and regulations that are im-
nomiic policies, particularly devaluation, de- portant instruments of environmental poli-
pends on the particular situation of the coun- cies. This means that even if current policies
try and perhaps even on that of particular were to change, the state still has an impor-
locations within the country. Export promo- tant role to play in environmental control,
tion may be positive for the environment in particularly because environmental protec-
the case of some crops, while in that of others tion requires sectoral (or specific) economic
it may be environmentally damaging. Simi- policies. The arguments about inefficiencies
larly, subsidies to inputs and credit may also of the state are not reason enough to dismiss
be positive in certain countries and regions the state's role, rather these arguments justify
(and for some farmers) and negative in oth- a reform that strengthens-rather than weak-
ers. This means that even if it is agreed that ens-the state's enforcement capacity.
governments have pursued erroneous poli- The two questions posed at the beginning
cies, there is no guarantee that the market of this chapter can be answered now. First, it
alone will do any better. Therefore, careful cannotbe demonstrated that macroeconomic
sectoral government policies are still needed policies of SAPs have a positive or negative
in order for environmental management to impact on the environment, because the links
improve, although a change is also needed in between macroeconomic policies and the en-
current policies that damage the environ- vironment are indirect and therefore very
ment. Such change requires institutional ca- difficult to substantiate. However, sectoral
pacity of the state to implement and monitor and specific economic policies, and the insti-
environmental policies efficiently and to en- tutional context in which these policies are
force controls. implemented, are more important than mac-

However, in this regard it can be argued roeconomic policies in determining the extent
that SAPs have a negative impact on the of environmental degradation. Particularlycru-
environment. Public expenditure cuts that cial is the institutional capacity of the state to
form part of SAPs have been aimed at lower- implementwithenoughprecisionthe targeted
ing aggregate demand, but because they are economic policies that are compatible with
not evenly distributed, their impact differs protection of the environment and to en-
from one program to another. Sometimes force environmental regulations.
they favor environmentally beneficial pro- Second, there is no evidence that the change
grams such as energy conservation, land con- to an export-oriented strategy of economic
servation and improvement, and research developmentnecessarilybrings about greater
and extension services. But, in general, they environmental damage.2 Indeed, in most
significantly affect environmental control cases, the change to a strategy of develop-
activities. Moreover, austerity programs such ment that emphasizes the role of the export
as cuts in public sector wages, in allocations sector has been a consequence of the dra-
for food subsidies, and in public sector in- matic failure of previous inward-oriented
vestments increase poverty and, correspond- development policies. As a result of such
ingly, the environmental degradation associ- policies, the export sector was neglected (high
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tariffs and overvalued national currencies Pricing Policies." LEEC Paper 89-08. In-
shifted relative prices against export-oriented ternational Institute for Environment and
activities), resulting in huge external imbal- Development.
ances. In this regard, the external debt crisis Beynon, J. 1989. "Pricism vs. Structuralism
triggered a structural tendency to maintain in African Agriculture." Journal of Agri-
an extemal imbalance-a tendency that had cultural Economics 40:3 (September).
been recognized long before-and led most Cheru, F. 1992. "Structural Adjustment,
developing countries to look for a new strat- Primary Resource Trade, and Sustain-
egy of economic development. This means able Development in Sub-Saharan Af-
that the change of strategy was already on the rica." World Development 20:4.
agenda of many developing countries and
that, indeed, devaluation and correction of Girma, M. 1992. "Macropolicy and the En-
widespread price distortions were unavoid- vironment: A Framework for Analysis."
able because the macroeconomic disequilib- World Development 20:4.
ria were so large. The problem with SAPs Hansen, Stein. 1990. "Macroeconomic Poli-
promoted by the World Bank and the IMF is cies and Development in the Third
that they not only have fostered a change of World." Journal of International Develop-
developmentstrategybutalsohaveputstrong ment 2:4 (October).
pressure on indebted countries to comply Lipton, M. 1987. "Limits of Price Policy for
with the service of their extemal debt. In this Agriculture: Which Wav for the World
way, SAPs have pushed developing coun- Bank?" Development Policy Review 5:2 (June).
tries to make an effort far beyond their real Mearns, R. 1991. Environmental Implications
capabilities, with the result being the acute of StructuralAdjustment:Reflections on Sci-
impoverishment of their lower-income popu- entific Method. Discussion Paper 284. In-
lations and the institutional collapse of the stitute of Development Studies, Sussex,
state. The need to increase foreign exchange England.
earnings may have also exerted pressure on Reed, David, ed. 1992. Structural Adjustment
the natural resource base of some developing and the Environment. London: Earthscan

Publications.
Repetto, Robert. 1989. "Economic Incentives

Notes for Sustainable Production." In Gershon
Schramm and Jeremy Warford, eds., Envi-
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SAPs also reduces the scale of natural Sebastian, Iona, and Adelaida Alicbusan.
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and the Environment

Karl-Goran Mdler and Mohan Munasinghe

In recent times, environmental degradation has emerged as a major threat to economic
development and sustained improvements in human welfare. For industrial countries,
where the quality of life has hitherto been measured mainly in terms of growth in net
material output, pollution in particular is recognized as a serious threat. For developing
countries, where economic development and poverty alleviation take center stage, both
pollution and natural resource degradation are seen as serious problems.

Decisionmakers worldwide are searching for sustainable development strategies that
will permit continuing improvements in the quality of life at a lower intensity of resource
use, thereby protecting productive assets for future use. Sustainable development necessar-
ily involves the pursuit of economic efficiency, social equity, and environmental protection.
In particular, it requires policies and projects to be designed and implemented in such a way
that environmental degradation (much of which hits the poor the hardest) is anticipated
and minimized, rather than just reacted to after the damage has occurred. To the extent that
macroeconomic policies have major economic and social impacts, it is particularly impor-
tant to understand the linkages that give rise to such effects.
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As the scale of human activities has ment has impeded attempts to incorporate
grown, the evidence of environmental deg- environmental concerns into economywide
radation has also increased, forcing the or policy-based lending-the second larg-
development community to recognize it as est use of Bank resources (about $5.8 billion
a problem. In 1989, for example, the World annually or 27 percent of total lending). It
Bank issued its guidelines for environmen- has also hampered efforts to develop more
tal impact assessment (including social as- effective national environmental action
pects), thereby elevating environmental plans (which are prepared by borrowing
analysis to the same level of importance as countries, with Bank assistance, to help
the three existing aspects of project evalua- determine priority activities that address
tion: financial, economic, and technical national environmental issues).
analyses. Cost-benefit analysis, which seeks A recent empirically based study of
to assess project costs and benefits, is the economywide policies and the environment
key element in economic evaluation. Ben- (Munasinghe and Cruz 1994) indicates that
efits are defined by how a project enhances the effects of such policies on the environ-
human welfare. Project costs are measured ment vary, because they were originally
in terms of opportunity costs-the benefits intended to address nonenvironmental is-
forgone by not using scarce resources in the sues (such as economic growth or poverty
best-alternative present or future applica- alleviation). These authors conclude fur-
tion. In particular, recent advances in valu- ther that the removal of major price distor-
ation of environmental (and social) impacts tions, promotion of market incentives, and
permit these concerns to be incorporated relaxation of other constraints (which are
more effectively into project decisions-in among the main features of adjustment-
the World Bank's case, potentially affect- related reforms aimed at improving eco-
ing an annual pipeline of more than 200 nomic efficiency and productivity) gener-
investment projects worth more than $11 ally lead to environmental gains as well.
billion.' Continued progress in this area is For example, reforms to improve the effi-
extremely important, given that conven- ciency of industrial or energy-related ac-
tional development projects often have se- tivities could reduce both economic waste
rious environmental effects. and environmental pollution. Similarly,

However, economywide policies (both addressing the problems of land tenure and
macroeconomic and sectoral) frequently access to financial and social services not
have much more powerful environmental only yields economic gains but also promotes
effects than mere project-level investments. better environmental stewardship.
Some progress has been made in tracing the More interesting, however, is another
environmental consequences of sectoral broad conclusion of this study, which cites
policies involving, for example, energy, extensive empirical evidence to show how
water, or agricultural pricing. However, unintended side effects may damage the
the impacts of broad macroeconomic re- environment when economywide reforms
forms (such as exchange rate devaluation, are undertaken in some areas while subsid-
trade liberalization, privatization, and other iary policy, market, or institutional imper-
fiscal and monetary stabilization policies) fections persist elsewhere. Therefore, spe-
on natural resource and pollution manage- cific additional measures are required to
ment, are far more difficult to trace- remove such policy, market, and institu-
thereby hampering efforts to design better tional difficulties; these measures are not
sustainable development strategies. One only generally environmentally beneficial
key example is the World Bank, where the in their own right but also critical comple-
general lack of knowledge about links be- ments to broader economywide reforms. A
tween economic policies and the environ- typical policy distortion might involve an
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underpriced or subsidized natural resource no longer be ignored. Finally, the chapter
(such as low stumpage fees for logging) shows that if real world constraints pre-
that could result in excessive extraction vent or delay the correction of policy, mar-
and deforestation, following the introduc- ket, or institutional problems, then a sec-
tion of export promotion and trade liberal- ond-best situation will arise. In such a case,
ization policies. An example of a market there is justification for modifying or fine-
failure would be where the external envi- tuning the intensity of macroeconomic
ronmental effects of economic activities (like policy reform to reduce environmental
pollution) are not adequately reflected in harm. The extent of such a trade-off be-
market prices, thereby leading to excessive tween achieving broad macroeconomic
environmental damage following an eco- objectives and minimizing more specific
nomic expansion induced by successful environmental damage will need to be de-
economywide policy reforms. Finally, cases termined on a case by case basis. There is
of institutional constraints would include also a dynamic element, to the extent that
poor accountability of state-owned enter- the relevant macroeconomic policies could
prises, inadequate land titling, or weak fi- be progressively intensified over a period
nancial intermediation, which may negate of time, as the subsidiary imperfections are
the environmental and economic benefits gradually eliminated by appropriate envi-
of economywide reforms. Other recent stud- ronmental reform. Illustrative examples are
ies (cited in this volume) also provide evi- presented also from case studies in selected
dence linking macroeconomic policies with developing countries. Mathematical details
the environment. are provided in appendixes.

Much less effort has been devoted to devel-
oping a consistent and systematic theoretical Macroeconomic policies and
model to analyze such linkages. Accordingly, general equilibrium theory
in this chapter we seek to develop a basic
analytical framework to trace the environ- We begin with a brief review of the relevant
mental impacts of macroeconomic policies, theory. In microeconomic textbooks, it is
especially to identify where unforeseen often argued that environmental degrada-
negative environmental effects may occur tion occurs because of market failures-the
and to design remedial measures. The model prevalence of negative externalities. How-
confirms the empirically observed and intu- ever, during the last five to ten years, it has
itively appealing conclusion that it is the become evident that government policies
combination of macroeconomic policies and in many countries have contributed to an
subsidiary imperfections (policy, market, or accelerating degradation of environmental
institutional) that leads to environmental resources. Perhaps the most obvious ex-
degradation, rather than macroeconomic ample of this is the devastation of the envi-
policies alone. We show that the first-best ronment in the former Soviet Union. One
remedy would be to eliminate the subsidiary can hardly blame markets for the misman-
imperfections without changing macroeco- agement of resources in a country where
nomic policies. As a corollary, we argue that markets did not play an important role.
many policy, market, or institutional im- Instead, decisionmakers must be blamed
perfections may remain unnoticed in a rela- for this allocation failure. This is true in
tively stagnant economy, because the re- many other countries too, even if the market
sultant environmental damage is minor. is the basic mechanism for allocating re-
However, once economic growth is induced sources. Thus, policy distortions are another
by macroeco-nomic policy reforms, the envi- source of allocation failures. We may extend
ronmental damage will rapidly worsen, and this list of reasons underlying allocation fail-
the underlying subsidiary imperfections can ures to include institutional constraints-for
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example, the inability of governments to strict assumptions of the second theorem,
define property rights adequately or to en- there is no role for macroeconomic policies,
act and enforce environmental legislation except possibly that of redistributing initial
to protect the environment. endowments. Because we do not investi-

Another idea that has been discussed gate distributional issues in this discus-
more during recent years is that of macro- sion, let us neglect this otherwise poten-
economic policyfailures. The idea here is that tially very important role. However, the
macroeconomic policies may have unin- economy described by the assumptions in
tended side effects-positive as well as the theorems is really a barter economy. To
negative-on the environment and that make macroeconomic policies meaningful,
these side effects should be considered we assume that a good called money is
when policies are designed. This issue is accepted as a mean of payments in all trans-
analyzed and discussed in this chapter. We actions.4 Furthermore, we assume that the
start with a theoretical discussion in which money supply is controlled by the govern-
we explore the reasons underlying the exist- ment. Still, the government has no role in
ence of such macroeconomic policy failures. carrying out macroeconomic policies. Be-

cause all the markets function perfectly, the
A simple example involving monetary only thing that the government should do
policy and wage stickiness is to keep the money supply constant (but

even if the money supply changes, that
The first fundamental theorem of welfare would not matter because all transactions
economics may be elucidated as follows: in are in real terms).
an economy that is perfectly competitive However, let us now assume that one
and in which all goods and services can be central market does not operate smoothly
assigned property rights and therefore be enough; for example, the labor market is
traded on markets, the resulting equilib- characterized by sticky wages. The reasons
rium is Pareto efficient. This means that in for these sticky wages are not relevant to
a market equilibrium, in which all goods this discussion. They may be due to union
and services are tradable, it is impossible to monopsonies or to insider-outsider rela-
improve the welfare of any economic agent tions or to any other realistic cause. But the
without impoverishing someone else. How- existence of sticky wages means that this
ever, this result is less interesting than it single market in an otherwise perfect
seems because we do not know whether a economy will not equilibrate automatically,
competitive equilibrium exists or not. Fur- and there may be unemployment or excess
thermore, the resulting distribution of demand for labor with ensuing inflation-
goods and services among households may ary pressures.
be very inequitable. Both these remarks are With sticky wages, macroeconomic poli-
answered by the second theorem of welfare cies now have a clear role. For example, if
economics: if all goods and services are the initial situation is one with unemploy-
tradable, if the economy is convex,2 and if ment, an increase in money supply will
the economy is continuous, 3 then any tend to increase all monetary prices of goods
Pareto-efficient allocation of resources can and services outside the labor market, while
be obtained as a competitive equilibrium nominal wages will remain unchanged. The
after the initial endowments have been re- result will be a fall in the real price of labor,
distributed in a socially acceptable way. and if the increase in the money supply is

Obviously, these theorems do not depict adjusted until the real wage rate reaches
reality, but they are immensely useful in the competitive equilibrium level, full
discussing the consequences of macroeco- employment will be restored.' Exactly the
nomic policies. First, note that given the reverse procedure of decreasing the money
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supply will be the appropriate macroeco- which reduces his incentives to manage the
noniic policy response, if the economy is land in an efficient way. In some cases, the
starting from a situation of excess demand land originally may have been managed by
for labor. the village or the tribe collectively (that is,

Thus, in this simple model, by using as a common property resource) in an effi-
monetary policies, the government can al- cient manner. Subsequently, this manage-
ways maintain full employment, by increas- ment system could have eroded because of
ing or decreasing the money supply. Fur- instabilities and external pressures so that
thermore, this managed full employment either the social norms controlling the use
equilibrium will correspond to a Pareto- of the resource eroded or the system be-
efficient allocation. The monetary policy came an open-access common property re-
will be neutral vis-a-vis the allocation of source. The result is that after being effi-
resources (yielding the same outcome as in ciently managed, the resource now, because
the case where the labor market equili- of poorly defined rights, becomes overex-
brates automatically). ploited.

Let us now introduce another distortion We now face a situation where there are
in the economy-one that affects the use of (at least) two deviations from full optimality
environmental resources. This distortion or first-best allocation of resources-labor
may be a traditional externality of the kind market failure and resource failure. This is
that is discussed in elementar-y or mLtermLeL LiLth lass Lcasb VI a second-best situation.
diate microeconomic textbooks. For ex- Should we try to manage the money supply
ample, the government may allow plants to so that full employment is restored, assum-
emit pollutants into the air without simul- ing that we can do nothing about the envi-
taneously compensating the victims of the ronmental resource failure? According to
ensuing air pollution. Such externalities are the theory of second best, it is not socially
basically due to the absence of well-defined optimal to equilibrate the labor market
property rights (see Coase 1960 for an illu- given the failure to allocate the environ-
minating discussion of the case in which mental resource efficiently.6 Assuming,
property rights are well defined). Let us then, that the government can do nothing
assume, therefore, that there is at least one with the failure characterizing the environ-
environmental resource for which prop- mental resource, it is not socially desirable
erty rights are poorly defined. This situa- to use monetary policy to equilibrate the
tion may arise for several reasons. First, it labor market! This is what we mean by the
could be due to the inherent difficulty or concept of macroeconomic failure: a macro-
impossibility of defining individual prop- economic environmental policy failure occurs
erty rights. For example, because clean air when macroeconomic policies, aimed at correct-
in a town is shared by all inhabitants living ing one allocationfailure (usually unrelated to
there, it is impossible to define individual the environment), result, at most, in a second-
rights to clean air (which is now a public best allocation because of an accompanying
good). Second, the government may be deterioration of the environmental resource base.
unwilling to define property rights for the
resources. This situation is quite common. Developing country case studies
For example, in many countries, the land Three recent case studies from the develop-
tenure system is such that an individual woreere sudiedo eelo p-
owner of land cannot be sure of reaping all ing world are summarized below to illus-
of the benefits from his own land but has to trate how macroeconomic polices might
share the benefits with others. The land combine with local imperfections to harm
tenure regime also may not ensure that the the environment.
tenant has rights to the land in the future,
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Botswana each cattle owner would bring as many
cattle as possible to his grazing land up to

A recent study of Botswana provides an the point where the selling price of the
interesting example. Unemo (this volume) cattle would equal the marginal cost, in-
studies the role of changing world market cluding the environmental damage. Thus,
prices in affecting various domestic envi- he would balance the environmental dam-
ronmental assets. One such asset is grazing age with the increased profits from cattle
land. The dominant export commodity in herding. The changeinterms of tradewould
Botswana is diamonds, and the world mar- not lead to macroeconomic policy failure.
ket prices of diamonds determine more or However, in large parts of Botswana, the
less the terms of trade of Botswana. One grazing areas are under open-access com-
could therefore raise the question of what mon property regimes. Then each cattle
the effects on grazing behavior will be if the owner would bring as many cattle to the
world prices for diamonds fall. On the face commons as is profitable to him. Because
of it, a change in diamond prices should be he does not consider the damage he is in-
of no consequence for grazing behavior. flicting on others, he will continue to add
However, taking the general equilibrium cattle to the point where price equals aver-
effects into account, it seems that a change age cost. The average cost curve is less
in the prices of diamonds may have a non- steep than the marginal cost curve, and the
negligible effect! Unemo analyzes this in result is therefore a bigger increase in the
the context of a computable general equi- number of cattle brought to the grazing
librium model, with which she makes a land than would take place with private
number of policy experiments. One of these property rights. In the diagram in figure
is a change in the world market prices for 5-1, the amount of overgrazing is measured
diamonds. Note that such a change is not a by Q"- Q'. Here we would have a macro-
policy change, but we could, instead of economic policy failure. It is important to
studying exogenous price changes, look at note that the lack of private property rights
changes in export subsidies that would re- is basically responsible for this failure,
sult in effectively the same change in terms rather than the original fall in diamond
of trade. prices (or reduction in export subsidies).

Unemo's result is that a fall in diamond
prices will increase overgrazing in Bot- Figure 5-1 Average and marginal cost
swana and thereby impose increased envi- curves and overgazing
ronmental costs. The intuitive reason for
this is that a fall in terms of trade will
reduce the profits in the industry and there- Price

fore the return on capital. But if the return
on capital goes down, the capital will be- MC
come cheaper and this will encourage in- X c
vestments in cattle. I

Note that if there had been effective pri- p --- I------
vate property rights to land (or communal /
ownership with strict social control over
the number of cattle that members of the
community are allowed to graze), this
would not be a problem. Each landowner
would make a comparison of costs and Q Q Numberofcattle

benefits, taking into account the damage to
grazing from increasing the herd. In fact,
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Ghana is an important factor of production, con-
tributing an estimated 15 to 20 percent of

The role of institutional constraints in pro- the value of agricultural output. This com-
grams of macroeconomic reforms is exam- pares with the contribution of "conven-
ined in a recent case study of Ghana (L6pez tional" factor inputs: 26 percent for land
1993). In this example, trade liberalization, cultivated, 25 percent for labor, and 26 per-
by reducing the taxation of agricultural cent for capital. Because the share of agri-
exports, leads to increased production incen- cultural output in national gross domestic
tives, while efforts to reduce the government product (GDP) is about 50 percent, the con-
wage bill tend to increase the pool of unem- tribution of biomass to national income is
ployed. Thus, the adjustment process helps about 7.5 percent. Thus the stock of biom-
to stimulate production of export crops and ass is an important determinant not only of
combines with rapid population growth and agricultural production but also of GDP.
lack of employment opportunities outside In the agricultural system prevalent in
the rural sector to create increasing pres- the area, a large proportion of the land
sure on land resources, encroachment onto available in the village is reserved exclu-
marginal lands, and soil erosion. This effect sively for the use of villagers. The system is
on resource use is influenced by the alloca- consistent with shifting cultivationbecause
tion of property rights. Whether in relation the individual has exclusive rights to the
to the security of land tenure of peasant land actually being cultlivated, but once the
farmers or to the right to extract timber of land is left fallow, it can be reallocated by
logging companies, uncertainty normally consensus and consent of the village chief.
results in environmental degradation. In Under these conditions, biomass is already
Ghana, as in many regions in Africa, agri- being overexploited through a more than
cultural lands are governed by traditional optimal level of land cultivated. Fallow peri-
land use institutions, and farms are com- ods appear to be too short, and the stock of
munally owned by the village or tribe. These the environmental resource is below socially
common property regimes may have been optimumlevels. The study findsthatincreas-
sufficient to ensure sustainable use of agri- ing agricultural prices or reducing wages
cultural lands when populations were much causes an expansion in the cultivated area,
smaller and fallow periods were long with the direct effect of increasing output.
enough to allow land to regain its fertility. For example, a 10 percent increase in land
However, such traditional arrangements cultivated leads to a 2.7 percent increase in
have been overwhelmed ultimately by the direct output effect. However, such an
economywide forces, resulting in reduced increase in cultivated area leads to a reduc-
fallowing, loss of soil fertility, and environ- tion in fallowing, and total biomass declines
mental decline. The best remedy would be 14.5 percent. This, in turn, leads to a 2.5
to revise the land tenure regime to resist percent loss of sustainable agricultural pro-
externally induced pressures. ductivity. Thus, the net effect of expanding

This study analyzes the effects of ongo- the area cultivated (2.7 percent direct output
ing trade liberalization and public employ- effect less 2.5 percent biomass loss effect) is
ment reduction on agricultural productiv- still positive, but a mere 0.2 percent-many
ity and land use in the country's western times smaller than the direct effect alone. In
region. A noteworthy outcome of the policy addition to policy changes, other factors
simulations is that the main source of sup- contribute to expansion of cultivated area:
ply response in agriculture is the expansion large family size, availability of capital,
of cultivated area rather than agricultural and the presence of migrant populations in
intensification. Biomass, measured in terms the area.
of the proportion of land under forest cover,
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The results suggest that, in general, Morocco
economywide price and wage policy re-
forms that do not include changes in land The Morocco study focuses on the linkages
management practices will have very lim- between macroeconomic policies and how
ited impact on national income, once the the existing water allocation system has led
existence of land quality effects is consid- to suboptimal and unsustainable patterns
ered. For example, the effects of further of water use (Goldin and Host 1994). Spe-
reducing implicit taxation of agriculture cifically, low water charges (coupled with
are in general ambiguous, while the effects ineffective collection of these charges) have
of import liberalization are perverse. How- artificially promoted production of water-
ever, reducing the fiscal deficit (through intensive crops such as sugarcane. Thus,
reducing public employment or wages) has rural irrigation water accounts for 92 per-
unambiguously positive effects on agricul- cent of the country's marketed water use.
ture and national income. At the same time, irrigation charges cover

If agricultural price responsiveness re- less than 10 percent of the long-run mar-
lies less on land expansion and more on ginal cost, and the corresponding figure for
intensification, the policy implications urban water tariffs is less than 50 percent.
of trade liberalization would be more fa- Given these policies, it is not surprising
vorable. Currently, Ghana is gradually that a water deficit is projected for Morocco
improving its agricultural research and by the year 2020, notwithstanding the fact
extension service, and this could result that, by the same year, water sector invest-
in future yield increases. However, it is ments will be high.
likely that without institutional reforms The study, however, goes beyond the
and with land still available for cultiva- traditional sectoral remedy of proposing
tion, a significant component of the sup- an increase in water tariffs. It links sectoral
ply response will continue to be based on policyreformswithongoingmacroeconomic
the expansion of agricultural area. This adjustment policies, namely the complete
would have unfortunate implications for removal of nominal trade tariffs, and ana-
sustainable agricultural development. lyzes the overall effects of both sets of re-
Indeed, in the area studied in the western forms. As a consequence of the trade re-
part of the country, the economywide forms, prices of sugar, cereals, oilseeds,
policy reforms lead to an expansion of meat, and dairy products, among other
cultivated area and thus a decline in fal- things, would decline to world levels from
lowing. Environmental and socioeco- their current protected levels. Further, a
nomic data indicate that in terms of its simultaneous introduction of trade and wa-
contribution to agricultural production, ter pricing reforms would imply increased
fallowing (measured as the ratio of forest input prices and a decline in output prices.
biomass to cultivated land) is compa- A computable general equilibrium (CGE)
rable to other more conventional inputs, model is used to trace the impact of these
such as area cultivated, labor, and capi- reforms on output, consumption, imports,
tal. Explicitly incorporating the effect of exports, and the use of factors of produc-
this environmental change reduces the tion (including water) by the different sec-
otherwise substantial positive effect of tors in the economy.
the reform on agricultural output. The To separate out the effects of the sectoral
assessment concludes that complemen- and macroeconomic reforms, the study con-
tary institutional reforms will be needed siders three scenarios: trade reform only,
to ensure that the current income im- water pricing reform only, and a combina-
provements from adjustment reforms will tion of the two. In the first scenario, the
be sustainable. only policy change is a complete removal of
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nominal tariffs (which in 1985 averaged 21 of the problem is not directly connected to
percent for the whole economy and 32 per- the environmental resource. When design-
cent for agriculture). Similarly, in the sec- ing fiscal policies for macroeconomic stabi-
ond scenario, the only change is a doubling lization, it is widely recognized that such
in the price of rural irrigation water. In the policies carry deadweight burdens. An in-
final scenario, the two policy reforms are crease in taxes to reduce effective demand
combined. and generate government revenues gener-

In the first scenario, liberalization of trade ally creates distortions in the economy, es-
alone has positive effects-there is a mar- pecially in the case of taxes unrelated to
ginal rise in real GDP, while household real resource costs-such a tax increase can-
incomes and consumption post significant not be implemented as a lump sum tax. The
gains as import barriers are reduced, ex- conventional view is that the resulting dead-
ports become more competitive, domestic weight burden is due mainly to distortions
purchasing power rises, and resources are in the labor and capital markets. But taxes
allocated more efficiently across the also affect the patterns of location and the
economy. The two major drawbacks, how- structure of production, which in general
ever, are that elimination of tariffs leads to also affect the environmental resource base.
budgetary deficits and domestic water use In this case, the root of the problem is that
increases substantially due to the expan- taxes have incentive effects, and an increase
sionary effects of liberalization-resulting in taxes (to solve a macroeconomic prob-
in increased environmental pressures. lem) therefore has a deadweight burden

In the second scenario, other things be- that includes environmental deterioration.
ing equal, reforming water prices alone It is obvious that, in some cases, the dead-
reduces water use significantly-by 34 per- weight burden will be negative. This would
cent in rural areas and by 29 percent for the be the case when the environmental re-
economy as a whole. This is as would be sources are underpriced and the tax in-
expected. This achievement of static effi- crease takes the form of pricing these re-
ciency, however, is acquired at an economic sources. Here there are three distortions:
cost-real GDP falls by about 0.65 percent, the general macroeconomic distortion, the
and incomes and real consumption of both distortion from tax increases, and the lack
rural and urban households decline by ap- of environmental pricing. With environ-
proximately 1 percent. mental taxes, the macroeconomic policy

In the final scenario, the expansionary ef- objectives can be achieved by taxes that
fects of trade liberalization are retained, but improve the existing allocation of resources.
reforming water prices still induces substan- This situation has given rise to the idea of
tial reductions in agricultural (and economy- a green tax reform. Because taxes on con-
wide) water use. Moreover, this reduction in ventional factors of production (labor and
water consumption occurs against a back- capital) and taxes on commodities are
drop of growth in real GDP in contrast to the distortive-while taxes on underpriced
scenario involving price reform only. Thus, environmental resources improve the effi-
the combination of trade reforms and im- ciency of resource allocation as well as pro-
provedwaterpricingprovidesbotheconomic vide tax revenues-it is thought that such a
and environmental gains. tax reform should have a double dividend.

The first dividend would be the improve-
Effects of taxes ment in the environment, and the second

would be the reduction of deadweight bur-
There are many similar situations in which den from existing taxes. However, recent
macroeconomic policies can have conse- theoretical and empirical work has cast se-
quences for the environment, but the root rious doubt on the existence of the second
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dividend. In fact, a green tax may increase the But in fact, we live in a second-best world,
excess burden from existing taxes with more and this fact gives rise to macro-economic
than the corresponding reduction achieved policy failures with respect to the environ-
by lowering these taxes (Bouvenberg and de ment. Therefore, much needed macroeco-
Mooij 1994). nomic policy reforms should take this into

The same arguments obviously apply also account. If it is found that the environmental
to changes in expenditure patterns. Expendi- side effects will be substantial, either the root
tures for ensuring increased effective demand causes (such as property rights problems)
will certainly have allocation effects, and we should be addressed or, if that is not feasible,
have to argue as above. Whatare the effects of the macroeconomic policy should be appro-
the increased government expenditures on priately modified in order to reduce losses.
the exploitation of environmental resources? Most often, the impacts on the environ-
They may be positive or negative, it is impos- ment from changes in macroeconomic poli-
sible to say a priori. But it is necessary to take cies are channeled through rather complex
these effects into account when designing the and indirect mechanisms in the economy. In
fiscal and expenditure policies. order to identify these side effects, general

The natural and obvious solution to these equilibrium analysis has proven to be quite
problems is, of course, to try to reduce the valuable. In spite of the rather severe prob-
market failure that gives rise to the environ- lems with numerical accuracy, computable
mental degradation and thereby to improve general equilibrium models are at present
on the second-best solution. In the example the only tools available that can help us to
of Botswana, this result can be achieved by identifyrelevantsecond-bestproblemswhen
introducing appropriate property rights, by macroeconomic policies are developed. It
introducing effective environmental legisla- therefore seems to us that an active program
tion that is enforced, and so forth. Whenever of amalgamating macro-economic objectives
possible, this route should be followed. How- with environmental objectives could be pur-
ever, in many cases, this is not possible. For sued in the context of general equilibrium
example, the root of the problem may lie in models.
old cultural patterns that cannot be changed
in the short run (as in the Ghana case), or it Appendix 5-1. Model of the second-
might lie in the difficulty of monitoring prop- best nature of macroeconomic policies
erty rights or enforcing environmental pro-
tection legislation. The purpose of this appendix is to show in a

Furthermore, because lump sum taxes are formal mathematical model the second-best
not feasible, it follows that there will always nature of macroeconomic policies when there
be deadweight burdens. Ideally, the tax sys- are environmental externalities that are not
tem should be designed to minimize the total internalized. Because the purpose is only to
deadweight burden (taking due account of exemplify the second-best nature, the macro-
distributional impacts). However, effects on economic model has been chosen on the
the environment should then be included in grounds of simplicity. Thus, the macro-eco-
measurement of the deadweight burden. The nomic model is basically the general equilib-
model in appendix 5-1 shows how that canbe rium model analyzed by Patinkin (1965). In
done in simple cases. this model, it is assumed that individuals

value real balances for various reasons
Summary and conclusioins (mainly to reduce transaction costs) and

that the demand for such balances is deter-
Too often, economists have assumed that we mined by prices, wealth, and initial bal-
live in a first-best world and have based ance. Furthermore, Patinkin assumes (at
policyrecommendationsonthatassumption. least in one chapter) that wages are sticky.
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Thuswewillconsideradisequilibriummodel, (5A-4) x = f(Ld, E).
in spite of the fact that such models are not
considered adequate (basically because they Note that emission of pollutants is re-
do not explain the stickiness of wages). garded as a factor of production. Let us

Let there be a representative consumer assume that the government is internaliz-
with a utility function ing the emissions by charging the firms

M with q per ton emitted. The profit is then
(5A-1) U = U(x, E, L5 , -)

P (5A-5) it = pf(Ld, E) - wLd - qE.

where x is demand for the consumption
good, E is a vector of emissions of pollut- Maximizing profits yields the following
ants to the environment, Ls is the desired demand and supply functions:
supply of labor, M is the demanded nomi-
nal money balance, and p is the price for the x = x(p, w, q)
consumption good. Thus 1 / p is the price of (5A-6) Ld = Ld(p, w, q)
money. The inclusion of money in the util- E = E(p, w, q).
ity functions has been severely criticized - -

(see, for example, Arrow and Hahn 1971). Let us now consider the public sector.
However, this is not the place to discuss The government is responsible for taxing
that criticism. the individuals, for controll!ng the mloney

The budget constraint for the representa- supply, and for controlling the emissions to
tive consumer can be written the environment. The budget in the public

sector looks like
(5A-2) px+M+T=wLd+MO

(5A-7) T+M+qE=O.
where w is the wage rate, Ld is the de-

mand for labor (which in the case of wage If the government has determined the
stickiness may be different from the de- marginal willingness to pay for environ-
sired supply), and T is the lump sum tax mental improvements and set the emis-
paid by the consumer. sions charge equal to this marginal willing-

With a fixed wage rate, the demand for ness to pay, then:
labor, Ld, must be smaller or equal to the
supply of labor, LS. DU/IE

Utility maximization subject to the bud- (5A-8) q = P u/iax = 4(P E, Mo, w).
get constraint (and to the constraint that
labor supply must not exceed labor de-
mand) yields the following net demand Here, 0 gives the marginal willingness to
functions for goods and money: pay for the public good as a function of the

variables determining the budget constraint

x=d (p, E, MO, w) for the individual. By this assumption, we(5A-3) M =Md (p, E, Mo, w)- are assured that there will always be an
optimal level of pollution.

Assume for the moment that wages are
Let us now turn to the supply of goods flexible so that the labor market clears. Then

and services. We assume that production of it follows from the model that money is
all goods and services is characterized by neutral and a change in the money supply
constant returns to scale. The production has no real consequences. Furthermore, the
follows the following production functions: resulting allocation of resources is efficient.

However, the point to be made has to do
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with sticky wages. Therefore assume that In order to study this closer, let us depart
the wage rate is exogenously given: from the assumption that the emission

charge is optimal. On the contrary, assume
(5A-9) w = wi. that q is less than the marginal willingness

to pay for pollution abatement. In such a
If w is high enough, the total demand for situation, what is the effect of an increase in

labor is less than the exogenously given money supply? Differentiating the utility
supply, LI, and there is unemployment. function yields:
Now there is room for government macro-
economic policies. An increase in the money dU = U,dx + UEdE + ULdL + UMd&
supply now affects the real economy. The M
mechanism is the conventional one. After (5A-10) = pdx - qdE + usdL + Yd-
an increase in the money supply, each indi- M
vidual finds himself with too high real bal- = - us)dL - (q - q)dE + Yd-.
ances, which increases his net demand for P
goods and services. This increases the prices
of goods and services in general and thereby The first parenthesis indicates that an
reduces the real money balance held by increase in the demand for labor increases
individuals and increases the output and welfare as the fixed wage rate exceeds the
therefore the demand for labor. It follows reservation wage, ws. The second parenthe-
that the real wage rate falls, and in the end sis indicates, however, that the increase in
it is possible to reach a situation with full pollution reduces well-being as the mar-
employment. However, in the process, the ginal willingness to pay exceeds the emis-
emissions have probably increased, and the sion charge. If the emission charge would
environment has therefore probably dete- have been equal to the marginal willing-
riorated. This is as it should be, because the ness to pay, then it would obviously have
polluters are paying the marginal social been optimal to increase the money supply
cost of pollution. The gains from increasing until the reservation wage rate equals the
the employment exceed the loss in environ- fixed wage rate. However, in the face of a
mental quality. less than optimal pollution charge, this is

If the marginal social cost of pollution not optimal. In fact, the formula above says
rises very sharply with increases in pollu- that the increase in money supply should
tion, the end result is only marginal in- be smaller than what would correspond to
creases in emissions and the monetary ex- full employment. Thus, if it is not possible to
pansion causes reallocations between dif- optimize the allocation rule regarding the envi-
ferent sectors so that less polluting sectors ronment, it is not optimal to try to achieve
expand and more polluting sectors con- optimal macroeconomic policies.
tract. In the end, full employment is gener-
ally reached. Notes

Obviously, if the marginal willingness to
pay for environmental quality is inelastic 1. A billion is 1,000 million. All dollars are
with respect to emissions and if the emis- U.S. dollars.
sions per ton of output are very high, there 2. That is, the production possibilities are
may not exist a full employment equilib- characterized by nonincreasing returns
rium. However, we will disregard that pos- to scale and to individual production fac-
sibility because plants always have ways of tors, and the consumption preferences can
abating emissions other than reducing pro- be characterized by indifference curves,
duction. which are convex toward the origin.
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Environmental Impacts of Structural Adjustment:
The Social Dimension

David Reed

One of the conclusions to be drawn from the World Wildlife Fund's study, Structural
Adjustment and the Environment, is that an analytical approach that attempts to document the
impact of structural reforms on the environment must take into account not only the direct
economic and environmental changes but also the social dimension-in order to give a full
accounting of indirect impacts on the environment (Reed 1992). A growing number of
studies, including the World Bank's recent study, Economywide Policies and the Environment
(Munasinghe and Cruz 1994), have attempted to understand the impact of economic
restructuring programs on the environment by looking at the relationship between specific
economic instruments and particular environmental problems. This is a reductionist and,
unfortunately, incomplete approach. The linkages such an approach establishes between
economic instruments and environmental problems may be accurate per se. However,
conclusions derived from this approach may be misleading because they tell only part of the
story. Specific instruments of economic reform programs seldom have a direct effect on
environmental problems. They are transmitted through society by its changing class
structure, shifting social relations, and evolving institutions. Thus, to understand the full
impact of adjustment on the environment, one must first understand how structural
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adjustment is changing society at large, * Liberalization of the economy has at-
and, from that broad social vantage point, tracted significant foreign direct invest-
it becomes possible to interpret the envi- ment, particularly to the extractive sec-
ronmental consequences of the reform pro- tor (such as gold and bauxite), that is
gram. having significant environmental im-

pacts in the interior of the country.
The Venezuela case study: Impact on . Increased reliance on oil reserves to ad-
labor markets and the environment dress the country's fiscal and financial

crises has postponed efforts to imple-
To illustrate the importance of this issue, ment m ostrinen envirta on-
consider the results of two of the country trot ore ptroleum intry.
studies included in the World Wildlife trols overthepetroleumindustry.
Fund's second study on the impact of struc- By including an analysis of the social
tural reforms on the environment in nine dimension of adjustment polices, a far more
developing countries. The first case study comprehensive and accurate picture
is Venezuela (CENDES 1994). The Venezu- evolves. The social dimension of Vene-
elan restructuring package-the great turn- zuela's reform program was provided by
around of 1989-sought to restore macro- analyzing the impact of adjustment on the
economic equilibria (fiscal, external, mon- country's labor market. In this regard, ad-
etary, and financial balance) and to bring justment has had the following impacts:
prices, public utility rates, and the exchange * Rural to urban migration has acceler-
rate in line with economic conditions. Ac- ated.
cording to the officially stated objectives, * Distributional inequities have grown by
these reforms would generate growth with- about 5 percent: incomes of the lower
out inflation, reduce unemployment, and and middle classes have fallen dramati-
shift the country to an outward-oriented cally, and the distance between those
development path. This reform program classes and the wealthy has increased to
included revitalization of the country's stag- an alarming degree.
nant agricultural sector. However, after five
years of implementation, the real impact of There has been a sgnificant increase in
the reform process has been to induce pro- the number of workers earmng less than
tracted stagflation, growth of fiscal and v
external deficits, decline in real income, * The index of job precariousness has in-
and a dramatic expansion of poverty. In creased.
fact, the major structural impact of the ad- * There has been a relative and absolute
justment process has been to restructure decline in agricultural employment.
the country's labor market. In the context of these social impacts, let

An analysis of the environmental im-pnact lysis of these eoeonomicreformsnthat i us consider again the environmental conse-
pacts of these macroeconomic reformsctoat quences of macroeconomic restructuring.
Only links the macroeconomic and sectoral To the three environmental impacts men-
instruments to the country's major envi- tindaoewecnddheflwng
ronmental problems reveals three major
impacts of the reforms: * The accelerated rural to urban migration

has severely intensified urban environmen-
* Fiscal cutbacks have led to a significant tal degradation and significantly increased

decline in public resources for environ- uan heath and sanitatio prems.
menta manaementand evironental urban health and sanitation problems.mental management and environmental

infrastructure. * The urbanization process has intensified
pressure on water resources in the central
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part of the country and in major urban agencies responsible for environmental
areas. management. In the second stage, with

* Disregard for the agricultural sector has USAID still acting as overall coordinator of
intensified degradation of the rural envi- the reform process, the World Bank, the
ronment and agricultural lands. International Monetary Fund, and the In-

ter-American Development Bank entered
* An increase in rural poverty has intensified the reform process. These multilateral in-

pressure on protected areas through ex- stitutions financed specific reform pro-
panded agricultural intrusion and fishing grams that included two structural adjust-
andhunting conflicts betweenrural commu- ment loans, trade liberalization, and finan-
nities and the national parks system. cial sector and fiscal reforms. One of the

* Declining income in middle- and low- main objectives of the externally financed
income neighborhoods has weakened the reforms was to shift the economic base of
capacity of neighborhood associations the country away from traditional agricul-
and nongovernmental organizations to tural products and toward the export of
carry out their very important activities nontraditional agricultural products and
for managing local resources. light industrial goods.

In short, adjustment has not only failed If traditional macroeconomic indicators
to increase economic productivity and effi- were the main criteria for evaluating the
ciency but also reduced the standard of reform program, the adjustment process
living of middle- and low-income groups would be declared a success. For example,
and locked the society into patterns of mis- inflation is down, balance of payments defi-
management of its natural resources. cits are being reduced, foreign resources

are increasing, and fiscal imbalances are

The El Salvador case study: being corrected. These indicators, however,
Impact on political economy are deceptive, because the adjustment pro-

cess has not shifted the economy onto a
and the environment more productive and sustainable basis.

The second example is El Salvador (PRISMA Consider, for example, the fact that there
1994). This country study illustrates how have been no improvement in nontradi-
structural adjustment affects a country's tional exports as intended, no improve-
political economy, which, in turn, directly ment in traditional exports, and only mini-
affects the environment. There have been mal expansion in industrial capacity.
two stages in the recent macroeconomic If the basic structural adjustment has not
reforms of El Salvador. The first stage was been accomplished, what then has gener-
implemented by the U.S. Agency for Inter- ated the apparent improvement reflected
national Development (USAID) as an inte- in standard measures of economic perfor-
gral part of the U.S. government's efforts to mance? The answer, which can be summa-
address the underlying economic and po- rized in the following points, iS complex
litical contradictions that ultimately gave and disturbing.
rise to civil war in the 1980s. As part of the * Adjustment has shifted El Salvador to a
broad social transformation, USAID sought tertiary, service-based economy, not a
two basic economic reforms during the early more productive agricultural or indus-
adjustment process: exchange rate and fis- trial economy. Adjustment has helped
cal policy reforms. This reform package economic elites to regain the dominant
also led to the dismantling of many govern- position in most profitable sectors of the
mental institutions including government economy, which are now the commercial

and financial sectors.
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* Recent economic expansion is occurring many parts of the country. Adjustment
through a rapid urbanization process has encouraged the urban growth with-
based not on industrial growth, but rather out providing for improved urban envi-
on commercial expansion and speculation. ronmental management.

* Improvement in economic indicators has The earlier destruction of environmental
been possible owing, in large part, to the management institutions that occurred
economy's deepening dependence on the under USAID tutelage has not been re-
inflow of foreign capital. The sources of versed. Fiscal retrenchment under adjust-
foreign currency are primarily worker ment coupled with the lack of political com-
remittances and official development as- mitment, has left the country with no co-
sistance, which have been abundant in herent, integrated set of institutions to ad-
recent years. (It should not be forgotten dress the deepening environmental crisis.
that social and economic problems, par- In short, by failing to address underlying
ticularly in the rural sector, led up to one- social inequities, by consolidating control
fifthofthecountry'spopulationtomigrate of elites over the most dynamic sectors of
to other countries, particularly the United the economy, by deepening dependence on
States, during the past decade.) external financing, and by failing to ad-

* Adjustment has not restructured the dress underlying environmental problems,
agricultural sector. Rather, it has con- adjustment has not put El Salvador on a
solidated existing social and economic more productive or sustainable develop-
relations in that sector, including stark ment path.
social inequities and skewed patterns of
landownership. Conclusions

In consideration of the impact of the re- These two examples illustrate why the so-
forms on the county's political economy, a cial dimension of adjustment programs
clearer reading of the environmental impact must be integrated into an analysis of the
of adjustment becomes possible. The envi- impact of structural reforms on the envi-
ronmental impacts of this restructuring ronment. They illustrate how economic re-
process include: forms change class structures and social

* Traditional land management relations relations in adjusting societies and how, in
and practices that lead to the deforesta- turn, such reforms can have negative, long-
tion of the country, serious erosion of term environmental impacts. These two
farmlands, and contamination of soils examples also raise questions about the
with pesticides have remained in place. viability of the World Bank's current win-
These relations promise to intensify ru- win strategy. That strategy encourages
ral environmental degradation. policymakers to give priority to policy re-

forms that increase economic efficiency
* Watershed management throughout the while also generating positive environmen-

country has deteriorated dramatically tal changes.
over the past decades. The reform pro- The examples of Venezuela and El Salva-
gram has consolidated social and eco- dor oblige analysts to ask what impact ap-
nomic relations that generated this envi- parent win-win interventions have on the
ronmental crisis, and, consequently, fur- broader social fabric of adjusting countries
ther degradation of watershed manage- that, in turn, can possibly generate nega-
ment can be expected in the future. tive environmental impacts. The two ex-

* Accelerated urban expansion and accom- amples suggest that unless changes in so-
panying pollution are threatening to con- cial structures and social relations are ex-
taminate water resources throughout amined adequately, win-win situations in
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appearance may actually consolidate un- Munasinghe, Mohan, and Wilfrido Cruz.
derlying social contradictions and thereby 1994. Economywide Policies and the Envi-
aggravate already serious environmental ronment: Lessons from Experience. Envi-
problems. ronment Paper 10. Washington, D.C.:
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PJonicy issues in internationat iraae ana mne
Environment with Special Reference to Agriculture

Nico Heerink, Arie Kuyvenhoven, and Futian Qu

The increasing awareness of environmental problems with international or global dimen-
sions in recent years has led to a growing interest among policymakers in the interactions
between international trade and the environment. At the same time, it has caused an
upsurge of scientific work that intends to provide a theoretical background for policy
decisions on international trade and the environment. For some of the issues involved, a
growing consensus seems to have been reached in the literature with respect to the most
appropriate policy measures. Other issues, particularly the alleged environmental effects of
trade liberalization policies, remain highly controversial.

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss some of the major policy issues in the field of
international trade and the environment as well as the answers provided in the literature,
using the current state of environment and trade theory. With regard to the contended
environmental effects of trade liberalization, an effort is made here to develop an analytical
framework that can serve as a basis for further research.

Environmental policies are discussed in the first two sections. Adoption of (theoretically
sound) environmental policies generally leads to changes in trade flows, as the correction
of previous market failures changes comparative advantages between countries. The
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introduction of environmental policies also eralization models is reviewed and evalu-
raises a number of questions regarding a ated. One important element that deserves
country's competitiveness, international much more attention is the effect of trade
harmonization of environmental standards liberalization on soil degradation in devel-
and measures, and the potential role of oping countries. This topic is discussed next.
trade measures. For analytical purposes, The main types of soil degradation in de-
domestic environmental effects are distin- veloping countries are reviewed, and an
guished from transborder or global envi- analysis is presented of the effects on soil
ronmental effects. The next section exam- degradation of price changes that result
ines consequences of national environmen- from agricultural trade liberalization. It is
tal policies for international trade, followed argued that the current controversy in ideas
by an examination of international envi- about whether higher prices will lead to
ronmental problems and the related use of increased soil degradation can be explained
trade measures. by the fact that different authors address

Another important policy issue is the differentaspectsoftherelationshipbetween
impact of trade and trade liberalization on soil degradation and price changes. Finally,
the environment. According to the theory the chapter presents policy conclusions and
of international trade, free trade maximizes suggestions for future research.
national and global welfare provided envi-
ronmental externalities are corrected National environmental policies
through appropriate policies (and various and international trade
standard assumptions about the function-
ing of markets are satisfied). These correc- Domestic environmental problems can, in
tive policy measures should be such that principle, be resolved by purely domestic
producers take into account the social costs policy choices. These choices are made on
of production for export. the basis of various considerations and pri-

However, for various reasons, govern- orities. Different countries have different
ments often adopt policies that intervene natural resources, different natural condi-
with free trade. Moreover, until now cor- tions, and different environmental assimi-
rective environmental policies have rarely lative capacities. Furthermore, the priority
been undertaken. Therefore, this chapter given to environmental quality differs from
examines the potential impacts of trade country to country. Poor countries gener-
liberalization on the environment by first ally attach lower priority to environmental
presenting a theoretical framework. It is quality than rich countries do.
argued that the overall effect of trade liber-
alization on the environment can be posi- International harmonization
tive or negative, depending on the case
examined. Empirically estimated models There is a growing consensus in the literature
of the different counteracting effects are that, in the case of national environmental
needed to assess the direction and magni- problems, international harmonization of
tude of the relationship for each case. Thus environmental standards is neither neces-
presentation of the theoretical framework sary nor desirable (see, for example, Dean
is followed by examination of trade liberal- 1992; GATT 1992; Subramanian 1992;
ization in agricultural products, which Verbruggen 1991). Comparative advantage
forms an important item in recent trade is based on the existence of differences be-
liberalization efforts. The outcome of re- tween countries: differences in resource en-
cent studies that try to assess the potential dowments, production conditions (includ-
environmental effects on the basis of the ing technology), and consumption prefer-
simulation results of agricultural trade lib- ences. The gains from trade or international
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specialization derive from this difference. Subramanian concludes that where there
The environment is one element of possible are no physical spillovers, there ought to be
differences between countries. a serious presumption against the use of

A country is considered to have environ- trade restrictive action-be it in the form of
mental abundance if it has a relatively large contingent protection action (counter-
assimilative capacity. This capacity is de- vailing or antidumping duty), competitive
termined not only by the physical ability of subsidization, or attempts to harmonize
its water, air, and land to absorb waste but pollution standards (Subramanian 1992, p.
also by the level of pollutants the society is 142). In contrast, Daly and Goodland (1994)
willing to tolerate (Blackhurst 1977; Dean argue that trading rules should recognize
1992). that externalities are, in effect, environmen-

In the eyes of domestic producers, differ- tal subsidies, which are as economically
ences between countries in their environ- distorting and unfair as any financial sub-
mental policies are often regarded as un- sidy. In their view, GATT (General Agree-
fair, because they give rise to differences in ment on Tariffs and Trade) rules should
competitiveness. Lower standards abroad discourage such eco-dumping and permit
regarding pollution are perceived as detri- countries to protect themselves against eco-
mental to competitiveness. Political pres- dumping by others. The analysis by Daly
sures to lower the standards at home or to and Goodland neglects the presence of dif-
eradicate any trade created by the differ- ferences in abatement costs and differences
ences in standards are the logical culmina- in environmental preferences between
tion of this line of thought. However, when countries. The lower the abatement costs or
the environmental problems are strictly the lower the priority attached to environ-
domestic, the differences in policies are mental quality, the smaller the size of a
properly regarded as domestic choices country's environmental subsidy. Environ-
reflecting, among other factors, the do- mental standards should therefore be de-
mestic tradeoffs between income and the termined locally, and import tariffs to cor-
environment. A country with a high pref- rect for differences in environmental stan-
erence for environmental quality should dards would be misdirected instruments
accepttheconsequencesforitsinternational (see also Dean 1992; Pearson 1987). The
market position. Differences in costs of countries that would suffer most from such
production due to differences in stan- protectivepoliciesarecountrieswithahigh
dards can well be an additional source of preference for income growth and a rela-
gainful trade among these nations, as are tively low preference for environmental
any number of other natural advantages quality (for example, predominantly low-
(GATT 1992, p. 29). income countries) and countries with rela-

It is also important to recognize that, in tively low abatement costs.
principle, there is no difference between Although international harmonization of
the unfair competition argument regard- standards should generally not be pursued
ing environmental standards and argu- in the case of domestic environmental prob-
ments that could be advanced for remedial lems, harmonization of the form of envi-
action against lax population policies, large ronmental policy (principles and measures)
expenditures on education, policies encour- is highly desirable. A uniform system of
aging capital formation or the immigration financing environmental measures is
of skilled labor, or other policies influencing needed to avoid distortions in international
competitive advantage (GATT 1992, p. 29; trade that result from differences in imple-
Subramanian 1992, p. 141). All these policies mentation measures. The polluter pays prin-
can favor or harm the competitive position of ciple (PPP) could serve as a guiding prin-
specific sectors within a country. ciple in this respect. Global adherence to
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this principle would diminish tensions be- tween 1 and 3 percent of total industry costs
tween trade and the environment. (see the studies cited in Subramanian 1992, p.

142). There is some evidence of cross-border
Impact on trade relocation by firms in response to differences

in environmental policies, but the evidence
What will be the impact of environmental (viewed on a world scale) certainly does not
regulation on trade? When a country unilat- sugest assive snvestmenrraiolatdons (Da

erll inrdue eniomna poiy,cm su ggest massive investment relocations (Deanerallyt itroduces environmentalpolicy,com- 1992, pp. 16-20; GATT 1992, p. 31). Reduced
parative advantage in the production of the evrnetlcssara r fe on
damage-intensive good will move in favor of eronmanced botheronderatin suca

its compettors. Whe the county is smal, terbalanced by other considerations, such asits competitors. When the country is small, labor availability and quality, wage rates,
productionwill decline and foreign exchange supporting infrastructure, tax incentives,
earnings will be reduced. A large country spotn nrsrcue a netvsearnigs wll b redced. lare contry market size, transport costs, and country risk.
that is a net exporter will enjoy an increase in
its terms of trade, because the world price Externalities of imported goods
will rise. Cost increases will be passed on to
the importing countries. In general, how- A different issue arises when the consump-
ever, the introduction of environmental mea- tion of an imported good causes pollution or
sures will shift resources from regulating to affects health and safety. It is only reasonable
nonregulating countries. The flow is often that these goods be subjected to the same
from industrial countries to low-income coun- taxes or regulations as the domestic versions,
tries, which then become the home of the because the externalities arise from the con-
world's pollutive industries and a market for sumption of the products (rather than their
restricted chemicals and drugs. In the long production) and therefore are independent
term, this can create problems in the ofwheretheproductswereproduced(GATT
nonregulating country. First, regulating coun- 1992, pp. 31-33).1 Import restrictions are a
tries may gain from the development of envi- proper tool for enforcing domestic consump-
ronment-friendly technologies and products. tion bans or domestic standards. For example,
Second, when resources degrade and pro- a ban on domestic smoking would also re-
ductivitydecreasesinthenonregulatingcoun- quire the prohibition of imported cigarettes,
try, competitiveness will ultimately decline. and compliance with domestic emissions
Whether or not such effects occur depends, of standards would require a ban on cars not
course, on the natural conditions and the fitted with the appropriate catalytic converter
environmental assimilative capacity in the (Subramanian 1992, p. 150).
nonregulating country. Third, when the regu- An important distinction in this respect is
lating country obtains a leading position in the one between measures related to prod-
the development and production of environ- ucts and measures related to production and
ment-friendly products or when resources processing methods.2 When environmental
degrade and productivity declines elsewhere, taxes are levied on domestic products, then
the regulating country may eventually re- similar measures can be taken against for-
gain its comparative advantage. eign imports of the same products. However,

How strong is the impact of environmental when measures are taken to influence envi-
regulation on the relocation of productive ronmentally harmful production or process-
activities? Empirical studies generally show ing methods of domestic firms, then GATT
that cost differences due to differences in does not allow unilateral measures tobe taken
environmental regulations are relatively against foreign products that are produced
small. A number of studies show that even in or processed in a similar, environmentally
the most pollution-intensive industries, pol- harmful, way.
lution-abatement costs constitute only be- An example is the well-known dispute
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over imports into the United States of Mexi- dependent of whether the problem is do-
can tuna that did not meet the U.S. dolphin mestic or international. The optimal instru-
protection standards. The GATT panel found ment for a problem is the one among the list
that a contracting party should not be permit- of feasible instruments whose base is most
ted to take trade measures to enforce its own closely related to the source of the market
laws regarding animals or natural resources failure. Thus, trade-based instruments are
outside its jurisdiction. If this were possible, generally second-best instruments to cor-
then any country could ban imports merely rect the environmental failure relative to
because the exporting country pursues envi- production- and consumption-based instru-
ronmental and health policies different from ments. In very few cases is international
its own. The panel upheld, however, the U.S. trade in commodities the actual cause of an
law regulating labeling of tuna products as environmental problem (Lloyd 1992, pp.
"Dolphin Safe" (GATT 1992, pp. 26-27). The 67-69).
use of labeling requirements constitutes a The difficulty with policies aimed at abat-
less controversial approach to these prob- ing transborder or global environmental
lems, because it allows consumers the free- problems, however, is the absence of a su-
dom to exercise their preference against eco- pranational enforcement authority. Na-
unfriendly processes or products (Sub- tional jurisdiction and sovereignty have to
ramanian 1992, p. 150). be respected. The enforcement of environ-

The distinction between products, on the mental policy stops at a nation's border.
one hand, and production and processing Cooperation of other countries can be se-
methods, on the other, can have a negative cured on a voluntary basis only. Intergov-
effect on the efficiency of environmental poli- ernmental cooperation is essential to find-
cies (Heerink and others 1994). When a pro- ing a solution. Both efficiency and equity
duction method is environmentally harmful, considerations must be addressed as part
then the optimal policy would influence the of such a solution.
productionprocessthroughanemissionstax Efficiency issues arise when costs of
or other direct instruments. A less efficient abatement differ from country to country.
policy is to tax the product in question. For These differences should be taken into ac-
reasons of international competitiveness, count in order to minimize the global costs
however,thesecondoptionmaybepreferred of reducing environmental damage. The
because it implies that competitive imports contribution of each country to solving the
can also be subjected to taxation. When mea- problem should vary inversely with the
sures related to production or processing costs of abatement. Equity issues arise be-
methods are taken against domestic firms, cause a country's contribution to the glo-
then GATT rules do not allow similar protec- bally efficient cleanup effort may not match
tivemeasurestobetakenagainstcompetitive either its share of the pollution being emit-
foreign imports. ted or its ability to pay. Securing multilat-

eral cooperation will not be easy in such
International environmental situations (GATT 1992, p. 34).
problems and trade measures Maler (1990) characterizes international

negotiations on environmental problems
Use of trade measures as a game in which those who gain from

cooperation must devise rules so that coun-
Trade interventions are tempting instru- tries that would otherwise lose have an
ments for dealing with transborder or glo- incentive to agree to play the game. He
bal physical spillovers. In principle, how- concludes that there will be many situa-
ever, the choice of the appropriate inter- tions where the victim pays principle
vention to correct the market failure is in- (VPP)--that is, transfers from the country
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whose environment has been degraded to tries that have a high ratio of (growing)
the country that degrades the environ- forests to domestic carbon emissions are
ment-will be necessary in order to achieve not paid for exporting carbon absorption
an efficient solution. The transfers will give services to the rest of the world, they have
the losing countries an incentive to cooper- little incentive to take such services into
ate. Adherence to the polluter pays prin- account when deciding how to use their
ciple (PPP) would lead to the noncoopera- forests. The result is most likely a faster rate
tion of these countries and the collapse of of deforestation than would otherwise oc-
the game. cur. Rather than being threatened with re-

According to the GATT (1992), positive strictions on their exports, it seems logical
incentives are the best way to achieve sus- that these countries should be offered com-
tained intergovernmental cooperation pensation for exporting carbon absorption
when such cooperation is not voluntarily (and biodiversity) services.
forthcoming. Positive incentives can include Resource transfers themselves will affect
offers of financial assistance and transfers global environmental quality, because in-
of environmentally friendly technology di- come levels and environmental quality are
rectly related to the problem at hand or highly correlated. For example, resource
(more broadly based) offers to increase for- transfers to low-income countries may re-
eign aid, to lessen debt problems, and to duce poverty-induced environmental deg-
make nondiscriminatory reductions in trade radation in these countries (Subramanian
barriers. Negative incentives--in particu- 1992, p. 148).
lar, the use of (unilateral) trade measures Although trade measures should gener-
against products not related to the environ- ally not be used to correct market failures
mental problem at hand (as advocated, for that create environmental problems, multi-
example, by Ekins, Folke, and Costanza lateral trade measures can play a role in the
1994)-are not an effective way to promote promotion and enforcement of international
cooperation. Given the justifiable basis for cooperation on environmental issues (see
a diversity of environmental standards Blackhurst and Subramanian 1992; GATT
among countries, it is important to mini- 1992; Subramanian 1992; Verbruggen 1991).
mize the risk of solutions being imposed by Multilateral trade provisions (applicable to
the larger or richer countries (through their products directly related to the environ-
greater economic or political power). Fur- mental problem) may be used to enforce
thermore, by generating resentment and and sustain multilateral agreements. Their
commercial frictions, negative incentives primary purpose is to prevent the agreement
reduce the prospects for intergovernmen- from being undermined by trade between
tal cooperation on future problems (GATT nonparticipants and participants. Trade pro-
1992, pp. 21, 36). visions are generally such that nonpartici-

The debate over deforestation and global pants are at a disadvantage. They therefore
warming may be used to illustrate some of create a positive incentive to join the agree-
the issues (GATT 1992, pp. 34-35, 38). It is ment (Blackhurst and Subramanian 1992).
generally accepted that reducing carbon
dioxide (CO2) levels involves both reduced Impact on trade
CO2 emissions and action to slow or reverse
deforestation, but opinions differ as to What will be the impact of multilateral
which approach to emphasize. One way of environmental agreements on international
viewing the situation is that growing for- trade flows? It is difficult to draw general
ests provide carbon absorption services to conclusions, because the resulting changes
a world that is dumping increasing amounts in trade flows clearly depend on the precise
of carbon into the atmosphere. Since coun- contents of the agreement in question and
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its implementation. When a tax is intro- greater environmental degradation (assum-
duced on a specific environmentally dam- ing no changes in environmental policies
aging commodity, the profits made by pro- or production methods). In addition, the
ducers of the good will decrease, the price increase in trade flows will intensify trans-
paid by users will rise (depending on the port-related externalities. On the other
prevailing market conditions), or both. The hand, others (predominantly economists)
volume of international trade in the envi- have claimed that trade liberalization will
ronmentally damaging good will generally often benefit the environment. For example,
decline. Studies on the introduction of car- the GATT (1992) argues that there is no
bon taxes by Whalley (1991) and Whalley reason to assume that growth of per capita
and Wigle (1991), using a global general income (boosted by expanding trade) nec-
equilibrium model, indicate that interre- essarily, or even on average, damages the
gional gains and losses are highly depen- environment, because increases in per
dent on the type of tax implemented but are capita income provide more resources to
not insignificant in size. When a global tax contain environmental damage and make
is introduced on the production of green- people better aware of the need to devote
house energy products, and the tax rev- resources to the environment. Moreover,
enues are distributed proportionally to the better trade opportunities facilitate the
population size, then the oil exporting re- implementation of environment-improving
gion will suffer a terms of trade loss, while processes, and trade in recycled inputs ran
nonoil exporting developing countries will help countries to economize on resource
experience an overall gain (Whalley and use (GATT 1992, pp. 19-20). Other propo-
Wigle 1991). Other potential elements of nents of trade liberalization argue that lib-
multilateral agreements can have either a eralization increases production efficiency
direct (trade sanctions or trade provisions) and reduces pressure on resources, because
or indirect (side payments to compensate countries tend to specialize in those goods
losing countries) impact on the pattern of that use relatively abundant factors of pro-
international trade in products related and duction (Heckscher-Ohlin model), and that
not related to the problem at hand. increasesin income alleviatepoverty-related
Quantitative models that describe the rela- environmental pressures and induce a tran-
tionships between the most important com- sition to sustainable production methods.
ponents of a multilateral agreement and When environmental policies of trading
international trade in related and unrelated partners are such that environmental exter-
commodities are needed to assess the re- nalities are corrected in an appropriate way,
sulting impacts. trade liberalization will increase national

and global welfare (provided a number of
Trade liberalization standard assumptions on the functioning
and the environment: of markets are satisfied). However, despite
Theoretical considerations their desirability from a welfare-economic

point of view, first-best environmental poli-
The potential impact of trade liberalization cies may not be adopted for political or
on environmental degradation has been other reasons. Instead, governments often
hotly debated in recent years. On the one rely on second-best or third-best policies or
hand, environmentalists often claim that if do not address certain environmental prob-
production or consumption of a good has lems at all. The discussion on the environ-
negative environmental effects, then the mental impact of trade liberalization mainly
expansion of world output of that good focuses on situations where appropriate
following trade liberalization will lead to environmental policies are lacking.3 No
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simple, unequivocal answer can be given that is locally abundant but globally scarce,
with regard to the impact of trade liberal- then this resource could better be conserved
ization in such situations. Besides the argu- than traded (Runge 1993, p. 19).
ments mentioned above, an analysis of this Besides changing the international pat-
question should also take into account the tern of production, trade growth also in-
effect of increases in income on technology creases the total scale of economic activity.
and commodity mix. The increase in in- This raises the question of whether envi-
come and change in relative price that re- ronmental damage increases in proportions
sult from trade liberalization are likely to the same as or similar to the scale of activ-
induce changes in production technologies. ity. Empirical analyses of changes over time
In the absence of appropriate environmen- in different countries indicate that pollu-
tal policies, the environmental effects of tion increases at a decreasing rate with gross
such changes in technology can be positive domestic product (GDP) per capita up to a
or negative. In addition, increases in in- certain threshold. After the threshold
come resulting from trade liberalization (which is at about $5,000 for sodium diox-
will change the composition of consump- ide), the level of pollution decreases
tion and production. Externalities related (Grossman and Krueger 1993; World Bank
to consumption and production differ 1992, p. 40). According to Runge (1993),
greatly from commodity to commodity. The this nonlinear relationship between scale
resulting environmental impact of income of economic activity and pollution indi-
increases is therefore difficult to assess. cates that other forces are at work, influenc-

According to Runge (1993), five separate ing how growth due in part to trade affects
effects of trade growth on the environment the level of environmental quality. These
may be distinguished, namely the effects forces include the composition of output,
on (1) allocative efficiency, (2) scale of eco- technology, and policy decisions.
nomic activity, (3) output composition, (4) The composition of output plays an im-
technology, and (5) environmental policy. portant role when increases in GDP lead to
The overall effect of trade on the environ- shifts in production from industrial sectors
ment is the sum of these separate impacts, with high levels of pollution to services
which may be positive or negative, depend- with lower levels of pollution. This change
ing on the case examined. in the composition of output reduces total

The theory of comparative advantage pollution levels, offsetting some of the scale
stipulates that trade promotes allocative effects of economic growth through trade
efficiency by inducing patterns of produc- (Runge 1993, p. 23).
tion that are less wasteful than they would A fourth way in which trade may affect
be if every country tried to produce a full the environment is through changes in tech-
range of goods and services itself. In this nology. As higher value is given to envi-
sense, more open trade leads to higher lev- ronmental quality with increases in income,
els of economic satisfaction than inward- markets for green technologies may de-
looking policies closed to trade and also velop and grow. The development of new
reduces waste of scarce resources. This environmental technologies may be accom-
means that, for a given endowment of re- panied by changes in traditional technolo-
sources, trade will be less wasteful than gies that lower the overall level of residuals
autarchy, the absence of trade (Runge 1993, and hazards from manufacturing processes
p. 18). However, the exercise of compara- (Runge 1993, pp. 23-24).
tive advantage and more open trade is it- Finally, growth in GDP per capita may
self not inconsistent with overexploitation lead to an increasing demand for environ-
of globally scarce resources. For example, mental policy. According to Runge, the
when a country is endowed with a resource negative scale effects of economic growth
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on the environment are offset by output industrial countries typically set their tariffs
composition and induced technological much higher on processed products than
changes to a degree largely determined by on raw materials (see, for example, Balassa
the government's regulatory framework. 1968; Yeats 1977). Besides, nontariff barri-
Schematically, we can think of trade as ers such as "voluntary" export restrictions
inducing allocative efficiency, which in turn or regulations affecting quality standards
leads to economic growth with the atten- and health and sanitary requirements are
dant negative scale effects. These scale ef- increasingly used to protect domestic manu-
fects may lead to increases in the demand facturers from foreign competition. As a
for environmental protection and policies consequence, most processing industries
to accomplish this protection, inducing are located in high-income countries. Re-
changes in output composition and pro- duction of tariff barriers is likely to induce
duction technologies, which in turn dimin- processing industries to relocate in coun-
ish negative externalities (Runge 1993, pp. tries that are rich in natural resources and
24-25). to change considerably the pattern of trade

The analysis by Runge (1993) does not (for example, transport flows) in processed
explicitly account for changes in transport and unprocessed products.
flows that result from trade growth. The Import restrictions on labor-intensive
environmental effects of increased interna- goods from developing countries have im-
tional transportation can be considerable. portant environmental effects as well. Be-
First, the construction of additional infra- cause developing countries have a com-
structure (roads, railways, harbors, storage parative advantage in labor and in natural
facilities) generally affects the natural scen- resources, a reduction of barriers against
ery in a negative sense. Second, energy use labor-intensive imports implies a shift from
in international transport makes a substan- the production of resource-intensive goods
tial contribution to carbon dioxide emis- to the production of labor-intensive goods
sions and other air pollution. Energy prices in developing countries. A decrease of natu-
are relatively low in international trans- ral resource depletion is likely to be the
port, because advantage can be taken of result.
differences between countries in energy tax
rates. As a result, international transport Environmental effects of
flows are probably much larger than they agricultural trade liberalization
would be if transport prices reflect the full
environmental costs of transportation. As argued in the previous section, the over-

For an examination of the effects of trade all effect of trade on the environment can be
liberalization on the environment, it is im- positive or negative, depending on the case
portant to extend the foregoing analysis by examined. Empirical models can serve as a
including the effects of changes in the pre- useful tool for assessing the overall impact
vailing structure of trade impediments. The of the various direct and indirect effects of
two most relevant features are the anti- trade liberalization on environmental deg-
processing tendencies of tariffs and the high radation. Empirical estimation of the dif-
barriers against labor-intensive imports ferent counteracting effects is needed to
from developing countries. In recent de- appraise the direction and magnitude of
cades, comparative advantage has shifted the relationship (see also Lutz 1992).
toward the developing countries for a range As far as agriculture is concerned, avail-
of labor-intensive products and resource- able models of trade in agricultural prod-
based manufactures thatwere onceproduced ucts are not capable at present of analyzing
more efficiently in the industrial countries. In the environmental effects of trade liberal-
order to protect their declining industries, ization, because environmental variables
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are lacking in these models.4 However, some priced countries. The underlying reason is
recent studies have used the simulation that empirical data suggest an exponential
results of these models as a benchmark for relationship between the price of farm out-
assessing potential environmental effects put and the use of farm chemicals per unit
in a qualitative sense (see Anderson 1992a, of output (Anderson 1992a, pp. 162-63).
1992b; Lutz 1992). The global reduction in chemical use oc-

Anderson (1992a, 1992b) uses the GLS curs all the more so because most of the
model to examine the effects of trade liber- countries where production expansions are
alization for three ecologically sensitive concentrated tend to be relatively sparsely
products, such as grains, ruminant meat, populated;6 the consequent lower price of
and sugar. Results of a reference scenario land in these countries is assumed to result
for 1990 are compared with the results of a in fewer farm chemicals per unit of output
liberalization scenario in which all food than in relatively densely populated coun-
price distortions in industrial and develop- tries at identical prices of farm output
ing economies have been removed and full (Anderson 1992a, pp. 163-64).
adjustment has been accomplished within The relocation of meat and milk produc-
that same year.5 An important feature of tion from intensive grain-feeding enter-
the model is the assumption of induced prises in densely populated rich countries
technological change in the sense that to pasture-based enterprises in relatively
growth in farm productivity responds posi- sparsely populated poorer countries is an-
tively to changes in the product price. The other factor associated with lower use of
model is a partial equilibrium model, im- chemicals such as growth hormones and
plying that the focus is on efficiency gains medicines for animals. The greater use of
within agriculture. It cannot be used to these less intensive production methods
analyze income and expenditure effects, reduces not only air, soil, and water con-
indirect efficiency effects, and relative price tamination generated by farmers but also
changes throughout the economy. the average chemical intake by the world's

The simulation results indicate that the food consumers. Food consumers in densely
total world food production hardly changes populated Western Europe and Japan,
as a result of trade liberalization but that where price and trade policies and high
the regional distribution of food produc- land prices currently encourage the heavi-
tion changes considerably. Production de- est use of farm chemicals and the most
clines the most in Western Europe and Ja- intensive methods of feeding, would have
pan. Food production in North America the most to gain from the effect of such
and East Asia (except China) declines as reforms (Anderson 1992a, p. 164).
well. Production of all three commodities Anderson also considers environmental
increases in China, Latin America, and Sub- externalities related to primary factors of
Saharan Africa. production. Although primary production

On the basis of this outcome, Anderson factors are much less responsive to price
argues that the international relocation of changes than variable inputs are, they do
cropping production reduces substantially respond over the longer term. A slowdown
the use of chemicals in world food produc- in the flow of labor to urban areas as a result
tion, because food production shifts from of higher agricultural prices would reduce
countries with relatively high producer urban environmental problems, especially
prices to countries with low producer prices. in developing countries where that labor is
Increased chemical use in countries with employed in smokestack industries. Land
relatively low producer prices is more than clearance for agricultural purposes may
offset by lower applications of chemicals contribute to deforestation. Available em-
thatresultfromproductiondeclinesinhigh- pirical evidence cited by Anderson (1992a,
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p. 166) indicates, however, that land area is In his conclusion, Lutz holds that higher
by far the least responsive factor to changes world agricultural prices lead to economic
in farm output prices. Moreover, the nega- benefits for developing countries, but the
tive impact of price liberalization is likely associated environmental effects are ex-
to be small compared with the negative pected to be negative; however, because of
impact of inadequate enforcement of forest positive offsetting effects, this cannot be
property rights and of tax incentives and concluded unambiguouslywithoutempiri-
subsidy policies that encourage felling to cal examination.7 He stresses Anderson's
promote agricultural and mineral develop- (1992a, 1992b) point that a removal of dis-
ment projects. And, in any case, the nega- tortions on farm prices could and should be
tive impact of trade liberalization has to be accompanied by the introduction of more
weighed against the reforestation on former optimal environmental policy instruments,
farmland in industrial countries that liber- including the removal of any farm input
alize agricultural trade and the environ- subsidies or policies to discourage defores-
mental effects of forgone production in de- tation. As a general proposition, not only
veloping countries where resources would should trade liberalization never be can-
otherwise have been employed (Anderson celed for environmental reasons, but its
1992a, pp. 164-67). benefits could be enhanced if appropriate envi-

According to Lutz (1992), the respon- ronmental measures were taken at the time of
cvua"ncenv,,rrAiie-.+icn nrh-r%rc ;in Aot1rIn... liornli,n-Hnn (AndPrcAn 1QQ)9q n 1siveness of -rod-tio f in develop- inderson 1992a, p. 168).

ing countries to agricultural price changes A number of comments on the outcome
depends on farm size. The response of large of these studies can be made.8 First, these
farms is very significant, while the response studies make no distinction between envi-
of small farms is comparatively small and ronmental effects for different groups of
inelastic for all factors of production. In developing countries. In Sub-Saharan Af-
developing countries with a commercial rica and other regions where the green revo-
farm sector, increased agricultural prices lution has not had much impact thus far,
will therefore result in more intensive use use of chemical inputs is at very low levels.
of resources and associated negative envi- Taking into account the low estimates of
ronmental effects of that subsector. In- (long-term) supply response found in em-
creased absorption of farm labor by the pirical studies for Sub-Saharan Africa and
commercial sector could potentially have other low-income countries (see, for ex-
some offsetting positive effects if the labor ample, Chhibber 1989), higher farm output
otherwise would be farming marginal ar- prices are unlikely to cause significant prob-
eas and extending the frontier, but the im- lems due to intensive use of these inputs
pact is unlikely to be large. within one or two decades (or even longer).

Negative environmental effects in devel- On the contrary, because farmers are min-
oping countries could also partially be off- ing their soils in large parts of Africa, in-
set via the income effect of higher prices. creased use of chemical fertilizer may in
Higher incomes permit farmers to use pro- fact contribute to restoring the nutrient
duction techniques that are more environ- balance in these countries.
mentally benign and to make some addi- Second, higher international prices may
tional conservation-type investments that induce farmers in developing countries to
increase long-termproductivity. In the view shift from food crops toward export crops.
of Lutz, these potentially positive effects Such a shift may have important but com-
are expected to be small, but empirical work plicated environmental consequences, be-
should be undertaken to determine what cause the amount of environmental dam-
they are. age varies markedly by type of crop. For
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example, increased export production en- bility for large population groups may be
hances soil nutrient depletion (because ex- severely reduced in the near future if these
port production disrupts the natural cycle trends continue.
of soil replenishment), but in the case of
perennials the continuous soil cover pro- Types of soil degradation
vides obvious ecological advantages com- Several types of soil degradation can be
pared to annual food crops. In the United distinguished. The importance of each type
States, erosiveness is relatively high for differs greatly from region to region. The
cotton and soybeans and relatively low for main aspects of soil degradation are ero-
wheat and rice. Fertilizer and pesticide re- sion, nutrient depletion, salinization and
quirements also differ considerably from waterlogging, and compaction.
crop to crop (Reichelderfer 1990, table 1). Erosion. Erosion is a key component of

Third, increased trade aggravates trans- soil degradation, characterized by irrevers-
port-related environmental externalities. ibil adate effects. bytirrevero
Environmental effects of transport may be ibility and off-site effects. Although ero-
relatively high for a number of agricultural sion is a problem for temperate soils as well
and food products. Transportation of bulky, (for example in the United States), its im-
unprocessed agricultural products is rela- pact on aggregate agricultural production
tively energy. intensive and hence costly in is much larger in tropical countries. Soils,
financial as well as environmental terms. rainfall, and agricultural practices in tropi-
Moreover, the perishable nature of many cal countries are more conducive to ero-
agricultural products requires that fast but sion. For countries such as Costa Rica,
energy intensive means of transport be used. Malawi, Mali, and Mexico, estimates of eco-
Examples are the transportation of kiwis, nomic losses due to gross soil loss range
eggs, and flowers by airplane. As discussed from 0.5 to 1.5 percent of GDP annually
in the previous section, energy prices in (World Bank 1992, pp. 55-56).
international transport are relatively low Erosion can have important positive or
and do not reflect the environmental dam- negative off-site effects, depending on
age involved, where the eroded soil ends up. On the one

hand, it may harm productivity by deposit-

Price changes and soil degradation ing silt in dams, irrigation systems, and
rivers and by damaging fisheries. On the

The discussion in the previous section indi- other hand, eroded soil may add to agricul-
cates that the analysis of environmental tural land elsewhere. As such, it represents
effects of agricultural trade liberalization is a geographical shift in agricultural produc-
still in its infancy and is susceptible to fur- tivity.
ther improvements (see also Anderson and Nutrient depletion. A related problem is
Strutt 1994). One important element that that of nutrient depletion. Maintenance of
deserves more attention is the possible im- soil fertility requires a balance between
pact of price changes resulting from trade nutrient losses (through uptake by crops,
liberalization on soil degradation in devel- livestock raising, erosion, leaching, and so
oping countries. The deterioration and loss on) and nutrient replacements (through
of arable land probably is the most threat- manure, chemical fertilizer, crop residues,
ening environmental problem in develop- and so on). If over a period the balance is
ing countries at the moment. Large areas of negative, nutrients are being mined from
land are facing reduced productivity or are the soil. As a result, agricultural produc-
no longer used for agricultural purposes as tion takes place at the expense of future
a result of erosion, nutrient depletion, or generations. When losses exceed nutrient
salinization. Food availability and accessi- gains, application of chemical fertilizer can

help to restore the balance.9
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Soil nutrient depletion is a major prob- Causes
lem in large parts of Sub-Saharan Africa
(see, for example, Stoorvogel and Smaling Soil degradation in developing countries is
1990). African farmers have exhausted their affected by many factors. Perhaps the most
soils for a long time. Traditionally, lack of important one is the quality of the land
fertilization was compensated by long fal- resource. Poor soils are much more sensi-
low periods. Increasing pressure on land tive to erosion, nutrient depletion, and other
due to population growth and increases in degradation processes than relatively rich
farm size has eliminated the recovery pe- soils. The better the quality of the land, the
riod or considerably reduced its length. more likely farmers are to invest in conser-
Soil depletion is the inevitable outcome of vation measures. The system of land rights
this process (Van der Pol 1992). In addition, also plays a crucial role in soil conservation
population pressures increase the demand decisions. Security of property rights is an
for firewood. The resulting removal of tree important precondition for soil conserva-
cover has important effects on the nitrogen tion investments by farmers. Another key
contents of the soil (and on soil erosion by element is farmers' awareness of soil min-
wind and water). As more and more people ing. Information and extension services can
turn to dung and straw for cooking, the play a crucial role in this respect.
natural cycle of soil replenishment is fur- At the macro level, population growth
ther disrupted (Pomfret 1992, p. 205). and policy, environmental policy, and ag-

Salinization and waterlogging. Salinization ricultural pricing policy are important fac-
and waterlogging have become growing tors. Population growth may lead to in-
problems in certain irrigated areas in re- creased cultivation of marginal soils or to
cent years. Irrigated land is deteriorating in shorter fallow periods (such as a reduction
many countries, partly as a result of bad in the recovery period of the soil). How-
management practices. According to ever, it also will generally increase land
Repetto, more than 20 million of hectares in prices and hence stimulate soil conserva-
India and Pakistan have been lost through tion investments. Prevailing environmen-
waterlogging, and at least 30 million are tal policies are another major factor. Mea-
seriously affected by salinization (Repetto sures to promote soil conservation prac-
1989, p. 76). Salinization is not just a prob- tices are an important element of environ-
lem of irrigated land. Most of it occurs mental policies in some developing coun-
naturally. Globally, nearly one-third of ar- tries. But, as discussed above, there exist
able land is affected by elevated salt con- large differences between countries in the
centrations (World Bank 1992, p. 57). importance attached to sustainability is-

Compaction. Compaction is usually sues and in the type of environmental policy
caused by the use of heavy machinery on and its actual implementation. Finally, ag-
soils with a relatively unstable structure. It ricultural output and input prices (particu-
has become a serious problem in certain larly the fertilizer price) affect crop choice,
regions, particularly in Africa and Europe. input use, and production levels, which in
More information on soil degradation is given their turn determine erosion, nutrient deple-
in the appendixes. Appendix 7-1 gives an tion, and other soil degradation processes.
overview of the various types of soil degra- What will be the effect of agricultural
dation and their definitions, while appen- trade liberalization on soil degradation in
dix 7-2 provides quantitative information developing countries? Studies on the ef-
on the magnitude of different types of soil fects of trade liberalization in agricultural
degradation on a global and regional scale. products by OECD (Organization for Eco-

nomic Cooperation and Development)
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countries indicate that world market prices Other authors take intermediate posi-
of agricultural products will rise, particu- tions. Barrett (1991) argues that price
larly the prices of the most protected crops. changes will not have much effect on soil
Depending on whether or not developing conservation, because price increases raise
countries also liberalize their policies, world instant benefits of overcultivation now but
market prices of tropical crops like cocoa or future benefits when the soil is conserved
coffee may decline (Brandao and Martin as well. According to Barrett, these two
1993). The resulting effect on domestic ag- effects are more or less equal; thus for the
ricultural prices depends on the extent to farmer the output prices are not important
which world market prices are transmitted for his or her decision. For the farmer it
to domestic prices. Agriculture in most only matters whether erosion or conserva-
countries is subject to considerable inter- tion will increase farm profits (over a longer
vention, which creates a gap between world term).
prices and domestic prices and which gen- As mentioned in the previous section,
erates cross-country variation in prices. An Lutz (1992) postulates that the negative
empirical analysis by Mundlak and Larson environmental effects of more intensive
(1992) of the relationship between world resource use may partially be offset by the
prices and domestic prices for fifty-eight income effect of higher prices. The higher
countries and sixty agricultural products income will permit farmers to use produc-
indicates, however, that most of the changes tion techniques that are more environmen-
in world prices are transmitted to domestic tally benign. Conceivably, because the
prices and that world prices are the major higher income will result in a slightly lower
contributor to variations in domestic prices. discount rate, farmers will make additional

Changes in agricultural prices conservation investments that increase the
long-term productivity. However, these po-

The question as to whether the higher tentially positive effects may be small.
(lower) agricultural prices will lead to in- Part of the controversy in ideas about
creased soil degradation in developing whether higher prices will lead to increased
countries has resulted in different views. soil degradation can be explained by the
Repetto (1989) claims thatahigher price for fact that different aspects of the relation-
agricultural output will affect soil conser- ship between soil degradation and price
vation positively. Raised agricultural prof- changes are addressed. In order to analyze
itability increases the derived demand for the effects of trade liberalization on soil
farmland, labor, and other inputs. Because degradation, it may be useful to distin-
land cannot massively be shifted into other guish four elements that will be affected by
uses, rising output prices will increase the price changes: current versus future pro-
value of farmland, and the returns on farm- duction decision, farm practices, produc-
ers' investments in the development and tivity versus conservation investments, and
conservation of farmland will increase. Thus farmer private discount rate.
farmers are encouraged to level, terrace, Current versusfuture production decision.
drain, irrigate, or otherwise improve their Higher output prices may induce farmers
land. to increase their production at the expense

Lipton (1987), however, argues that a of soil quality (through erosion, nutrient
high price will have negative effects on soil depletion, and so forth) or to cultivate mar-
conservation because it will promote quick ginal lands that are more susceptible to
depletion of the soil: better farm prices now erosion. As a result, future productivity of
will encourage soil mining for quick, big the land declines (overcultivation). Con-
crops now. servation of soil nearly always requires sac-
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rifices in output in the short run. A farmer tices or input use. This is the reparable
has two choices: either to cultivate more yield damage and is equivalent to the "re-
and gain immediately at the expense of the volving fund" component of the soil. This
soil and hence of diminished future gains leaves the amount YA - YBI that represents
or to produce less and benefit in the future the residual yield damage and is equiva-
at the expense of short-term output. Impor- lent to the "conservable flow" component
tant determinants of farmers' decisions in of the soil (if it is worthwhile to prevent soil
this respect are input and output prices, degradation) or the "expendable surplus"
private discount rates, and land tenure ar- component (if it is not worthwhile to pre-
rangements. vent degradation).

Farm practices. Part of the yield damage Productivity versus conservation invest-
caused by agronomic practices that degrade ments. The higher incomes that result from
the soil can be recovered by changing farm price increases permit farmers to under-
practices, input use, or both. Van Kooten take productivity investments (animal trac-
(1993) calls this "reparable soil damage." tion, irrigation) and conservation invest-
For example, as long as there is adequate ments (terraces, bunds, windbreaks). More-
topsoil, losses in organic matter can be over- over, increased profitability means that
come by one or two years of "green manure." demand for farmland, labor, and other in-

In figure 7-1, YO represent the yield func- puts will increase. Since land cannot mas-
tion and YR the restored yield curve. When sivelv be shifted into other uses, rising out-
soil quality declines from QA to QB' yields put prices will increase the value of farm-
decline from YA to YBO, which represents the land and the returns on farmers' invest-
total yield damage due to soil degradation, ments in the development and conserva-
given that farm practices or input use do tion of farmland (Repetto 1989).
not change in response to the decline in soil Both productivity and conservation in-
quality. An amount YBI- YBO of the lost yield vestments require household expenditures
can be recovered by changing farming prac- on variable inputs (labor and nonlabor),

Figure 7-1. Residual and reparable soil damage

YA residual R

Y reparableo

YB1

U QB QA Soil quality

Source: Van Kooten 1993.
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investments in capital (human and physi- Changes in relative prices of tradables
cal), and own liquidity and therefore may Changes in world market prices due to
compete with each other for these factors. trade liberalization have a direct effect only
There are some important differences be- on the domestic prices of traded crops (to
tween these two investment types as well: the extent that world market prices are
households may perceive greater risk and transmitted), which means that relative
uncertainty of net benefits in conservation prices between traded and nontraded crops
investment; the short-term benefits may be within countries will change. Farmers may
less observable to the farmer than is the respond by adjusting their crop mix when
case for productivity investments; exter- relative prices change. The strength of the
nalities associated with conservation in- response depends on the available market-
vestments produce spillovers and free-rider ing infrastructure, particularly on trans-
problems that may reduce incentives to port facilities and information services. A
make these investments; many conserva- shift toward tradable crops may have im-
tion investments require substantial expen- portant consequences for soil quality, be-
ditures of labor or cash or both; and poten- cause different crops have different effects
tial credit constraints are higher for conser- on soil degradation. Tree crops like coffee,
vation investments (Reardon and Vosti cocoa, rubber, or bananas provide a con-
1992). tinuous root structure and canopy cover

Security of property rights is an impor- and are suitable for sloping terrain. Other
tant precondition for farm households to commercial crops, such as cotton or ground-
consider long-term investments in land nuts, and staple food crops, like cassava or
improvement. When property, rights are millet, leave the soil more susceptible to
ill-defined, higher prices will hardly affect erosion. The effect of changing relative
household investments in conservation prices on soil degradation therefore de-
projects but will probably result in exces- pends on the resulting change in crop mix.
sive exploitation and cultivation of mar- However,croppingpatternsaredetermined
ginal lands. to a large extent by resource quality and

Farmer private discount rate. When agri- comparative advantages of agro-ecological
cultural output prices rise, the discount zones. Furthermore, land use technologies
rate may change as a result. Just like other for a given crop may change as a result of
deprived groups, poor farmers are likely to price changes. The associated changes in
have high discount rates because they need fertilizer use or treatment of crop residues
to satisfy basic needs without delay. So, clearly affect soil nutrient content.
when farmers' incomes rise (as a result of Commercial crops are usually grown in
higher prices and increased production), monoculture. In general, monoculture has
the discount rate is likely to decrease. This a negative effect on the soil. Pesticides used
means that future production will be val- to annihilate the plagues that emerge
ued relatively higher. However, farmers quickly in monocultures kill useful organ-
who produce for the export market rarely isms that contribute to a good physical and
are among the very poor because they have organic soil structure as well. In addition,
access to land and to product markets. monoculture often results in a low vegeta-
Again, the ownership of land plays an im- tion cover, which enhances erosion.
portant role. When land property rights are At the macro level, a shift toward ex-
not secured, farmers are not likely to invest port crop production means that nutri-
in soil conservation even when the discount ents subtracted from the soil are exported
rate declines. out of the country and hence are removed
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from the ecological system. When no ex- Introduction of environmental policies raises
tra fertilization is applied to compensate a number of questions regarding a country's
for these losses, soil nutrient depletion is competitiveness, international harmoniza-
the result. tion of environmental standards and mea-

Finally, agricultural trade liberalization sures, and the potential role of trade mea-
not only will result in higher prices for sures. For analytical purposes, domestic or
most traded crops but also is expected to local environmental effects are distin-
lead to more stable prices. Farmers' deci- guished from international (transborder)
sions with regard to soil conservation will and global environmental effects. Because
be affected, since more stable prices tend to no supranational enforcement authority
lower the private discount rate of farmers. exists, international policies should be
This means that future production will be based on international agreements between
valued relatively higher, and conservation sovereign states.
investments will be likely to increase. As regards national environmental prob-

The foregoing analysis indicates that lems, international harmonization of envi-
much more empirical work on the effects of ronmental standards is generally not desir-
price changes on soil degradation under able. Differences in national priorities and
different local circumstances (soil, climate, in capacities to cope with environmental
income levels, property rights system, and and natural resource degradation justify
so forth) is neAe beforewe weill be able to variations in environm.ental standards
assess the effects of price changes resulting across countries. Hence, countries should
from agricultural trade liberalization on not protect their industries against imports
soil degradation in developing countries from countries with lower standards. Nev-
(see also Barrett 1991; Lutz 1992). Available ertheless, harmonization of the form of en-
models of overcultivation, conservation vironmental policy (principles and mea-
investments, and changing farming prac- sures) is highly desirable. Tensions between
tices, such as the ones developed by trade and the environment may be reduced
McConnell (1983), Barbier (1990), Barrett by global adherence to the polluter pays
(1991), and Miranda (1992), provide a use- principle.
ful starting point. For analyzing the effects The cost-effectiveness of measures to
of price changes, a comprehensive farm- address international or global environmen-
level model that includes off-farm activi- tal problems may differ between countries.
ties, income, and consumption as well is For tackling these problems, positive in-
needed. In addition, the private discount centives (such as financial assistance and
rate should be an endogenous variable in transfers of environment-friendly technol-
such a model. Empirical estimation of the ogy) may be needed to achieve cooperation
resulting model will make it possible to of countries for which additional benefits
assess the relative strength of the various are low. Adherence to the PPP will gener-
counteracting mechanisms and to obtain ally lead to the noncooperation of these
estimates of the resulting effect of price countries. Negative incentives (such as dis-
changes on soil degradation under differ- criminatory trade restrictions on unrelated
ent circumstances. products) may not be the best way to pro-

mote cooperation.
Conclusions The effect of the growth in international

trade on the environment can be positive or
This chapter discusses some of the major negative, depending on the case examined.
policy issues in the field of international Six separate effects are distinguished,
trade and the environment, using the current namely the effects on (1) allocative effi-
state of the theory on environment and trade. ciency, (2) scale of economic activity, (3)
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transport flows, (4) output composition, (5) threatening domestic environmental prob-
technology, and (6) environmental policy. lem in many developing countries at the
The second and third factors have a nega- moment. In particular, the potential role of
tive effect on environmental quality, increased fertilizer use (and fertilizer sub-
whereas the other effects are generally posi- sidies) in preventing soil nutrient deple-
tive. Empirical estimation of the different tion in low-input agriculture needs much
counteracting effects is needed to appraise more attention.
the direction and magnitude of the rela- Whether or not higher agricultural prices
tionship between trade growth and the en- resulting from trade liberalization will lead
vironment. For an analysis of the environ- to increased soil degradation is a question
mental effects of trade liberalization, it is in dispute in the literature. This chapter
important to take into account the preva- arguesthatthecontroversycanbeexplained
lent structure of trade impediments (par- by the fact that different studies address
ticularly the antiprocessing tendencies of different aspects of the relationship. At least
tariffs and the high barriers against labor- four elements should be distinguished,
intensive imports from developing coun- namely the effect of price changes on (1)
tries) as well. Removing these structural decisions between current and future pro-
distortions will have important environ- duction, (2) changes in farm practices and
mental effects, particularly on the deple- input use, (3) decisions between produc-
tion of natural resources. tion and conservation investments, and (4)

Studies of the environmental effects of a farmers' private discount rates. Empirically
worldwide removal of food price distor- estimated models at the farm level are
tions indicate that resource use in agricul- needed to assess the resulting impact of
ture will increase in developing countries price changes on soil degradation under
with a commercial farm sector. In addition, different local circumstances. An impor-
land clearance is likely to contribute to de- tant use of the resulting models is the as-
forestation in these countries. On a global sessment of circumstances under which the
scale, the increased use of chemicals in de- effect of trade liberalization on soil conser-
veloping countries will, however, be more vation will be positive (or negative).
than offset by lower applications of chemi-
cals that result from production declines in Appendix 7-1. Definitions
high-priced countries. The total level of air,
soil, and water contamination by farmers a t
and the average chemical intake by the Soil degradation can be defined as the dete-
world's food consumers will decline as a rioration or total loss of the short-term or
result. long-term productive capacity of the soil,

Production estimates derived by simula- the aggravation of soil pollution, and
tion models of world food markets are used changes affecting the state and role of soil
for assessing these environmental effects. within ecosystems. Soil conservation is de-
Obviously, such qualitative inferences are fined by Van Kooten (1993) as maintenance
rather crude and leave much room for ex- of the stock of resources and the present
tension and refinement. One apparent ex- level of productivity of the soil for future
tension would be the incorporation of trans- generations, assuming a given state of the
port flows and transport-related environ- art. This does not mean nonuse, but rather
mental externalities. But probably even the redistribution of use rates in the direc-
more important is to include a more com- tion of the future.
prehensive analysis of the effect of trade Soil conservation is necessary to avoid
liberalization on soil degradation, the most degradation of land. The problem of land

degradation is a worldwide problem. It
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refers to soil erosion, chemical deteriora- trial waste accumulation but also by
tion, and physical deterioration: excessive use of pesticides, excessive

* Soil erosion involves the displacement of manuring, and so on.
soil material. The two major types of soil * Physical deterioration refers to internal soil
degradation in this category are water physical deterioration processes. It
erosion and wind erosion. Soil erosion oc- includes compaction, sealing and crust-
curs in almost every country. It causes ing, waterlogging, and subsidence of
loss of topsoil and soil deformation and organic soils. Like chemical deterioration,loss have topsoiand soffsie deforatin sh it has on-site soil effects. Compaction is
may have important off-site effects such usually caused by the use of heavy
as overblowing. Loss of topsoil is defined machinery on soils with a relatively
as the uniform displacement of topsoil untbesrcr.Salgadcutigo
by water or wind action. Soil deformation unstable structure. Seal ing and crusting ofby water or wind action. Soil deformation the topsoil occur when the topsoil does
refers to the uneven displacement of soil not provide sufficient protection from
material by water or wind action. It leads the impact of raindrops. Waterlogging
to rill and gully formation, deflation hol- includes flooding by river water and
lows, and dunes. Overblowing is defined submergence by rainwater caused by
as the coverage of the land surface by human intervention in natural drainage
wind-carried particles. It may influence systems. Subsidence of organic soils may
structures like roads, waterways, and cased byiranae or oxidat.~ ~~~~~~. . be caused by drainage or oxidation.
buildings, but it can also cause damage Physical deterioration gene-rally is a
to the land. relatively small problem.

* Chemical deterioration refers to internal relativel problem.
soil chemical deterioration processes. In nature, processes of soil degradation
In this category, only on-site effects do not necessarily operate strictly sepa-
are recognized on soils that have been rately from one another. For example, com-
abandoned or forced into less inten- paction and crusting decrease water infil-
sive usages. Chemical deterioration tration, causing higher runoff of rainwater
includes loss of nutrients or organic and increasing water erosion. Erosion of
matter, salinization, pollution, and fertile topsoil can be caused by loss of nutri-
acidification. Loss of nutrients (organic ents due to changes in the physical struc-
matter) is the process that takes place ture of the soil and the vegetation. More-
when fields under cultivation give up over, loss of nutrients by the erosion of
more nutrients (organic matter) than fertile topsoil is an important side effect of
they gain. It occurs if agriculture is Quant
practiced on poor or moderately fertile Quantitative information on the areal ex-
soils, without sufficient application of tent of the different types of soil degradation
manure or fertilizer. Loss of nutrients listed above is provided in appendix 7-2.
is a widespread phenomenon in coun-
tries where low-input agriculture is Appendix 7-2. Magnitude of
practiced. Salinization is caused in par- human-induced soil degradation
ticular by poor management of irriga- I
tion schemes or by the intrusion of n recent years, a world map on the status
saline (sea) water into groundwater re- of human-induced soil degradation has
serves. Acidification may occur on been prepared on the basis of information
drainage of pyrite-containing soils or provided by a large number of soil scien-
by excessive application of acidifying tists throughout the world (Oldeman,
fertilizer. Pollution is caused by indus- Hakkeling, and Sombroek 1991). These sci-

entists were asked to give their expert opin-
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ions on soil degradation in their particular dation. Loss of nutrients is the major sub-
geographic region. The map primarily in- type of chemical deterioration of the soils
dicates human-induced soil degradation. (135 million hectares, or about 7 percent of
Natural degradation processes that lead to the degradation-affected area) followed by
extreme conditions such as deserts, salt salinization (76 million hectares). Finally,
flats, arid mountain regions, or ice caps compaction is by far the most important
were distinguished as a separate category subtype of physical soil deterioration. It
(wasteland). Areas not affected by human occupies worldwide about 68 million hect-
intervention at all (because of very low ares.
population densities) were categorized as Some notable differences exist in the im-
stable terrain. portance of soil degradation and the rela-

Using the data base of the Global Assess- tive importance of the various soil degra-
ment of Soil Degradation (GLASOD) map, dation categories on each of the continents.
Oldeman, van Engelen, and Pulles (1991) Soil degradation is most severe-both in an
have provided quantitative information on absolute and in a relative sense-in Asia.
the areal extent of different types of soil Out of the 2 billion hectares affected by soil
degradation. Figure 7-2, which gives an degradation, 748 million are located in Asia.
overview of the magnitude of different About 32 percent of the land area affected
types of soil degradation on the earth's by human intervention in Asia suffers from
surface, is based on that information. The soil degradation, as compared to 25 percent
estimates presented refer to the years 1987-90. worldwide. Above average soil degrada-
Because no systematic evaluation of the tion is further observed in Central America
status of human-induced soil degradation (28 percent) and in Africa and Europe (26
has been made, it is not possible to indicate percent each). In absolute size, Africa ranks
the rate of human-induced soil degradation. second after Asia, having 494 million hect-

As can be seen from the figure, 40 percent ares that are affected by degradation.
of the total land surface is not affected by The information provided by Oldeman,
human activities (wasteland and stable Van Engelen, and Pulles (1991) further in-
land). Of the remaining 60 percent, 45 per- dicates thatwater erosion is relatively more
cent is nondegraded, while 15 percent suf- severe in Central America (74 percent of
fers to various degrees from human-in- the degradation-affected area) and Austra-
duced degradation. lia (81 percent). In Central America, the

Water erosion is by far the most impor- problem associated with water erosion is
tant type of soil degradation, occupying not so much loss of topsoil (34 percent) as it
more than half the total area affected by is terrain deformation (40 percent). Wind
human-induced soil degradation. On a erosion is relatively more important in Af-
world scale, the area affected by wind ero- rica (38 percent of the total affected area)
sion occupies about one-third of the de- and North America (36 percent). Chemical
graded land area. Chemical soil deteriora- deterioration is a major type of soil degra-
tion covers about 12 percent, while physi- dation in South America (29 percent of the
cal soil deterioration occupies a mere 4 degradation-affected area). The problem
percent. associated with it is loss of nutrients. About

When one looks at the different subtypes 50 percent (68 million hectares out of a total
of soil degradation, loss of topsoil by water of 135 million) of the worldwide area af-
and wind erosion turns out to be by far the fected by nutrient depletion is located on
most important soil degradation problem. this continent. Most of the other areas af-
Loss of topsoil affects an area of 920 + 454 = fected by nutrient losses are located in Af-
1.4 billion hectares, which equals about 70 rica (45 million hectares, or 33 percent).
percent of the total area affected by degra- Pollution is mainly a problem in Europe. Of
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Figure 7-2. Terrain division and (sub)types of human-induced soil degradation

land surface between
72- North and 57 South

13013 milion ha

non-used stable land land non-degraded by human-induced
waste land 3671 Mba human activities soil degradation
1469 Mha (28.2% 6) 5909 Mha 1964 Mha
(11.3%) (45.4%/) (15.1%)

water wind chemical physical
erosion erosion deterioration deterioration

1094 Mha 548 Mha 239 Mha 83 Mha
(55.6%) (27.9%o) (12.2%) (4.2%Y)

-1loss of topsoil - loss of topsoil - loss of nutrients - compaction
920 Mbha 454 Mha 135 Mba 68 Mha

- terrain deformation - terrain deformation - salinization - waterlogging
173 Mha 83 Mha 76 Mha 11 Mha

- overblowing - pollution - subsidence
12 Mha 22 Mba organic soils

- acidification 5 Mha
6 Mha

Source: Oldeman, van Engelen, and Pulles 1991.

the 21.8 million hectares affected by it, 18.6 * Light. The terrain has somewhat reduced
million are located in Europe. Likewise, productivity but is suitable for use in
compaction (the main type of physical soil local farming systems. Restoration to full
degradation) is largely a European prob- productivity is possible by modifying
lem. Out of the 68 million hectares suffer- the management system.
ing from compaction, 33 million can be * Moderate. The terrain has greatly reduced
found in Europe. productivity but is still suitable for use in

Four degrees of soil degradation were dis- local farming systems. Major improve-
tinguished in drawing the GLASOD map: ments (that are often beyond the means
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of local farmers in developing countries) pollution because of the inexact nature
are required to restore productivity. of their scientific evidence and other rea-

* Strong. The terrain cannot be reclaimed sons (GATT 1992, pp. 31-33). The United
at the farmlevel. Major engineering work States-European Community dispute
(and international assistance) is required over the use of growth hormones in beef
to restore these terrains. Original biotic provides a good example.
functions are largely destroyed. 2. The importation of products with envi-

* Extreme. The terrain cannotbe reclaimed ronmentally harmful production or pro-
and is beyond restoration. Original biotic cessing methods is often referred to as
functions are fully destroyed. "psychological spillovers." This section

only deals with psychological spillovers
According to Oldeman, van Engelen, and to local environmental problems abroad.

Pulles (1991, appendix, table 9), 38 percent The impact of imports on the threatening
of the total world area affected by soil deg- extinction of species of animals (or plants)
radation (2 billion hectares) suffers from a that live (or grow) abroad may also be
light degree of degradation, 46 percent from called a psychological spillover (see, for
a moderate degree of degradation, 15 per- example, Blackhurst and Subramanian
cent from strong degradation, and 0.5 per- 1992). The present analysis does not ap-
cent from extreme degradation. Most of the ply to such psychological spillovers with
land suffering from extreme degradation is a global dimension.
located in Africa (5.2 million hectares) and
Europe (3.1 million hectares). The associ- 3. In addition, strong doubts have been cast
ated problems are mainly loss of topsoil on the validity of the underlying basic,

a pb set in neoclassical assumptions and on the en-
from water erosion and overblowing n vironmental benefits of trade liberaliza-
Africa and terrain deformation caused by tion when these assumptions do not hold.
water erosion in Europe. Land area suffer- See Ekins, Folke, and Costanza (1994) for
ing from strong degradation is found largely a review.
in Africa (124 million hectares) and Asia
(108 million hectares). The associated prob- 4. See also Anderson and Strutt (1994) for a
lem is particularly loss of topsoil caused by discussion of the desirability of adding
water erosion and, to a lesser degree in an environmental dimension to existing
Asia, terrain deformation and salinization. models of agricultural trade liberalization
More details on estimates of human-in- and the problems involved in doing so.
duced soil degradation per continent can 5. Anderson also considers a liberalization
be found in the appendix to the study of scenario with only the protectionist food
Oldeman, van Engelen, and Pulles (1991). policies in advanced industrial countries

removed. The corresponding simulation
Notes results are not discussed here (see Ander-

son 1992a, 1992b).
Some parts of this chapter draw on Heerink
and others (1993). The authors wish to thank 6. A notable exception to this general ten-
Petra Hellegers and Gerdien Meijerink for dency is China.
their assistance in preparing the section on 7. Lutz's analysis of environmental effects
price changes and soil degradation and the of agricultural trade liberalization draws
appendixes. on simulation results obtained by differ-

ent agricultural trade models.
1. Trade disputes over health and safety 8. We only consider the asserted environ-

standards are more likely than disputes menl effects. te aspects ofvthe
over policies dealing with consumption mental effects. Technical aspects of the

models, such as the relevance of the per-
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Energy Sector Policy and the Environmern-tz
A Case Study of Sri Lanka

Peter Meier, Mohan Munasinghe, and Tilak Siyambalapitiya

This study' represents a further stage in the multi-criteria approach to energy and environ-
mental planning that was developed in Meier and Munasinghe (1994). This earlier work has
been broadened to include other important energy subsectors such as fuel use in road
transportation. More important, price and tax policy options are also included in the
analysis, through the addition of financial dimensions to the earlier models-whose scope
had been limited to technoeconomic considerations.

Introduction

The environmental impacts of specific energy investments are fairly well recognized.
Environmental impact assessments of energy projects in developing countries have become
a routine and integral part of the Bank's policies to promote sustainable development. Much
less well understood are the linkages between broader sectoral policies and the environ-
ment. For example, the environmental consequences of energy sector pricing reforms that
have become a common component of structural adjustment lending remain largely
unexplored. Similarly, effective procedures for incorporating environmental concerns into
energy and electricity sector planning are not well established beyond some routinely
affirmed general principles about the importance of economic efficiency, and the presump-
tion that the environmental impacts of an economically efficient energy sector will be less
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than an energy sector characterized by sub- borrowers which provide for tariff increases
sidized prices and technological ineffi- to generate sufficient revenue to meet self
ciency, such as inordinately high transmis- financing targets or the rate of return on
sion and distribution (T&D) losses, poor equity have become an increasingly fre-
heat rates of thermal electric generation quent part of Bank power sector loans.
plants, and so on. Many methodological problems arise in

The effects of direct environmental con- evaluating the environmental consequences
straints onsectoral policy are equallypoorly of such sectoral policies. Although the en-
understood, except in the general sense vironmental benefits of an efficient pricing
that if energy costs fully reflect the environ- policy are perhaps intuitive, in practice the
mental damages of energy production, op- relationships are quite complex, and the
timal resource allocation is ensured. For magnitude of the effects dependent on a
example, not enough work has been done variety of specific assumptions. If higher
to analyze alternative policy options for prices based, for example, on established
achieving greenhouse gas (GHG) emission long-run marginal cost (LRMC) pricing
reductions in developing countries, beyond principles served simply to depress de-
routine statements about the importance of mand, relative to subsidized prices, then
efficient resource use, and assertions that merit order dispatch would be expected to
renewable energy and natural gas should result in reduced use of older, less efficient
replace coal. Indeed, studies of this subject thermal plants. Therefore, pollutant emis-
that have appeared are based on highly sions from thermal plants would certainly
aggregated macro models that offer little be lower. Reduced demand will also affect
guidance on the specific measures to be the least-cost expansion path, so that the
undertaken at the sectoral level. addition of more efficient units is delayed.

In this chapter we analyze and quantify This may result in older units being dis-
representative examples of both types of patched more than would otherwise be the
linkages using Sri Lanka as a case study. case, resulting in an increase in emissions.
First, as an example of a sectorwide policy The extent to which the latter effect is offset
with potentially broad environmental con- by a lower generation requirement is an
sequences, we examine electricity price re- empirical one, and can only be answered by
form. Second, as an example of a direct looking at a specific case.
environmental constraint with broad en- Part of the problem in estimating the
ergy sector and economywide conse- benefits of pricing policy in an actual case is
quences, we analyze options for greenhouse also analytical. Financial models of the elec-
gas emission reductions to meet potential tric power sector have long been used in
targets mandated by the World Climate project appraisal work. It is standard prac-
Convention. tice to use such models, typically LOTUS

123 spreadsheets, to examine the financial
Electricity Pricing Reform impacts of alternative tariffs and financial

covenants. In the typical case, we examine
The economic rationale for efficient pricing either by trial and error, or by an appropri-
of electricity is well established, and has ate iterative computation, what the tariff
been documented in many studies (see, for must be to meet some specific target for the
example, Munasinghe 1990). Reforms to rate of return on equity or on fixed reval-
eliminate subsidies and to raise tariffs in ued assets, or for the percentage of self
order to improve the financial health of financingofthefutureinvestmentprogram.
electric utilities have been proposed and These estimates then become part of the fi-
implemented in numerous instances.2 In- nancial covenants that are entered into as a
deed, covenants between the Bank and its condition for lending by an external donor.
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Unfortunately, almost all the standard time scales which run in some cases to the
financial models take the technical data as year 2100, new technologies whose earliest
exogenous inputs derived from other, more introduction at a significant level is 2010
detailed engineering models. For example, and beyond, and highly aggregated sectoral
the fuel bill in the income statement is taken descriptions of the economy-'
from a production costing model, the debt The results of such highly aggregated,
service assumptions are taken from the ca- long term models may provide useful in-
pacity expansion model, and so forth. It sights into general long term policies, and
thus becomes extremely difficult to assess indeed generally tend to show that the losses
the feedback that arises from changes in the to gross domestic product (GDP) growth
tariff, because the detailed models that pro- resulting from a fairly wide range of carbon
vide the technical inputs are not directly emission restriction scenarios are rather
linked. Furthermore, in many utilities the small. As noted by Hogan (1990), the
detailed models are run by different de- Manne-Richels calculations suggest that sta-
partments with little or no attempt to en- bilizing carbon dioxide emissions at 80 per-
sure consistency. cent of the 1990 level accounts for about 5

percent of the total macroeconomic con-
Greenhouse Gas Emission Reductions sumption through the next century-about

the same order of magnitude of recent de-
With the agreement on the World Climate fense expenditures in the United States, but
Convention signed by more than one hun- less than the 20 percent of the level of de-
dred countries at the recent Earth Summit fense expenditures in the former Soviet
in Rio de Janeiro, the practical problems of Union.4
how the obligations to reduce greenhouse Whether such conclusions are in any way
gas (GHG) emissions can be met in the most relevant to the smaller developing coun-
cost effective manner require urgent atten- tries, particularly lower income, oil import-
tion, particularly in developing countries ing countries, is in some doubt. As we shall
which have limited options. Simply put, see below, there is no chance whatsoever
thereisaverywiderangeofpotentialpolicy that a country such as Sri Lanka could sta-
options which might be used, ranging from bilize its carbon dioxide emissions at the
direct technology substitution (replacing present level, or even at twice the present
coal burning power plants with wind gen- level. Even if electricity growth could be
erating plants, for example) to indirect pric- entirely accommodated by renewable en-
ing and taxation policies, such as the impo- ergy-which, in light of projected electric-
sition of carbon taxes on fuels, or the impo- ity demand growth of 7 percent per year,
sition of emissions taxes. How this wide requires heroic assumptions about the fea-
range of options is to be evaluated on a con- sibility of building large hydro plants-the
sistent basis, and how the many tradeoffs are anticipated growth in transportation sector
to be assessed in a systemic manner, is still fuel consumption (even under highly opti-
subject to considerable question. mistic expectations about mass transit and

Most attempts to examine the broad fuel efficient vehicles) precludes stabiliza-
policy implications of GHG emission strat- tion of carbon dioxide emissions in the near
egies have stressed the long term choices, future.
using highly aggregated general equilib- In what appears to be an early analysis of
rium models of one kind or another. Manne GHG emissions for a developing country,
and Richels (1990) for the case of the United Blitzer and others (1993) apply a general
States, Goto and Sawa (1993) for the case of equilibrium model to Egypt, with- six non-
Japan, or Proost and V. Regemorter (1992) energy sectors, and four energy sectors-
for the case of Belgium, typify the genre: crude oil, natural gas, petroleum products,
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and electricity. GDP losses are muchhigher savings, of which India accounts for 11.9
than those estimated for the developed tons, China 26.6 tons, and the United States
countries: 4.5 percent for a 20 percent re- 85.4 tons.5 Larsen does the same analysis
duction in annual carbon emissions to 22 but from the perspective of fuel prices, and
percent for a 40 percent reduction more applies estimated own and cross price elas-
than the base case-which still implies a ticities for the different fossil fuels to the
significant increase in actual carbon diox- difference between an appropriately ad-
ide emissions. Even these results, how- justed border price and the domestic subsi-
ever, are for a country for which the as- dized fuel price, and, more significantly,
sumed backstop technologies-natural gas includes the countries of the former Soviet
powered transport and nuclear power- Union and Eastern Europe. In this analysis,
are feasible options. Sri Lanka, like many the former Soviet Union (917 million tons
low-income countries, has no natural gas per year) and Poland (105.2 million tons
resources of its own, and nuclear power is per year) dominate the results. Indeed, the
not an option for the foreseeable future. combined estimated effect in India (54 mil-

None of this implies that reduction in lion tons of carbon dioxide), and China
GHG emissions should be ignored in Sri (45.4 million tons of carbon dioxide) to-
Lanka. It does imply, however, a different gether is less than that for Poland.
way of approaching the problem. Rather Such studies certainly provide some esti-
than imposing emission constraints defined mates of the efficacy of pricing instruments,
on an a priori basis, and attempting to deter- but tell us little about the actual impacts on
mine what GDP growth losses are associ- consumers and, therefore, the barriers likely
ated with such particular levels of GHG to be encountered if the policy reforms
emission reductions, we pose a much nar- were to be implemented. Clearly, as rela-
rower set of questions. The latter are more tive fuel prices change, hydroelectricity may
relevant to short- and medium-term become more attractive for electricity gen-
decisionmaking-that is, can we find ex- eration-bringing its own set of significant
pansion paths for the energy sector which environmental impacts. Moreover, shifts
meet both the goals of economic efficiency from coal to natural gas may well be desir-
and environmental sustainability? able not just from the perspective of carbon

A somewhat different approach has been dioxide emissions, but also from the per-
taken by Burgess (1990) and by Larsen spective of reducing sulfur dioxide, nitrous
(1993). Addressing merely the effect of oxides, and trace metals. This is small
eliminating price subsidies, these studies comfort, however, for countries such as Sri
estimate the level of reduction in GHG Lanka that have no natural gas resources of
emissions by application of an assumed their own. In any event, countries for which
price elasticity to the difference between imported coal is the least-cost fuel for
the subsidized and unsubsidized price. baseload thermal electricity generation (as
Burgess uses the difference between actual is the case for Sri Lanka), have no coal price
average cost of electricity and the estimated subsidies to eliminate.
long-run marginal cost (LRMC), applies an Our assessment of the literature suggests
assumed long run price elasticity of minus that whatever may be the value of very
one, and estimates the reduction in GHG broad, long-range policy assessments at the
emissions for eleven countries, including macro level, there is a much more urgent
the United States, China, India, and some need to move to detailed and specific study
small developing countries, including Tan- of the more immediate short- to medium-
zania and Peru. Not surprisingly, the bulk term issues. In order to move beyond affir-
of the total carbon emission savings (124 mation of broad policy principles to imple-
million tons per year) comes from coal fuel mentation of specific programs, there is a
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need to provide decisionmakers with esti- ule, which permits calculation of the re-
mates of the specific effects of alternative siduals and pollution control costs associ-
options. ated with least-cost solutions of WASP.9

Yet even this more limited objective The TEMIS model, developed by the Ger-
proves to be quite difficult to achieve. Of man Oko Institute,"0 is of a similar genre,
those who have attempted to examine the permitting calculations to be made of a
detailed issues of policy and technology wide range of pollutant emissions associ-
implementation, almost all have centered ated with a given energy facility, including
on generic technology rankings, in which those associated with the upstream fuel
the ranking criterion is the cost of GHG cycle.
emissions anticipated from the introduc- In the case of GHG emissions, the fact
tion of some particular technology, gener- that such models are limited to residuals is
ally expressed as U.S. dollars per ton.6 Al- perhaps not very serious. Certainly there is
though such costs can be calculated in a very little reason to believe that the actual
generally straightforward manner for spe- impacts of other pollutants, such as sulfur
cific technologies, how can the costs of dioxide and particulates, are linearly re-
such technology interventions compare lated to emissions levels. More serious from
with those of more broad-based economy- our perspective, however, is the fact that
wide price and tax policies? Moreover, par- such models are of limited use for assessing
ticularly in the case of electric sector tech- economywide price and tax policies on a
nologies, the proposition that technologies consistent basis, because they generally lack
can be evaluated in isolation of the systems integration with financial models, and en-
context is extremely tenuous, because of ergy demands tend to be defined exog-
the interactions which occur through the enously.
system load curve. For example, the effect Several additional methodological prob-
of load management and transmission and lems relate to the workings of the Global
distribution (T&D) loss reduction when Environment Facility (GEF). This is the
implemented together is demonstrably less funding mechanism, on an interim basis,
than the sum of the impacts of each of these for providing financial resources needed
technologies evaluated alone. by developing countries to meet the full

It is fairly clear, therefore, that a consis- incremental costs incurred in complying
tent assessment of policy options for GHG with their obligations under the World Cli-
emissions reduction requires a systemic mate Convention.
evaluation-which in turn requires some If the GEF is to fund the incremental
comprehensive representation of the tech- costs of GHG reduction measures, this pre-
nical, environmental, economic, and finan- supposes that a baseline can be unambigu-
cial characteristics of the energy system. ously defined, against which such incre-
This is a major challenge, insofar as most mental costs be defined. One obvious ap-
energy models presently available tend to proach here is to define the baseline as the
focus on only part of the problem. Most least-cost solution to expansion of the en-
attempts at providing an environmental ergy system. As is now fairly well recog-
impact assessment capability to energy nized in the case of electric sector expan-
models are little more than add on modules sion, the concept of least-cost is extremely
to calculate residuals.7 For example, the fragile." Such a solution may be valid only
Wien Automatic System Planning (WASP) for a very narrow band of input assump-
model is very widely used in developing tions. If these assumptions prove to be dif-
countries for optimizing the capacity ex- ferent, then an investment program predi-
pansion path of the electric sector.8 To this cated upon the least-cost plan may ulti-
has now been added the IMPACTS mod- mately be distinctly non-optimal. In short,
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any deterministic definition of incremental module.1 3 Thus, adjustments in the capac-
cost will run into a range of practical opera- ity expansion plan (in response to lower
tional difficulties. demands caused by higher prices, for ex-

Equally difficult is the treatment of joint ample) feed back automatically into the
products. Options which reduceGHG emis- asset and liability accounts in the financial
sions may also provide significant changes statements. We thus achieve a completely
in other pollutants whose impacts are of a consistent set of prices, demands, technical
quite different scale. For example, the sub- sector configuration, investment, and fi-
stitution of renewable energy technologies nancial representations of the major sector
for coal will reduce not just carbon dioxide institutions which permits simulation of a
emissions (which would provide a global wide range of policy options. The model is
benefit) but also sulfur dioxide and par- described in detail in a separate report
ticulate emissions, which bring a reduction (Meier 1995).'4
in local environmental damages. On the
other hand, the increased use of renewable Scope
energy technologies, such as hydroelectric In the second section of this chapter, we
generation, which also reduce carbon diox- will review the main options for the energy
ide emissions, may also impose new and will Althe the optis herenergy
different local environmental costs, such as sector. Although the emphasis here is on
loss of biodiversity associated with reser- the electric and road transportation sectors-
voir inundation.' 2 the main areas where significant green-

house emission reductions can be attained-

Approach biomass still accounts for 70 percent of the
total primary energy used in Sri Lanka.

In this report we address these various The environmental impacts of electricity
analytical and methodological issues by price reform will be presented in the third
the application of an integrated sectorwide section of this chapter. The focus here is to
spreadsheet model (see figure 8-1). assess the effects in terms of different ap-

At the core of the model stands a conven- proaches to tariff setting: one based on fi-
tional financial representation of the elec- nancial criteria, by setting the tariff equal to
tric utility and the refinery-with the usual that required in order to meet specific tar-
income statement, sources and uses of gets for balance sheet ratios; and the other
funds, and balance sheet. The model allows based on economic criteria, by setting the
the user to specify one or more balance tariff equal to long-run marginal costs.
sheet ratios as the criteria for setting the In the fourth section of this chapter we
level of the tariff-such as return on equity examine greenhouse gas emission reduc-
or assets, self financing ratio, and so on. tion options. The focus here is on a com-
The financial model is then linked to tech- parison of different approaches which
nical representation of the energy sector, might be used, including the pricing policy
with demand and supply modules for each options already examined earlier in this
major subsector. In the case of the electric chapter. We will also look at a variety of
sector, for example, this would include technology and other policy options, rang-
merit order dispatching and capacity ex- ing from the use of clean coal technology in
pansion, and be driven by an econome- the electric sector, to inspection and main-
trically specified demand model, which in tenance programs for urban buses and
turn takes prices from the current tariff in trucks in the road transportation sector.
the financial statements. The model is closed In the fifth section of this chapter is a
by passing the investment requirements discussion on how to account for risk and
for capacity expansion back to the financial uncertainty. This is an exceptionally im-
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portant topic, given the many uncertainties Table 8-1: Specific generation costs
encountered in energy and environmental
planning. The search here is to identify projectUplant capacity,Mw speciiccosts,
options robust to sources of risk and uncer- US cents/Kwh
tainty beyond the decisionmakers' control. remaining
The conclusions are summarized in the fi- hydro projects
nal section of this chapter. Upper 123 4.55

Energy Sector Options Kotmale
Kukule (run- 70 5.25

The salient features of Sri Lanka's energy of-river)
situation are displayed in figure 8.2. The 49 5.42
most notable feature is that 70 percent of Gig ganga
primary energy is still biomass, and only 20 Belihul oya 17 6.18
percent of the total energy i6 from oil. With Broadlands 40 7.45
most of the biomass consumed for house-
hold cooking, this form of energy also Moragolla 27 7.79
accounts for the largest share of end use Uma oya 150 8.03
consumption. In this report we are con-
cerned primarily with the electricity and thermal
road transportation sectors, which together coal (70 300 5.9
account for almost 80 percent of the com- percent PF)
mercial energy consumption. Next we re-
view the main features of these two sectors diesel (70 20 6.2
and define some of the technology and percentPF)
policy options that have a major bearing on Z combustion 22 11.45
their environmental impacts. turbine (20

percent PF)

The Electricity Sector Source: CEB Report on Long Term Generation Expansion
Planning Studies, 1993-2007, October 1992.

The present installed capacity in Sri Lanka
is 1,225 megawatts, of which 1,115 mega-
watts is hydro, the balance consisting of
combustion turbines (108 megawatts), die- least-cost system expansion studies con-
sel (64 megawatts) and a 44 megawatts oil ducted annually by the Ceylon Electricity
fired steam plant. In 1992, generation was Board (CEB) show that the least-cost plan is
3,377 gigawatt hours (gwh), with a trans- to begin building coal fired baseload sta-
mission and distribution (T&D) loss rate of tions using imported Australian coal by the
18.8 percent of total generation.1 5 The rate beginning of the next decade.
of demand growth during the next decade The remaining large hydro plants, such
is expected to be between 7 and 9 percent. as the high dam variant of the Kukule

Assuming no discoveries of oil or natural project, involve substantial resettlement
gas, the conventional wisdom is that for the and removal of forest area, and are likely to
next twenty years the generation options be fiercely opposed by environmentalists.
for Sri Lanka are quite limited. Although As a matter of practicality, expansion of
substantial hydropower resources could be conventional hydro is likely to be limited to
developed, the remaining sites are limited smaller run-of-river schemes such as
in size, and have substantially higher costs Broadlands, and the run-of-river variant of
than alternative options (see table 8-1). The the Kukule project.' 6
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Yet even some run-of-river schemes will the usable quantities are small and of poor
likely encounter fierce opposition. The origi- quality20 . It is clear that during the next
nal design for the proposed Talawakelle run- fifteen to twenty years any fossil fuels used
of-river plant, part of a proposed hydro de- for electricity generation will be imported.2 '
velopment scheme on the Upper Kotmale, In the absence of domestic natural gas, is
would cut off river flow from the St. Clair's it possible that imported liquid natural gas
waterfall, a well-known scenic attraction. (LNG) could be an alternative to coal? Gas
Nuclear power is not likely to be a feasible fueled combined cycle plants have many
option for Sri Lanka for some time, even advantages: relatively low capital costs
apart from the environmental issues. (about US$600 per kilowatt), a thermal effi-
Present indications are that even under very ciency of around 50 percent,22 compared to
high rates of demand growth, it would be 40 percent for coal based generation, much
at least 2030 before the system is of a suffi- faster construction times, and significantly
cient size to accommodate a 500 megawatts lower environmental impacts, ranging from
to 600 megawatts nuclear unit.'7 an absence of solid waste impacts to much

There are substantial environmental con- lower GHG emissions, as well as signifi-
cerns associated with the introduction of cantly sulphur oxides and particulates.
coal fired power stations in Sri Lanka. The The costs of setting up the necessary gas
environmental impact assessment prepared importation, storage, and transport facili-
for a proposed coal burning station at ties are extremely high, however. Some in-
Trincomalee, in the northeast (see map, dication of the necessary scale of genera-
figure 8-3), revealed a range of important tion that is necessary to offset these infra-
issues. These issues range from impacts on structure costs can be gauged from the pro-
the aquatic ecosystems of Trincomalee Bay posed ENRON project in India on the west
caused by the discharge of thermal efflu- coast of Maharashtra near Bombay. The
ents, to air pollution concerns caused by original proposal was for 2,200 megawatts
particulate and sulfur oxide emissions. Af- of capacity, with LNG to be imported from
ter great controversy in the mid 1980s,'8 the the Persian Gulf. In light of the many diffi-
necessary permits could not be obtained. culties in implementing a project of this
Ultimately, the deciding factor was the scale, a phased project implementation sub-
impact of discharging large volumes of sequently replaced the original proposal.
heated water into the relatively shallow The first phase of 600 megawatts is to be
waters of a small bay near the proposed fueled by imported fuel oil, though with a
site. As a result, attention shifted to the capability to use gas at a later stage. Cer-
south coast as a possible site. This proposal tainly for the foreseeable future, an im-
has also encountered opposition, and most ported LNG option must be regarded as
recently attention has shifted back to the extremely unlikely for a small country like
Trincomalee site.'9 Sri Lanka.

As to the possibility of domestic fossil An oil based combined cycle plant has
fuels, although it is true that India has made been included as one of the options in CEB's
some oil finds approximately fifteen miles generation planning studies for some years,
north of the Sri Lanka maritime border in but the heavy diesel oil that would be neces-
the Palk Straits, these are as yet of un- sary is relatively expensive. For this reason,
known commercial potential. As one re- this option does not enter the least-cost plan.
cent study on this question concluded A more likely alternative is a steam cycle
".one can only repeat the dictum: there plant using fuel oil, but this option does not
are no known resources of oil, gas, or coal appear to have been examined in any great
in Sri Lanka! " (Perera 1992). There are some detail by the CEB. Capital costs are likely to
known peat deposits at Muthurajawela, but be significantly lower, but any large-scale
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importation of heavy fuel oil will require ever, such as energy efficient refrigerators,
significant infrastructure development. The and compact fluorescent lighting in the
various capital cost assumptions are sum- domestic sector. Similarly, wind energy and
marized in table 8-2. mini-hydro plants are selected as represen-

Thus it is fair to say that the conven- tative renewable energy options.
tional, supply side options are quite lim-
ited. The main options for the next 20 years WIND ENERGY
are diesels running on heavy fuel oil, steam Although there are a number of renewable
turbines using heavy fuel oil or coal, and energy technologies that may be consid-
some run-of-river hydro. Fortunately, there ered for Sri Lanka, the technology with the
are a wide variety of renewable and de- most immediate possibilities is wind en-
mand side options that may alleviate this ergy. Utility scale solar thermal plants are
situation, ranging from good prospects for potentially attractive in the more distant
wind generation on the south coast23 to a future, but for the next ten to fifteen years
substantial, although as yet unverified, the costs are still expected to be very high.2 5

potential for demand side management PhotovoltAICs probably have the greatest
options.2 4 potential in remote rural areas that do not

have grid access. The wind feasibility as-
Table 8-2: Capital Cost Assumption sessment recently completed for the south-

ern lowlands of Sri Lanka estimated the
technology capital cost, ultimate potential at some 300 megawatts.

In this study we assume that three 50 mega-
Coal 1,420 watts wind farms will be built in this area in

Coal with FGD 1,600 the years 1998-06.26 The most important
finding of the monitoring program con-

Diesels (10Mw units) 1,188 ducted at the site concerns the hourly varia-

Oil steam 1,250 tions, which show a distinct peak during
the afternoon hours (See figure 8-4). Unfor-

Natural gas 1,000 tunately, this peak is not coincident with

Oil combined cycle 1,061 the evening peak in the load curve. There
are also very strong seasonal variations:

Natural gas combined cycle 800 during the summer monsoon period

Combustion turbines 622 monthly output for a 50 megawatts facility
is estimated at about ten gwh per month,
falling to a low of about two and a half gwh

Technology Options in the Electricity Sector per month in March and November. Con-

We now turn to a brief discussion of some sequently, wind plants will do little to re-
of the other technology options considered duce installed capacity requirements, but
in this study. The objective is not so much will serve primarily to displace thermal
to define all possible options, as much as it power, and to reduce expected deficits in
is to select a set of representative technolo- - dry years.
gies and fuel choice options. For example, MINI-HYDRO
without comprehensive demand side man- The Gesellschaft fuer Technische Zusam-
agement (DSM) study, the full DSM poten- menarbeit (GTZ) electricity masterplan
tial cannot be established. We can select identified a series of potential mini-hydro
one or two representative measures for sites. In this option we assume that the four
which data can be extrapolated from recent with the lowest specific generation cost
studies conducted in other countries, how- will be implemented in the 1998-02 time
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frame, to provide a total additional mini- PRESSURIZED FLUIDIZED BED COMBUSTION-
hydro capacity of 30 megawatts. 2 8 COMBINED CYCLE (PFBC-CC)

DSM Of the many clean coal technologies cur-
rently in the demonstration stage, PFBC-

A systematic assessment of DSM options CC is perhaps the most promising.3 5 With
has yet to be conducted in Sri Lanka. In- combustion typically at ten to fifteen atmo-
deed, comprehensive DSM assessments spheres, hot combustion gases can be fed
have been conducted for2verytfew develop- directly to a combustion turbine, thus in-
ing countries to date.2 9 Nevertheless, there creasing overall efficiency. Figure 8-6 shows
are indications that there exist some sig- a schematic for a PFBC plant, as compared
nificant opportunities for the introduction to a conventional pulverized coal plantwith
of energy efficient end use technologies in flue gas desulfurization (FGD). A typical
Sri Lanka. Both an internal World Bank 74 megawatts unit, such as the one being
power system efficiency study of Sri Lanka built at Tidd in Ohio, might have a 58 mega-
in 1983 and the GTZ masterplan made some watts steam turbine and a 16 megawatts
preliminary estimates of the potential for combustion turbine. The result is that even
load management and energy conserva- if the pressurized combustor is more ex-
tion by the systematic replacement of in- pensive on a dollar per kilowatt basis than
candescent lights by fluorescent lights.30 aconventionalboiler,itisoffsetbyacheaper

In this study we examine two specific dollar per kilowatt for the combustion tur-
technologies to improve the efficiency of bine portion. As a result, the overall capital
electricity use: increased penetration of cost will not be very much more expensive
compact fluorescent lighting in the domes- than a conventional coal unit, especially
tic and commercial sectors,31 and the intro- one with an FGD system.36

duction of energy efficient refrigerators.32 The much higher overall efficiency makes
The former is largely a load management this a particularly attractive technology
measure, with very large megawatts sav- where coal must be imported, as in Sri
ings during the evening peak, but rela- Lanka. Heat rates will be 10 to 15 percent
tively modest energy savings.3 3 The latter higher than for conventional PC units with-
is largely an energy saving measure, how- out FGD systems, and 20 percent better
ever, with little impact on the peak. As can than FGD fitted units of comparable sulfur
be seen from figure 8-5, there is a very removal performance. Demonstration re-
pronounced evening peak that coincides sults for environmental emissions have ex-
with the hours immediately after sundown, ceeded expectations. At the Tidd PFBC unit
indicative of the importance of the lighting in Ohio, NOx emissions, expected to be half
load.3 4 a pound per 106British thermal units (BTU),

No COAL have been in the range 0.15 to 0.18 pounds
A no coal option has been evaluated by the per 106 BTU, and sulfur retention rates,
CEB annual generation planning studies predicted at 90 percent, have averaged 93
for some time, although the rationale had percent.
less to do with reducing GHG emissions T&D LOSS REDUCTION
than with the extent of public opposition to As can be seen from figure 8-7, the progress
large thermal plants located in the coastal in reducing losses to the present 12 percent
zone. Obviously, more hydro plants will be target set by CEB has been much slower
built in this option, and many more diesel than anticipated. As recently as 1989 it was
plants. projected that the 12 percent target would

be attained by 1993, yet by 1992 that target
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had been delayed to 1996. Given the lack of again to be forced into the solution: in this
progress during the past few years (in 1991 scenario all of the remaining major hydro
losses actually increased), there is some plants in Sri Lanka are assumed to be built
question as to whether even this target can by 2011.39

be attained.37

CLEAN FUELS AND FGD
MAXIMUM HYDRO Finally we examine the possibility of impos-

Maximum reduction of greenhouse gases ing flue gas desulfurization systems (FGD)
is achieved by maximum use of hydro on coal plants, and of using low sulfur oil or
plants.38 Because of the high costs, this has coal. The existing refinery at Sapugaskanda

Table 8-3: Summary of electricity sector options

option comments

1 wind energy 305Mw total wind

2 mini-hydro minihy

3 DSM: energy efficient EEF
refrigerators

4 DSM: compact CFL
fluorescents

5 T&D loss reduction 10 percent T&D loss goal (in place of 12 TD+
percent) by 2000.

6 12 percent goal delayed to 2003 T&D-

8 max hydro builds both reservoirs in the Upper Kotmale maxHy
project; 144Mw high dam version of Kukule.

9 clean coal technology pressurized fluidized bed combustion-combined PFBC
cycle units; assumed for all coal units after
2000:

1 with pessimistic capital cost assumptions PFBC--
0

1 clean fuels use imported low-sulfur residual oil for diesels low S oil
1 (0.5 percent S by weight rather than 2.5

percentS).

1 use low sulfur (0.5 percent) coal (rather than I low S coal
2 percent S coal)

I FGD systems model free to chose optimal generation mix; FGD
3 coal plants must have FGD systems.

1 FGD systems forced onto basecase solution **FGD
4

1 no coal model free to choose least-cost combination of noCoal
5 diesels +hydro
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does not have fuel oil desulfurization facili- show major discrepancies.
ties, and the specification of the heavy re- Sri Lanka is quite typical in this respect.
sidual oil used for diesel units is 3.5 percent For example, a report (USAID 1991) pre-
sulfur by weight. During the past decade, pared for the Natural Resources and Envi-
however, and especially due to the recent ronmental Policy Project (NAREPP) esti-
refinery rehabilitation, increasing amounts mates the number of automobiles in 1990 as
of lower sulfur Malaysian crude have been 205,078. The MEIP action plan puts the
used, so the actual sulfur content has been number at 128,815, although the estimate
substantiallybelow specification. In this study of the Transport Planning and Studies Cen-
we assume 2.5 percent sulfur by weight. Low ter puts the number at 92,962 (ESCAP 1992).
sulfur fuel oil (0.5 percent by weight) would Reconciling the vehicle fleet, fuel
need to be imported from Singapore spot economy, andvehicle kilometer traveled in
markets, for which the premium is about each vehicle class with actual fuel consump-
US$25 per ton. tion proves to be very difficult. The basic

problem is that despite a huge increase in
The Road Transport Sector the vehicle fleet, and rapidly increasing

During the past decade motor vehicle traf- congestion in Colombo, the increase in fuel
fic i. Sri Lanka hasrisenveryfast.Particu consumption, which is known with much
ficly in SriLakah as risb vetry tas Part, greater confidence than any of the trans-
larly in the Colombo metropolitan area port fleet characteristics, has been quite
problems of traffic congestion, and of re- modest44 (see figure 8-8). Thus, if we apply
lated environmental concerns such as lead what apea togbe raobl estimate of

and artiulae emssins, avebegu to what appear to be reasonable estimates of
and 4particulate vehicle fuel economy and miles traveled

emerge.'0 Urban air quality is a priority per vehicle totical estimates of the motor
issue in the national environmental action ' . ' i

plan NEAP) TheMetroolitn Envron- vehicle fleet, the implied estimate of fuelplan (NEAP). The Metropolitan Environ- consumption proves to exceed actual con-
mental Improvement Programme (MEIP) r .

has recently issued an action plan for Co- sudpton by a signicnt margn In one
lombo in which the transportation sector is
a major target. Combustion of gasoline and
diesel fuel is currently the largest source of Table 8-4: Annual Growth Rates in the
carbon emissions in Sri Lanka." Even if Motor Vehicle Fleet (in percent)
large-scale generation of electricity from 1 1
coal commences in the late 1990s,42 the trans- 1973-1977 1977-980 1980-
portation sector will continue to represent 1990
a major source of total national greenhouse cars 0.4 7.6 5
gas (GHG) emissions.

Unfortunately, despite the importance taxis 0.9 13.3 5.1
of the sector to both energy consumption pickups 12.6 29.7 8.2
and air quality, few rigorous studies of the 1.2
transport sector are available. This short- heavybuses 5.8 7.5
coming is hardly unique to Sri Lanka, for other buses 27.5 86 20.2
transport is almost universally among the truck -4.6 20.6 7.8
least understood of energy subsectors. This
is largely due to the lack of good data. Even 3-wheelers 135.6 28.7
estimates of the most basic indicators- motorcycle 62 149.5 22.5
such as the size of the vehicle fleet-are
often subject to great uncertainty,43 and total 1.3 26.04 14.03
sources of data that are available frequently Source: ESCAP estimates
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transport in Sri Lanka the estimate exceeded of future pollutant emissions in the transport
actual consumption by a factor of six. sector is the fraction of passenger miles that

The essential trends are easy enough to are provided by urban mass transit. As indi-
understand. Prior to the liberalization of cated in figure 8-12, the share of traffic in cars
the economy in 1978, growth in the vehicle and motorcycles declined from 10 percent in
fleet was constrained by import quotas. In 1975, to around 5 percent by the early 1980s,
the last three years before liberalization, largely a result of sharp increases in gasoline
the growth rate in the vehicle fleet was only price.47Sincethen,however,motorcycleshave
1.3 percent per year (see table 8-4). captured an increasing share, and bus trans-

With the decontrol of the economy in port is back at about a 90 percent share.
1978, and the lifting of import quotas, the The magnitude of fuel consumption and
economy expanded very rapidly, and the hence GHG emissions from the transport
vehicle fleet grew dramatically, with a surge sector will be subject to a large number of
in new vehicle registrations (see figure 8-9), policy variables. Some of them relate to fun-
resulting in sharp growth of the fleet. An- damental decisions about the modal mix,
other significant event of this period was particularly in Colombo. They include such
the decision by the government to break policy questions as whether or not the rail-
the monopoly of the public transport au- ways should be electrified, at what point the
thorities. As a result, private buses quickly major intercity and Colombo access roads
captured a rapidly growing share of this should be upgraded (plans for the country's
market segment. Between 1977 and 1980, first expressway, from the airport into Co-
the number of these buses rose from 1,300 lombo, are at an advanced stage), or the ex-
to 8,100, with a concomitant impact on the tent to which new measures are to be taken to
consumption of diesel fuel. reduce urban congestion in Colombo.

Rates of growth settled down after their For the moment, the impact of any such
surge in the late 1970s. Nevertheless, for major initiatives must be regarded as some-
three vehicle categories-private buses, what speculative, and beyond the scope of
three wheelers, and motorcycles-average this report. We are limiting ourselves, for the
growth rates of more than 20 percent per moment, to an assessment of the more readily
year during the decade resulted in a pro- quantified trends and policy linkages that
found shift in the vehicle mix. Thus, as relate to fuel efficiency and the vehicle mix.
shown in figure 8-10, an increasing share In particular, we are examining some of the
of the non-bus passenger kilometers trav- measures that are being proposed under the
eled has shifted to motorcycles.4 5 national environmental action plan, and the

Although rapid growth in three wheelers action plan for air quality management in the
and motorcycleshas completely transformed Colombo metropolitan area. Many of these
the face of urban motor traffic, their inherent measures, such as vehicle inspection and
fuel efficiency has meant that growth in fuel maintenance programs, have beneficial ef-
demand has been much more modest than if fects not just on the emissions of the pollut-
automobiles had satisfied the implied trans- ants of immediate interest-hydrocarbons,
portation demand. Another way of putting particulates and lead-but also on the effi-
this is that there has been a sharp drop in the ciency of fuel consumption, and therefore on
amount of fuel consumed per vehicle, as GHG emissions as well. Table 8-5 lists some
illustrated in figure 8-11. This is a phenom- of the main recommendations of the clean air
enon that is far from unique to Sri Lanka: action plan, and their potential impact on
indeed, given the differences in GDP per GHG emissions.
capita, it is remarkable how similar are com- Unfortunately, the action plan provides no
parable statistics from Thailand.46 information at all on the costs of the recom-

Perhaps the most important determinant mended programs. These may in fact be sig-
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Table 8-5: GHG Emission Consequences of Selected Measures in the Colombo Air
Quality Management Action Plan

According to the MEIP, about 40 percent
of motorcycles are of the 2-stroke type.
These have higher emissions, but lower
fuel economy than 4-stroke motorcycles. A
larger share of 4-stroke motorcycles
therefore implies a reduction in GHG
emissions.

Vehicle inspection and improved l/M will also result in fuel economy
maintenance programs (particularly to improvements, reported in the literature to be
reduce particulate emissions from buses from zero to 7 percent. USEPA assumes 3.5
and trucks) percent, which is probably conservative for a

developing country where vehicles are typically
in much poorer condition than in the USA. In
this study, therefore, we assume an
improvement of 5 percent.

unleaded gasoline for reduction of lead Without a detailed study of refinery operations,
emissions difficult to predict. If octane enhancement

comes from running reformers at higher
severity, refinery fuel consumption and hence
GHG emissions increase. In this study we
assume no impact on GHG emissions for this
measure.

reducing/cleaning up 2-stroke motorcycles

Table 8-6: Transportation Sector Scenarios

policy measure figu comments on assumptions
re
lege
nds

vehicle VI/ public buses covered by 1995, private buses by 1997, trucks by
inspection/maint M 1999 and automobiles by 2001. 5 percent improvement in fuel
enance program economy of inspected vehicles.

limit 2-stroke MC Base case assumes 40 percent of new registrations are 2-stroke
motorcycles 2 motorcycles. The policy scenario assumes that only 10 percent

are of this type. We use the OTA study for incremental cost
($ 100/unit) and for assumptions about fuel economy and
emnissions.

carbon tax see text.

increase share of BU In the base case we assume that the bus share falls from 90
urban mass S percent to 85 percent by 2010. In the policy case we assume
transit that the bus share is maintained at 90 percent.
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Annex 1. Estimates of Fuel Economy by Vehicle Type

Table 8-7: Passenger Car Fuel Economy (mifes per U.S. gallon)

country source engine litters/lOOkm miles/US
size/make gallon

Taiwan (1) 600-1200cc 30.9
(average 1201-1800cc 27.67
1984) 1801-4200cc 22.23

Taiwan (1) 600-1200cc 30.5
pre-1977 1201-1800cc 25.1
models 1801-4200cc 21.7

Taiwan (1) 600-1200cc 30.9
post-1980 1201-1800cc 27.6
models 1801-4200cc 22.2

Taiwan (2) average, 8.5 27.8

Thailand (4) Bangkok, 1986 23.65
non-Bangkok, 26.02
1986

Korea (3) average, 1983 23.37
average, 1987 23.18

India (2) ambassador 13.6 17.4

Japan (2) Toyota Corolla 6 39.4
Honda Civic 6.4 39.4

Gernany (2) VW Rabbit 6 39.4

Sri Lanka MEIP, USAID assumed 19
average

Sources:
(1) J. Sathaye and S. Meyers. 1987. "Transport and Home Energy Use in the Cities of the Developing Countries:
A Review," The Energy Journal, 8: 85-103.
(2) Korea Energy Economics Institute (KEEI). 1989. "Sectoral Energy Demand in the Republic of Korea." Report
to the ESCAP Regional Energy Development Program. Data are derived from the Korea Energy Census (1987 for
year of 1986, and 1984 Census for the year of 1983).
(3) National Energy Administration. 1989. "Sectoral Energy Demand in Thailand." Report to ESCAP Regional
Energy Development Program, p.55.
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Table 8-8: Fuel economy of motorcycles

Country Source miles/
US gallon

Korea (1) KEEI 90

unspecified (2) OTA 2-stroke 50.0
4-stroke 67.0

Thailand (3) NEA Bangkok 63.9
non-Bangkok 75.7

Sri Lanka (4) 2-stroke 49.0
USAID/MEIP 4-stroke 37.7

Sources:
(1) Korea Energy Economics Institute (KEEI). 1989. "Sectoral Energy Demand in the
Republic of Korea." Report to the ESCAP Regional Energy Development Program, p.
125; based on survey data.
(2) OTA, op.cit., p.
(3) National Energy Administration. 1989. "Sectoral Energy Demand in Thailand."
Report to ESCAP Regional Energy Development Program, p.55.
(4) MEIP/USAID, op.cit; basis unclear.

nificant. In the case of the vehicle inspection is quite strong, with a short-run price elastic-
and maintenance (I/M) program, forinstance, ity of demand of -0.4 and a long-run elasticity
they may range from the cost of importing of -1.05. For diesel, the effect is much less
the necessary emissions analysis equipment (about -0.1), and statistically barely signifi-
to the implied cost to owners whose vehicles cant. The econometric analysis is presented
fail inspection. If we make the assumption -in Annex 2.
that the cost of repairs or extra maintenance
to the vehicle owners are offset by fuel sav- Annex 2. Econometric Analysis48

ings, there still remains the additional and
administrative cost, for which we make the Selection of the appropriate model specifi-
assumption of a US$10 cost per vehicle in- cations for econometric estimation of price
spected per year. For some of the other mea- and income elasticity's is very much a mat-
sures, such as limiting the number of two ter of understanding the underlying trends
strokemotorcycles,weusetheOfficeof Tech- in prices and demands. Figure 8-13 sum-
nology Assessment (of the U.S. Congress) marizes the important price trends during
(OTA) estimate of incremental cost of US$100 the past twenty years. Clearly the impact of
per vehicle. Our transport sector scenarios the two world oil price shocks was quickly
are summarized on table 8-6. In addition to passed to the consumer. Since the early
the two MEIP action plan measures, we also 1980s there has been a decline in the real
examine carbon taxes, and the impact of a price for both fuels. In 1989, however, the
shift in the share of passenger kilometers gasoline price was increased sharply, with-
provided by mass transit. out a corresponding adjustment to the diesel

The impact of carbon taxes is assumed to price.
be captured by application of the applicable Indeed, the ratio of gasoline price to die-
price elasticity to the real price increases that sel price has gone through three distinct
followtheimpositionofsuchtaxes.Theecono- phases. Until the second oil price shock,
metric evidence of a price effect for gasoline this ratio was around 2.0 but was allowed
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to fall in 1981 to about 1.7, at which level it Model for Gasoline Consumption
was maintained until 1988. With the rise in
gasoline price starting in 1989, the ratio has We begin with the widely used partial ad-
climbed back to its level in the 1970s. justment model49

There appears to be an impact of the drop
in price ratio for all three major vehicle Qt =f(Qt-l, P, Y)
categories: the higher the gasoline to diesel
price ratio, the higher the ratio of new die- where Qt is the fuel consumption, P is price,
sel registrations. There are clear lag effects, and Y is income. The results were as fol-
however, and initial purchase decision, es- lows:
pecially for cars, is also a strong function of Total gasoline consumption: partial
initial price, for which we have yet to col- adjustment model
lect appropriate time series.

In figure 8-14 we show gasoline con- InQ= 0.16 +1.3621nQ -0.618 -0.182dPR +0.545In

sumption in the three major vehicle types t-1 d(]'as) d(GDP)

together with the price of gasoline (as con- (0.124) (0.105) (0,095) (.74)
stant 1985 rupees per liter). Clearly the sample period: 1973-90; R2=0.92; figures in
1973 price shock significantly depressed parentheses are standard error of estimate
gasoline demand in the subsequent years.
The second price shock in the late 1970s had where
a much smaller effect, because it was to a t gasol consumption at tie t
large extent offset by a surge in economic dPR ratio of gasoline to diesel price
growth that occurred in the same period d(P ,,) change in the real gasoline price
immediately following the liberalization in d(GDP) change in real GDP
1978. During the 1980s the relative price Although the signs and magnitudes of
drifted down, and gasoline consumption the elasticities are consistent with expecta-
began to grow again. The sharp increase in tions, theory holds that the lag coefficient
gasoline price in the 1989-91 period appar- for geometrically distributed lags assumed
ently has had little impact on the growth of in the partial adjustment model is less than
consumption, however. We know from the unity, as opposed to the actual result of
previous section that this period has also 1.362. The generally unsatisfactory nature
coincided with the rapid growth in motor- of all specifications we tried with gasoline
cycle use. consumption as the dependent variable is

Diesel consumption and price trends are hardly surprising in light of the discussion
illustrated in figure 8-15. The highest of previous sections. Much better is the
growth rate in consumption came in the vehicle use lagged endogenous model, in
postliberalization period, despite the fact which the dependent variable is gasoline
that this was also a period in which the real consumption per vehicle.S0 This, clearly,
consumer price of diesel almost tripled. will be a strong function of the fraction of
Based on this data, with most of this growth motorcycles in the vehicle mix, and pro-
occurring as a result of the increase in pri- vided the following model:
vate buses, we would not expect to see
much of a price effect. Indeed, during the Gasoline: vehicle use lagged
1980s, with the real price showing a steady endogenous model
decline, growth rate in diesel consumption In (G/V),= 1.94 + 0.708 -0.334 - 0.17f(mc) + 1.46 In
slowed again. ln(G/V) t d(P gst) d(GDP)

(0.068) (0.094) (0.036) (.07)
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sample period: 1973-90; R2=0.99; figures in tion (0.73) and the quasi logistic (0.70). Given
parentheses are standard error of estimate even a 1990 level of car ownership in Sri

Lanka of 0.0056 per capita, two orders of
where magnitude lower than the saturation level,51

(G/V), = gasoline consumption per vehicle that is hardly surprising, given the differ-
at time t ence between actual number of cars and

d(Pgaso) = change in the real gasoline price presumed saturation level.
d(GDP) = change in real GDP In any case, models for vehicle owner-
f(GDc) = frachtion ofmotore cleD ship were generally unsatisfactory, perhaps
f(mc) = fraction of motorcycles in part because we did not have data for the

price of automobiles. The price of gasoline
This is a much more satisfactory model, can be expected to have a lesser influence

with results consistent with the theoretical than the initial price of the vehicle itself,-2
hypothesis. The long-run price elasticity is and gasoline price was not statistically sig-

nificant.S3 The best model for passenger car
0.334/(1. - 0.708) = 1.14, ownership, given the time series that were

which is remarkably close to the -1.05 available, was as follows:
average of all studies, mostly in developed Passenger car lagged endogenous model
countries, reported by Dahl and Sterner In V = 1.943 + 0.907ln 0.61 Ind(GDP)
1991. The income elasticity, however, is V
much higher (1.44 as opposed to the reported V(4 
average of 0.14): but that is also as expected (0.047) (.79)
for a low-income country like Sri Lanka. sample period: 1979-90; R2=0.978; figures in

A variety of functional specifications has parentheses are standard error of estimate
been suggested in the literature for model-
ing automobile ownership. Most studies where
have used the traditional constant elastic- V, = number of passenger automobiles at
ity model of the log linear form. One recent time t (includes both diesel and gasoline
study (Button, Ngoe, and Hine 1993) argues, vehicles)
however, for the use of a quasi logistic d(GDP) = change in real GDP
specification, which includes The GDP variable has the right sign, and
the number of vehicles per capita, the pos- is about of the expected magnitude,54 but is
tulated saturation level, and a number of not statistically significant. Use of vehicles
conventional explanatory variables (such p cp

as price and GDP). ~~per capita, GDP per capita, or populationas price and GDP). got svralspoie oipoe
When we examine the results of this study growth as variables provided no improve-

for the group of low-income countries that ment. We simply excluded the years in
included Sri Lanka, for which a saturation which import controls were imposed on
value of S = 0.35 was assumed, however, automobiles prior to 1978; use of a dummy
there is very little difference between the variable proved unsuccessfu. We are cur-
income elasticity in the log linear specifica- rently collecting additional data to derive a

consumer vehicle price index.

A Model for Diesel Consumption

Neither price nor GDP variables explained
total consumption of diesel, which is not
surprising in light of the many different
trends that occurred during the last de-
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cades. The most successful, or the least cantly less than that observed for gasoline.
unsuccessful, was again a vehicle use lagged A variety of models was tried for predic-
endogenous model, which gave the follow- tion of the number of diesel vehicles, or
ing results: new registration rates, but none proved

statistically significant.
Diesel: vehicle use lagged endogenous model
In(DIV),= 1.46 +0.2591n(D/V) -0.106d(Pgt) -0.71 + 0.45 n Conclusions

6 (.4 flight) d(GDP) That these preliminary econometric analy-
ses proved generally disappointing is

sample period: 1978-90; R2=0.99; figures in hardly surprising, given that the eighteen
parentheses are standard error of estimate year time period for which data was avail-

able was characterized by so many exog-
where enous factors that make statistical estima-
(D/V)t = diesel consumption per vehicle at tion difficult. The period of import con-

time t trols, the growth surge of the late 1980s
d(Pdiesel) = change in the real diesel price which coincided with the second oil price
d(GDP) = change in real GDP shock, the various disruptions due to civil
f(light) = fraction of light diesel vehicles in disturbances, the rapid growth of the Co-

the fleet lombo metropolitan area, the decontrol of
passenger bus service-so many forces were

Price and income elasticities have the acting upon the road traffic situation that
expected sign, and are of about the ex- isolation of individual factors is inevitably
pected size; but the time series had to be very difficult, given the shortcomings of
shortened to exclude the initial years of the data.
import controls. As might be expected, the In the next stage of this study we shall
price elasticity for diesel (-0.1) is signifi- attempt to redress some of the data short-

Table 8-9: CEB Estimates of the LRMC

LRMC losses, as % percentage
Rs/kwh of generation of total

demand

generation 2.21 1.9%

HT transmission 3.9%

HV 2.63

grid substation 1.8%

HV2 2.75 0.94%

transmission 4.8%

MV3 4.23 11.56%

substation 1.3%

MV2 5.28 48.75%

distribution 3.5%

LV 5.7 38.75%
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comings-by lengthening the time series, els of generation-where price levels are
and collecting additional data on key vari- significantly below their economic level.
ables, such as purchase price of vehicles. The result is that the environmental im-

Nevertheless, there is strong evidence pacts associated with electricity generation
for a price effect for gasoline: and the esti- are higher than they would be in an effi-
mated short and long run elasticities (-0.4 cient system. With the new projects becom-
and -1.1, respectively) are consistent with ing increasingly controversial-hydro
values encountered elsewhere in the litera- projects because of the impacts associated
ture. As we might expect, there is less evi- with inundation, and fossil fueled projects
dence of a price effect for diesel fuel. because of impacts associated with air pol-

lution, solid waste disposal, and thermal
The Environmental Impacts effluents-eliminating those environmen-
of Electricity Pricing Reform tal impacts associated with inefficiency

becomes increasingly important.
As noted in the introduction, the rationale In this section we seek to quantify the
for, and importance of, economically effi- relationship between pricing policy and
cient pricing is well established, and has environmental impacts. This is done by
been documented in many studies. Histori- simulating the expansion of the electricity
cally, Sri Lanka has followed the same cy- system under various assumptions about
clical pattern observed in many other de- pricing policy, and quantifying and com-
veloping countries. This pattern is charac- paring the resulting environmental impacts
terized by long periods during which the at the systemwide level.
government is reluctant to raise tariffs,
which results in a gradual deterioration of Electricity Prices and LRMC
the financial condition of the utility, and is
in turn foliowed by sharp increases neces- Electricity prices in Sri Lanka have histori-
sary to ward off a crisis. Thus, for example, cally been at levels substantially below long-
between 1972 and 1978 there were no run marginal cost (LRMC) (see Munasinghe
changes in the tariff, resulting in a gradual and Warford 1982). In 1992 a series of tariff
decline in real electricity price level. This increases raised the average price to 2.6 ru-
was followed by a series of very sharp rate pees per kilowatt hour. Even this price level
increases in the period 1978-80 (see figure is below the latest estimate of the CEB, how-
8-16). Prices drifted downward again in ever (Table 8-9)56.
the early 1980s, with a correction in 1988. It thus comes as no surprise that the finan-
They drifted downwards again until 1992, cialperformancehasbeenbelowtargetlevels
when a further series of significant tariff of return on assets or equity as well. Prior to
increases occurred. 1984, however, when the fuel adjustment

TPe failure to maintain a consistent pric- clause was invoked,5 7 financial performance
ing policy has a number of possible envi- was subject to sharp deterioration during
ronmental impacts, in addition to the ex- periodsof droughtasaconsequenceof heavy
pected and obvious impact upon the finan- use of thermal plants dependent upon im-
cial condition of the utility.5 5 When tariffs ported fuels. As indicated in Figure 8-17, the
are substantially below long-run marginal droughtyear 1983 resulted inheavy financial
cost (LRMC), it becomes difficult to raise losses as a result. Nevertheless, since 1983 the
the resources necessary to expand and up- real price has drifted downward, as has the
grade the T&D system, resulting in turn in return on equity from a post drought peak of
high loss rates characteristic of over stressed 4percent in 1985 to less than 1 percent in 1991.
systems. This is compounded by wasteful These returns are substantially below normal
consumption-and hence also higher lev- target levels of 5 to 10 percent.
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Econometric Analysis these declines in consumption per connec-
Is electricity demand in Sri Lanka in fact tion are not obviously related to price, since
elastic? Some load forecasting models,pie in the period 1988-91 real prices decreased.elastic? Some load forecasting models used

by the CEB do not in fact include a price A further significant distortion of the ag-
variable.5 8 As shown in Annex 3, simple gregate data has occurred as a result of the
econometric models do not show any statis- gradual takeover of local municipalities by
tically significant evidence of demand elas- the CEB and by the Lanka Electricity Com-
ticity. Indeed, in order to derive a satisfactory pany (LECO). LECO is a private sector distri-
econometric model, it becomes necessary to bution company established in 1983 to take
first examine the underlying structure of elec- over some of the more egregiously run mu-

tricitydemand. nicipal authorities on the perimeter of Co-tricity demand. lombo, some of which had loss rates of more
Figure 8-18 shows electricity demand and than

real GP groth. Oer th pasttwo dcades 40 percent at the time of takeover!59 Thereal GDP growth. hverage p ecenp significant progress made by LECO in reduc-
demand growth has averaged 7 percent pr ming losses in its system is another factor in

year. Real GDP growth experienced a sharp de
upturn in 1978 with the liberalization of the ecreasing consumpton per consumer (all
economy started by the incoming Jaya- ohae s . Bing eql,sit thesle pur
wardena administration; but civil distu .- chases from CEB will be less, the lower the
bances in the late 1980s caused a decline in In sum, it is inevitable that the combination
both economic growt and i te of special circumstances that has prevailed
of electricity demand, which was negative in spinc the cmidcstahs w meonoet
1989. smce the n-d 1980s will make econometric

Figure 8-19 portrays perhaps the most analysis more difficult. Structural changes in
important underlying trend-the fall in kilo- manufacturing, takeover of municipal sys-

watt hour per customer account. For the in- tems, civil disturbances, and severe droughts
wattriau ser thi ar a and conitent in 1983 and 1987 that resulted in significant

dustrial sector, this is a sharpandconsicurtailments all combine to make this an
trend, indicative of long term structural ad- unusual period.
justments in the industrial sector, with many The details of the econometric analysis are
small medium- to small-sized light manufac-
turing enterprises taking the place of large p
state owned facilities as the dominant con- properly specified, with due recognition of
sumers. the impact of structural changes in customer

The trend is observed also in the house- demand, statistically significant price elas-
hold sector, with a consistent decrease from ticities can be identified. Estimated values lie
the peak consumption ofl1.2 megawatt hours in the range of -0.07 to -0.5. Only for the
per account per year in 1983 to 0.9 megawatt industrial sector was the estimated value
hours per account per year in 1991. For com- (-0.07) not statistically significant.
mercial accounts there is no discernible trend Pr
during the period 1987-88, but there was a icing Scenarios
sudden fall in the period 1988-91. This corre- . . . .o
sponds precisely with the onset of significant Tolexamie the acseof pricing
civil disturbances, during which shopping policies, we define a series of pricing sce-
hourldistwerbanesdramatica whicurtaie ing t narios. A first case, obviously, is what might
hours were dramatically curtailed in the betredusnsassalinwchest
evening. It remains to be seen (once the 1992
data are compiled) whether shopping habits the tariff in such a way as to maintain the
dand stre hourslhavewretuerne thopprevioh s historical average of 3 percent return on eq-
and store hours have returned to previous ut. Thi ha' ahrsnl cacfraia

patterns , no tha noma codtosprvi ity. This has a rather small chance of realiza-
inttost nof the coury. Wenmigti noev tait on, for it generates insufficient cash to also

in msoftecutyW mihnomaintain satisfactory self financing ratios.
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Table 8-10: The Impact of Pricing Policy

3% return meet all cove- AIC

nants

PV(capital investment),US$ m 1,214 1,159 963

levelized tariff, Rs/kwh 2.82 3.46 5.17

impacts in year 2005:

fuel imports, $USmillion 73 64 51

installed capacity, Mw 2,170 2,130 2,050

CO2 emissions, mt/year 4.07 3.63 3.03

demand, gwh 7,638 7,197 6,624

tariff, Rs/kwh 3.1 4.2 6.2

Consequently we define a second base mental costs (AIC), which is also a measure
case tariff policy based upon a postulated used by the CEB generation planning branch
covenant that requires an 8 percent rate of to compare system expansion alternatives in
return on equity. This reflects typical World its annual generation plan.62 The AIC of gen-
Bank practice for power sector lending, and, eration proves to be a good proxy for LRMC
implies a substantially higher rate of return at the generation bus: our base case values of
than has been achieved at any time during generation AIC lie in the range of 2.15 to2.38
the past twenty years. rupees per kilowatt hour, depending upon

An iterative adjustment algorithm is used fuel price and capital cost assumptions, very
in the model to identify the average tariff close to the rigorously estimated LRMC of
level required in each year to maintain the 2.21 rupees per kilowatt hour (all in 1992
required balance sheet ratio. Because of the rupees). To obtain the total estimated LRMC
lumpiness of capital investment, the year to to the consumer, used in turn as the level of
year level of the tariff may show considerable the average tariff in the financial statements
variation, which would not only be hard to and the demand forecasting equation,63 we
implement but would likely send confusing add 3.68 rupees per kilowatt hour (that is,
signals to consumers as well. The assump- thatcomponentofLRMCattributabletoT&D)
tion here is that an appropriate smoothing to the generation AIC.
process would be applied at the stage of With the current tariff on the order of 2.6
policy implementation. rupees per kilowatt hour, and the AIC in the

A further option is to base the tariff on the range of six rupees per kilowatt hour, such an
long-run marginal cost (LRMC). When the LRMC-based tariff would require a phase in
LRMC at each voltage level is weighted by period. We assume a five year period, such
the fraction of demand delivered at that level, that the 1994 tariff would be at least at 20
an average LRMC of 5.29 rupees per kilowatt percent of the LRMC, the 1995 at 40 percent,
hour results, implying that the incremental and so on, with the tariff at the full level of the
marginal cost of transmission and distribu- LRMC by 1998.
tion is 3.68 rupees per kilowatt hour.61 Table 8-10 shows the impact of these dif-

ENVIROPLAN calculates average incre- ferent pricing policy scenarios on some key
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indicators. Even to meet all the existing Asexpected,movingfrombusinessasusual
covenants, the tariff needs to be raised to (3 percent return on equity) to 8 percent
more than four rupees per kilowatt hour. In return, and then further to an LRMC-based
fact, of the three covenants now in place, it tariff, reducesboth system costs, and all three
is the current ratio that proves to be bind- of the environmental impact measures.
ing for most of the next decade (see figure In fact the conclusions are remarkably ro-
8-20). bust with respect to a range of uncertainties.

Figure 8-21 shows the impact of pricing The sensitivity analysis results displayed in
policy reform on three environmental indi- Figures 8-22 and 8-23 indicate the benefits of
cators: GHG emissions, local health im- pricing policy reform over wide ranges of
pacts due to fossil fuel combustion,64 and assumptions about economic growth rates
biodiversity impact.65 These results are dis- (or income elasticity of electricity demand),
played in terms of the system cost variable, world energy prices,6 6 construction delays67

for which we use the present value of total and the price elasticity of demand. Indeed,
electric system costs, and the discounted value the main conclusion can be stated quite un-
of the environmental variable over the same equivocally. Although the magnitude of the
planning horizon, and at the same discount environmental benefit may be debatable be-
rate (10 percent). As discussed in Meier and cause of uncertainties concerning the price
Munasinghe 1993, the results are robust with elasticity effect, at worst (that is, in the case of
respec't o a w-i.e range of discounting as- no price effect) we can be certailn that .tereis
sumptions for the physical flows, including no negative effect upon the environment.
the use of undiscounted GHG-emissions (that
is, zero discount rate).

Table 8-11: Standard Model, Total Electricity Consumption

In dE, = 1.01 + 0. 035 In d(P,,,J + 1.342 In d(GDP)

(0.03) (.53)

sample period: 1972-1991; R2=0.357; figures in parentheses
are standard error of estimate

where dE change in electricity consumption
d(P,,, change in the real electricity price
d(GDP) change in real GDP
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Table 8-12: Autoregressive Model, Consumption per Customer

In [Q/IN],, 1.01 + 1.970 In ([Q/N],,) - 0.09 In d(P,kd

(0,008) (.07)

sample period: 1973-1991; R90.963; figures in parentheses
are standard error of estimate

where d(Pkd change in the real electricity price

[QI1V], consumption per account

Table 8-13: Autoregressive Model, Consumption per Customer, 1973-82

In [QIN],., = 1.62 + 0. 754 In (fQ/],J - 0.237 In d(P,,)
(0.15) (.10)

sample period: 1973-1991; R2=0.897; figures in parentheses
are standard error of estimate

where d(P,,) change in the real electricity price
[QIN], consumption per account

Conclusions tions to the incremental ambient concen-
tration of air pollutants.

Setting electricity prices to reflect the LRMC It is true that the environmental benefits
has a significant, and unambiguously ben- that follow from pricing reform are depen-
eficial, impact on the environment, both in dent upon assumptions about the price elas-
country and globally. The expected ben- ticity of demand. Even under the unlikely
efits predicted on theoretical and intuitive assumption of zero price elasticity, how-
grounds are in fact confirmed by the spe- ever, we can be sure that the environmental
cific case examined. For example, the dif- impact of pricing reform is not negative.
ference between an AIC-based tariff and The emphasis given to efficient pricing
one based merely on achievement of a fi- in both project loans and adjustment lend-
nancial covenant to assure a 10 percent rate ing is therefore justified not only on grounds
of return is a 6 percent reduction of green- of economic efficiency, but also on grounds
house gas emissions in 2010, and a 10 per- of minimizing the environmental damages
cent reduction in adverse health effects re- of economic development.
lated to the exposure of human popula-
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Annex 3. Estimation of Electricity falls slightly to 0.897. The coefficient for
Price Elasticities the autore-gressive term is now also less

than unity, however, and consistent with
Webegin the econometric analysis with the the distributed lag hypothesis. This per-
standardlogarithmicspecificationwithcon- mits the estimation of the long run price
stant elasticities elasticity as ,

lndE = a + blfnd(Peiec) + lnd(GDP)

where where
dE = change in electricity consumption OL

d(Pctec) = change in the real electricity price is the long-run elasticity,

d(GDP) - change in real GDP. x
The results are shown on table 8-11. is the autoregressive coefficient, and

These results are quite unsatisfactory:
the price coefficient has the wrong sign,
and overall R2 is low. Based on the above is the short run coefficient: hence
discussion of the underlying trends, and on O _L= 0.237 = 0963
the findings of other surveys, the model L 1-0.754 0
specification is inappropriate. Clearly, with We examined a variety of other specifica-
significant shifts in consumption per ac- tions involving sectoral data, and data just
count, and the number of accounts particu- .
larly in rural areas subject to policies that fo.eti rein. Th siae rcoflarly in rural areas subjecttopoliciesh ficients were as shown on table 8-14. All are
have no linkage with economic or price forautoregressivelogarithmicspecifications.
variables, we need to identify a more ap- In summary, we note that the results are
propriate specification.i

Tropriabe 82 sh afirsts. s significantly affected by the model specifi-
Table 8-12 shows a first step in this search. cto n h iepro eetd lal

We use an autoregressive form consistent cathon and the tme perlod selected. Clearly
with the hypothesis of dynamic adjustment, thre aresfund amnaude struc-
and use consumption per account as the tualy cesu twr th atihver cs-
dependent variable.6 8 Addition of an in- cantly reduced the consumptilon per cus-
come variable to this form was clearly sta- tomer, whose impact is still greater than
tistically insignificant, and had no effect on Table 8-14: Sectoral and Regional Esti-
the magnitude of the estimated price coef- mates: Long Run Price Elasticity
ficient.

Indeed, the results of this formulation . estimate
are predictably better. R2 increases to .93, sector region -0.29
and the price coefficient has the expected allnolombo -0.07sign. ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~~industry all 07
sign. The standard error for the price elas- (not significant)
ticity is high, however. When we examine residential all -0.14
just the normal years by excluding the years commercial all 0.5
from 1983 to 1991 during which there were 1l) all are estimated in dynamic adjustment models.
significant civil disturbances, and several
severe droughts, we obtain the results indi-
cated on table 8-13.

The price elasticity is now -0.23, and
the significance of the price coefficient
has improved, although the overall R2
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Table 8-15: Fossil Energy Carbon Emissions, 1986 (1)

Country 1986 emissions Tons Tons carbon/
million tons carbon/capita US$ 1,000 GNP

carbon

China 548 0.5 1.7

India 119 0.2 1.5

Indonesia 27 0.2 0.4

Thailand 12 0.1 0.3

USA 1,418 4.9 0.3

Japan 268 2 0.1

U.K. 161 2.9 0.2

Sri Lanka 0.9 0.06 0.13
(1) Sri Lanka estimates by authors, others from Baron and Hills (1990).

the increase in per consumer consumption tion of emission rights be based on popula-
expected as a result of income increases. tion, or income, rather than on present fos-
When properly specified, however, there is sil fuel consumption.
clear evidence of a price effect, for which a Indeed, Sri Lanka may be an example of
value of -0.2 seems reasonable to use in our a country that is as much affected by the
simulation model as the base case.69 We global measures to reduce carbon dioxide
deal with the uncertainty in the magnitude emissions, as by the physical impacts of
of this coefficient by appropriate sensitiv- any global warming that may in fact occur.
ity analyses. Some of the recent studies of measures that

might be necessary to stabilize carbon diox-
Greenhouse Gas Emission ide emissions have staggering implications
Reduction Options for developed and developing countries

alike. At a recent ESCAP conference (Jones
Carbon emissions in Sri Lanka, both in ab- and Wheeler 1992), several studies indi-
solute terms as well as in per capita terms, cated carbon taxes on the order of US$50 to
are presently still extremely low (see table US$300 per ton might be necessary. Ogawa
8-15), a reflection of the dominance of hy- and Awata (1991) estimated that if carbon
dro in the electric sector, and low energy dioxide were to be stabilized by a single
intensity of the industrial sector. Beyond worldwide carbon tax, by 2000 the requi-
the year 2000, however, carbon dioxide site tax level would be US$90 per ton (in
emissions will rise very sharply as the elec- 1985 U.S. dollars), increasing to US$288 per
tric sector generation mix moves toward ton by 2025. If the tax were levied only on
fossil fuel, as indicated in figure 8-24. This the OECD countries, the year 2000 tax would
has important consequences for the negoti- need to be US$185 per ton, two times higher
ating posture of Sri Lanka in the event that than in the worldwide version7 0. Coppel
a consensus emerges for tradable carbon (1991) presented the results of an Interna-
dioxide emission rights; clearly it will be in tional Energy Agency (IEA) study indicat-
the interests of small developing countries ing carbon taxes of US$100 per ton might be
whose present electric systems are hydro necessary, in combination with a "50 per-
dominated to argue that the initial alloca- cent nuclear policy"7 1 to bring a 20 percent
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reduction in OECD carbon dioxide emis- the immediate consequences of sea level
sions by 2005. rise is likely to be contamination of the

Such tax levels are perhaps not very likely limestone aquifers that are important
to materialize. Yet much more modest rates sources of groundwater in the north.75

of carbon tax, even if imposed only in the The future course of GHG emissions in
industrialized countries, will have substan- Sri Lanka itself will be largely determined
tial implications for relative fuel prices, by policy and investment choices in three
and the ratio of coal to oil prices in particu- main areas. First is the generation mix in
lar has relevance for fossil fuel importing the electric sector-clearly, the extent to
countries such as Sri Lanka. which coal is used as a major fuel, and to

Nevertheless, even if it is true that rea- which the remaining hydro resources can
sonable levels of carbon taxes will not sta- be exploited, will have a major impact on
bilize carbon dioxide emissions in develop- carbon dioxide emissions. Second is the
ing countries to anywhere near their present rapidly growing transportation sector,
levels, it is still true that even small rates of which accounts for about half of the petro-
tax may be an effective instrument to re- leum product consumption. Second is the
duce carbon dioxide emissions to below traditional fuels sector. As noted earlier in
what they might otherwise be. If the indus- this chapter, biomass still accounts for two
trialized countries are to be expected to thirds of energy consumption in Sri Lanka,
bear the brunt of carbon dioxide emissions and any major shift from biomass to petro-
reductions, then the political symbolism of leum based fuels for household cooking
developing countries adopting at least some would have a major impact on carbon diox-
reasonable policy measures themselves may ide emissions. In this section we analyze in
be of great importance. detail the first two of these areas.

On the other hand, the impacts of global
warming that might be experienced by Sri Analyzing GHG Emission Reduction
Lanka are also quite uncertain. Some re- Options Using Multi Criteria Analysis
searchers expect an intensification of the
monsoon in tropical latitudes, which may Multi-criteria analysis (MCA) as a tool for
adversely affect soil erosion and stability in analyzing tradeoffs between economic and
the hill country watersheds where deforesta- environmental objectives in power system
tion already makes more likely an increase in planning was first applied to Sri Lanka in
the sediment loads that will affect both an earlier study (Meier and Munasinghe
hydro and irrigation reservoirs. Unlike 1994), to which the reader is referred for
many other countries in Southeast Asia, the detailed discussion.
tectonic conditions in Sri Lanka are rela- Tradeoff curves are a particularly useful
tively stable, with little significant seismic tool in such analyses. Figure 8-25 illus-
activity of the type that has produced sig- trates the essential concepts. The figure is a
nificant surface depressions of coastal ar- plot of two attributes-GHG emissions and
eas in the Philippines.7 2 Nor are the major total system costs-for the technology op-
cities presently threatened by major sub- tions identified presented earlier in this
sidence problems caused by excessive ex- chapter (see table 8-2). Each point repre-
ploitation of groundwater.7 3 Nevertheless, sents a perturbation of the reference case,
extensive areas of the coast, especially in which is defined as the official 1993 base
the south and southwest, are already threat- case capacity expansion plan of the CEB.
ened by coastal erosion,7 4 and there are The tradeoff curve is the set of options
extensive areas of highly populated coastal that are not dominated by others, and are
areas that would be severely affected by sometimes referred to as the non-inferior
sea level rises of one to three meters. One of set. These are the options that are closest to
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the origin, and therefore represent the best There are several different ways in which
set of options that merit further attention.76 GHG emission attribute might be defined:

The concept of dominance is illustrated As cumulative GHG emissions over some
in figure 8-25.77 PFBC (a clean coal technol- p hi - for instanc from
ogy. See above and figure 8-6) is said to tprsnt to 2 as instudy. This
dominate the options in the sector shown in is peq ent to a zr disc rte for
figure 8-25, which are FGD (in which coal S equivalent to a zero dscount rate for
plants are fitted with flue gas desulfuriza- GHG emissions
tion systems); wind; and *FGD.18 PFBC has *As emissions in a particular year, for
better (that is, lower) costs and better (that instance, in the last year of the planning
is, lower) GHG emissions, and is thus pre- horizon (or 2011)
ferred over these options under both crite- * As some discounted measure of GHG
ria. If only these two attributes mattered, emissions over time (for instance, at the
then there would be no reason to select any same rate as the discount rate for financial
of the dominated options in place of PFBC. flows).

Another perspective is gained by dividing This is a much debated topic. We here
the solution space into the quadrants with take the view that the third option is the
respect to the reference case (figure 8-26)
The most desirable options naturally fall type. The reasons are as follows:
into quadrant III, where both costs and
GHG emissions decrease. These are the win- * The use of a zero discount rate implies a
win (or no regrets) options, which are bet- threshold effect that no impacts will oc-
ter than the reference case in both attributes. cur during the planning horizon consid-
In this case, mini-hydro, energy efficient ered: a ton of carbon dioxide emitted in
refrigerators, T&D system loss reduction year one is equivalent to a ton emitted in
and compact fluorescents all fall into this 2011. If there is no threshold effect, how-
quadrant, providing both cost and emis- ever, then the timing of GHG emissions
sion gains. The options in quadrant I, on is clearly of concern. In any event, there
the other hand, are those for which costs is much uncertainty as to the persistence
and GHG emissions increase over the base of GHGs in the atmosphere.
case-which might be termed lose-lose! * If in fact emissions of GHGs over the

It is of course a reasonable question why planning horizon are all treated
the measures that appear in quadrant III, equivalently, then there is incentive to
such as the DSM measures, and mini- delay decisions to reduce GHGs because
hydros, are not part of the base case, given
that they would decrease overall system Table 8-16: Cost of Avoided Carbon
costs, and that they should therefore be Emissions (U.S. dollars per ton)
part of even a narrowly defined least-cost undiscounted discounted
solution.7 9 For the purposes of this study, (at 10%)
however, we considered it important for
our base case to be equivalent to the official wind 67 159
CEB base case expansion plan. maximum 64 150

The options in quadrant II have lower hydo
system costs, but higher GHG emissions,
while in quadrant IV, system costs increase, no coal 16 35
and GHG emissions decrease. In other as change in 1993 presentvalue ofsystaemcostpertonofcarbon
words, these are the quadrants for which avoided overthe planning horizon 1993-2011.

tradeoffs between the cost and GHG-emis-
sion objectives must be made.8 0
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---if financial flows are discounted, and Table 8-17: Capital Cost and Performance
GHGs emissions are not, the option to Assumptions for Coal Technologies
delay action will always appear to be
preferred over taking an equivalent capital cost heat rate
action today. US$Ikw KCal/kwh
As illustrated in Annex 5, however, if we base case 1,350 2,560

hold fixed the discount rate applied to fi- (pulverized coal,no
nancial flows, then the tradeoff curves are FGD)
much the same for these three different PC with FGD 1,553 2,631
definitions for the GHG attribute - the PFBC 1,450 2,326
options that lie on the tradeoff curve are
generally the same , and the shape of the PFBC- 1,620 2,326
curves do not differ greatly. the definition
of the GHG emissions attribute certainly
does make a significant difference to calcu- burnt, and hence more carbon dioxide will

-lations of the cost per ton of carbon emis- be released per kilowatt hour of net (that is,
sion avoided, however, as illustrated in after station use) generation.8 "
table 8-16. There are also two options shown for

Some of the results require detailed ex- PFBC: labeled PFBC, and PFBC, with the
planation, because at first glance they ap- latter case using more pessimistic assump-
pear counter intuitive. Two solution op- tions about capital costs (see table 8-17).
tions are shown for flue gas desulfuriza- PFBC appears to provide greater reduc-
tion, identified as FGD, and as *FGD. The tions in GHG emissions than PFBC. Inspec-
first, FGD, allows the model to optimize the tion of the solution shows that in the pes-
system, provided coal plants are fitted with simistic cost case, PFBC plants are not built at
FGD systems. Figure 8-26 suggests that this all, and the benefits of GHG reduction occur
option provides significant carbon dioxide from substitution by diesels rather than from
reduction benefits. Inspection of the solution the PFBC technology itself. On the other hand
shows that this is because the model prefers the scenario marked PFBC, in which the
to build diesels rather than coal plants with capital cost is more optimistic, does indeed
FGD systems-with the result that by 2011 provide GHG reductionbenefits-although
only 300 megawatts (MW) of coal, rather at a much more modest level-from appli-
than 1,000 MW as in the base case, are built. cation of the technology itself.
Hence the reduction in GHG emissions. Based on these results several conclu-

The second option, identified as *FGD, sions follow:
simply adds FGD systems to any coal plants Wind and hydro plants are expensive
that are in the base case. This option also * of red c are expensive
provides GHG emission reductions (but is ways of reducing carbon emissions, and
dominated by FGD!). Thisproves to be a can only be justified as the last step of a
consequence of rate feedback, however. GHG emissions reduction program, af-
Because FGD systems significantly increase ter all coal plants have been replaced byBecase GD ystes sgniicanly ncrase diesels. As noted in Annex 4, however,
costs, in order to meet the same return on dionAl nefin And power,
equity criterion tariff must increase, which an additional benefit of wind power is to
in turn depresses demand. In the absence increase system reliability, although the
of rate feedback, GHG emissions increase maximum hydro scenarios decrease reli-
as a result of the use FGD systems. Because ability, or still further increase costs if
of the energy penalty of FGD systems them- reliability is held constant.
selves, about 5 percent of station output, all * None of the measures listed in table 8-16,
other things being equal more coal must be however-all measures in quadrant IV of
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Figure 8-26-are justified as measures to coal plants at all-particularly if the costs
control GHG emissions unless all of the of the new clean coal technologies prove to
measures in quadrant III have been imple- be higher than expected.8 2 Note that PFBC-
mented first. In other words, implementa- the pessimistic cost case for PFBC-does
tion of DSM, T&D loss reduction to at least not lie on this tradeoff curve.
10 percent, and mini-hydros are the prior- Afurtherpointof noteisthelocationof theno
ity measures from the perspective of GHG coal case, in which the model builds signifi-
emission reduction. These measures also cant numbers of diesels running on high
increase economic efficiency, and there- sulfur oil. When 1 percent sulfur coal, and 3.5
fore do not, in theory, qualify for GEF percent sulfur imported fuel oil, are adjusted
funding (because, at least in principle, GEF for heat content of the fuel and power plant
will fund only incremental costs). efficiency, the net result is that more sulfur
Do these conclusions change when we dioxideisemittedfromdieselsthanfromcoal.8 3

examine other environmental attributes?
Clearly the calculations of table 8-16 in Health Impacts
terms of U.S. dollar per ton of avoided These arguments are even more apparent
GHG emissions ignore the other environ- when we examine health impacts (rather
mental costs and benefits that arise from than just emissions). As indicated in Figure
the indicated options. Wind energy will 8-28, energy efficient refrigerators (EEF),
reduce not just GHG emissions, but will mini-hydro and CFL are clearly on the
reduce all emissions associated with the tradeoff curve, together with lowSoil and
fossil fuel combustion it displaces. On the PFBC. The 'noCoal+lowSoil,' and 'MaxHy+
other hand, the no coal scenario, while it noCoal+LowSoil' do provide comparable
achieves significant reductions of GHG reductions in health impacts, but only at
emissions, may not reduce other air pollut- very high cost.
ants. And the maximum hydro scenario
significantly increases those impacts asso- The Impact of Location
ciated with inundation of large reservoirs.
In other words, a strategy for GHG reduc- In Sri Lanka, diesels and additional hydros
tionmustnecessarilyconsidernotjustcosts, are preferred to coal with FGD. As noted
but other environmental attributes as well. earlier, forcing FGD systems increases costs.

In figure 8-27 we examine the tradeoff On the other hand, if FGD systems are
curve for sulfur dioxide emissions. Com- avoided, this turns out to increase sulfur
pact fluorescent lighting (CFL) and PFBC dioxide emissions, because, at least in the
are still on the tradeoff curve, but are now base case, diesels are assumed to burn high
joined by the options that involve the use of sulfur fuel oil with as much as 3.5 percent
low sulfur fuels-identified as lowScoal, sulfur by weight. The way out of this di-
and lowSoil. As we might expect, these lemma, obviously, is to use a clean coal
options provide significant reductions in technology such as PFBC, which reduces
SOx emissions at higher cost than the base both sulfur dioxide and CHG emissions!
case. *FGD systems which replaces the no All of this follows largely from the loca-
coal and maximum hydro options that were tion of plants. Coal plants tend to be built in
on the carbon dioxide tradeoff curve. relatively remote areas, and with tall stacks,

Note that neither FGD, nor *FGD, lie on such that ground level increments of pol-
the tradeoff curve! The implication is that if lutants in densely populated areas are quite
coal plants must be fitted with FGD sys- small. Diesels, on the other hand, typically
tems,thenperhaps(andcertainlythisisthe get sited closer to or, in the case of
case in Sri Lanka), it is cheaper not to build Sapugaskanda, almost in urban areas.84
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Stacks are typically quite low, with the health impacts of power sector air pollut-
result that smaller numbers of people get ant emissions. For this purpose we have
exposed to significantly higher concentra- defined a health impact index, in which a
tions in the absence of remedial measures. Gaussian dispersion air quality model was

In any event, what this analysis shows applied to prospective power plant loca-
very clearly is the desirability of making de- tions, and the resulting increments in am-
cisions about whether or not FGD systems bient air quality for fine particulates and
are to be required on a systemwide basis, at NOx overlaid with population distribution.
the planning stage, rather than on a case by Although we do not go one step further and
case basis at the project level, at the stage of apply mortality or morbidity functions, the
the project environmental assessment. use of population weighted ambient air

The importance of location is illustrated quality changes is distinctly preferable to
even more dramatically in figure 8-29, the use of just emissions as a measure of
which shows the time trends in the health actual impact.
impact index values for six options: the The tradeoff curve, as expected, indi-
base case, CFL, wind, AIC, no coal, and cates that there is no conflict between these
'maxHy+noCoal+LowSoil.' In all cases but two objectives. GHG emission reductions
noCoal, there is a general decline in health do not therefore come at the expense of an
impacts in the 2000-05 period: this is when increase in local health impacts. The third
remote coal plants are assumed built, and dimension, incremental system cost, is in-
the thermal plants closer to the urban cen- dicated by each solution point (for example,
ters get dispatched less. Thereafter, there is PFBC lowers costs by US$16 million,
again an increase, as more and more coal whereas maximum hydro+no coal+wind
enters the system (or, in the case of the maxi- increases costs by US$489 million). The
mum hydro+no Coal, more and more die- potential attractiveness of PFBC-combined
sels). The importance of an appropriate siting cycle, and other clean coal technology, be-
and fuel quality policy is clearly evident. comes immediately apparent: with emis-

sions reduced across the board from NOx
Global Compared With Local Impacts to sulfur dioxide to GHG emissions, and

W iw dif- high efficiency, this represents another po-
What is the correspondence between tetadinwnotontafe-t ls
ferent environmental interests? Are solu- attention. Thus,ib looing tat other env-
tions desirable from the perspective of a .onmentan aTuts as well, we nadt
glba eniomna obetie namel ronmental attributes as well, we can add toglobal environmental objective, namely the previous conclusions the following:
GHG emission reductions, also desirable
from a local environmental perspective? * The no coal option for reducing GHG
Very clearly, the maximum hydro scenarios, emissions requires a compensatory policy
which force into solution all of the remain- to reduce sulfur dioxide emissions by
ing major hydro plants in the interests of lowering the sulfur content of the re-
maximum GHG-emission reductions, are sidual oil burnt at diesel plants, in con-
very undesirable from a local land use and junction with an appropriate siting
biodiversity perspective. For example, the policy.
Kukule high dam variant, which would * PFBC, and very likely other new clean
require displacement of some 9,000 people, coal technologies, significantly dominate
also would inundate some forest land of FGD for every attribute examined, in-
high biodiversity value. cluding sulfur dioxide, GHG, and health

In figure 8-30 we examine the tradeoff impacts. This is not, of course, an unex-
between GHG emissions and the local en- pected result, given the inherent emis-
vironmental objective of minimizing the sions performance of the technology. It
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once again illustrates the point that FGD and any impacts associated with coal
systems are a particularly poor approach solid waste disposal.
to pollution control, however. Moreover,
the results indicate very clearly the need Comparison with Other Studies
to avoid making decisions about whether
or not FGD systems are needed at the Howdoourresultscomparewithotherstud-
project-level environmental assess- ies? A recent study by London Economics
ment stage. If FGD systems are in fact (GEF 1992) for the GEF compiled a range of
added at this stage, then we would be cost estimates for various power sector tech-
far better off not building a coal plant nologies relative to large coal plants.8 5 Those
in the first place. In other words, there relevant to Sri Lanka, and our results, are
is no substitute for environmental ben- shown in table 8-18. Our estimate for oil is
efit cost analysis at the planning and significantly lower than the generic estimate.
policy stage. In our no coal scenario, most coal plants are
* The combination of no coal with low replaced by diesels. Because both fuels are
sulfur fuel oil and a siting strategy that imported, coal prices are relatively higher in

avoid urban aeafriesSri Lanka than is generally the case, so the
avoids urban areas for diesels IS to be difference between the two will be smaller.
preferred over the maximum hydro sce- Our maximum hydro, and mini-hydro sce-
nario, which incurs significant reloca- narios are at the low end of the range, al-
tion and biodiversity impacts as the price though wn is agi snificantly lower.

though wind is again significantly lower.
for reduced GHG emissions.

* With the exception of large storage hy- Technology Intervention Compared
dro plants, there is no conflict between a with Price Reform
GHG control strategy and local environ-
mental impacts. All of the measures in How do fuel and externality taxes compare
quadrant III (DSM, mini-hydro, and so to direct interventions in the electricity sys-
on), as well as the 'no coal+lowSoil' and tem? In figure 8-31 we now add the pricing
wind options in quadrant IV, also reduce policy cases examined earlier in this chap-
the potential for local health impacts, ter to the tradeoff space. It is clear from

Table 8-18: Cost of CO2 abatement using different technologies
relative to a coal-based plant (in US$/tonne C02)

Technology GEF range Sri Lanka Scenario

oil 45-89 14 no coal

large storage hydro 9-133 52 maximum
hydro

scenario

small storage 45-223
hydro

run of river hydro 44-222 47 mini-hydro

wind 6-223 48 wind
Source: London Economnics(1992),Table 6.2
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these results that pricing policy changes Thus, in a fourth pricing policy scenario, the
have a much greater impact than technol- tariff is increased to reflect this externality
ogy interventions. An examination of the value. The externality tax is assumed paid to
tradeoff curves for other environmental the government.8 6

indicators (health effects, acid rain, and so The consequences of this, and other, tax
on) show similar results. options are potentially complex, and the

empirical results need to be placed in the
Externality Taxes context of theoretical expectations. Consider

Economic theory requires that the efficient the diagram of figure 8-32, which depicts the
level of the tariff reflects not just the LRMC of solution space for feasible options in terms of
the utility, but would also include the cost of total cost8 7 and environmental impacts (for
thenutironmental extewo alities, inlumef the othe sake of argument, GHG emissions). As-
environmental externalities. Assume for the sume that for some base case set of fuel prices,
moment that the principal externality of in- the least-cost solution lies at Z, with cost C,
terest is the damage associated with the emis-
sion of greenhouse gases, which in the case of and emissions 'F..i s

the owersectr mens crbondioxde eis- Now assume that an externality tax is im-the power sector means carbon dioxide emis- posed on the tariff, for instance in the form of
sions resulting from fossil fuel combustion- a tax on carbon emissions at the rate T. Sup-

Table 8-19: i he Impact of a carbc. dioxide externality tax: year 2005

base case US$ 100/ton US$ 200/ton

levelized tariff, RsQcwh 3.21 3.36 3.49

PV(system cost) '2959 2,850 2,813

year 2005 values

demand, gwh 7,302 7,173 7,116

tariff, Rs/gwh 3.9 4.2 4.4

expansion plan impacts 600 Mw coal 600 Mw coal 600 Mw coal
120 Mw diesel 60 Mw diesel 60 Mw diesel

C02 emissions [lOOOt] 3,731 3,597 3,539

Carbon emissions J10001D 1,019 982 966

reduction in carbon ernissions 37 52
(1000t1

Taxes

externality tax [Rs billion] 2.2 4.2

BTT[Rs billion] 1.3 1.4 1.5

import duty[Rs billion] 3 2.6 2.3

total government revenue 132.6 134.9 136.3
[Rs billion)
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pose for the moment we simply elect to pay Lanka), then the solution at W is necessarily
the tax, and that there is no price effect. Then lower in cost and lower in emissions than at
the quantity of fuel consumed remains un- X, because only the quantity of fossil fuel
changed, because under this assumption con- consumed has changed, as the marginal plant
sumption does not change in response to is dispatched less in response to price in-
higher prices, and the solution moves at point duced lower demand.
X. Emissions remain at E., but costs increase Finally, if we also permit adjustments in
to Cx. Note that the slope of the line Z-C. is the investment plan, the solution will shift to
exactly equal to the rate of tax. The revenue some solution V, which will be further to the
raised is T Ez = Cx- C . lower left than point W. If we subtract the tax

Now assume that there is a price effect. collected at this point (Ey T) from the total
Then if the expansion plan remains un- cost, we obtain some point Y, which will lie
changed, the solution shifts to point W. If we below Z: this is now the system cost. The
make the assumption that the marginal plant system cost with the tax (Y) will necessarily
in the merit order is fossil fueled (which is be less than the system cost in the absence of
generally the case, and certainly is true for Sri the tax (Z).

Table 8-20: The Impact of a Carbon Tax on Fuels

base case $100/ton $200/ton

levelized tariff,Rs/kwh 3.21 3.46 3.57

PV(system cost) 2,959 3,470 3,740

year 2005 impacts

demand, gwh 7,308 7,271 7,373

tariff,Rs/kwh 3.9 4 3.7

expansion plan impacts 600 Mw coal 300 Mw coal OMw coal

CO2 emissions [1OO0t] 3,721 2,415 1,133

Carbon emissions [lOOOt] 1,016 659 309

reduction in Carbon 0 356 707
emissions [1000t]

Taxes

Import duty paid by CEB 2.8 2.4 0.8
[ Rs billion]

BIT paid by CEB 1.3 1.3 1.3
[Rs billion]

fuel tax paid by CEB 0 3.4 2.7
[Rs billion]

total governrment revenue, 132.6 135.3 133.2
[Rs billion]
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Figure 8-33 shows the simulation results about the possibility of implementing such
for tax levels of US$100 per ton and US$200 taxes, rates of tax of US$50, US$100, US$150,
per ton of carbon. The results exactly match and US$200 per ton of carbon.
expectations. Table 8-19 summarizes the Figure 8-34 shows the results of the cor-
major impacts for a particular year, 2005. responding model simulations. The least-
The impacts on the expansion plan are cost adjustments indicated here are for
rather modest. Even at US$200 per ton, changes in generation mix only, and using
there is little difference to the base case. only conventional technologies-and thus
This is consistent with expectations, for the indicate what can be achieved by moving
sole impact of the tax is to depress demand, from coal to a mix of oil and hydro. In
and hence the least-cost capacity expan- addition, as the cost of the tax gets reflected
sion algorithm responds only to lowering in the tariff, there is an additional adjust-
of the demand projection that follows from ment due to price elasticity effects.
higher prices. How do carbon taxes on fuel compare

with externality taxes? As shown in figure
Carbon Taxes 8-35, carbon taxes on fuel inputs typically

have three times the impact of the corre-Finally there is the option of imposing a sponding externality tax. This result of
carbon tax directly on fossil fuels. The tax is coursegfollowsafrom the st resoftthe
based on carbon emissions from combustion, model noted preo the adjustmenthi
and is adjusted for the carbon content of the the capacity expansion plan in response to
fuel in question. Given the earlier discussion the externality tax is simply the adjustment
of the order of magnitude of the tax that has thatefollsr any lowe inuthede
been found necessary in other countries to man foreast fran any avoidned
achieve carbon emission reductions, we ex- of carbon intensive fossil fuels.
amine, for the moment without comment

Table 8-21: The Impact of Carbon Taxes (carbon reductions as percent of the baseline
estimate)

Country US$ 100/tonC US$ 200/tonC

US Congressional USA 10-20%'
Budget Office

Nordhaus and USA 27% 43%
Yohe

Bye, Bye & Norway 20%2
Lorentsen

Kram & Okken Sweden 70%3

Meier & Sri Lanka 24% 46%
Munasinghe

estniates as reported in Pearce (1990).

(1) For $113 $/ton C, reduction relative to 1990 level by 2000

(2) $126/ton C, reduction by 2000.

(3) interpolated value for tax rates of $160 and $250/ton C.
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In contrast, carbon taxes on fuels are seen tially exceed equivalent forestry costs.
directly by the expansion algorithm or a
least-cost seeking utility-with the result Comparison with Other Studies
that oil, hydro, and, where available, gas Both Nordhaus (1991) and Pearce (1991)
technologies replace coal. The US$100 per have surveyed the many studies that have
ton externality tax has little impact on the examined the impact of carbon taxes. None
capacity expansion plan, as compared to appears to have been made for any devel-
the base case. The US$100 per ton fuel tax oping countries. In Sri Lanka, the impact of
case, however, results in diesels replacing carbon taxes on electricity generation will
all coal units beyond 2004. Obviously, this be a shift from coal to diesels, and then to
particular result is also a function of the oil large hydros. The concomitant electricity
price forecast. In the case of the high oil price increases also significantly depress
price scenario, hydros replace some of the demand-for example, the base case
diesels, as they do when the level of the fuel levelized tariff of 3.08 rupees per kilowatt
tax is increased further. hour rises to 3.44 rupees per kilowatt hour

The potential impact of fuel taxes is sum- with a tax of US$100 per ton of carbon.
marized in table 8-20 and figure 8-36. Fuel What is fascinating is that our estimates of
taxespotentiallyaccountforalmost7percent the impact of fuel taxes are so remarkably
of total government revenue,88 and, as indi- close to those for developed countries, as
cated in the figure, both fuel taxes and import shown in table 8-21.
duties are significantly more important than
the business turnover tax (BTT). Clearly, a Transportation Sector Options
potential increase of government revenue of
the order of 5 to 7 percent constitutes a trans- In figure 8-37 we show the tradeoff curve
ferpaymentthatmayhavesignificantbroader for the transportation sector options exam-
macroeco-nomic effects. ined, as discussed earlier in this chapter,

The fate of such tax revenues would and summarized in table 8-6. In place of
surely be fiercely contested. One option is electric sector system costs, we now use
to return it to the utility and its consumers. total energy sector costs, which also in-
Certainly, in the early years, the most obvi- cludes the total petroleum import bill, to
ous such mechanism would be to exempt reflect the impact of improvements in fuel
the utility from BTT. By the end of the economy. In place of electric sector emis-
decade, we might also then lower the import sions, we now include all energy sector
duty on equipment to provide rough rev- related GHG emissions. To provide some
enue neutrality (that import duties to decline reference point to the previously examined
after 2007 is an end effect of the model). electric sector interventions, we also in-

Another option would be to put some or clude on this figure the solutions for wind,
all of such fuel tax revenues into an ear- no coal and CFL.
marked trust fund to be used for reforesta- The results indicate the importance of
tion and forestry sector programs: this is maintaining an efficient urban mass transit
the environmentally desirable option. At system to GHG emissions. If the share of
lower rates of fuel tax the impact on the passenger miles to autos increases, both
electric sector might be smaller, and the sector cost and GHG emissions will in-
impact on GHG emission reductions is also crease. On the other hand, the benefit of
lower, perhaps at values of US$20 per ton, vehicle I/M programs is clearly evident,
more commensurate with the cost of car- bringing a 2.5 percent reduction in carbon
bon sequestration through forestry pro- dioxide emissions and a decrease in system
grams. Clearly, at rates in excess of US$50 cost because the fuel cost savings exceed
per ton of carbon, revenues would substan- the costs of the inspection program.
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Although the reduction in the fraction of the results are displayed in terms of cost
two-stroke motorcycles has limited effects changes with respect to the least-cost case,
on GHG emissions, however, it does, as and GHG emission savings with respect to
anticipated, bring dramatic improvements the business as usual case. See figure 8-41
to particulate emissions and concomitant for a comparison of Sri Lanka's GHG re-
health impacts. This is illustrated in figure duction with that of other countries.
8-38. Vehicle I/M programs also bring sig-
nificant particulate emission reductions. Conclusions

Thus, a vehicle I /M program is an almost Pricing policy has a more general impact
textbook case of a win-win policy. It brings than physical approaches to demand side
significant improvements to local, urban management. DSM programs are difficult
air quality. It reduces both fuel consump- to implement, and limited in scope. More-
tion and GHG emissions-a global envi- over, even though the results of this study
ronmental impact. appear to suggest that compact fluorescent

The Cost Curvefor GHG Emissions lighting in particular is highly cost effec-
tive, it must be stressed that there is almost

With the above results in hand, we are now in no data on end use electricity demand in Sri
a position to develop an optimal portfolio by Lanka, and that therefore the predicted
combining the various options in such a way changes to the load curve are subject to
as to provide a progressive decrea.se in GHG considerable uncertainty.
emissions (see figure 8-39). We begin with While some measures to reduce GHG
pricing reforms, moving from business as emissions imply a significant increase in
usual (3 percent return) to the base case (8 other local environmental impacts, these
percent return) and to AIC pricing. measures also tend to be very expensive,

Next we introduce the win-win measures and therefore unlikely to be implemented.
encountered in quadrant III of Figure 8-26: The maximum hydro-no coal scenario,
the DSM measures (EEF and CFL), and lower which brings very large GHG emission re-
T&D losses. Obviously, the result of the com- ductions, would have a high impact on
bination of these three measures is not neces- biodiversity because some of the larger
sarily equal to the sum of the individual hydro projects, such as the high dam vari-
measures indicated by the dashed arrows. ant of the Kukule project, would inundate
The least-cost strategy is then reached by the forests of high biodiversity value. This op-
addition of the vehicle I/M program. tion also increases the system costs signifi-

Achieving further reductions in green- cantly. Among those measures that are more
houses gases now entails costs, and thus the modest in cost-or even those, like certain
cost curve moves upwards again. First we DSM measures that will reduce costs- there
introduce clean coal plants, then wind plants, is a coincidence of global and local impact
then exclude coal, and in a final, but high cost reduction. Thus PFBC, LRMC pricing, and
step, we force in the entire portfolio of hydro wind all reduce GHG emissions and reduce
plants. It is on this part of the curve that the local air quality related health impacts.
incremental cost is equivalent to the GEF The use of FGD systems for sulfur dioxide
definition, and therefore potentially eligible control emerges as a particularly poor op-
for GEF funding. tion. Indeed, the results emphasize the im-

This can be redrawn with different axes, portance of making decisions about FGD sys-
and, for illustrative purposes, Figure 8-40 tems at the planning rather than at the project
shows the reduction in the tons of carbon level. If indeed FGD systems are to be re-
dioxide emitted per year (in 2011) that can quired at coal plants, it may be that coal
be achieved by progressive inclusion of plants ought not to be built at all. At least in
measures into the optimal portfolio. Thus the case of Sri Lanka, a policy that would
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Table 8-22: Impact of Welfare Losses

base case no coal wind CFL S100/t
e(tax)

PV(demand) 34,057 33,337 33,688 33,415 33,238
levelizedtariff,Rs/kwh 3.21 3.26 3.35 3.17 3.36
PV(electric system costs) 2,959 3,021 3,072 2,749 2,850

Cost savings
cost savings -63 -114 247 108
tax revenue 355
increase in consumer surplus -36 -109 131 -117
increase in producer surplus -243

total savings (cost) -99 -222 378 104

CO2 emissions (lOOtons)
undiscounted CO2 emissions (to 2011) 56,473 42,436 50,250 54,845 53,549
reductions in CO2 emissions -14,038 -6,224 -1,628 -2,924
reduction in C emissions -3,835 -1,700 X445 -799

cost, S per ton C avoided
supply cost impact only 16 67 472 -136
with all impacts included 26 131 -538 -130

(I)negative amount signifies a cost saving as well as a decrease in CO2 emissions.

require FGD systems results in the least-cost 42(a) illustrates this issue. The initial price
system moving to diesels and hydro plants. and quantity corresponding to the base case
In any event, new clean coal technologies are (P.,Q). The inmpact of the tax is, in effect,
such as PFBC reduce not only sulfur dioxide to shift the supply curve as seen by consum-
emissions, but particulates, NOx, and carbon ers upwards, with the new price and quantity
dioxide emissions (per kilowatt hour gener- at (Pt,Qt). Consumer surplus decreases by the
ated) as well. And, finally, when we examine area (2)+(3)+(4), while producers' surplus
impacts such as the value of the health index, falls by the areas (6)+(8)+(5). The tax revenue
rather than just emissions, such as sulfur is Q, x T, which corresponds to the area
dioxide emissions, it becomes obvious that (2)+(3)+(6)+(8), and hence we have the well-
fitting FGD systems to remotely located coal known result that the net welfare loss associ-
plants with high stacks brings little reduction ated with the tax is the triangle (4)+(5), as
in impacts in comparison to measures taken indicated89 .
at older urban fossil plants with typically Figure 8-42(b) shows the corresponding
short stacks that burn high sulfur residual oil situation for wind energy. By forcing wind
in close proximity to population centers. plants into the expansion path the actual

supply curve shifts upward, and the supplier
Annex 4. Consumer Impacts is at F, rather than at G. While the loss of
and Welfare Losses consumer surplus is again the sum of

(2)+(3)+(4), the producer surplus shifts from
The tradeoff curves thus far presented do not [6+8+5+7] to [2+6], hence the net welfare loss
capture a number of other important im- is the indicated polygon equal to the areas
pacts. As with any tax, certain welfare losses [7+8+3+4+5].
arise that need to be considered. Figure 8-
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How important are these effects in prac- j in hydro condition h, Ei is the generation
tice? Certainly in the United States avigorous requirement in year j, [sigma] is the cost of
debate has arisen during the last few years in unserved energy, in U.S. dollar per kilo-
connectionwithDSMprogramsastowhether watt hour, and r is the discount rate. In this
changesincustomervalueshouldbeincluded analysis we use three hydro conditions, as
together with avoided supplycosts and envi- in the CEB WASP model planning studies.
ronmental benefits in assessing the merits of (This is a simple approach to optimizing
alternative DSM program options. reliability. For a more sophisticated ap-

Table 8-22 compares the base case, wind proach, see Munasinghe 1990.)
energy, no coal, CFL and a US$100 per ton ENVIROPLAN adds system capacity to
externality tax. When consumer impacts are meet an exogenously specified planning re-
taken into account, the cost for both wind and serve margin (PRM) - simnilar to the proce-
no coal are seen to roughly double. By the dure used in a number of well-known plan-
same token, the impact of CFL increases by ning models developed by EPRI such as the
about 25 percent when the increase in con- classic Over/Under model and the more re-
sumer surplus that follows from the rate de- cent MIDAS model.90 If desired, the planning
crease (from a levelized value of 3.21 rupees reserve margin constraint can be included as
per kilowatt hour to 3.17 rupees per kilowatt a model variable, but at the cost of consider-
hour) is taken into account. ably increased computation times. This

To be sure, we are mindful of the hazards proves generally unnecessary, because there
of drawing general policy conclusions from is a good correlation between the value of
partial equilibrium analyses. Nevertheless, it unserved energy assumed and the value of
is hard to avoid the conclusion that the cost of the PRM that minimizes system cost.
reducing GHG emission falls when changes This is illustrated in figure 8-43, which
in consumer value are taken into account and shows the relationship between system cost
that the results do indeed differ significantly and unserved energy for values of unserved
from the conventional assessment that con- energy of 20 cents per kilowatt hour, and 50
siders only changes in supply cost. cents per kilowatt hour, the latter again

being the value used in CEB planning stud-
Annex 5. Impact of GHG Emission iesfortheirhighunservedenergycostcase.
Reduction Measures on System As we might expect, the higher the value
Reliability of unserved energy, the more the curve

shifts to the right: at 20 cents per kilowatt
ENVIROPLAN does not have the ability to hour, the optimum value of PRM is 35 per-
optimize system configuration for given cent; at 50 cents per kilowatt hour, the op-
loss of load probability. Rather, it opti- timum value is 55 percent.
mizes system configuration based upon What is the impact of some of the GHG-
some particular value of the price of un- emission options upon system reliability? In
served energy, which, in the base case, we figure 8-44 we show a plot of unserved en-
take as 20 cents per kilowatt hour for con- ergy against total system cost for the base
sistency with the WASP generation planning case, and for the wind energy scenario, using
studies by the CEB. Total system cost in- a value of 20 cents per kilowatt hour as the
cludes a term for the value of unserved en- cost of unserved energy. The minimum is
ergy, PV(uns) which is given by seen to lie in the vicinity of a PRM value of

h=3 35 percent in both cases, although the value
E Dp.-E, of unserved energy is smaller for the wind

PV(uns) = a E=1 scenario. Thus, under least-cost conditions,
the reliability of the system increases when

where Dhj is the energy dispatched in year wind power is forced in.9"
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It should, however, be noted that in the In the tradeoff curve analysis presented
case of measures that dramatically change in this report we have used a 10 percent
the shape of the load duration curve, the discount rate for economic attributes, cor-
PRM value needs to be changed. For ex- responding to the rate currently used in the
ample, as shown in figure 8-45, for the systemplanningstudiesoftheCeylonElec-
compact fluorescent lighting (CFL) option, tricity Board (CEB).
the minimum system cost occurs for a PRM Figure 8-47 shows the impact of the vari-
of about 70 percent, almost double the value ous alternatives considered for definition of
of 35 percent that we use in the other cases.9 2 the physical quantities. Case A applies a 10

Another way of looking at this issue is to percent discount rate to the GHG emissions
exclude the value of unserved energy from (equal to the discount rate used for system
the system cost attribute-perhaps desir- costs). Case B uses undiscounted GHG emis-
able anyway in light of the uncertainty that sions: in other words, displays the total GHG
surrounds the estimation of a specific value emissions between 1992 and 2011. Case C
for cents per kilowatt hour unserved-and simply displays the results in terms of carbon
then include reliability as an additional dioxide emissions in a given year (2011).
non-monetary attribute in the multi-crite- The results are seen to be robust with re-
ria analysis (MCA). spect to the criterion used. While the shape of

The results are shown in figure 8-46. We the curve shows some small differences, in all
see that most measures that significantly af- three cases, the options and technologies that
fect GHG emissions, including the no coal lie on the tradeoff curve are the same.
option, do not result in a significantly differ-
ent level of system reliability, shown here on Accounting For Risk
the x-axis as the percentage of total demand And Uncertainty
unsatisfied. Wind, and a properly calibrated
CFL case (that is, with a 70 percent PRM), Over the past few years increasing con-
showimprovedreliability,whereasthemaxi- cern has been expressed about the robust-
mum hydro cases show significantly de- ness of least-cost expansion plans with re-
creased reliability. If reliability were to be spect to the many uncertainties that charac-
held constant for these maximum hydro sce- terize energy planning (see, for example,
narios, then the system cost would increase Crousillat 1989 and Crousillat and Merrill
even further. 1992, or Meier 1990). Least-cost plans are

typically optimal only for a rather narrow
Annex 6. Discounting of band around the particular set of assump-
Greenhouse Gas Emissions tions used. In some cases, even small changes

in input assumptions may make a least-cost
The question of the choice of discount rate plan distinctly non-optimal.
has been fiercely debated by both econo- This concern is well illustrated by Sri
mists and environmentalists, and a review Lanka's generation capacity expansionplans,
of this literature goes well beyond the scope which are developed with the WASP model.
of this study. The consensus view is that the In figure 8-48 we show the projected capacity
opportunity cost of capital, with discount additions in the period 1992-05 in four suc-
rates in the range of 6 to 12 percent, is cessive annual studies, as published in the
appropriate for environmental cost benefit official CEB plan. We also show a fifth projec-
analyses. This annex does not join the de- tion, in which the WASP model was rerun for
bate itself, but addresses the much simpler 1992 without any exogenous constraints.
empirical question: does the choice of the These are indeed abrupt changes in the
discount rate for the physical flows make a generation mix, which require some expla-
difference to the results? nation. The first issue concerns the optimality
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question itself. It appears that the so-called Figure 8-50 illustrates the significant
least-cost plan, as presented in the CEB re- changes in input assumptions from year to
port, is not least-cost at all, even for the sce- year in the case of hydro project assump-
nario assumptions chosen. In fact, in 1989, tions, which compares model input values
1990, and 1992 thehydrocapacityshownwas in 1991 and 1992. Two hydro projects were
forced into the solution, on the grounds that dramatically cut in size (Kukule from 144
these projects were already in the pipeline. megawatts to 70 megawatts, and the Upper
Indeed, the system present value for the un- Kotmale from 243 megawatts to 123 mega-
constrained run is US$1,724 million for the watts)9 3 ; and all of the others showed
unconstrained case, and US$1,776 million for changes in energy and capital costs that
the CEB base case. This US$50 million may resulted in major increases or decreases in
not appear very large (for example, the CEB specific cost. In the case of Kukule, for
estimate for the high fuel cost case is US$1,941 example, the change was a consequence of
million), but the environmental impacts of the results of the ongoing feasibility study,
the two plans are very different. which showed the smaller run-of-river

Then there is the issue of the demand fore- project to have lower unit costs and very
casts. The civil disturbances in the late 1980s small relocation impacts.
had a dramatic effect on electricity consump- Such changes in input data are unavoid-
tion, as noted earlier in this chapter. The able, although we do not advocate that plan-
sudden changes in growth rate of demand, ning studies ought not to use the most cur-
which was negative 1989, and the general air rent information a-vailable. This should not
of pessimnism about the future, colored the be taken as a criticism of CEB, whose recent
projections made by CEB, long term trends generation planning studies have not only
notwithstanding. improved dramatically, but have also in-

Theexactopposite occurred twoyearslater. cluded a much greater range of sensitivity
In 1992, after a year in which demand growth analyses than elsewhere. Our intention is to
increased by 10 percent, the growth rate that make the points that (1) the uncertainty that
represented the basis for the forecast was surrounds hydro assumptions are much
increased. As a result, the peak load forecast greater than those that surround thermal
for 2005 went from 1,766 megawatts in 1991 plants; (2) demand projections are far too
to 2210 megawatts in 1992 (table 8-23: also sensitive to recentevents; and (3) much greater
see figure 8-49). attention needs to be given to the robustness

of proposed plans. At a very minimum there
is a need to examine the impact of forecasts

Table 8-23: Year 2005 Load Forecast for oil prices, demand growth, and so on that
run counter to the current judgment of the

year of study 2005 peak demand, Mw 94
experts on these matters.4

1989 1,848 How robust are the conclusions with re-
1990 1,673 spect to the kind of uncertainties discussed
1991 1,766 above? Perhaps more importantly, the ex-
1992 2,210 perience of the past decade suggests that

institutional and regulatory uncertainties
may play as critical a role as the more

This tendency for current events to color frequently cited concerns over the future
forecasts is hardly limited to electricity de- world oil price, or overly optimistic esti-
mand projections. World oil price forecasts, mates of the cost of new technology. How

£ . . . . ~~~~~~~are such institutional uncertainties to befor example, have been notoriously subject sidered? tThese uestins iee to be
to the psychology of the day, rather than to considered? These questions need to be
any realistic appraisal of long term trends. addressed in our study as well.
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Foremost among institutional uncertain- ered only that set of issues deemed most
ties is the extent to which private power applicable to the situation in Sri Lanka.
projects can be integrated into state owned Construction time uncertainty: The burden
systems in an economically efficient man- of interest during construction for capital
ner.95 We need look only to India to recognize intensive projects of long gestation time makes
this point: all of the technical uncertainties investment plans especially sensitive to as-
cited above pale to insignificance compared sumptions about construction delays, regard-
with the uncertainty surrounding, for in- less of whether the delays are due to utility or
stance, the proposed ENRON project in contractor mismanagement, environmental
Maharashtra, which would in a single project opposition and litigation, orforce majeure oc-
dramatically change the entire generation, currences. In this study we define three con-
tariff, and cost structure of the State Electric- struction time scenarios: (1) a reference case,
ity Board.96 in which we use the construction schedule

assumptions of the Ceylon Electricity Board
Options and Scenarios (six years for a coal unit, two years for a

. . ~combustion turbine, four to five years forThe first step is to be clear about the distinc-
tion between options and scenarios. Op- larger hydro plants); (2) a delay case, in which

, ., , . ~~~~~large coal and hydro plants are assumed totions are those variables that are within the g y p
control of national decisionmakers: impos- take an additional year to complete (identi-

ing.a.new pricin policy, c g a sitig fied on, the tradeoff curves as +ct), with aing a new pricing policy, choosing a siting
policy, excluding or adoptin a particular prorated adjustment in the timing of con-

DOllCVs ecumo at anstruction outlays;9 8 and (3) a severe delay
new technology. Combinations of options case, in which the delay is assumed to be two
are termed strategies. Options represent the . . .
branches at decision nodes of a decision tree. years attr ton ltigation that occurs

On the other hand, there are the variables fouriyears after constructionacommencement
that~~~~~~~~~~ ar.o ihntecoto fntoa during which time construction activity isthat are not within the control of national spedd(.. ct.Cerythsrslsi

decisionmakers, such as the world oil price suspended (+++ct). Clearly this results in
or consumer behavior, which are-termed significant increases in interest during con-, , , , ~~~~~~struction (IDC).
scenarios. These represent the chance nodes Trutiona(iDC)n
of a decision tree. For some variables the The rathonale is that large hydro and coal
distinction may be practical rather than con- p a t
ceptual For example, how much influence delays. In Sri Lanka, indeed, geological un-
policy makers have on economic growth is certainties have played a significant role in
usually thkers sjet of soe contcgrover isy For delaying startup of the last two major hydro
usually the subject of some controversy. For prjct; smle u-o-ie lat rs
practical reasons in a power sector planning projes; lle rofiver plant aeas-
study, economic growth rates that drive de- sumed lesikely togicu l u notjs
mands are best taken as exogenous. Popula- because lenginearn logicalucerta e
tion growth rates is another example of where tend to be less, but primarily because they
the correlation between policy action and rgelyvoidnt associated wit
outcome is suffciently uncertain to warrant rstlmn fiudtdvlae. 0

treatment for an energy or electric sector Capital cost uncertainty: while the construc-treatment for an energy or electric sector tion delay scenarios outlined above have theplanning study as an exogenous uncertainty y
rather than policy option. A combination of equivalent effect of icreases in capital costs,
scenarios is termed a future.9 7 it is reasonable to assume that the costs for

some of the new technologies considered in
The elements of uncertainty this study may in fact decrease. Whilst it is

true that the costs of many new technologies
The list of potential uncertainties faced by are typically underestimated in the early
the energy and electricity planner is a very stages of R&D, it is not unreasonable to sup-
long one indeed. In our study we consid- pose that the costs of some renewable energy
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technologies may decrease over the next de- Consumer behavior. How consumers react
cade, always assuming that our reference to changes in the electricity price is cap-
case uses realistic costs for current condi- tured econometrically by the price elastic-
tions. Wind, photovoltAIC, and even some ity of demand. Whatever may be the statis-
clean coal technologies are likely to benefit tical significance of the estimated values
from continued R&D over the next decade. based on historical data, there remains sub-
We therefore define a low capital cost sce- stantial uncertainty as to what future price
nario, in which the real capital cost is as- elasticity may be. In the reference case we
sumed to decline 0.5 percent per year for use the historical value of -0.2; in the low
wind and clean coal (in our case PFBC) tech- elasticity case we use -0.07 (-e), and in the
nologies (-CC). high case -0.3 (+e).

World oil prices. The reference case in our There are other relevant uncertainties. One
study uses, as does the 1992 generation plan- concerns demand side managementtechnolo-
ning study of the CEB, the 1992 World Bank gies, in our case compact fluorescent lighting
world crude oil price projection, which calls (CFL) and energy efficient refrigerators. In
for a gradual increase in 1992 U.S. dollars the case of CFLs we can make estimates of the
from US$16 per bbl in 1992 to US$21.4 per bbl energy savings from the power rating of the
(fob Singapore) by 2000, and constant there- bulbs assumed. There is evidence of a strong
after. In our high case (+wop), we assume the rebound effect, though, where actual savings
price continues to rise after 2000 reaching may be much less than estimated because con-
US$29.4 per bbl by 2010. In our low case (- sumers respond to lower rates by using more
wop), we assume that after an initial increase, electricity (if CFLs lowers the lighting bill by a
the price falls, to US$15.30 per bbl by 2010. factor of three to four, there is less incentive to

These are the conventional ways of treat- switch unused lights off!). In the high elastic-
ing world oil price uncertainties. Yet, as shown ity case, therefore, we assume that CFLs pro-
by our analysis, such gradual changes tend to duce only 60 percent of the reference case
have a rather small impact. Moreover, as we energyandpowersavings.Therationalehere
review the experience of the last two de- is that if consumer respond to higher prices
cades, what causes real problems for plan- by significant decreases in consumption, we
ners are large swings that typically persist for might in the interests of reducing the number
many years, and then reverse rapidly. More- of combinations of scenarios assume that
over, what matters, at least for utility plan- those same consumers would respond to
ners, is not so much crude oil prices, but the decreases in their electric bills due to CFLs
price of heavy fuel oil-in Sri Lanka, for with an increase in consumption.
example, the two primary competitors for Economic growth. As noted in the intro-
thermal generation are coal and low speed ductory remarks, for purely practical rea-
diesels-and fuel oil price swings are even sons assumptions about the future rate of
greater than crude oil price swings. GDP growth are best handled as an exog-

Consequently we also define a world oil enous uncertainty. To include GDP growth
price scenario in which the real price of crude as an endogenous variable in the modeling
oil and fuel oil rises to US$38 per bbl in 1999, framework would vastly increase the com-
and US$40 per bbl in 2000; then parallels the plexity of the model, and inevitably raise a
trajectory of the 1980s with a slow drift down- range of issues about the adequacy and
wards, a sudden collapse in 1985 (2005), fol- validity of any conclusions given a whole
lowed by a gradual increase back to US$20 host of additional uncertainties about mac-
perbblby2010. Clearlyhistoryisnotlikelyto roeconomic relationships in general, and
repeat itself exactly, but such an oil shock the impact of changes in electricity and
scenario is probably a lot more likely than energyprices orbalance of payments, upon
gradual changes. Figure 8-51 summarizes growth rates. In the reference case as used
the various oil price scenarios. by CEB we assume 5 percent annual GDP
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Table 8-24: Futures Definition

Uncertainty low stress basecase high stress

World oil price basecase basecase oil shock scenario
(25$/bbl in 2000)

consumer high price elasticity of basecase low price elasticity; for
behavior demand (as estimated from CFL, high rebound

historical data) effect)

environmental basecase basecase longer construction
opposition periods for- hydro and

coal
(+ 2-years)

capital costs for optimistic basecase basecase
new 2% per year
technologies improvement over
(wind, DSM basecase
technology,
PFBC)

economic low basecase high
growth (3.5% per year) (5% per year) (6% per year)
(real GDP
growth)( 2 )

growth; in the low case (-gdp) this is re- power development is now being encour-
duced to 3.5 percent, and in the high case aged by the government, and it is not at all
(+gdp) increased to 6 percent. unlikely that the next diesel unit, and several

Uncertainties in income elasticities could mini-hydros, will be developed and financed
be treated explicitly as well; but from the by foreign consortia. With India having just
standpoint of the demand projection, reduced its rate of import duty on power gen-
whether the change is due to an increase in eration equipment (from 30 percent to 20 per-
GDP growth rate, or a higher income elas- cent) as an inducement for overseas private
ticity amounts to the same thing. foreign investment, a similar step may also be a

Uncertainties in government policy. Current possibility for Sri Lanka. We therefore define a
rates of duty on imported capital goods is 30 low tax case (-t), in which the rate of duty is
percent. This has to be paid by the CEB on lowered from 30 percent to 5 percent.
imported electricity generation equipment,
and amounts to a significant burden on rates, Futures
accounting for as much as 18 percent of rev-
enue requirements in some years (see figure For obvious reasons some approach has to
8-52). Certainly if we look at the experience be found to narrow the number of sce-
of other countries, rates of import duty on narios considered in a planning study or
such equipment are one of the major conces- policy analysis: In our case, the number of
sions made to private power developers. Even possible combinations of all individual sce-
though we make no explicit assumptions narios results in 432 possible futures.101 One
about private power in Sri Lanka, private approach for reducing this to some practi-

cal number is to define a small number of
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futures that capture the range of combina- quality policy if coal plants are eliminated
tions of outcomes. In this study we define as a GHG emission reduction measure car-
futures on the basis of rate stress, on grounds ries high risks.
that the degree of pressure on rate increases In Figure 8-56 we compare AIC and
is the central concern of utility manage- basecase pricing in the high stress future. The
ment. Perhaps in other situations the main tradeoff curves do not differ greatly for either
concern might be capital mobilization. GHG emissions or health impacts, although
Whatever the criterion used, in general one the location of the curve in the tradeoff space
selects some set of paths through the chance is more favorably placed for AIC pricing
nodes of the decision tree, such that a rep- (that is, nearer the origin). Note also the ap-
resentative range of outcomes is achieved. pearance of T&D+ on these curves, which
These may or may not be easy to select on was not the case in the low and reference
an a priori basis, and some preliminary futures. This is a simple consequence of the
model simulations may be necessary. In greater cost of losses when oil prices are high
Figure 8-53 we illustrate the definition of and demand growth strong.'02

low,basecase and high stress futures through From all of these observations we draw
three levels of the decision tree. In Table 8-24 the following conclusions:
we show the full definition of futures consid- .T

ered i the Si Lank case tudy. The earlier conclusions about the desir-ered in the Sri Lanka case study...
In Figure 8-54 we show the tradeoff be- ability of economically efficient pricing

tween system cost and GHG emissions for appear robust across all three futures.
the basecase pricing policy under the three * There are some differences in technol-
futures considered. Obviously, since the ogy options across the three futures ex-
futures differ significantly in economic amined. Further reductions inT&Dlosses
growth and hence demand, the high stress look particularly good in the high stress
case involves considerably higher system future.
costs, and emissions, than in the low stress * The elimination of coal plants as a GHG
case. In all three cases, however, the advan- control measure in favor of a mix of
tage of AIC pricing and CFL is apparent. diesel and hydros carries high risk.

More interesting is the appearance of First, the obvious point of the impact
wind in the tradeoff curve for the low stress of oil price shocks: coal price fluc-
future. With load growth low, and remem- tuations have historically been much
bering that we have forced in 300 mega- smaller, and not as volatile, as oil
watts of wind capacity in the late 1990s, no prices. More importantly from an
additional fossil capacity is required until environmental standpoint, unless
2004, thereby substantially reducing emis- accompanied by a stringent siting
sions. The costs of wind remain-high, but policy for diesels in combination with
the costs of the maximum hydro scenarios sulfur controls on residual oil, the local
are even higher, and hence the appearance health impacts may be significant.
of wind on the tradeoff curve.

Figure 8-55 shows the health effect Conclusions
tradeoff curves. Note that the spread in the
high stress future is very much greater than Setting electricity prices to reflect the LRMC
in the low stress case: the difference in has a significant, and unambiguously benefi-
health impact between no coal, and cialimpacton theenvironment,bothin-coun-
noCoal+lowSoil is a factor of three in the try and globally. The expected benefits pre-
high stress case, but only a factor of two in dicted on theoretical and intuitive grounds
the low stress case. In other words, the are confirmed by the specific case examined.
absence of a compensatory siting or fuel For example, the difference between an AIC-
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based tariff and one based merely on achieve- ments in the fuel efficiency of the sector,
ment of a financial covenant to assure a 10 prove to have significant GHG emission re-
percent rate of return is a 6 percent reduction duction benefits as well. The introduction of
of greenhouse gas emissions in 2010, and a 10 vehicleinspectionandmaintenanceprograms
percent reduction in the health effects related would bring significant reductions in both
to the exposure of human populations to the particulate and GHG emissions. Most of the
incremental ambient concentration of air pol- other road transport sector measures advo-
lutants. cated by the Clean Air 2000 program for air

It is true that the environmental benefits quality improvement in the Colombo metro-
that follow from pricing reform are depen- politan area have a more limited impact on
dent upon assumptions about the price elas- GHG emissions.
ticity of demand. Even under the unlikely While some measures to reduce GHG emis-
assumption of zero price elasticity, however, sions imply a significant increase in other
we can be sure that the environmental impact local environmental impacts, these measures
of pricing reform is not negative. also tend to be very expensive, and therefore

The imposition of carbon taxes on fuels has unlikely to be implemented. The maximum
a more direct impact on greenhouse gas emis- hydro-no coal scenario, which brings very
sions, and other measures related to the use large GHG emission reductions, would have
of fossil fuels, than adding the equivalent a high impact on biodiversity because some
externality cost to the electricity tariff. Car- of the larger hydro projects, such as the high
bon taxes on fuels force direct changes in the dam variant of the Kukule project, would
investment plan to reflect the new relative inundate forests of high biodiversity value.
fossil fuel prices, whereas externality taxes, This option also significantly increases the
while lowering electricity demands through system costs. Among those measures that are
price effects, do not necessarily reduce GHG more modest in cost -or even those, like
emissions under least-cost system planning certain DSM measures thatwill reduce costs-
criteria. there is a coincidence of global and local

Pricing policy has a more general impact impact reduction. Thus PFBC, LRMC pric-
than physical approaches to demand side ing, and wind all reduce GHG emissions and
management. DSM programs are difficult to reduce local air quality related health im-
implement, and limited in scope. Moreover, pacts.
even though the results of this study appear The use of FGD systems for sulfur dioxide
to suggest that compact fluorescent lighting control emerges as a particularly poor op-
in particular is highly cost effective, it must tion. Indeed, the results emphasize the im-
be stressed that there is almost no data on end portance of making decisions about FGD sys-
use electricity demand in Sri Lanka, and that tems at the planning rather than at the project
therefore the predicted changes to the load level. If indeed FGD systems are to be re-
curve are considerably uncertain. quired at coal plants, it may be that coal

Nevertheless, the results suggest that it is plants ought not to be built at all. At least in
hard to justify more expensive measures for the case of Sri Lanka, a policy that would
GHG emission control, such as wind energy, require FGD systems results in the least-
or the substitution of diesels for coal plants, if cost system moving to diesels and hydro
themorecosteffectivemeasuressuchasDSM, plants. In any event, new clean coal tech-
T&D loss reduction, and maximum imple- nologies such as PFBC reduce not only sul-
mentation of mini-hydros, have not been fur dioxide emissions, but particulates,
implemented first. NOx, and carbon dioxide emissions per

A number of transportation sector mea- kilowatt hour generated as well. Finally,
sures, advocated on grounds of ameliorating whenwe examine impacts, such as thevalue
local air quality impacts, or general improve- of the health index, rather than emissions
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such as sulfur dioxide emissions, it becomes CEA Central Environment Authority
obvious that fitting FGD systems to remote (of Sri Lanka)
coal plants with high stacks brings little CEB Ceylon Electricity Board
reduction in impacts in comparison to mea- CFL Compact fluorescent lighting
sures taken at older urban fossil fuel plants
with typically short stacks that burn high CMA Colombo Metropolitan Area
sulfur residual oil in close proximity to DSM Demand-side management
population centers. ESCAP Economic and Social Commission

GHG emissions reduction options may for Asia and the Pacific
have a significant impact on system reli- EEF Energy efficient refrigerators
ability. Wind energy will generally increase
system reliability. Thus, in addition to the
environmental benefit, there is a reliability HT High tension
benefit to be traded off against the addi- IDC Interest during construction
tional cost. In the case of Sri Lanka, the GEF Global Environment Facility
maximum hydro scenarios will decrease GHG Greenhousegases
reliability if the criterion is merely to find
the least-cost system subject to forcing in GTZ Gesellschaft fuer Technische
all the large remaining hydro schemes. If Zusammenarbeit (German
for these scenarios we hold reliability con- Technical Assistance Agency).
stant, then the system cost increases even IEA International Energy Agency
more. JICA Japan International Cooperation

Many of the results of this study are Agency
consistent with recent literature on the ex- LECO Lanka Electricity Company
perience in the United States with respect LRMC Long-run marginal cost
to proper evaluation criteria for non-sup-
ply measures. In particular we find that MCA Multi-criteria analysis
when changes in consumer value are taken MEIP Metropolitan Environmental
into account, many GHG emissions reduc- Improvement Programme
tion strategies, such as wind energy plants, (of Colombo)
are much more expensive than when evalu- NAREPP Natural Resources And Environ-
ated solely upon the basis of supply cost mental Policy Project (sponsored
changes. by USAID)

In summary, the emphasis given to effi- by USATd)
cient pricing in both project loans and ad- (of the U.S. Congress)
justment lending is justified not only on
grounds of economic efficiency, but also on PC Pulverized coal
grounds of minimizing the environmental PFBC Pressurized fluidized bed com
damages of economic development. This bustion
report clearly and explicitly demonstrates T&D Transmission and distribution
that efficient pricing makes a significant USAID UnitedStatesAgencyForInterna
contribution to environmentally sustain- tional Development
able development.

Abbreviations

AIC Average incremental cost
BOO Build-own-operate
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Figure 8-1. Model
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Figure 8-2. 1991 Energy Consumption in Sri Lanka (all in shares of oil equivalent)

A. Primary energy B. Commercial consumption (oil+electricity)
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Figure 8-3. Electricity System of Sri Lanka
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Figure 8-4. Hourly variations of wind speed at four coastal stations in June 1990
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Figure 8-6. Coal Plant Schematics

A. conventional pulverized coal with FGD system
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Figure 8-7. T&D Loss Projections (technical plus nontechnical, as percent of generation)
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Figure 8-8. Fuel Consumption and the Vehicle Fleet
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Figure 8-9. New Vehicle Registrations
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Figure 8-11. Fuel consumption per vehicle
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Figure 8-12. Shares in Total Road Passenger Kilometers
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Figure 8-13. Prices and New Vehicle Registrations
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Figure 8-14. Gasoline Consumption and Price Trends
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Figure 8-16. Real Price of Electricity
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Figure 8-18. Electricity Demand Growth and GDP
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Figure 8-20. Balance Sheet Ratios
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Figure 8-21. Impact of Pricing Policy on Environmental Indicators
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Figure 8-22. Sensitivity Analysis Results: Impact of Economic Growth and Price Elasticity
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Figure 8-23. Impact of World Oil Prices and Construction Delays
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Figure 8-24. Likely Trends in Carbon Dioxide Emissions in Sri Lanka
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Figure 8-26. Win-Win Solutions
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Figure 8-28. Tradeoff Curve for Health Impacts
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Figure 8-30. Tradeoff Curve Between Global and Local Impacts
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Figure 8-32. Impact of an Externality Tax
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Figure 8-33. Impact of Externality Taxes
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Figure 8-34. Impact of Carbon Taxes
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Figure 8-35. Comparison of Carbon and Externality Taxes
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Figure 8-36. Government Revenue from the Electric Sector
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Figure 8-38. Tradeoff Curve for Particulates
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Figure 8-39. Optimum Portfolio for GHG Reduction
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Figure 8-41. Comparison of Sri Lanka Results with Other Countries
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Figure 8-42. Welfare Loss

a. Impact of externality tax
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Figure 8-43. Impact of the Price of Unserved Energy: Reference Case
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Figure 8-45. Impact of CFLs on Reliability
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Figure 8-47. Trade-off Curves for Different Discounting Assumptions for GHG Emissions
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Figure 8-48. Generation Mix in the CEB's Expansion Plans Capacity
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Figure 8-49. CEB Demand Forecasts
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Figure 8-51. World Oil Price Scenarios
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Figure 8-53. Definition of Futures
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Figure 8-54. GHG Emission Impacts (pricing)
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Figure 8-55. GHG Emission Impacts (health)
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Figure 8-56. Comparison of Pricing Strategies in the High Stress Future
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Notes percent oil, and 1.1 percent gas (the re-
mainder being hydro and nuclear). Yet

1. The writers acknowledge the many con- when the likely merit order is consid-
tributions from our colleagues in Sri ered, a much higher proportion of the
Lanka, especially D. C. Wijeratne and K. saved electricity will accrue at higher
Nanthakumar. cost oil-burniing plants, for which the

2. A recent review of such lending found carbon dioxide savings will be less. Sec-
that electricity tariff reform was an ex- ond, the assumed price elasticity of -1 is
tremely common component of adjust- considerably higher than what can actu-
ment policy packages: Warford, Cruz, ally be seen in econometric studies (in
and Hansen 1992. Between fiscal 1988 the case of Sri Lanka, as we shall see in
and fiscal 1992, tariff reforms were part Annex 2, price elasticities are in the range
of structural adjustment lending in of -0.15 to -0.4, depending on assump-
Bangladesh, Laos, Papua New Guinea, tions, but certainly not as high as -1.)
Guyana, Honduras, Panama, Venezuela, 6. See, for example, Center for Energy and
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Egypt, Hun- Environment, University of Pennsylva-
gary; Poland; Romania, Benin, Burundi, nia Costs and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
C6te d'Ivoire, Rwanda, Senegal, and Zim- of Energy Supply and Use. 1992.
babwe. 7. For a detailed literature review of such

3. In the case of Global 2100, a variant of the efforts, see for example, Markandya.
earlier ETA-MACRO model, the system 1990.
has three sectors: goods, electric energy, 8. The WASP model is a sophisticated dy-
and delivered non-electric energy. The namic programming model that opti-
production function for goods is a hier- mizes the future expansion path of a
archical system with a constant elasticity power system subject to exogenously-
combination of Cobb-Douglas value specified demand projections and reli-
added and energy inputs. (See also ability requirements (such as loss of load
Hogan, op.cit., for a succinct review.) probability).

4. In fairness one might note, however, that 9. Buhring and others 1991.
to describe such impacts as small de- g
pends upon one's perspective. K. Yamagi 10. OKO Institute 1989.
and others. (1993), describe the effect of 11. See, for example, Crousillat 1989.
the level of their estimate of a carbon 12. These methodological problems have
dioxide tax necessary to stabilize emis- been recognized by the GEF, which has
sions at the 1988 level as "prohibitive initiated a research program to find an
expensive", their estimate is a cumula- operational approach for measuring and
tive GNP loss of 3 percent between 1990- agreeing upon full incremental costs
05 (or an effect on the annual GNP growth within the context of the Climate Change
rate of -0.3 percent). This is true even if Convention: the so-called PRINCE study
the carbon dioxide taxes are returned to (Program for Measuring Incremental
the economy through an income tax off- Costs for the Environment).
set. 13. Mathematically, the model consists of a

5. For several reasons, the Burgess estimates set of simultaneous equations, solved by
of the impact of LRMC pricing may be on iterative substitution. Typically between
the high side. First, the reductions are twenty and thirty iterations are required
assumed proportionate to the genera- for convergence.
tion mix. For example, in India, the as- 14. Meier 1995.
sumed figure is 66.2 percent coal, 7.8
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15. However, the actual rate of T&D losses short, the controversy resulted from lack
is generally regarded as being much of a properly defined benefit-cost analy-
higher than the reported figure, because sis, not from any fundamental shortcom-
the CEB includes in its overall sales fig- ings of the site.
ure the sales to the municipal authorities 19. Indeed, there is now some discussion
and Lanka Electricity Authority (LECO), about Trincomalee being developed by a
a private, but still government-owned private investor group from Canada. This
distribution company. Since the munici- proposal, and its potential impact on CEB
pal authorities typically had loss rates of and on environmental indicators, is dis-
30 percent or more, before being taken cussed further below.
over and rehabilitated by LECO, the ac- 20. Perera (1992) estimates the commercially
tual loss rate in 1992 is probably in excess available quantity at 258,000 tons, mad-
of 20 percent. equate for a 100 megawatts power plant

16. Indeed, the CEB has recently decided to even for two years. Moreover, this peat
proceed with the run-of-river version of has a high sulfur content, about 5 per-
Kukule. cent, much higher than most commercial

17. The rule of thumb concerning such mat- deposits in other countries (such as the
ters is that the largest single unit ought 0.2 percent sulfur of Finnish peat).
not to account for more than 10 percent 21. Even if oil or gas finds were made to-
of the peak load, particularly in a system morrow, experience elsewhere shows
that is not inter-connected. While there that the confirmation of commercially
have been discussions from time to time exploitable quantities, then offshore field
about linking Sri Lanka with Southern development, and the development of
India by a transmission line across the the necessary delivery and distribution
Palk Straits-in the mid 1970s unsuc- infrastructure (particularly for gas), takes
cessful discussions were started on the ten to fifteen years. There are many ex-
possibility of Indian financing of the amples (for example, Morocco, and the
Kotmale hydro scheme, with payment in Meskala gas field, Senegal) where early
kind across such a transmission link- optimism after iiitial discoveries proved
interconnection to South India does not unfounded. In short, even under the most
seem very likely for some time to come. optimistic circumstances, domestic oil

18. For more detailed discussion of this con- and gas would unlikely be a power sec-
troversy, see, for example, Meier and tor fuel until well past 2005. Moreover,
Munasinghe (1994). The fundamental converting a coal plant to gas and or oil,
problem with the EIS is that none of the were it to be discovered, can be accom-
alternatives considered involved any- plished much more easily than convert-
thing else than once-through cooling into ing an oil or gas plant to coal.
the shallow areas of the Bay. The incre-
mental cost of shipping coal to a south 22. However, combined cycle unitsin tropi-
coast site, that lacks a deeper harbor, far cal countries with high average ambient
outweigh the cost of other potential temperatures will have significantly
remediation options, such as a long dis- lower efficiencies.
charge into the deeper waters of the Bay 23. For the past four years, the Netherlands
(that is, below the thermocline). This government has assisted the CEB in as-
would have had a beneficial impact as sessing the potential for wind generation
upwelling would have brought nutri- in the South, and extensive wind mea-
ents from the colder layers into the sur- surements have been taken. The pros-
face layers, thus benefiting fisheries. In pects for wind generation in Sri Lanka
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are at least as favorable as in India, where dard deviation of annual output at a
a number of large scale wind farms are nominal 50 megawatts plant in Bundala
planned for the east coast. For example, was estimated at only 12 percent: in the
the government of Andhra Pradesh has severe drought year of 1983, output at
just approved the selection of seven pri- the wind plant was above average.
vate, companies to develop 178 mega- 28. GTZ Masterplan, Volume A-2: Candi-
watts of wind power on a build-own- date Hydro Projects-Part II, September
operate (BOO) basis. Tamil Nadu has 1988. The projects are on the Mandgal
similar plans to develop the wind poten- Oya (4.63 megawatts), Maha Oya (9
tial of the coastal area. megawatts), and Kuru Oya (11.6 mega-

24. Perera (1992) notes a number of other watts and 5.28 megawatts). All have spe-
options that we have not addressed in cific costs of less than 5 U.S. cents per
the present study, but which merit fur- kilowatt hour. However, there may be
ther investigation. One is the completion some uncertainty attached to these cost
of 25 megawatts of combustion turbine estimates, given the preliminary nature
capacity at the Lanka Cement Company of the investigations performed by the
at Kankasanthurai, installed in the early masterplan study for mini-hydros: the
1980s but never fully commissioned. likelihood is that these estimates may
Other plants in Trincomalee and at the increase substantially. For example, the
now closed State Fertilizer Manufactur- cost estimates ror the 40 megawatts
ing Corporation could also be used to Broadlands hydro project, which ap-
provide stand-by power during drought peared for many years in CEB's least-
conditions, and might avoid the need for cost plan, have recently been found to be
new small thermal capacity which will substantially understated, and the project
otherwise be needed to meet reliability no longer appears in CEB's least-cost
requirements during the 1990s. capacity expansion plan.

25. A recent review of the costs of alterna- 29. Such assessments have recently been
tive electricity generation costs suggests conducted for India as part of a recent
current costs of solar thermal plants of 15 World Bank/USAID power sector re-
U.S. cents per kilowatt hour, compared view. For Costa Rica, see USAID (1991).
to 5 U.S. cents per kilowatt hour for coal, 30. The World Bank study also examined
and 4.5 U.S. cents per kilowatt hour for the possibility of replacing self-ballasting
gas-fired combined cycle. The prospec- mercury vapor and incandescent lamps
tive long term costs are for solar thermal used for street lighting by high pressure
to decrease to about 7 U.S. cents per sodium vapor bulbs.
kilowatt hour , while coal and natural 31. For a review of the European experi-
gas plants may rise somewhat with fuel
cost increases. For details, see Anderson ene se forsexm e, Mills (9 the
and Williams (1993). average cost of conserved energy of theseprograms is reported at about 2.1 U.S.

26. Ceylon Electricity Board. 1992. "Wind cents per kilowatt hour, including 0.3
Energy Resources Assessment: Southern U.S. cents per kilowatt hour for indirect
Lowlands of Sri Lanka, Interim Report." administrative, promotional, and evalu-
May. Capital costs fora 10 megawatts pilot ation costs. This is significantly below
plant were estimated at a total of US$1,300 the cost of new electric power plants. An
per kilowatt. The annual average load fac- analysis for Pakistan (Miller, Geller, and
tor is 71 gwh for 50 megawatts. deAlmeida. 1992) concludes that even if

27. There seems to be little correlation be- the government offered a 100 percent
tween rainfall and wind speed. The stan- subsidy-that is, literally gives them
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away-it would save US$10 per bulb in certainly occur during the daylight hours,
avoided power plant construction costs. since the bulk of air conditioning is in-

32. Improving the energy efficiency of re- stalled in offices and hotels rather than
frigerators appears as a top-ranked op- private residences. Consequently the as-
tion in many assessments of demand side sumption that a significant share of the
management measures in developing evening peak is attributable to residen-
countries. For example, this measure tial lighting seems reasonable.
emerging as the best among twenty-three 35. There are four 70 to 80 megawatts scale
options, and improvements to compres- units currently in operation in the United
sors and insulation of Thai refrigerators, States, Sweden, and Spain, with units in
is estimated to reduce unit electrical use Japan and Czechoslovakia shortly to be-
from 400 kilowatt hours to below 200 come operational. Full scale, 350 mega-
kilowatt hours per year (see Florida So- watts units are anticipated in the United
lar Energy Center 1991). Indeed, an analy- States and Japan by the end of the decade.
sis of efficiency improvements in major For a discussion of recent PFBC unit per-
residential appliances in the United States formance, see for example Smock (1993).
(Schipper and Hawk 1991) indicates that 36. The sensitivity of results to capital costs is
refrigerators and freezers have shown discussed further along; see also table 8-8.
the best improvements in efficiency since 37. In fact, actual loss rates are likely to be
1972, improving 70 to 90 percent, whereas somewhat higher, since CEB treats HT
efficiency improvements of other major sales to the Lanka Electricity Company
devices have been much more modest (LECO), a privatized, although still gov-
(air conditioners 33 percent, space heat- ernment owned, distribution company
ers 10 to 25 percent). established in 1984, as a consumer. Since

33. In commercial buildings, where the LECO has losses of its own (some of the
lighting load is often more evenly spaced municipal systems that were absorbed
during the day, there may be a further by LECO had loss rates exceeding 30
multiplier effect (although ignored in this percent prior to rehabilitation), total
study) namely a reduction in air condi- losses in the system are at least 2 to 3
tioning loads. Since incandescent bulbs percent higher than CEB's estimate based
convert a much higher fraction of the en- on its generation and sales.
ergy input into heat than do fluorescents, 38. In our earlier work we examined the
in tropical climates one would therefore relative contribution of greenhouse gas
expect air conditioning loads to fall as a emissions from hydro and coal plants.
side-effect of the use of high efficiency Indeed the contribution to greenhouse
lighting. A recent study in Thailand (Busch, as emissions that result from any re-
DuPont, and Chirarattananon 1993) sug- gaselsosta eutfo n eDuPont, and Chirarattananon 1993) sug- moval of forest from reservoir areas and
gests that of the total savings associated inundation of vegetation are very small
with the introduction of high-efficiency in comparison to the GHG emissions from
lighting in the commercial sector, between
13 to 23 percent are savings in air condi-
tioning, and 2 to 15 percent in ventilation 39. IndudingthehighdamversionoftheKukule
loads. project (at 144 megawatts, rather than the 70

34. It must however be stressed that there megawatts variant that is currently under
is no empirical data whatsoever on the consideration), both plants in the Upper
composition of the hour-by-hour loads Kotmale scheme (rather than just the lower
by end-use device in Sri Lanka. How- run-of river project at Talawakelle), and the
ever, peak air conditioning loads almost Uma Oya multipurpose scheme.
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40. The perception of traffic congestion is missing from transport sector fuel con-
of course somewhat subjective, since per- sumption and environmental impact
ceptions have much to do with rates of studies, all known to be non-zero), the
change. Certainly by the standards of paradox is even more striking.
Bangkok or Bangalore, traffic conditions 45. This estimate of passenger kilometers
in Colombo are still relatively good. traveled makes several heroic assump-

41. The refinery data for 1992 shows that tions: (1) that there is one passenger per
out of total petroleum product consump- kilometer traveled on motorcycles which,
tion of 1.2 million tons, 569,000 is auto- given the fact that sometimes as many as
diesel, and 159,000 is gasoline (that is, two adults plus two children are observed
road fuel accounts for 60 percent of the on -a single motorcycle, is probably an
total). Electricity generation accounts for underestimate, and (2) that the average
80,000 tons, other fuel oil and heavy die- occupancy in automobiles is one and a
sel 192,000, kerosene 177,000, and LPG half passengers per vehicle kilometer
42,000 tons. Until recently, no fossil fuel driven. Vehicle kilometer traveled is
was needed for electricity generation in based on our model, documented below.
an average hydrological year. Whatever such assumptions, however,

42. Coal consumption in Sri Lanka is negli- the conclusion remains unchanged.
gible. In 1990 about 2,000 tons were im- 46. There are, to be sure, some important
ported, used by the railTA7l,qs. (Ce'yoEnn diffprpn -es such as forexample;thelarge
Electricity Board 1990.) number of LPG-fueled vehicles in Thai-

43. This has been noted by many observers, land. But the main reasons for the de-
including Meyers (1988), who notes: cline are much the same: a huge growth
".the number of vehicles in use is not in the motorcycle population for gaso-
well-defined for most developing coun- line vehicles, and the growth in small
tries. Careful examination of statistics diesel commercial vehicles (pick-ups,
suggest overestimation of the actual ve- vans, and so on). In fact, in 1986, the ratio
hicle park ... compounding the problem of motorcycles to cars was 2,102,000 to
is the fact that vehicle categories used in 738,000 (or 2.84:1) in Thailand, compared
registration accounting may change over td 1.88:1 in Sri Lanka in the same year;
time, or exhibit suspiciously large or but by 1990, the ratio in Sri Lanka had
s-mall changes from year to year"(p.16Y.\ risen to 2.97:1.
A good example of the latter problem is 47. The econometric analysis presented in
the Sri Lanka statistic for "dual-purpose this section indicates high own-price elas-
vehicles," which was introduced as a ticity for gasoline, but little if any price
category in 1985. Such vehicles were pre- effect for diesel consumption.
viously included under "Lorries: vans 48. For an extensive review of transporta-
and tractors." As a result, new registra- tion energy models, albeit for the United
tion in the latter category fell dramati- States, see for example Beaton, Weyland,
cally, from 2,164 petrol vehicles in 1984, and Neuman (1982).
to thirteen in 1986, while "dual purpose 49. For a thorough review of the recent
vehicles" increased from zero in 1984 to l a a

^ t-7^ . 1^= ~~~~~~literature, and a useful classification of
2,673 in 1985). model structure, see Dahl and Sterner

44. Indeed, when we subtract from the to- (1991).
tal gasoline and auto-diesel the amounts 50. This mirrors the experience of econo-
of auto-fuel used by the fishing fleet, the metric studies of electricity demand,
army, and land vehicles (categories often where exclusion of the number of con-
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nections frequently results in over-esti- 54. GDP elasticities for car ownership in
mation of the income elasticities, and the the low-income countries group reported
absence of any significant price effect. A by Button and others. (1993) lie in the
proper model specification for electric- range 0.699 to 0.73.
ity demand first examines the number of 55. Needless to say, it is not sufficient to set
connections (which are often much more the tariff itself to an economically effi-
a function of rural electrification policy, cient level: this must be accompanied by
and financial constraints on expansion appropriate policies for metering, bill-
of the distribution in urbanizing area ing, and collection.
than on price and income variables). Then 56. Ceylon Electricity Board 1993.
in a second stage, one models the de-
mand per connection. (See Annex 3 for 57. In fact a fuel adjustment clause was
further discussion.) Thus, it comes as no introduced into the tariff in 1978, but
surprise that in the transportation sector was not implemented until October 1980
as well, we need to separate the number due to difficulties in calculation and as-
of vehicles, and the consumption per sessment. For a discussion of electricity
vehicle, as explanatory variables. Indeed, pricing in the 1970s see World Bank
the parallel with electricity goes even (1982). "Sri Lanka, Issues and Options in
further, for just as electricity consump- the Energy Sector." Report 3794-CE.
tion per connection has fallen dramati- Washington, D.C.
cally over the past twenty years in Sri 58. See for example Ceylon Electricity Board
Lanka, so has gasoline consumption per 1992.
vehicle! 59. However, the shares are still held by the

51. That is, about 90,000 vehicles for a popu- government.
lation of 17 million. By contrast, in 1986, 60. In 1990, the overall loss rate in the LECO
Thailand had about 738,948 passenger service area was 14 percent. Mahara,
cars for a population of 52 million, that taken over in June 1985, with a loss rate
is, 0.0142 cars per capita. Indeed, the of 48 percent, was brought down to 13
claimed saturation level of 0.25 vehicles percent by 1989; Welisara, taken over in
per capita as an appropriate saturation December 1987 with a loss rate of 41
rate for developing countries seems quite percent, had lossesof 11 percent by 1989;
extraordinary. The KEEI study, which and Kolonnawa, taken over in Novem-
also used a logistic specification, used ber 1985 with a 50 percent loss rate, was
0.12 as the saturationvalue forcars (KEEI, down to 21 percent by 1989. This sub-
op.cit. p.129 ). stantial improvement in performance

52. However, a real price index for passen- was attained by a combination of system
ger cars for use in a similar model for tance), in ymostly wition ssis-
Korea leads to the perverse result that in some awhich the distribution system
the estimated coefficient-which was sta- in some areas were almost completely
thiestimally dcogn fficiant-has hwassitive sigrebuilt; and an aggressive policy of dis-tistically significant-has a positive sign cneto o o-amn fbls
(the higher the price, the higher the car c
ownership). 61. That is, generation of 2.21 rupees per

kilowatt hours + T&D = 3.68 rupees per
53. Nor was a weighted aggregate price kilowatt hour = 5.29 rupees per kilowatt

index of auto fuel, in which diesel and hour overall.
gasoline prices were weighted by ve- 62. The exact definition used by CEB is the
hicle numbers of each type, or by con- present value of total system costs (capi-
sumption of each fuel. tal and operating costs of new facilities
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plus operating costs of existing facilities) the 1992 World Bank world crude oil
over the next fifteen years divided by the price projection, which calls for a gradual
present value of generation requirements increase (in 1992 U.S. dollars) from US$16
over the same period less the present per bbl in 1992 to US$21.4 per bbl (fob
value of generation from existing hydro. Singapore) by 2000, and constant there-
This is a good approximation of the AIC after. In our low case ("-wop"), we as-
since in the average hydro year, the cur- sume that after an initial increase, the
rent energy demand is almost exactly price falls, to US$15.30 per bbl by 2010. In
met by the existing hydro plants. our "oil shock" scenario (shown in figure

63. Ideally, the LRMC at the consumer level 8-23 as "!!!wop"), the real price of crude
would also be endogenously calculated oil rises sharply to US$38 per bbl in 1999,
by the model. This becomes important and US$40 per bbl in 2000; then parallels
primarily for the assessment of the cost- the trajectory of the 1980s with a slow
effectiveness of T&D system rehabilita- drift downwards, a sudden collapse in
tion. Obviously, if the target level of losses 1985 (2005), followed by a gradual in-
moves from 12 to 10 percent, the incre- crease back to US$20 per bbl by 2010.
mental LRMC for T&D would also de- Clearly history is not likely to repeat
cline. For the moment this effect is not itself exactly, but such an oil shock sce-
considered in our model. nario is probably a lot more likely than

64. Health imnacts from fossil fuel com- gradual changes.
bustion is expressed by an index that 67. In the litigation delay scenario we as-
captures the population exposure to the sume that fours years into construction
incremental increase in ambient concen- commencement there is a two year de-
tration of fine particulates and NO,. A lay, applicable only to large hydro and
simple gaussian plume model was ap- coal plants. The rationale is that such
plied to all major power plant sites to plants are the ones most likely to incur
estimate the unit impact under average delays: smaller run-of-river plants are
weather conditions. For further details, assumed less likely to incur delays, not
see Meier and Munasinghe 1992. just because engineering geological un-

65. Impact on biodiversity is measured by certainties tend to be less, but primarily
an index number that represents a rela- because they largely avoid the problems
tive measure of the biodiversity value of associated with resettlement of inun-
the habitat lost. One hectare of lowland dated villages. For example, the run-of-
wet evergreen forest was assigned a value river variant of the 70 megawatts Kukule
of one; a comparable hectare of monocul- hydro project requires resettlement of
tures (rice paddies, tea plantations) was about twenty-seven families, while the
assigned a value of 0.001, with other habi- 270 megawatts Upper Kotmale scheme
tats assigned intermediate values. While requires resettlementof about 1,900 fami-
such scales do involve subjective judg- lies. (Japan International Cooperation
ment, the scale was developed by the Agency. August 1987. "Feasibility Study
eminent ecologist K. Arudpragasam, Pro- on Upper Kotmale Hydro-electric Power
fessor of Ecology at the University of Development Project.")
Colombo and former Chairman of the 68. For a discussion of the justification for
Central Environment Authority of Sri the use of a lagged dependent variable in
Lanka. For further details, see Meier and electricity demand work in developing
Munasinghe 1992. countries, see for example Westley (1985).

66. Our base case uses, as does the 1992 69. Thevalueof -1 as usedbyBurgess (1990).
generation planning study of the CEB, in her study of the impact of LRMC pricing
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on GHG emissions is probably on the 76. We note also that the tradeoff analysis
high side in the case of Sri Lanka's. The and surfaces will be much more complex
studies by Westley for a range of Latin as the number of attributes increases.
American countries also show long-run 77. Decision analysis distinguishes among
price elasticities of demand for electric- several types of dominance, such as strict
ity that are in the -0.5 to -0.8 range. dominance and significant dominance.

70. Such taxes obviously have substantial See Meier and Munasinghe (1994), for a
implications for the energy mix. For the detailed discussion. The option A is said
world carbon tax scenario, coal falls from to strictly dominate the option B if A is
about 50 percent of global year 2100 en- better than or equal to B in every at-
ergy consumption to less than 5 percent; tribute, and strictly better in at least one.
total energy consumption falls by about 78. See below for a discussion of the differ-
45 percent, and nuclear takes an almost ence between the two FGD cases.
50 percent share. 79. This of course is a widely debated sub-

71. This assumes that over the next fifteen ject. However, what maybe calculated as
years, OECD countries embark upon a monetary benefits need not necessarily
massive nuclear power expansion pro- be regarded as benefits to decision-
gram-an assumption that seems rea- makers, since there may be other, non-
sonable only in the case of France, which monetary costs involved. In our context
presently produces 70 percent of its elec- of multi-criteria analysis, it means that
tricity from nuclear power. Apart from when that third attribute is added to the
this assumption, the tax level would need two dimensional plot, in three dimen-
to double to about US$200 per ton. sions such options are no longer in the

72. An earthquake on the east coast of Luzon multi-dimensional equivalent of quad-
in July 1990, for example, caused a 2.5 rant 3. In the case of developing coun-
meter fall in large areas of the coast, tries, the unavailability of finance may
requiring large scale evacuation of coastal constrain the ability to implement such
villages. options. For example, until very recently,

73. The classic example is Shanghai, which obtaining finance through export credits
subsided about 2.5 meters between 1920 for power generation expansion schemes
and 1965. An artificial recharge program has been much easier than financing en-
was, however, successful in arresting fur- ergy efficiency measures.
ther subsidence. Parts of Bangkok are 80. In general, of course, the tradeoff curve
now subsiding several centimeters per may extend into quadrant II; and quad-
year, and many other coastal cities in rant III may contain fewer, or need not
Southeast Asia face potentially serious contain any solutions at all.
subsidence problems. 81. Moreover, there is the additional effect

74. That can, at least in part, be attributed that at least for limestone scrubbers, car-
to large scale mining of coral reefs. bon dioxide is released by the chemical

75. For a good review of the likely impacts of reaction CaCO3 + S02 + 0-5 02 => CaSO4
global warming in the South Asian coun- + CO2, although the heat rate effect is
tries, see for example Pachauri (1991). It very much more important.
would seem that the impacts of sea level 82. It should be noted, however, that this is
rise, however serious for Sri Lanka, will not always the result, since what deter-
not have the cataclysmic consequences that mines the outcome is the ratio of coal to
seem likely for the Maldives and the East heavy fuel oil price. In the case of high oil
Coast of Bangladesh. to coal price ratios, coal plants with FGD
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systems may in fact be preferred to die- 89. Obviously, the most important simpli-
sels. However, the result that FGD is fying assumption in this analysis is that
always inferior to PFBC is robust under price discrimination and the miscellany
wide ranges of fuel price (and other) of different tariffs makes a calculation of
uncertainties. the actual consumer surplus very much

83. This result is readily demonstrated: 1 more complicated than indicated here.
percent by weight sulfur coal, with 90. In such algorithms, capacity additions
6660KCal/Kg, at facility with a heat rate are triggered whenever the reserve mar-
of 2,600 KCal per kilowatt hours emits gin would otherwise fall below the speci-
0.01 x 2600 x 1.988/ 6600 = 0.0078 Kg SO2 fied value.
per kilowatt hours. Two point five per- 91. This finding that wind power will im-
cent by weight sulfur oil, with 9822Kcal/ prove the reliability of the system is con-
kg, at a facility with a heat rate of 2376 sistent with the detailed simulation stud-
Kcal per kilowatt hours, emits 0.025 x ies of wind energy conducted by EB with
2376 x 1.988 / 9822 = 0.012 Kg SO2 per the WASP model (CE. 1992), in which it
kilowatt hours. was found that 88 percent of the energy

84. However, Sri Lanka's refinery is also from a hypothetical wind plant in South-
located at Sapugaskanda, and in normal ern Sri Lanka displaces thermal power,
hydro years it is a much larger source of and 12 percent reduces the expected defi-
air pollutants than the diesels. Moreover, cits in generation.
both of these facilities are smaller sources 92. In the reference case where we assume
of particulates, NOx and SO2 than urban a perhaps somewhat optimistic effective-
transportation, whose emissions are at ness, CFL dramatically reduces the peak
street level in the most densely popu- demand. Therefore, the 35 percent PRM
lated areas! criterion has the result of building sig-

85. The comparison seems valid, insofar as nificantly less capacity than in the base
our base case relies largely on large coal case, so that in dry years there is much
plants. more unserved energy. In order to

86. This is analogous to the modality of achievecomparablereliabilitytothebase
payment of business turnover tax by the case, it is logical that the optimal PRM
CEB, which is built into the tariff at the 5 would increase.
percent rate, and paid by the CEB. 93. The original Japan International Coop-

87. Defined as the PV of electric system eration Agency (JICA) feasibility study
costs plus the value of taxes raised. argued for a two-reservoir project: an

88. The estimates of total government rev- upper reservoir with significant storage
enue are based on the projections in the capacity, also known as the Caledonia
1992-96 Public Investment Plan (October project, and a lower run-of-river project
1992. Department of National Planning, at Talawakelle. The change in the 1992
Ministry of Policy Planning and Imple- study was a result of the assumption that
mentation. Colombo), and then extrapo- only the lower run-of-river project would
lated using the same GDP growth as be built (not only because it had better
assumed for the demand projections. In unit costs, but also because it avoids theasue fo h. eadprjcin.I large resettlement impacts of the upper
1991 total government revenue was 74.5 lresetvoma f
billion, representing about 20.1 percent reservoir).
of GDP. Of these receipts, the BTT ac- 94. The Bank's record in forecasting oil
counted for 21.4 billion, import duty 18.6 prices, for example, has been quite poor,
billion, income tax 9.7 billion. which is perhaps unfortunate because
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developing countries make wide use of 97. The definition of terms is of course a
them for energy and power planning. Once matter of preference. However, the defi-
again, the point is not to criticize those who nitions used here are consistent with
prepare such forecasts, but to recognize modern United States utility integrated
that few forecasts are ever correct! resource planning practice.

95. Expectations about the success of pri- 98. In Sri Lanka, most run-of-river schemes
95.e Epoetatio about th Sue of pri- involving minimal inundation have in-

undergone wide swings over the past watts; chemes less than 100 mega-
year. In late 1992 there were very opti- watts; schemes larger than 100 mega-
mistic hopes about attracting private in- watts typically ere storage reservoirs
vestment for a 2 x 150 megawatts coal- that involve the relocation of several
fired plant at Trincomalee. Needless to hundred families.
say, by mid-1993, more cautious senti- 99. The 120 megawatts Samanalawewa hy-
ments about the practicalities of Trinco- dro project will likely suffer at least a two
malee as a site for private power pre- to three year delay because of significant
vailed, and efforts have more recently reservoir leaks that were discovered only
focused on the more modest objective of once construction was complete and the
making the 20 megawatts extension to reservoir was allowed to fill.
the existing Sapugaskanda diesel station 100.For example, the run-of-river variant
a private power project. of the 70 megawatts Kukule hydro project

requires resettlement of about twenty-
96. As originally proposed, this project seven families, while the 270 megawatts

would add 2,200 megawatts of gas-fired Upper Kotmale scheme requires resettle-
baseload capacity into the Maharashra ment of about 1,900 families. (Japan In-
State Electricity Board (MSEB) system. ternational Cooperation Agency. August
The gas is to be imported as LNG from 1987. "Feasibility Study on Upper
the Middle East; and as a consequence Kotmale Hydro-electric Power Develop-
the plant becomes the high-cost thermal ment Project.")
unit in the MSEB system. The point is not 101.Four fuel price cases x 3 macroeco-
to debate the merits of this proposed 10.orfepiccasx3mcoc-
rojdecat-thoe farite,of utimatlis muhos nomic futures x 2 capital cost scenarios x
prjc-whs fae uliaey ismc 3 construction delay cases x 3 elasticity/

more likely to be decided by the ability of
the institutional and regulatory mecha- consumer behavior cases x 2 import duty
nisms to deal with a project of such size cases = 432 possible futures.
than by economics alone-but rather to 102.Moreover, although we have not made
note that just two years ago, the proposi- any corrections for this, when demand
tion that a privately financed project of growth is strong, distribution systems
this size might even be seriously dis- are even more likely to be overloaded,
cussed in India would have been ridi- and hence experience higher loss rates.
culed, given India's ambivalent policies Phrased differently, the importance of
toward foreign investment in the power T&D rehabilitation in urban areas is es-
sector at the time. pecially important during periods of high

load growth.
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Agricultural Modernization and Resource
Deterioration in Latin America

Jorge Torres

Fundamental aspects of the new economic strategies in the Latin American region are
openness to international flows of goods, services, capital, and technology; economic
liberalization; and deregulation of domestic markets. Governments of all countries are
promoting economic growth by strengthening the private sector and the market system as
well as by minimizing state interventions.

These new trends imply a new specialization of Latin American economies according to
their natural comparative advantages. This in turn means a further specialization in those
products that use intensively the region's most abundant resources. This chapter proposes
that the region's most abundant resources are its natural resources -normous land, water,
and forest resources-as well as its great biological diversity.

Even if the prospects for rapid economic growth in Latin America in the years ahead seem
unclear, the prospects for a rapid increase in exports are certain. An export boom is already
taking place in some countries, such as Mexico and Chile, and this boom may turn out to be
founded on the sale of commodities based on natural resources.

The thesis here is that this export boom will extend to most countries in the region by the
end of the decade, generating a massive outflow to world markets of goods based on natural
resources. The most important sectors contributing to the export drive will be agriculture,
forestry, fisheries, and mining. The new export orientation implies modernization efforts in
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these sectors, and this modernization pro- other, a new natural resource conservation
cess will take new dimensions within the policy is being advanced. This simply re-
context of openness in an ever more inter- states the contradiction between short-run
dependent world. needs and long-run sustainability. Further-

The projected export boom and modern- more, this contradiction of policies is also
ization will have environmental impacts implicit in the activities of the World Bank
for two principal reasons. First, these pro- and the Inter-American DevelopmentBank,
cesses imply a more intensive use of natu- which are currently financing conditional
ral resources, of industrial inputs, and of loans for countries fostering liberalization
existing capital stock than traditional ac- and exports. Although both banks express a
tivities (price effect). Second, they are also concernfortheenvironment,priorityisclearly
associated with a greater scale of produc- given to policies that "get the prices right,"
tion and new investment projects, which, and the directive requiring projects to in-
in turn, have additional effects on the envi- clude environmental assessment seems to be
ronment and on natural resources previ- at present no more than an intent to save face.
ously not used (income effect). This chapter presents independent re-

There is therefore a clear danger for re- search to test the existence of a strong trend
source deterioration and ecological dam- toward a massive export drive and resource
age. This danger is aggravated by the fra- deterioration. This study presents concrete
gility of the region's tropical ecosystem, evidence that resource deterioration is tak-
the high deforestation rates, and the high ing place in the most dynamic subsectors of
level of soil erosion affecting watershed the agricultural sector in Latin American
basins. Furthermore, the increasing world countries. First, the most successful experi-
demand for exotic commodities such as ences of agricultural modernization are
hardwoods and seafood may continue to described, and then the environmental as-
be a force driving deforestation and re- sessment of these export-oriented modern-
source degradation; these processes will be ization processes is presented. Finally, al-
difficult to reverse unless the pattern of ternative policies to ensure natural resource
demand changes. conservation, environmental enhancement,

There is evidence that resource deterio- and a sustainable and competitive agricul-
ration is already taking place, as shown by ture are discussed.
several case studies on agricultural mod-
ernization in Latin America, made by the Agricultural modernization
Inter-American Institute for Cooperation in Latin America
on Agriculture (IICA). But we have seen
only the tip of the iceberg. More ecological This section classifies and discusses the
damage, at a higher pace and at new di- economicperformanceofselectedsubsectors
mensions, may be expected from the mas- of the agricultural economies of some Latin
sive effort to modernize export-oriented American countries in relation to policies,
agriculture and to satisfy worldwide de- technology, and market dynamics. Some
mand in the years to come. countries followed inward-oriented poli-

The danger of overexploitation of natu- cies in the 1980s, others struggled with
ral resources explains why the issue of policy reforms, and others followed out-
sustainability has become a focus of atten- ward-oriented policies. The analysis in-
tion in the region. However, there is a clear cludes the general correspondence between
contradiction of policies and objectives. On macroeconomic and sectoral policies and
one side, incentives are being given to ex- production patterns as well as the broad
pand exports at any cost, while, on the implications for natural resources.
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A modernization process is one through to all livestock activities; and finally, a new
which sustained increases in productivity case of agricultural modernization, citrus in
and net income are attained at the enter- Brazil, is included in the analysis.
prise level, without the existence of signifi-
cant protection on behalf of the state. Be- Grain production in Argentina
cause agricultural modernization is a main
element of development strategy in Latin The agricultural sector plays a significant
America, the IICA organized a series of role in the Argentine economy for its spe-
studies examining the factors contributing cial importance in gross domestic product
to the modernization process. The eight (GDP), in exports, in food supply, and in
case studies were grains in Argentina, soy- fiscal revenues. Agricultural exports repre-
beans in Brazil, flowers in Colombia, dairy sented 60-68 percent of the total in 1972-87,
products in Costa Rica, fruits in Chile, poul- while grain exports explained more than 90
try in Peru, shrimps in Ecuador, and veg- percent of agricultural exports.
etables in Mexico. Crops are the principal activity in agri-

The case studies first examined the pro- culture, with 63 percent of GDP, while live-
cess dynamics, through indicators such as stock represents 35 percent. The sector
production, productivity, net income by shows great heterogeneity due to the large
area or by enterprise, and number of par- extension of the country and the variety of
ticipantenterprises. Then, theyconsidered natural resources, but the pampa region
basic modernization factors: policies, mar- dominates, with a great plain of 45 million
kets, technology, and organization and hectares, accounting for 75 percent of agri-
management. cultural production and 75 percent of bo-

The fundamental conclusion of the analy- vines. The pampa agriculture specializes in
sis was that modernization should be inter- cereals and oil seeds, producing 95 percent
preted primarily as modernization of the of domestic output of wheat, maize, sor-
managerial enterprise and development of ghum, soy, and sunflower.
human capital. Further, the eight experi- Grains (cereals and oils) are the most
ences were classified under four catego- important line of agricultural production,
ries: (a) modernization of traditional com- accounting for 63 percent of total crops in
modity exports, such as grains in Argen- 1985-87. In the period 1960-85, the produc-
tina and soybeans in Brazil, (b) moderniza- tion of grains experienced sustained
tion of products with high income elastic- growth, which originated in the modern-
ity, such as Chilean fruits and Mexican ization of the productive process and the
vegetables, (c) development of new prod- parallel growth of services and marketing
ucts of a sumptuary nature oriented to sat- infrastructure. The volume of production
isfy external demand, such as flowers in tripled in that period. This growth in pro-
Colombia and shrimp in Ecuador, (d) mod- duction allowed Argentina to recuperate
ernization of products oriented to domes- its position in world trade and to produce a
tic markets, such as dairy products in Costa record 44 million tons of grains in 1985.
Rica and poultry in Peru. However, due to a drastic fall in interna-

This chapter summarizes these case stud- tional prices, production fell to 33 million
ies according to the proposed classification. tons in 1987. The international price recu-
The study for Peru is not presented here perated in 1988, but Argentina could not
because it was confined to the domestic mar- take advantage of it, due to the impact of
ket, and the focus here is on export-oriented the adjustment policy and a domestic
modernization and its impact on natural re- drought; production decreased further to
sources; the Costa Rica case study is extended only 25 million tons.
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The modernization process and technology materials and equipment, subsidies for
domestic production, exemption from sales

The fundamental cause of the moderniza- tax, tax cuts on reinvested profits, and re-
tion of grain production was a change in strictions on the importation of tractors.
technology: while cultivated land area grew The promotion of demand was imple-
42 percent in the period, productivity grew mented through tax cuts on profits rein-
154 percent. Modernization had a signifi- vested in fixed agricultural equipment and
cant impact on the economy, increasing subsidized credit.
exports an equal amount because domestic The third stage consisted of diffusion of
consumption was stable: in twenty years, improved seeds: hybrids, in the case of
the export volume of cereals grew 185 per- maize, sorghum, and sunflower, and vari-
cent and that of oils grew 240 percent. eties of Mexican germplasm for wheat, with

The technological modernization also a massive incorporation of the new variet-
generated an increase in the profits in grains ies taking place in the 1970s. Diffusion of
that contrasted with a fall in the profits in hybrid seeds rapidly increased productiv-
livestock, and substitution followed. An- ity and made mechanization more profit-
other notable fact was the continuous in- able. The introduction of Mexican wheat
crease in the share of oil seeds in grain germplasm started in 1972 with the research
production from 15 to 47 percent between initially assumed by INTA/CIMMYT
1967 and 1987. Differences in the physical (Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de
characteristics of these products brought Maiz y Trigo). Later, private sector devel-
important consequences for soils as well as opment was promoted by the 1978 Seeds
for storage, transport, and shipping. Law, which protected genetic knowledge

The axis of the modernization process through plant breeder's rights. The new
was the transformation of productive tech- varieties provided a significant increase in
niques. The evolution of pampa agricul- yields, but other characteristics were im-
ture beginning in 1950 may be character- portant too: short cycle and ability to re-
ized by four stages: agricultural techniques, spond to fertilizers. Short-cycle varieties
agricultural mechanization, improved allowed double-crop systems, thus contrib-
seeds, and use of agrochemicals. uting to rapid diffusion of the wheat and

The first stage, agricultural techniques, soy crop. Simultaneously, there was the
was characterized by research and exten- explosive development of soy, practically
sion of better agricultural practices. These unknown until 1960, through a technologi-
improved practices were developed basi- cal package integrated by adapted North
cally by the public sector as a result of the American varieties, agronomical recom-
creation of the Instituto Nacional de mendations, inoculants, herbicides, and
Tecnologia Agropecuaria (INTA) in 1956. special implements.

The second stage, agricultural mechani- The fourth stage, the application of agro-
zation, consisted of diffusion of the use of chemicals, was initiated in the mid-1970s.
tractors and mechanical harvesting equip- Soy, in particular, could not be grown with-
ment. Mechanization of the pampa was out the new agrochemicals. The private
completed in the 1960s, although growth of sector took over the importation and distri-
the stock of equipment continued in the bution of these chemicals, helped by low-
1970s, both in number and in power. The duty policies. The use of fertilizers grew in
mechanization was promoted by a policy wheat, encouraged by a policy of favorable
with a double objective: protection of do- prices. The Subprograma Nacional de
mestic production of agricultural machin- Fertilizantes was established in 1984 to regu-
ery and promotion of demand. Protection- late importation by the state, distribution
ist policies included tariff exemptions for by cooperatives, and a new payment sys-
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tem; as a result, consumption expanded the guaranteed price policy, the state man-
rapidly, increasing fivefold in the years aged to secure the producer price and the
1983-86. internal wheat supply. In general, the trend

resulting from variations in international
Macroeconomic and sectoral policies markets and domestic policies was to de-

Macroeconomic policies adopted in the press prices.
.95s were influenced by CEPAL's ideas Despite this clearly biased policy, pro-

,Coms infence by CEnAL.s ida s duction and export of grains experienced
na),notablysin pontmubsticaupara minduLtri-s, sustained growth. This paradox is explained
na), notably import substitution industries, by technological innovation. Obviously,
considerable state intervention, limiting actualofitat andeanion ofspro

agriculture~~ totepoiio. ffo n actual profit rates and expansion of pro-agriculture to the provision of food and dcinwr esta hywudhv
funds, and eventual compensation to the been otherwise.
agricultural sector for the extraction of eco-
nomic surplus. Marketing of grains

The principal macroeconomic tools were
the exchange rate and tax policy. The ex- The marketing system facilitated mod-
change rate was officially defined with a ernization. First, grains have a well-de-
strong tendency to overvaluation of the veloped and competitive international
Argentine peso. Export taxes were a tradi- market, are typified, and are not identifi-
tional tool of fiscal policy, representing 63 able by brands. Second, since 1930 several
percent of indirect taxes and the most im- mechanisms have developed: arbitrage and
portant source of revenues. Agricultural warrant systems, official classification sys-
export taxes thus became an instrument of tems, and grain quality analysis. The
industrial development, based on low agri- Junta Nacional de Granos has established
cultural prices and on the transfer of eco- marketing standards, which are compul-
nomic surplus. Surplus extraction was par- sory for the internal market and help to
tially compensated by tax cuts for agricul- determine grades and price premiums
tural firms. and discounts. All production is negoti-

The use of inputs also followed the in- ated from this base, activating operations
dustrial protection policies: imports of ag- and introducing security in the negotia-
ricultural machinery and other inputs were tion.
prohibited or subject to high tariffs, which Third, competition exists in the market
allowed the development of local industry because the big enterprises' strength was
that, nevertheless, was not competitive and balanced by the Junta de Granos and the
raised the costs for agriculture. cooperatives. However, the Bolsas de

Credit policy also operated as a compen- Cereales (marketing boards) in the loca-
sation factor: real interest rates for grains tions of principal concentration allowed
were negative between 1960 and 1977, and competitive markets to form with a great
the sector was favored additionally by the number of suppliers and buyers.
high share of official banks in the credit Fourth, international demand and prices
supply. evolved favorably during the 1970s, coinci-

Regarding price policy, the price received dent with the period of modernization. The
by exporters was always lower than the growingdevelopmentofprotectionistpoli-
international price, due to the overvalued cies in the former European Economic Com-
exchange rate and the export tax. The price munity and the United States, and the vir-
received by producers depended addition- tual commercial war between these two
ally on marketing costs and margins. economic powers caused a crisis in interna-
Through the Junta Nacional de Granos and tional grain prices in 1985.
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Expansion was accompanied by trans- fects the demand for the providing indus-
formations in the marketing system. For tries. Greater production of oil seeds stimu-
the handling of grains, in-bulk harvest was lated the growth of edible oils and balanced
incorporated, doubling labor productivity. feed industries. The provision of transport,
Likewise, as a result of policy incentives for storage, ports, and financing increased
the domestic production of trucks, the alongside agricultural production.
trucks used to transport grains grew in Regarding impacts on agricultural firms,
number, capacity, and power, and at the the technological change was accompanied
same time a roadway expansion was imple- by an increase in long-run profitability.
mented. Truck transport services were Innovations brought about greater harvest
added to railroad services, and transport security, greater availability of machinery,
costs declined 50 percent in real terms be- and greater resistance to diseases and pests
tween 1960 and 1988. Also, many storage through new seeds and pesticides. At the
installations were constructed in the 1970s. same time, increases in input use increased
In summary, the old system of marketing total expenses and the need for financing.
grains, which was characterized by the han- Technological modernization brought some
dling of grains in bags, transport by rail- undesirable aspects regarding soil conser-
road, and storage in ports, was transformed vation: the substitution of agriculture for
into a new system of moving in-bulk har- livestock activity and the adoption of
vests, transport by truck, and storage in double-crop schemes led to the possibility
intermediate and private port installations. of having a continuous growing season and

to the loss of traditional systems that were
Organization of production appropriate for maintaining physical and

The organization of production in the chemical soil structure.
Th orgatioularlando p troduction ind tFarm management became complex and

pampa, particularly land distributon and dependent on extrafarm factors; new re-
tenancy, has changed significantly since quirements for information and economic
the 1960s. A small decentralization of land analysis instruments emerged. The princi-
was brought about by family enterprises pal function of producer organizations is to
and medium-size capitalist enterprises ab- defend their interests: the unions (Feder-
sorbing growing proportions of land and aci6n Agraria Argentina) and the coopera-
output. The traditional leasing disappeared tives have tried to mitigate their relative
in the 1960s, and a new form of leasing, disadvantage vis-a-vis the marketing and
characterized by one-year contracts paid financial system.
with a percentage of the harvest, was de-
veloped. New contractors upgraded their insu ary onem clssf temod-ernization factors under three categories:
machinery and applied modern technol- decisive, facilitating, and discouraging. The
ogy, looking for the maximum profit for the decisive factor was a sustained process of
year. generation and incorporation of technol-

Backward and forward linkages of the ogy. The facilitating factors were favorable
grains productive process were increased market conditions, the land property and
or created, strengthening substantially the tenancy structure, and decreasing trans-
link between agriculture and industry: no port cost. The discouraging factor was mac-
inputs are produced in rural areas today. roeconomic policy.
Everything affecting input prices (exchange
rate, tariffs, industrial policies, petroleum Soy produiction in Brazil
prices) affects the agricultural sector, and
everything affecting agricultural produc- Many factors were connected with mod-
tion levels (climate, tax policy, credit) af- ernization of the production, distribution,
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and processing of soy. This section dis- varieties and by the overcoming of addi-
cusses the dynamics of the soy moderniza- tional problems of diseases, plagues, low
tion process, the policies that benefited the seed germination, technological deficien-
subsector, the technological innovations, cies, and financial and infrastructure short-
the market characteristics (the growth of comings.
urban demand and external trade), the or-
ganization and management of the produc- Decisivefactors of modernization
tive units, the availability of frontier land,
and the development of an industrial sec- Besides the stimulus of international mar-
tor in the means of production for agricul- kets, some favorable conditions for expan-
ture. Because the soy complex is integrated, sion of the crop were the existence of origi-
one must also consider the dynamics of nal varieties from the United States that
inputs, machinery, and agricultural imple- were easily adapted to Brazil's southern
ments, soy milling, and human food and region; soy cropping in succession with
animal feed. wheat, which maximizes the use of land,

Brazil has been an important actor in the fertilizers, machinery, equipment, storage
world soy market since the 1970s. That facilities, and labor; the capital made avail-
participation is made viable by the fact that able to the producer as a result of the offi-
Brazilian soy enters the market in the off- cial policy of self-sufficiency in wheat; the
harvest period of U.S. soy and has more o.l possibility of total mechanization of pro-
and protein in the grain. Brazil has opted duction; the expansion of national agricul-
for exporting soy derivatives (cake and oil) tural industry; the urban demand for more
in order to capture processing value added edible oils as substitutes for animal grease;
and ensure full use of the internal mill and the generation of technology adapt-
capacity. The power of the soy agribusiness able to different regions.
in Brazil is revealed by the scale of its ex- Macroeconomic and sectoral policies. The
ports, which surpass those of the United Brazilian development model in the 1980s
States even though its production lags be- was based on export promotion with a goal
hind that of the United States. of trade surpluses to cover external debt

The soy agribusiness complex is made of service. Brazil initiated openness to exports
a succession of activities (soy chain), in- in 1964 with exchange rate incentives and
cluding production of capital goods for fiscal and credit measures. Fiscal policy
agriculture, input industries (pesticides and was strengthened as an instrument for
fertilizers), financing, grain production it- stimulating exports in 1969, when the ex-
self, harvest, storage, transport, transfor- port subsidy system was created in an ef-
mation, and distribution. Brazilian soy pro- fort to diversify the country's exports. The
duction grew strongly in 1969-77 (a boom incentives were aimed not at primary ex-
period), reaching a volume of more than 18 ports such as soy, but rather at exports of
million tons in 1986. manufactured goods.

Soy expansion is reflected in the growth Macroeconomic policies benefited the
of both harvested area and productivity. domestic input and agricultural equipment
Harvested area expanded continuously industry and the soy processing sector.
during 1960-80butfell significantlyin 1981- These policies promoted installation and
83 as the size of the harvested area declined growth of those industries through tariffs
in the traditional region. The reactivation and subsidized credit. For the milling in-
of planted area after 1984 occurred due to dustry, they diminished the price of the
the extraordinary performance of the cen- raw material (soybeans), facilitated instal-
tral and western region, which can be ex- lation with subsidized credits, and allowed
plained by the sudden appearance of new duty-free grain imports (drawback system)
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with the objectives of reducing the unused tude of 30°-35°. However, after 1980 new
capacity and increasing the incoming ex- varieties of long juvenile period were de-
ternal resources. The policies promoted the veloped in Brazil, which made the crop
use of soy cake by the domestic feed indus- feasible in low-latitude tropical areas where
try, the availability of grains to the milling soy production had been economically pro-
industry, and the satisfaction of domestic hibitive. These long-juvenile-period crops
demand for soy oil. were less dependent on daytime sunlight

The exchange rate overvaluation in some (photoperiod): previously, the short tropi-
periods affected soy exports and domestic cal days produced precocious flowering
producers, generating negative effective and stunted the development of traditional
protection rates for soy during 1977-83. varieties. The initial hypothesis must be
Even when the maximum devaluations revised, therefore, because long-juvenile-
were adopted, the soy sector was denied period crops represent a distinct techno-
the benefits due to the simultaneous impo- logical development and an intellectual
sition of special export taxes. breakthrough. The vigorous expansion of

The sectoral policy that is most relevant soy production in nontraditional areas re-
to soy is rural credit. Subsidized credit was duced its exposure to localized climatic
readily available to the soy complex up to problems. In any case, Brazil's soy produc-
1982. A strong reduction of rural credit tivity tended to grow, albeit slowly, in par-
resources occurred later with the retraction ticular when compared to the production
of the principal bank for agriculture, Banco expansion curve (soy productivity grew
do Brazil. However, minimum price poli- from 1,200 kilograms per hectare in 1960 to
cies for soy were not able to secure internal 1,717 kilograms per hectare in 1988).
prices, which were fixed by the interna- A great part of soy area is exploited using
tional market. machinery. In the traditional region, mecha-

Technological aspects of production. Pro- nization is present in all productive phases:
ductivity was relatively high initially and preparing the soil, seeding, harvesting, and
grew over the whole period. When soy ng. Agricultural mechanization in the cen-
efforts were initiated in Brazil, the world- tral and western region is demonstrated by
level research had already achieved a high the great increase in the number of tractors
degree of technological results in the bio- in 1975-80.
logical, mechanical, physical, and chemical The subsector market. The market facili-
areas. These products, including sophisti- tated modernization, and the external mar-
cated technologies, were rapidly transferred ket was a decisive factor initially. Soy is an
to the farm level at rates comparable to intermediate product and must be pro-
those in developed countries. The growing cessed to become part of the human diet.
trend of productivity in 1960-88, especially Basic products are extracted from soy for
after 1968, occurred as a result of national an ample range of processed foods, such as
research and rural extension efforts. oil, ham, bacon, sausage, hamburger, pork,

The technical-scientific development of poultry, bovine feed, pasta, and many other.
U.S. soy had a considerable influence on Brazilian exports of soybeans and soy
Brazil's traditional region. The usual hy- cake go to Europe in particular, and ex-
pothesis is that the modest growth of soy ports of oil follow an oriental route, des-
productivity in Brazil is explained by that tined especially for Iran and India. Brazil's
legacy, which placed Brazilian soy at a very installed milling capacity, built in the 1970s,
high initial level. In fact, soy production in is large, and the domestic supply of grain
Brazil started with the importation of U.S. cannot satisfy it; this inability has created
species appropriate for production at a lati- the need to import soybeans.
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Soy oil confronts today a strong potential 500,000 to 1.5 million tons, and exports
competitor through African palm oil. The grew from $12 million to $527 million, rep-
African palm, after an eight-year growth resenting more than 80 percent of agricul-
period, has an annual productive capacity tural exports.'
of approximately 8,000 kilograms per hect-
are for several consecutive decades, while Macroeconomic and sectoral policies
soy is an annual crop producing around
400 kilograms per hectare of oil each har- Despite a long inflationary period, after
vest. 1974, Chile initiated a new monetary policy

Organization and management. The soy oriented to reduce inflation and create price
complex consists of multiple persons and stability. That policy favored the subsector
organizations, including means-of -produc- of fruits because economic agents could esti-
tion industries, agricultural producers, mate the profitability of investing in the pro-
transformation industries, traders, and re- duction of fruits with a degree of security.
searchers. The soy cooperatives play an On financial policy, the period of con-
important role in the transformation of ru- trolled credit and negative real interest rates
ral areas. The cooperatives facilitate the that ended in 1975 benefited agriculture
provision of indispensable agricultural in- moderately. However, the questioning of
puts, technical assistance, storage, market- private enterprise, the agrarian reform, and
ing, and industrialization. The majority of an overvalued exchange rate eliminated
producers prefer to deliver their output to any motivation to invest in fruits.
the cooperative system; only large produc- The deregulation and financial liberal-
ers deliver directly to industries. ization period (1976-82) favored the

eoy is the crop that has adopted the most subsector, especially the large and medium
modern technology, which is due in part to producers that could contract foreign debt,
Brazilian research institutions that effi- which enjoyed relatively low real interest
ciently provide technology to producers. rates. With the return of financial regula-
The producers' administrative capacity was tion (1983-87), the subsector benefited again
first demonstrated in the south, where the from the debt renegotiation programs and
wrheat-soy double crop became an efficient from the notorious increase in profitability
agricultural activity through its maximum due to the adjustment policies. The deci-
use of soil and ability to minimize soil ero- siveelementwas the change increditpolicy,
sion. That administrativecapacity mayalso which allowed irrigation systems and in-
be demonstrated by low production costs: frastructure to be considered as collateral.
in terms of farm production costs, the Bra- In this period, a competitive capital market
zilian soy is more efficient than U.s. soy. that extended equal treatment to foreign

In conclusion, external markets, agricul- and domestic capital was strengthened,
tural research, thegrowth oftheprocessing and state institutions such as CORFO
sectors, and economic policies are the deci- (Corporaci6n de Fomento) and Banco del
sive factors of soy modernization in Brazil. Estado de Chile became less important than

commercial banks in fruit financing.
Fruit production in Chile The exchange rate policy was a decisive

factor in the Chilean fruit boom, creating
The production of temperate-climate fruits incentives for the expansion of exportable
in Chile has special physical requirements fruits, for which the internal market was
and occurs off-season with respect to the limited.
northern hemisphere. Between 1970 and During the period 1976-87, three situa-
1987, planted area grew from 60,000 to tions may be distinguished. First, the new
150,000 hectares, production grew from 1975-79 exchange rate policy created prof-
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itability, allowing competition in the inter- packing level, particularly for harvesting
national market, generating profits, great and conditioning the fruit. The labor cost is
expectations, and business expansion, and favorable to the subsector given rural sea-
allowing fruit plantations to increase. Sec- sonal unemployment and relatively low
ond, profitability declined in the period wages. This situation is even more favor-
1979-82, which was characterized by infla- able when compared to wages in competi-
tion and a fixed exchange rate: benefits tor countries (Australia, New Zealand, and
were reduced due to fixed revenues and the United States). An important aspect is
increasing costs; fortunately, good prices the new labor code that creates labor disci-
allowed a high share of production to be pline and makes it practically impossible to
exported. Third, the 1983-87 exchange rate strike.
policy was designed to overcome the exter- The export promotion policy had four
nal crisis, establishing an extraordinary in- favorable elements: the reduction of export
centive to invest in exports: profitability rose costs, reduction of risk, the facilitation of
and, in response, the area devoted to fruit the export process, and the opening of mar-
grew on average 9,300 hectares annually. kets. Export cost was diminished by tariff

The 1976-87 tax regulations established reimbursement on capital goods destined
the base for the income tax to be the pre- for the production of exportable goods and
sumed rent, which definitely favored the also by a 10 percent freight-on-board value
subsector. Also, the territorial tax rate was reimbursement for small exports. The ex-
only 2 percent annually. However, direct port process was simplified through insti-
public expenditure on the agricultural sec- tutional reforms in the Central Bank,
tor declined in the period 1976-87, although Servicio Nacional de Aduanas (customs),
there were indirect benefits through road- and Tesorerfa General (treasury). To reduce
way development, expansion and adapta- risks, the Fondo de Garantia a Exportadores
tion of seaports and airports, rural electrifi- was implemented. Regarding market open-
cation and telephone development, debt ing, the state played a role through PRO-
reprogramming, and direct subsidies to CHILE (Promoci6n de Exportaci6n Chilena)
private irrigation works. with commercial offices in Asia, Europe,

The tariff policy did not benefit the North and South America, and throughout
subsector before 1974 because tariffs were Chile.
high and affected the import component of
production costs. However, the new low- Research and technology
and-flat tariffs benefited the subsector by
diminishing the relative profitability of Research in fruits was initiated by the
other lines of production. Sociedad Nacional de Agricultura (SNA)

Before 1974, fixing agricultural prices at and was reinforced by several universities
levels of low profitability encouraged agri- and the Instituto Nacional de Investigacion
cultural producers to seek alternative prod- Agropecuaria (INIA) in the 1960s. Research
ucts, especially those with free market in the 1970s was directed to the introduc-
prices; plantations of peaches, plums, tion and adaptation of species and variet-
apples, and table grapes were first estab- ies, the implementation of new systems for
lished during that period. When price sta- handling plants, the introduction of root-
bility was achieved, fruit investment was ing patterns, the management of pests and
further favored because investors could diseases, quarantine problems, and the de-
clearly envision the expected benefits. tection of residual pesticides.

Regarding employment and wage policy, Fundaci6n Chile, with funds from the
the production of fruits requires a great state and from International Telegraph and
deal of labor at the farm level as well as the Telephone, participated in the diffusion of
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new technology: fruit experts from Califor- investments such as roads, bridges, and
nia and New Zealand conducted seminars communications (in the public sector) and
on production, postharvest, and agri- packing, cold-storage plants, and fruit fu-
business. It also established a pilot plant migation rooms (in the private sector).
with experimentation lines, created firms This growth coincided with the signifi-
and enterprises that were later handed over cant expansion of exports; fresh fruits in
to the private sector with technical assis- 1987 represented 87 percent of agricultural
tance, and introduced new technologies exports and 10 percent of total exports.
such as frozen fruits and vegetables, princi- Factors contributing to this expansion were
pally for blackberries and strawberries. the unsatisfied off-season demand for fresh

CORFO was the first institution to pro- fruits in the United States and European
mote the idea that Chile should become a Community and the commercial efforts of
fruit-exporting country and, with the Min- producers and exporters assisted by
istry of Agriculture, made the first official PROCHILE.
registry of fruit land in 1961. The Fruit Table grapes and apples together repre-
Development Plan, which was later imple- sented 79 percent of fresh fruit exports in
mented, was based on that information. 1987, and that share has been stable ever
The plan stressed changes in farm manage- since. The U.S. market increased its pur-
ment, introduction of new varieties, and chased volume 4.6 times in the period, while
help for nurseries, packing. and freezing. the European Community market increased
The institution continues to assist the pro- it more than twenty times. The best expres-
duction of fruits by offering credit and re- sion of Chile's export effort was the suc-
search through agreements with the cessful penetration of the Japanese market
Universidad de Chile, Universidad Cat6l- in the late 1980s.
ica, and the INIA. An important aspect of the strategy was

Private sector research concentrated on the incorporation of new species and highly
adapting foreign technology to domestic differentiated varieties. Chilean producers
climatic conditions. The technology came are evidently averse to commercial risk.
principally from California and New The expansion of varieties brought with it a
Zealand; examples are postharvest tech- change in seasonality of sales, with various
niques such as cold chambers with fast cold peak times and extension of the total sale
and with remote sensors and controlled period in each year. The important increase
atmosphere. On the productive side, irriga- in external sales, especially to the United
tion technology stands out (such as irriga- States, was accompanied by moderate price
tion by dropping and microaspersors) as decreases. However, the value of sales was
wellasharvestforecasts,high-densityplan- sustained as a result of the revaluation of
tations, and variety-species diversification. European currencies and the response of
The Asociaci6n de Exportadores de Chile prices to quality aspects.
(ASOEX) is concerned with safeguarding
the quality of fruit through a quality verifi- Organization of producers and exporters
cation program. and enterprise development

Markets The most important private institution in-
volved in matters pertaining to fruits is the

Chile is oriented toward fresh fruit mar- SNA. To strengthen the negotiating posi-
kets. Favorable conditions and high levels tion of fruit producers, the Federaci6n de
of competitiveness of Chilean producers Productores de Frutas (FEDEFRUTA) was
have allowed high growth of production created in 1985. Exporters are organized
and promoted a large number of associated through the Asociaci6n de Exportadores
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(ASOEX), which was created during the From the entrepreneurial point of view,
1970s. The exporting agents, with public fruit producers share a number of charac-
sector help, have been able to overcome teristics. In general, they have a high school
trade barriers in some markets. Export en- education, are medium age, have entrepre-
terprises are now able to manage large vol- neurial experience in other sectors, are new-
umes of exported fruits, without restricting comers to the business, have great capacity
entry to new firms; on the contrary, pro- to capture technologies and foreign experi-
duction is no longer concentrated in a few ences, are prone to support the need to seek
large producers. continual training in technological aspects

ASOEX's principal actions have been to and management, have knowledge of mac-
defend domestic exports from competition roeconomic policies and agree with the lib-
and to confront protectionist measures. In eral economic policy applied since 1974,
the United States, ASOEX gave impulse to have a cautious attitude toward credit risks,
formation of the Chilean Fruit Importers participate in associations, remain in busi-
Association, coordinated advertising of ness as long as it is profitable, do not share
fresh fruits, cooperated in opening a Chil- the attachment that traditional farmers have
ean consulate in Philadelphia-the princi- for the activity itself, are democratic entre-
pal destination of Chilean fruits-partici- preneurs who make subordinates partici-
pated with the U.S. Food and Drug Admin- pate in the process, look for creativity in
istration and the U.S. Environmental Pro- their personnel, and believe in the impor-
tection Agency in a study on sulfur anhy- tance of delegating functions.
dride generators, which are used to con- Regarding fruit enterprises, available
serve fruits in transport. ASOEX partici- technology is good, financial resources
pated directly in opening the Japanese come from the banking system, services of
market by ensuring Chile's compliance with cold storage and packing are generally pro-
quality and sanitary requirements. In the vided by the exporter, machinery is readily
European Community, it coordinated the available, and communications are good.
position of the Chilean fruit sector to define Transport service of inputs and products is
import licenses for Chilean apples. Its tech- contracted. The division of labor is achieved
nical department conducts projects on veri- by product, enterprises have a high degree
fying the quality of fruits, using methyl of delegation and controlled targets, the
bromide for fumigation, and controlling relations between supervisors and person-
residual pesticides on fruits. nel are adequate, personnel management is

ASOEX has been concerned since 1981 sufficient, staff turnover is minimal, execu-
with quality norms. ASOEX's specification tives are selected by reference, and internal
techniques for pears, apples, and table communication is good.
grapes were used by the Official Chilean The number of exporting enterprises has
Norm no. 1549, which established the termi- increased significantly, while the volume
nology and the general requisites for fruits of exports has increased 262 percent. This is
and vegetables. The norm included require- favorable to fruit producers because it
ments on tolerances to pesticide residuals, strengthens their bargaining position. Ex-
packing conditions, and printed labels with porting enterprises are efficient: they are
information on quality, variety, caliber, pack- able to reach a large number of countries,
ing date, and net content. The norms and and the volume of products sold has in-
regulations of the Chilean official norm ap- creased significantly while prices have de-
ply to persimmons, cherries, plums, apricots, clined significantly. The exporting enter-
peaches, nectarines, strawberries, kiwis, prises have built a great number of condi-
apples, lemons, melons, pears, tuna (a vari- tioning and storage facilities. In their nego-
ety of prickly pear), and table grapes. tiations with fruit producers, they use dif-
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ferent modalities such as production con- The 1982 crisis brought a decrease in per
tracts with free consignment or with guar- capita income, deterioration in real wages,
anteed minimum prices. and accumulation of the external debt. The

new policy froze agricultural prices, in-
Vegetable production in Mexico creased agricultural financial resources as

Vegetable exports provided 44 percent of compensation, created the Sistema Alimen-
foreign exchange inflows in Mexico's agri- tario Mexicano (SAM) to maintain guaran-
cultural sector in 1987-89, while represent- teed prices, increased public investment,
ing only 1 percent of total harvested area. and lowered export taxes.
Tomatoes, onions, pumpkins, melons, and The government defined a stabilization
watermelons took more than 70 percent of policy that included fiscal adjustments, in-
the harvested area and represented more creases in public sector prices, decreases in
than 80 percent of the total volume of pro- agricultural subsidies, export promotion,
duction; tomatoes were the principal prod- trade balance equilibrium, elimination of
uct with an average share of 45 percent. exchange rate overvaluation, and liberal-
Vegetable exports were on the average 32 ization of external trade. The wage policy
Vegentabof total production, the rest being was key in the strategy to curb inflation andpercent otoaprdcinthretbng achieved a significant fall in the real wage
absorbed by the internal market. The vol- gchie sgniant; the ren wage
ume of vegetable exports increased 136 with some social unrest; the concentrationume o vegeableexpors incease 136 of income, which was already acute at the
percent in 1970-87, growing from 757,000
to 1.8 million tons, while the value of ex- beginning of the decade, increased even
ports increased an impressive 270 percent more, inflation reached a record three-digit
in the period, reaching $601 million in 1987. level in 1986, and private and public invest-

iThe great investments in Sinaloa State ment registered very low levels. The crisis
(northeastern Mexico) helped to transform affected both the rural and the urban popu-(norheater Meico heled o tansorm lations, and campesinos saw the wage com-
agriculture into a highly technical and di- ponend thesinome deline.
versified commercial activity. The activity ponent of their income decline.
has found optimum conditions for devel- The exchange rate policy initiated in 1982
opment, using only irrigation land, mecha- sought to promote exports, which benefited
nization, modern and efficient production vegetables: from 1982 to 1987 exports grew
techniques, basic inputs (fertilizers, pesti- from $230 million to $601 million. How-
cides), and improved seeds. Yields are much ever, according to U.S. import statistics,
higher than national averages, and Sinaloa is export sales of vegetables were much larger
now the most important producer of toma- than those recorded by Mexican official
toes, cucumbers, pumpkins, runner beans, statistics. This means that the exchange rate
eggplant, pear onsmpins, and watermelons. controls and distortions propitiated sub-

valuation of exports as revealed by a study
Macro and sectoral economic policies conducted by the Uni6n Nacional de

Productores de Hortalizas (UNPH) in 1983.
Up to 1980, the search for food self-suffi- When exchange rate distortions disap-
ciency weakened agricultural exports. This peared in 1985, official exports increased
policy inflated internal agricultural prices, substantially.
increased direct state participation, and pro- Taxes affecting the subsector were the
vided assistance in input supply, credit, in- import tax to inputs and the export tax. The
surance, marketing, and irrigation. However, fiscal revenues derived from vegetable ex-
the response of agricultural producers was ports for the period 1970-88 reached $350
insufficient, imports grew, and self-suffi- million, averaging $22 million annually,
ciency in basic grains was lost. but the export tax rates declined.
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In 1970-82, the policy was one of com- was dedicated exclusively to achieving
pensating the agricultural sector through greater productivity of basic grains in re-
subsidies. The most important subsidies sponse to food self-sufficiency principles,
were the financial subsidy and the subsi- and the federal government dedicated re-
dies on fertilizers, fuels, and water. In 1982- sources to research, technical assistance,
88, the new stabilization policy substan- and training of grain producers. Vegetables
tially reduced subsidies. In 1985, agricul- technology has remained in the hands of
tural interest rates were raised to equal the producers'own organizations; the state
bank costs, the subsidy on fertilizer was has only made scant efforts to support the
annulled, and price increases on electricity production of tomatoes and onions. Not-
and fuels were in effect. withstanding, export agriculture has been

Financial policy objectives in 1970-87 able to incorporate technical innovations,
were to promote agricultural production, use improved seeds and agrochemicals, and
to capitalize productive units, to help small achieve the highest degree of mechanization.
agricultural producers, and to promote Modernization implied investments in
basic products. Credits to Mexican agricul- irrigation infrastructure, an intensive use
ture came from the state and the commer- of inputs, and a change toward greater ar-
cial banks. Bank credit figures show that ticulation with the economic process at the
agriculture was the productive sector most national level. Vegetable producers devel-
hurt by the contraction of credit in the 1980s. oped a productive process significantly dif-

As a result of the Mexican government's ferent from that of traditional agriculture,
effort to promote food self-sufficiency, veg- producing exportable products and using
etable producers confronted expensive and irrigation, mechanization, and modern in-
scarce credit for production and export. puts. They were the most benefited by the
Financing of agricultural exports was re- subsidies for modern inputs. However, in-
duced in 1977-82. The Banco Nacional de tensive input use did not imply parallel
Comercio Exterior handled basically two increases in production, because the sub-
financing lines-export and pre-export sidy policy did not promote prudent use of
lines-neither was available for vegetables. inputs and inputs were misused due to lack
Vegetable exports grew and consolidated, of adequate training.
however, thanks to foreign capital. Within The greatest technological advancement
the country, Mexican vegetable producers was observed for natural resources man-
are considered as high-income producers, agement, inputs, genetic advances, and use
which severely restricts their access to bank of pesticides. Regarding water resources,
financing. Another way of financing veg- the technology was oriented toward con-
etable production is the so-called agricul- trol and storage for later use in planted
ture by contract system, which big agri- areas; regarding soil and water conserva-
business firms use to contract producers tion, the technology was oriented toward
and to define the type and quality of the controlling drainage. Research in vegetables
product. The contract establishes the firm's and fruits was directed to citrus, bananas,
agreement to supply the producer with mangos, avocados, papayas, pineapples,
credit and technical assistance and to buy guavas, tomatoes, chilies, watermelons,
his output. melons, garlic, onions, and pumpkins, and

this research focused on genetic-improve-
Technology policy ment technology (hybrid development, vi-

rus-resistant varieties), improved yields,
Technological policy in Mexico is oriented soil fertility, harvest and postharvest tech-
toward the search for higher yields for ba- niques, and plagues. The assistance was
sic crops. Research in official institutions given by the Instituto Nacional de Investi-
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gaci6n Forestal y Agricola (INIFAP), al- Lack of commercial innovation in the
though the private sector made some ef- marketing of Mexican vegetables has en-
forts through the UNPH. couraged competition by other producing

Regarding plant sanitation and the re- countries. However, the possibilities of the
duction of phitosanitary risk, programs U.S. market are still enormous, because
were established to inspect, diagnose, and Mexican exports are produced off-season
control plagues and diseases that may be and have been broadened by the current
introduced into the country. The achieve- North American Free Trade Agreement
ments include the quarantine export treat- (NAFTA).
ment, improvement and updating of the
pesticides manual, eradication of the Medi- Producers organizations
terranean fruit fly (the principal limitation
on Mexican vegetable exports), and accept- Commercial agriculture in Mexico special-
able chemical procedures for controlling ized gradually in labor-intensive and high-
specific plagues. Finally, Sonora State was profitability crops. This agriculture is lo-
declared a plague-free zone, especially from cated in the northern part of the country,
the Mediterranean fruit fly, thus eliminat- within the states of greatest capitalist de-
ing the need to fumigate vegetables for velopment and labor demand: Sinaloa,
export. Sonora, Tamaulipas, Baja California Norte,

Coahuila, and Chihuahua. In those regions,
External markets agricultural entrepreneurial organizations

are strong and have the objective of pro-
The United States and other industrial coun- moting and developing their economic ac-
tries changed their consumption patterns tivities and negotiating adequate policy
in the 1980s, substituting natural products conditions. The most representative orga-
for processed foods and opening ample nization of vegetables producers is the
possibilities for Mexico to increase the sale UNPH. It has its own export regulations,
of vegetables and fruits. Accordingly, 90 and its members are subject to obligations
percent of Mexican vegetable sales are to and sanctions and to the application of
the U.S. market, and for reasons of proxim- minimum norms regarding quality, pack-
ity and buying capacity, the United States ing, inspection, and marketing.
is expected to continue to be the principal
market for Mexico. Canada is also impor- Flower production in Colombia
tant, but the intervention of U.S. brokers as
a triangulating element limits the possibili- Flowers in Colombiacar a successful case
ties for Mexican participation in that mar- of a modern agricultural activity that de-
ket. Exports have done poorly in the Euro- velopsrbackward and forward linkagesnand
pean market, the problem being lack of that provides evidence of a new entrepre-
knowledge of that market. neurial class that reacts to market signals

Marketing of Mexican vegetables ranges and opportunities through massive invest-
from the integrated way in which distribu- ments. Bogota's savanna has appropriate
tors and producers together determine va- ecological and economic conditions for
rieties, timing, packing and product pre- growing flowers: altitude between 2,000
sentation, and joint-risk financing to the and 3,000 meters,temperature betweend 3C
extreme in which the producer decides in- and 260C, adequate luminosity and humid-
dependently what to produce and, at har- ity, proximity to the airport, appropriate
vest time, is at the mercy of market condi- input supply, and ample supply of labor,
tions and brokers. especially female workers.
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The Colombian economy of flowers ex- ers, principally women, who receive wages
panded until 1980, when production totaling $65 million annually.
reached 37,400 tons and $101.4 million. A Greenhouse and equipment technology
more stable growth phase followed, with and irrigation techniques have been im-
production reaching 87,000 tons and ex- proved locally. The demand for equipment,
ports expanding 8.3 percent annually to materials, and technology has allowed lo-
$204.8 million in 1983. cal development of an industry of goods

More than 200 firms cultivate approxi- and services, while basic research has al-
mately 2,000 hectares of flowers, the great lowed domestic development of good-qual-
majority located in Bogota's savanna. ity cuttings, bulbs, and mother plants.
FLORAMERICA, the largest firm, cultivates
nearly 200 hectares in diverse locations, External market
which speclialize in different types of flow-
ers. The average firm has 6-8 hectares, and The principal market is the United States
the minimum economically profitable scale because of its proximity. The bigger firmsthe minimumsb hecnomically profitablescale have direct commercial connections in the
seems to be 3-4 hectares. United States, but small firms operate by

Technology means of exporting agents. Every buyer
market has consumption peaks in special

The types of flowers most produced and holidays. In the United States, these are St.
exported are carnations, roses, and pom- Valentine's Day, St. Patrick's Day, Easter,
pons. The productive life of a carnation Mother's Day, and Christmas. Wholesale
cutting is approximately two years and that prices follow demand seasons, oscillating
of a rose cutting is up to eight years. The between $1.00 per kilogram in July and
first cutting or planting occurs at six to $10.00 per kilogram in February/March.
seven months of life, and it is repeated However, the U.S. market is changing rap-
every three to six months, with peaks every idly, and the off-peak demand is growing
semester more or less. significantly.

Production costs are high, and technol- A packed box for export weighs between
ogy is complex. Greenhouses, cuttings, ir- 12 and 18 kilograms, according to the type
rigation systems, chemicals, labor, pack- of flower. Every 15-kilogram box contains
ing, and cold conservation systems are 600 carnations in 50-60 branches of 10-12
needed. Fixed investment is estimated as sprouts, wrapped in plastic and conserved
$100,000 per hectare, which includes green- against excess humidity. A Jumbo 747 cargo
house construction, cold equipment, and plane transports up to 6,000 boxes of carna-
irrigation wells. Variable costs are from tions. In the export peaks, twenty to thirty
$120,000 to $240,000 per hectare annually, daily flights leave Bogota with flowers, and
including labor for plant handling (50 per- the normal flow is five to six flights each
cent), cost and planting of cuttings (20 per- day. Freight costs are an important part of
cent), and postharvest costs (18 percent), the cost, insurance, and freight price, and
principally packing in carton boxes. Pro- transport cost thus limits the presence of
ductivity is about 2.4 million carnations Colombian flowers in the European and
per hectare, 500,000 bunches of pompons Japanese markets.
per hectare, and 1.3 million roses or chry- Colombia has the second place in world
santhemums per hectare. exports of flowers, after Holland. The Eu-

Flower crops employ between sixteen ropean market, besides having more com-
(pompons and roses) and thirty (carnations) petitors, is more demanding (requiring
permanent laborers per hectare each year. phitosanitary certification) and more pro-
The subsector employs nearly 65,000 work- tected. The natural market of Colombia is
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the United States, so the size of the U.S. tax reimbursements in order to be accept-
marketanditsprotectionisttrendswilllimit able under GATT norms. Colombia elimi-
future expansion of Colombian flowers. nated the CERT for flower exports to the

Although the U.S. market is more acces- North American market in 1985. In any
sible and less protected, the growing Co- case,theeconomyof flowersbenefited more
lombian penetration has already originated from the export incentives generated by a
protectionist reactions from U.S. produc- consistent policy of currency devaluation
ers. Thus, the United States has applied the in the 1980s.
following norms to Colombian exports:
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade Perspectives and problems
(GATT) safeguard clause, compensatory du- Growth of Colombian flower exports today
ties, and the antidumping law. The legal and tof Combiner ecific ta-
lobbying costs of ASOCOLFLORES in the tends to be constrained by specific limita-
United States, reaching $2.0 million yearly, tions of the U.S. market and by saturation,
could be used instead to promote consump- competition, and protectionism. However,
tion, with better results for both parties. there are still some options for reducing

costs and increasing exportable production
Policies to reduce air freight costs, to build cold

rooms and special terminals at the Bogota
Colombian flower production received spe- and Miami airports, to reduce production
cific government help at the beginning, but costs of cuttings and mother plants, and to
only after a critical mass of investment, reduce costs of packing cartons, fertilizers,
production, and export had been created. insecticides, and greenhouse plastic.
PROEXPO (Promoci6n de Exportaciones) One option is to expand business to other
has provided credit since 1970 for fixed countries such as Costa Rica, Ecuador, or
investment and working capital. Flowers the Dominican Republic, taking advantage
also benefited from export tax incentives, of the economic incentives that those coun-
such as the Plan Vallejo, the CAT (tax credit tries concede to production for export: lower
certificate), and CERT (tax reimbursement input costs, provision of imports and labor,
certificate). and easy access to the U.S. market. Another

The Plan Vallejo consisted of exemption option is to join with U.S. producers for
from tariffs and nontariff barriers on raw promotion and advertising in order to give
materials, intermediate products, and impulse to sales in the U.S. market far be-
equipment used in any production des- yond recent trends. This approach would
tined for export. The plan made viable the perhaps diminish resistance of U.S. pro-
production of exportables, reducing costs, ducers to Colombian competition.
providing international competitiveness,
and allowing large-scale commercial pro- Shrimp production in Ecuador
duction of flowers, which, at the initial
stages, was very dependent on equipment, Shrimp mariculture in Ecuador was devel-
machinery, and imported inputs. Presently, oped mainly in the 1980s: between 1980 and
in accordance with the Agreement of Sus- 1988, production area grew continuously to
pension of Compensatory Duties with the reach 118,700 hectares, shrimp production
United States, Colombian flowers do not went from10,0 to 65,000 tons, exports grew
benefit from Plan Vallejo. CATs were tax- from 8,100 to 52,500 tons, and export value
exempt negotiable titles received by ex- grew from $56.9 million to $387 million.
porters as a percentage of external sales. In Shrimp exports are today the second largest
1982, CATs were replaced by the CERT, a source of foreign exchange in Ecuador, sur-
new incentive conceptualized as indirect passed only by petroleum exports.
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External market The international price of shrimp in-
creased significantly between 1950 and 1970

Shrimp are gathered from fishing and are (500 percent in real terms). In recent years,
cultivated in ponds. In 1988, fishing pro- the cost, insurance, and freight price (Gulf
duction was 1.55 million tons, while culti- price) has not fluctuated much, tending to
vation in ponds reached 450,000 tons, al- an equilibrium level, between $10,000 and
though cultivation production is at present $12,000 per ton.
increasing more rapidly than fishing pro-
duction. The most important economies in Policies
shrimp fishing in 1985 were China and In-
dia, followed by Indonesia, Taiwan, and The most important domestic policies that
Thailand. The most important economies affected the development of the shrimp
in shrimp cultivation in 1988 were China, subsector in Ecuador were the exchange
Ecuador, Indonesia, and Taiwan. Ecuador rate policy, the tax policy, and the credit
is the second largest producer of pond policy.
shrimp, but its participation in fishing is The exchange rate policy was tradition-
very small. ally a policy of an overvalued national cur-

World consumption of shrimp is around rency, although this changed in the second
2 million tons. The United States consumes part of the 1980s. There was no export tax
320,000 tons with a consumption per capita for shrimp in the period, but rather, to
of 1.3 kilograms a year. The U.S. demand compensate partially for overvaluation of
grew at an annual rate of 8.5 percent in the sucre, a Certificado de Abono Tributario
1980-88, and it is very dependent on im- (tax credit certificate) for nontraditional
ports, with the principal suppliers being exports was created in 1979 but was sup-
Brazil, China, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama, pressed later in 1986. On credit, easy access
Taiwan, and Thailand. Ecuador's sales to to financing was available from the Central
the U.S. market were 50,000 tons in 1988. Bank of Ecuador, the Banco Nacional de
Japan is the other major consumer, with a Fomento, the Corporaci6n Financiera
per capita consumption of 1.8 kilograms a Nacional, and private banks, with prefer-
year, but its principal suppliers are the ential interest rates.
Asian countries.

Production

Marketing The most important factors of production

The large shrimp farms have their own affecting the development of the shrimp
packing plants, but medium and small pro- subsector in Ecuador were land, mangroves,
ducers sell their output to packing plants. water, labor, capital, larvae, and industrial
In packing plants, the shrimp are cleaned, inputs. Regarding land, 120,000 hectares of
beheaded, classified, packed, and frozen; ponds were reported in 1988, but only 61,000
from every 100 pounds of shrimp, 65-70 were actually incorporated into produc-
pounds of shrimp tails are obtained. tion. These ponds were built in state-owned
Ecuador's principal export market is the beach zones (granted under ten-year con-
United States; until now, Ecuadoran exports cessions) and also in highlands suitable for
entered that market without restrictions, com- agriculture.
plying with demanding quality norms. The mangrove, more than a plant or a
Shrimp are transported to the United States forest, is an ecosystem with an enormous
by ship, using 40,000-pound wagons with variety of fowl, mammals, reptiles, crusta-
freeze capacity. The trip takes six days from ceans, fungi, bacteria, and protozoa. The
Ecuador to Miami, where the cargo is then mangrove is a transition zone between the
transferred toNewYorkandothers markets. land and the sea; it resists the waves, holds
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sediments, diminishes the sea's erosive ac- ideal; many producers consider that they
tion, and creates soils. CLIRSEN (Center of are less vigorous, have a higher mortality
Remote Sensors Integrated Surveys) re- rate, and grow slowly.
ported that mangroves declined from Balanced feed complement the shrimp's
204,000 to 170,000 hectares between 1969 natural diet, based on phito-zooplancton.
and 1987, representing a 16 percent defor- Ponds are also fertilized with urea or phos-
estation rate. Even though the use of man- phates to assure phitoplancton growth.
groves for shrimp farms is not profitable in
the long run, because only 75 percent of Technology and production systems
total production is recuperated and the soil
acidifies, the illegal deforestation of man- New technology, adopted by the shrimp
groves continues at the present. farms of superior technical level, has been

The Gulf of Guayaquil's water is of high generated in Ecuador. In these farms, the
quality for shrimp cultivation due to its water quality (temperature, turbidity, pH,
salinity, temperature, and pH, even though oxygen) is controlled, fertilizers and bal-
the level of insecticides, heavy metals, and anced feed are used, and biomass is con-

swgwater residuals from Guayaquil and trolled. But there still are many backwardsewage wae eiul rmGaaulad firms, where shrimp mortality is 40-60 per-
other cities has been growing. Another fac- and yiere are low.
tor that affects water quality is the red cent and yields are low.

tdaanA Cdseaweeds-fhaCbA1r hes There are three production systems in
Ecuador: extensive, semi-extensive, and

the oxygen of the ponds.seiitniemrclueInhexe-
An estimated 64,000 persons worked di- semi-intensive mariculture. In the exten-

rectly in shrimp activity in 1988. To that sive system, ponds with water and larvae
must be added the 120,000 laborers who from tides are used, the density is low, and
were dedicated to fishing and the transport the feeding depends on natural phi to-
of larvae. plancton; no fertilizers or balanced feed are

In 1988, Ecuador had 1,422 shrimp farms, used, and the average yield is 600 pounds
75 packing plants, 55 laboratories, and 120 per hectare. In the semi-extensive system,
exporting firms, and total investment was designed ponds are used with areas up to
exportimated firs,6million (an average of 20 hectares, larvae come from nurseriesestimated at $1,600 miLand avingeaof with controlled handling and are trans-
$13,800 per hectare). Land-moving mach in- ferd later to bigger ponds, pumps for
ery is important because the ponds must be ferre novatio biggzers and for
rebuilt every four years. The pumping waterrenovationexist, fertilizers and bal-
equipment is imported, although pipes are anced feed are used, and the average yield
domestically produced. Given the incipi- is 1,195 pounds per hectare. In the semi-
ent road infrastructure, fluvial transport is intensivesystem, laboratory larvaeare used
used for moving materials, equipment, in- in greater proportion, ponds receive high
puts, and shrimp production. levels of supplementary feed, a permanent

Postlarvae or seeds are captured along techncal control is employed, and the av-
the whole Ecuadoran coast. Seeds are mar- erage yield is 2,200 pounds per hectare.
keted by intermediate traders who buy lar- Dairy livestock production
vae from fishers and transport them in plas- in Costa Rica
tic tanks filled with oxygenated seawater.
The supply of natural larvae has dimin- Beef cattle for export used to be an attrac-
ished considerably lately, which has led to tive investment for Costa Rica up to 1980,
the prohibition of exports and restrictions as long as U.S. commercial beef consumers
on capture. To overcome this problem, con- saw Central America as a nearby source of
struction of laboratories has been promoted, inexpensive meat. The expansion of ranch-
but the larvae from laboratories are not ing contributed to the conversion of tropi-
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cal forests to pastures up to the late 1970s, Rican prices. This results both from a greater
when the real price of beef decreased. Beef efficiency and from agricultural subsidies,
production was then reoriented to a dual- which have created overproduction and
purpose activity of producing beef and milk. dumping in the international market. Some
The modernization of dairy in Costa Rica Central American countries have a domestic
should be interpreted as a reconversion of the price of fluid milk above that of Costa Rica's,
traditional livestock activity to adapt to new but existing tariffs limit those sales. Dairy
market situations. exports in the last few years were destined to

Dairy in Costa Rica has two independent nearby markets such as Panama, Colombia,
stages: (1) production of fluid milk at the Dominican Republic, and the Caribbean.
farm level with two alternative processes: The accelerated expansion of output was
milk-specialized exploitations and dual-pur- the result of a notable increase in the num-
pose exploitations and (2) processing of pas- ber of productive units as beef enterprises
teurized milk and derivatives. Milk produc- converted to dual-purpose enterprises.
tion is destined almost totally for domestic Livestock production increased from 44,000
consumption: a self-sufficiency policy has to 52,000 farms, and milk and dual-pur-
been so successful that imports have been pose production grew even more, together
almost totally eliminated. representing 67 percent of farms in 1983.

Milk is the second most important com- Also, the number of heads of cattle increased
modity in per capita consumption. Milk con- significantly from 1.7 million to 2.05 mil-
sumption per capita increased continuously lion between 1973 and 1983.
until 1982, declined significantly in 1982-83, Up to 1978, productivity per animal was
and recovered partially in later years. High low compared to that in Europe and the
consumption levels were a result of govern- United States. Only in the 1980s did produc-
ment programs to distribute mnilk until 1984. tivity increase significantly due to techno-

During 1967-80, milk production grew 5.6 logical improvements and technical assis-
percent annually, and this growth was ac- tance to producers. Today, there is a high
companied by high milk prices, increases in degree of mechanization in milk-specialized
processing capacity, and an actual reduction production, but technology is inefficient in
of yield per animal, explained by the advent dual-purpose enterprises.
of dual-purpose exploitations. The dairy industry is concentrated in a few

A substantial fall in production occurred enterprises, in contrast to the great number of
in 1980-83 as a result of economic recession. milk producers. Excess industrial capacity
In 1982, the National Plan of Dairy Promo- exists, although 50 percent of fluid milk is not
tion tried to deal with the crisis through industrialized. The expansion of that capac-
more-efficient productive processes, gather- ity took place in the 1970s with only one large
ing points near production regions, and im- processing plant coexisting with a number of
portant increases in producer prices; growth small enterprises. Today, four large process-
reached more than 8 percent in 1984. The ing enterprises coexist (three of them are
crisis of the 1980s also brought with it a fall in cooperatives), and the number of small en-
agricultural real wages, increases in the cost terprises has proliferated. However, the larg-
of balanced feed, fertilizers, and pesticides, est enterprise controls 80 percent of the mar-
and a lessening of milk profitability. ket (Cooperativa Dos Pinos). Domestic out-

As of 1985, the dairy sector exhausted its put is oriented to internal consumption only,
ability to expand in the internal market and which has prohibited more than one process-
sought to enter new nontraditional export ing firm from operating. Fixed costs for en-
markets. Prices of the principal world pro- tering the market are high: investment in
ducers continue to be much lower than Costa plant and equipment is significant.
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Pasteurized milk is not profitable for the hibition of imports and donations of dairy
industry given the domestic policy of fix- products, which are part of a milk self-
ing the consumer price, and the industry sufficiency policy. Since that year, authori-
has to offset this by the prices of deriva- zation from the Ministerio de Economia,
tives. The most recent aspect of moderniza- Industria y Comercio is required to import
tion has been the diversification and incor- powdered milk and from the Consejo
poration of technological improvements Nacional de Producci6n to import dairy
that have extended the durability of prod- products.
ucts. In the 1980s, the new technical pro- Exchange rate policy in Costa Rica was
cesses of ultra high temperature and of characterized by a currency overvaluation
vacuum packing (Tetrabrick) improved the that led to artificially cheap imports up to
durability of the product and favored the 1981. In 1982 a flexible exchange rate was
expansion of exports. adopted, leading to currency undervalua-

tion and incrementing import costs. This
Economic policy affected the dairy sector particularly for

fertilizers, pesticides, and the industry's
The economic situation and policies were import component. This contributed to fur-
conditioning factors of modernization. ther deterioration of milk enterprises. Even
During 1960-88, the evolution of dairy re- though the currency undervaluation made
flected the country's evolution: accelerated exports more attractive, the dairy sector in
expansion until 1980, stagnation until 1983, -osta Rica was not competitive at the inter-
and recovery until today. national level.

The strong expansion until 1980 is ex- Pricefixing directlyaffectedthesubsector.
plained by the development of production Within this system only fluid milk prices
zones near the markets, with the conse- were regulated, leaving to market condi-
quent reduction of processing and trans- tions the prices of all other dairy products.
port costs, by the introduction of new, ap- Price fixingcwas implementedthrough mini-
propriate production areas, by the ex- mum prices to producers and maximum
panded capacity of processing plants, and prices to consumers, thus regulating the
by the growth of demand. In the period prices. Priegfixing the
1980-83, the stagnation of milk was the margin to processing. Price fixing today is
result of the fall in real income, inflation, the based on estimated costs in a "model farm"

extenal ebtcriss, he icreae i prouc- that reflects a desired degree of efficiency.external debt crisis, the increase in produc- To these model costs are added a 30 percent
tion costs, and the fall in the real producer producer margin, a 20 percent industry mar-
price as a result of the adjustment policy. This gin, and a 10 percent retail margin, thus reach-
was followed by a period of recovery influ- ing the maximum consumer price.
enced by promotion of production, incorpo- Regarding credit policy, the share of live-
ration of new milk areas in low zones, and stock in agricultural financing has varied
improvements in producer prices. between 24 and 36 percent. The greater part

Milk imports have no tariffs, although of this credit is oriented to beef and dual-
nontariff barriers have been applied. Stud- os enterpriented the andportio
ies on effective protection indicate that in purpose enterprises, and the proportion
1980 and in 1986, the implicit protection for milk activity is relatively low.
level on dairy products was more than 50 Technology
percent, and effective protection was
around 30 percent (adjustment is made for Before the 1970s, the only technological
currency overvaluation). Import and ex- program directed to the dairy sector sought
port restrictions were added to tariffs after to improve herd stocks and provide techni-
1979. These restrictions implied total pro- calassistanceonphitosanitarycontrol.Since
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then, concrete efforts to influence the effi- The technology and equipment used in
ciency and capacity of the subsector have the dairy industry are imported. The 1985
been made; these include the Dairy Mod- technological diagnosis showed that the
ules Program, the National Dairy Produc- equipment was old, particularly for freez-
tion Promotion, and the Genetic Improve- ing and cleaning, that qualified personnel
ment Program. Technical assistance today was limited, and that imported technology
seeks to promote greater yields and reduce was not adapted to local conditions. The
costs through improvement of both the herd industry was not capable of adopting pre-
stock and the use of pastures and forages. cision equipment such as pasteurizers, cen-

Milk farms in Costa Rica are classified as trifuges, and homogenizers or of preserv-
milk-specialized highland enterprises and ing milk by drying or by sterilization. Fi-
as intermediate-low zone, dual-purpose nally, the chemical and microbiological
enterprises. Onbiological practices, highland quality of raw materials and finished prod-
enterprises have European races (Holstein, ucts was controlled, but the equipment in
Jersey, Guernsey) with two daily niilkings some enterprises did not comply with the
and the sale of calves immediately afterbirth. requisites of hygiene and quality control.
Intermediate-low zones have a combination
of milk animals and dual-purpose livestock Institutional organization
(Brown Swiss, Jersey, Holstein, and zebu), in and entrepreneurial strategy
which cows are milked once a day with Public andprivate organizationsinthe dairy
assistance from the calf.Pbladrvtogalaostear

Pasture fertilization was an extended sector are well developed in Costa Rica.
technological practice in milk enterprises Thus, the producers cooperatives organize
util 1978, when this practice decreased production, processing, and marketing of
due to higher ferthlizer prices. At present, the products. The government and otherduetohigherfertilization prises unco n a sen, oinstitutions coordinate and implement tech-
fertilization is uncommon, and use of her- nical assistance and the transfer, adoption,
bicides for weed control is growing. and improvement of technology (Ministerio

Feeding in livestock exploitations varies de Agricultura, universities, and interna-
by zone and by specialization. In the high- tional agencies) and dictate policy guide-
lands, more balanced feeds are used, and in lines (Ministerio de Economfa, Consejo
low zones, more forages and mineral Nacional de Producci6n). Finally, the milk
supplements are used. In milk-specialized producers associations act as pressure chan-
enterprises, balanced feed, medicines, vac- nels for safeguarding the interests of their
cines, and veterinarian services represent associates.
70 percent of total production costs.

On reproduction and handling of the Citrus production in Brazil
stock, artificial insemination, controlled
mating, impregnation control, and interval The citrus complex in Brazil is part of a
between parturitions are used in special- select group of activities that, within the
ized milk farms. Artificial insemination is crisis of the 1980s, managed to maintain a
used in highland farms in ever greater pro- pattern of great dynamics. Exports of fro-
portion; in medium-low zones this practice zen concentrated orange juice (FCOJ) in-
is restricted to productive units with high creased from $339 million in 1980 to $1
yield and efficiency. For handling of the billion in 1989.2 The Brazilian citrus com-
stock, most enterprises use animal sanita- plex is responsible for 85 percent of the
tion (removal of internal and external para- world trade in FCOJ, 98 percent of Brazil-
sites, vaccination). The mastitis testis made ian orange juice production is exported,
regularly in milk exploitations. and 881,000 hectares are cultivated with
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oranges, constituting the largest citrus plan- harvest. With the beginning of the juice
tation in the world. The estimated invest- industry, the citrus dynamics reached new
ment in the subsector reached a value of dimensions, becoming more dependent on
nearly $1 billion for the 1980s, and the Bra- the volumes demanded by the international
zilian production of oranges was an esti- market. After only five years, between 1963-
mated 260 million boxes in 1990, with 82 68, FCOJ production reached 30,000 tons,
percent originating in Sao Paulo. The citrus surpassing U.S. production in record time.
agribusiness complex is made up of three
basic subsystems: provision of inputs (ma- The concentrated orange juice industry
chinery, implements, fertilizers), produc-
tion of citrus, and production of FCOJ, in- Industry had to be situated near the pro-
cluding distribution and marketing. duction zone because of the importance of

The subsystem of inputs is formed by transportcosts. The industries foresaw op-
multinational enterprises. Even though cit- portunities as a result of climatic problems
rus crops intensively use chemical inputs, affectingU.S. production(1962/63frosts in
tractors, and implements, they represent only Florida). Brazilian industry initiated with a
a small part of the market for inputs, around FCOJ production capacity nearing 10,000
10 percent for pesticides. The second sub- tons a year in the mid-1960s, and this grew
system is formed by nearly 40,000 rural pro- to 47,000 tons a year in 1970. This intense
ducers, most of them landowners (96 per- growth continued, and the productive ca-
cent). The distribution of producers by size pacity reached 240,000 ton.s a year in 1976,
and share of production shows that medium 585,000 tons in 1980, and approximately 1.2
producers (10-100 hectares) dominate the million tons a year in 1989/90.
scene. The third subsystem is formed by six- Four leading firms in orange juice pro-
teen FCOJ-processing firms. The industrial duction-Citrosuco Paulista, Sucocitrico
activity is definitively the dynamic pole of Cutrale, Cargill Citros, and Frutesp-
the citrus complex, generating value added owned 84 percent of capacity and were
and assuring continuous expansion and par- responsible for 71 percent of exports in
ticipation in external markets. 1988, reaching sales of $814 million. New

Orange planting goes back to Brazil's and big investments have been made in the
colonial period, but the rapid growth in Sao sector lately. The Votorantim group estab-
Paulo State after the 1950s was character- lished the Citrovita firm through a $200
ized by extremely favorable edaphic and million investment concentrated in a 10,000-
climatic conditions. Conditions of soil, cli- hectare orange plantation in Itapetininga/
mate, precipitation, temperature, and to- Sao Paulo and development of two FCOJ
pography make Sao Paulo the most propi- plants with a capacity of 50,000 tons and
tious region; these conditions influence 35,000 tons a year, respectively. This newtiou reion thse ondtios iflunce investment will stress the trend toward
coloration, acidity, sweetness, and matura- decentralization.
tion period of the fruit.

Sao Paulo orange production recuper- Markets
ated from a brutal plague of "Tristeza" in
the 1950s on a more technical basis and The Brazilian citrus complex is strongly
with new more-resistant varieties. Rapid connected to the international market, be-
expansion and increases in yield attracted cause two-thirds of oranges are destined
large marketing firms such as Golwin, for industries that, in turn, export 98 per-
Cocozza, Citrobrasil, and Fischer. By the cent of the juice produced. However, the
mid-1960s, the first juice-processing indus- world market is also affected by Brazil,
tries emerged, when Sao Paulo production because Brazilian exports represent 85 per-
reached 24 million boxes of oranges per cent of FCOJ world trade.
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The principal FCOJ producers are Brazil is greatly disseminated in modern Japan:
(51 percent) and the United States (40 per- consumption of fruit juice per capita reaches
cent), with an estimated world supply 25 liters a year (50 percent being orange
equaling 1.5 million tons in 1990. Brazil's juice and 21 percent apple juice), and the
share in the world market was 30 percent in growth of consumption accelerated in the
1969, 60 percent in 1975, and 85 percent 1970s and the 1980s.
today, thus creating a quasi-monopoly situ-
ation. Up to 1983, the United States was the Technology, organization, and management
greatest world producer, with 650,000 tons.
FCOJ production in the United States has Competitiveness of Brazilian production
been relatively stagnant since the mid- has been based on the following set of fac-
1970s; however, new plantations, especially tors: (a) adequate climatic conditions in
in Florida's southern region, were created citrus plantations, (b) low production costs
in recent years. There are approximately 18 principally for labor and land, (c) techni-
million not yet productive trees, equiva- cally modern industrial installed capacity,
lent to 34 percent of total U.S. orange plan- (d) technical-agronomic development, and
tations. (e) a well-structured productive chain in-

Orange juice consumption is related to corporating rural producers, industries,
patterns of food demand spread in the post- transport, and marketing.
war United States. Standardization pro- The cost advantages are related to econo-
moted by the media in a consumer society mies of scale in production and marketing,
made feasible a growing supply at ever technology, and access to raw materials.
lower real costs, brought about by reduc- The modernization of Brazil's citrus com-
tions in the costs of processing, transport, plex shows the dynamic of its cost struc-
and marketing. This process allowed the ture, especially the logistic of transport.
market to expand continuously. In the im- Until 1982 juice was transported using bar-
mediate postwar period, world consump- rels that were difficult to handle, expensive
tion of FCOJ was concentrated in the United ($33 per unit of 268 kilogram capacity), and
States. In Europe, juice consumption be- impossible to reuse. The transport cost in a
came popular only in the 1960s and 1970s. new in-bulk system using special ships and

The United States is the world's second port terminals may be less than half the cost
largest producer of orange juice, but it also in the barrel system, depending on the scale
is the world's largest importer, for a total of of operation. The economies of scale pro-
420,000 tons. Consumption is 870,000 tons vided by the new logistic work fully when
or 65 percent of the world total, and this the 40,000-ton mark is reached.
corresponds to a per capita demand equal A comparison of the costs of orange pro-
to 27 liters of orange juice a year. Imports duction in the two principal world produc-
from Brazil averaged 94 percent of the total ers shows that the average productivity in
in the period 1980-87. Brazil (403 boxes per hectare) is substan-

Fruit juice consumption is becoming sta- tially lower than that in the United States
bilized in most European countries but still (754 boxes per hectare), but its unit costs
enjoys a potential for growth; between 1985 are lower as well. The necessary invest-
and 1987 European imports of orange juice ments in orange plantation in Brazil-up to
grew 60 percent. This growth must be at- the time of commercial production in the
tributed to promotions favoring consump- fourth year-is only 20 percent of the corre-
tion of natural products. Japan, Eastern sponding investment in the United States;
Europe, U.S.S.R., and Asia's newly industri- labor costs are triple in the United States,
alizing countries are little explored markets. and the costs of operating machinery are
Inanycase, thehabitofdrinkingorange juice double. The result is that the variable cost
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of oranges in the United States is 50 percent produced the following classifications of
higher than it is in Brazil. When new invest- modernization processes: (a) moderniza-
ments are considered and the expected pro- tion processes with strong effects on defor-
ductivity of 1,100 boxes per hectare is estation (soy in Brazil and livestock in Costa
achieved, the cost of a box of oranges will Rica), (b) modernization processes with a
be $1.00 in Brazil, half that in the United significant impact on basic agricultural re-
States. The comparative advantages of Bra- sources (soil deterioration for Argentina's
zilian production are undeniable; even if grains, water depletion for Colombia's flow-
labor and machine operation costs were to ers), (c) modernization processes with sig-
increase in the long run, the costs of chemi- nificant effects on chemical pollution (Chil-
cal inputs may be reduced via trade liberal- ean fruits, Mexican vegetables, and Brazil-
ization policy, thus maintaining the com- ian citrus), and (d) modernization processes
petitiveness of Brazilian production. with strong impacts on wetlands (shrimp

According to projections of the Food and in Ecuador). A summary of the environ-
Agriculture Organization of the United mental assessment according to this classi-
Nations, the world market will confront fication follows.
decreasing prices because supply will grow
faster than demand and a minimum pro- Soy in Brazil
ducer price of $1.45 per box of orange is Th
projected for Although this minimum price The productive activities of the soy
will still be higher than the variable cost subsecror in Brazil rtatnave particular rei-
($1.00 per box) of the high-efficiency Bra- evance for the environment are related to
zilian citrus projects, U.S. competitiveness the preparation of land, planting, cultural
will be helped by tariff barriers that pro- practices, and harvest at the agricultural
vide U.S. producers with an advantage. level and to milling and the industrial pro-
The question is whether and to what extent duction of edible oils at the agribusiness
society will be willing to subsidize its pro- level.
ducers to guarantee a viable citrus indus- The environmental impacts center on the
try; the hope in Brazil is that in a context of rapid evolution of the crop in the central
high fiscal deficit the U.S. position in the and western region in the 1980s. The ver-
GATT Uruguay Round will continue to fa- tiginous growth of soy-planted area in this
vor a reduction of subsidies and tariffs. region contrasts with the decreasing trend

in the traditional crop-growing region be-
Resource deterioration ginning in 1980. However, this increase in
in Latin America area is explained not by the substitution of

soy for other crops but rather by the expan-
This section documents the impacts on natu- sion of an important agricultural frontier
ral resources brought about by the eco- based partially, at least, on deforestation of
nomic performance of the selected agricul- the region south of the Amazon Basin.
tural subsectors of some Latin American The tropical forests of this region are
countries. The analysis of the case studies highly vulnerable to serious, irreversible
considers two components: (a) identifica- deterioration as a consequence of poorly
tion and description of activities with planned agricultural activities. Direct and
greater potential to produce environmen- indirect impacts of deforestation and colo-
tal impacts and (b) concise evaluation of nization of the tropical forest include loss
the environmental impacts generated. of biodiversity, loss of fragile soils, frag-

The environmental assessment that was mentation and loss of habitats, social and
conducted to identify some common impacts cultural conflicts with indigenous popula-
on natural resources and the environment tions, and climatic repercussions at the
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world level. In addition, the use of agro- new situation brought about a reorienta-
chemicals and the growing industrial pro- tion of livestock production from beef to a
duction of edible oils are causing as yet dual-purpose activity of producing beef
unknown effects on the quality of water of and milk.
the surrounding region and on the fauna. The dairy sector in Costa Rica presents

low negative environmental effects, and it
Livestock dairy production in Costa Rica has even been argued that the moderniza-

tion has somewhat decreased deforesta-
Economic activities with significant envi- tion hroughat increasei effcenao

ronmntalimpcts recde te poducion tion through the increase in efficiency ofronmentaln mpactshprecede the production livestock production. Industrialization of
of beef and milk. The most important pro- milk is concentrated today in pasteurized
cesses are the clearing of land and handling milk, cheese, ice cream, and yogurt. The
of soils (see also chapter 9 in this volume). dischaes of real ate from The
Clearing of land is related to the conversion dinstria prsoceses mayecontai thiho
of tropical forest to pastures. Handling of centrations of organic materials, solids, and
soils entails irrigation and drainage, the greases and maytherlel sof axy
use of fertilizers, and the production of gen indwat butitis effeha ot been

pasture and grin and orage.gen in water, but this effect has not beenpastures and grain and forage. qatfe
The environmental impacts center on the quantified.

expansion of ranching, which has contrib- Grains in Argentina
uted-alongside other factors-to the con-
version of tropical forest to pastureland in Production of grains in Argentina has four
Costa Rica. The result was a steady increase basic phases: handling of soil, planting,
in the number of cattle in the 1960s and growth, and harvest. Besides, two types of
1970s, which stabilized in the late 1980s, agents may be distinguished: owners who
and a parallel increase in the amount of manage the production directly and lessees
pastures and a decrease in forest area. who are under one-year contracts and pay a

The process of settlement of cattle ranch- fixed percentage of the harvest. The contrac-
ing has been clearly described by Nations tors have their own machinery and apply the
(1985) as reported in Collins and Painter best available input-intensive technology.
(1986): "Although the causes of deforesta- Planting and growth have required
tion in Middle America are complex, the changes in pesticide use at the qualitative
major forces of destruction can be narrowed and quantitative levels. There have been
to three: logging, colonization, and export new plagues and an increase in perennial
crop production. Usually the three factors weeds, which are more costly to confront.
work in tandem. Logging companies bull- These practices require efficient, strong,
doze roads through tropical forests to ex- and concentrated new chemicals that may
tract valuable hardwood trees; landless pose great pollution risks.
peasants use these roads to infiltrate into The environmental impacts are caused
the area and colonize it for subsistence and mostly by a profound transformation of the
cash crop agriculture; and finally, either traditional production system, which con-
the colonizing farmers themselves or a new sisted of rotating cattle grazing with crops
group of capital-intensive entrepreneurs and having the livestock activity be the
clear what remains of the forest to produce source of renovation of soil fertility. This
monoculture cash crops (cotton, coffee, scheme was replaced by a continuous-crop
banana, cacao) or beef cattle." system.

The deforestation-ranching process in The contractor was an important factor
Costa Rica proceeded up to the late 1970s, of modernization, but his mode of produc-
when the real price of beef decreased. The tion increased the environmental problems
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by hindering land fallowing and the recu- lem is aggravated by the fact that the water-
peration of soils. Continuous production bearing zones of the savanna are being
and intensification of land use have caused subjected to deforestation and urban ex-
soil degradation, loss of organic material, pansion. Besides, the soils of the savanna
nitrogen, and phosphorus, and a moder- will probably experience salinization in the
ate-to-severe erosion in great extensions of near future.
the Argentine pampa with incalculable re- Agrochemicals and preserving com-
percussions. The increased use of fertiliz- pounds have polluted the phreatic water
ers in the grains subsector may be a proxy and also the surface water, even though
variable for this process. growers have made some efforts to reuse

Besides, soy development was charac- the water. The effect of this pollution has
terized by the growing use of agrochemi- not been quantified, but the use of female
cals (herbicides, fertilizers), although the labor has raised serious concerns about the
effects of the intensive use of agrochemi- exposure of workers to toxic products. Fi-
cals on water quality have not yet been nally, the construction of greenhouses and
evaluated. sheds has substantially modified the

savanna's landscape.
Flowers in Colombia

Fruits in Chile
The phases in flower production are prepa-
ration of land and garden beds, planting The principal phases in fruit production
and cultural practices, and harvest; within are land preparation, planting, cultural
these phases, the activities of greater envi- practices, and harvest. The most sensitive
ronmental relevance are stated below. activities for the environment follow.

In land preparation, irrigation systems In land preparation, the terrain must first
and infrastructure constitute the activities be adapted, and the most adequate irriga-
with the most environmental effect, espe- tion system must be established, followed
cially because irrigation requires the perfo- by deep plowing, raking, and subsoil break-
ration of deep wells. In the preparation of ing. Pesticides and fungicides are com-
garden beds, the soil is sterilized using monly employed at planting time to avoid
chemicals. After planting, cultural prac- diseases in the root system and in the upper
tices include intensive use of irrigation part at pruning time, and the soil is fumi-
water and of fertilizers and pesticides for gated against fungi, bacteria, and nematoids.
crop control as well as occasional pruning After planting, nitrogen fertilization is re-
to generate large organic residuals. The quired as well as an ample range of specific
labor-intensive harvest involves especially herbicides, because manual control of
women, and packing requires chemicals to weeds has become obsolete.
guarantee conservation of flowers. For some Regarding environmental impacts, the
products, the crop must be totally dis- absence of conservation practices has
mantled after the harvest, generating im- caused a deterioration of the soils. Erosion
portant quantities of organic residuals. is not significant (low-slope zones are used

Flowershavehadimportantenvironmen- for fruits), but salinization does occur due
tal repercussions for Bogota's savanna. The to the irrigation system. The increased use
intensive use of water has caused a worry- of pesticides is particularly notorious, and
ing depletion of the level of the under- pesticide imports have grown in the last
ground water table. This situation has al- twenty years. Even though the environ-
ready created conflicts in the use of water, mental impacts have not been evaluated,
affecting not only flower producers, but important distortions in water and soil and
also the residents of urban areas. The prob- yet unknown effects on the fauna are pre-
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sumed. At present, specific resistance to tional costs of growing and harvesting or-
some plagues and pesticides have devel- anges, and industrial production of FCOJ.
oped, which, in turn, makes a greater use of The most important investment costs are in
these inputs foreseeable. land preparation and tree planting. The

most important operational costs of main-
Vegetables in Mexico taining 1 hectare of oranges are pesticides

(36 percent) followed closely by fertilizers
The principal phases in vegetable produc- (32 percent).
tion and the most sensitive activities for the Terenvin
environment are similar to those in the case . . .ors Clt , puse of chemical pesticides and fertilizers,

of fruit in Chile: landpreparation,plant- which is notoriously high in orange planta-
ing, cultural practices, and harvest. tions and growing fast. The statistics of

On environmental impacts, fertilizers and total national consumption of pesticides
herbicides are important in the cost struc- for 1981-88 show a strong upward trend,
ture of vegetables in Mexico. Pollution and it is estimated that 10 percent of the
caused by pesticide use may be especially total is currently consumed by the citrus
important in response to the stringent qual- subsector.
ity requirements of the U.S. market. As-
pects to consider are the pollution of water Shrimp in Ecuador
in basins and the repercussions on human
health. Studies on pollution caused by pes- Four phases are present in shrimp produc-
ticides in Mexico's rural areas are in the tion: infrastructure, soil handling, planting,
first stages of implementation, and it is not and growth and harvest. The most sensitive
possible to quantify the magnitude of toxic activities for the environment follow.
residuals in the water. All that can be done Construction of infrastructure implies
now is to document the present consump- clearing, burning residuals, leveling land,
tion of carbamates and copper, which is and building pool walls, roads, adduction
currently 9,000 tons of active ingredients a canals, drainage collectors, fluvial ports,
year and growing at rates between 7 and 15 and pumping systems. Soil handling is per-
percent a year. manent because after each harvest the ter-

However, regarding impacts on human rain must be dried, lime and fertilizers must
health, dangerous levels of fourteen pesti- be added, and the pool must be filled with
cides are currently recorded in the mater- water for a new planting. Planting is made
nal milk of Indian mothers in the State of using natural or laboratory larvae, and in
Sonora (northwestern Mexico and close to the growth phase the operations are the
Sinaloa). At least eight of these pesticides control of density and average weight,
are included in a "black list" by the United complementary feeding, and water renewal.
Nations and are legally prohibited in These cultural practices require adequate
Mexico. Among the pesticides being re- handling of water and efficient drainage.
ported are DDT (which produces cancer, The environmental interactions of shrimp
mental retardation, hepatitis), lindane (can- farming are complex. Mariculture devel-
cer, sterility), heptacloro (cancer), aldrin opment in Ecuador involves the outright
(cancer, fetus damage), BHC, dieldrin, and destruction of mangroves in an important
endrin. area of the Pacific Coast. The wetlands and

Citrus in Brazil mangrove ecosystems have a high bio-
diversity, and the consequences of their

Production of frozen concentrated orange loss are difficult to quantify. In particular,
juice in Brazil has three basic phases: initial natural reproduction of shrimp has been
investment in orange plantations, opera- reduced, as well as the availability of larvae
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for planting. The selective fishing of im- resources. Besides, underdeveloped mar-
pregnated female shrimp for sale to labora- ket economies have another structural
tories has modified the pattern of tradi- handicap that hampers their ability to in-
tional fishing, deteriorating the ecosystem's corporate sustainability of production: the
natural productivity even more. market tends to define a high discount rate,

The discharge of residual water to the thus undervaluing future income flows in
estuary is another disturbance of the eco- favor of present flows.
system, breaking the equilibrium of water The behavior of modern private enter-
nutrients and causing excessive fertiliza- prises regarding the environment may vary
tion and sanitary problems for the fauna. according to the type and size of the invest-

ment project and the country. The ideal
Natural resources and public policy private enterprise is an institution that co-

ordinates the transformation of inputs
The general guideline for the discussion (natural resources) into outputs using the
should be that the solution to the environ- best available technology and that is moti-
mental problems of agricultural modern- vated byanexplicitobjective of profitmaxi-
ization is not to reverse the new trends in mization. Unless the enterprise is convinced
policies nor to reverse the export orienta- that the failure to conserve natural resources
tion of the economies, but rather to face affects their medium- or long-run profits,
these problems directly. If most environ- environnental protection plans w.^ill have
mental problems originate from some eco- low priority and low probability of success.
nomic distortion, such as externalities or Whenever the impacts refer to common
common property resources, the proper property resources, the private enterprise
instruments must be used to resolve these will try to avoid any responsibility. The
distortions at the sectoral or macroeconomic entrepreneur will direct efforts to imple-
level. ment natural resource conservation only if

The environmental impacts associated he is convinced that the additional invest-
with agricultural modernization involve ment is needed and that his own benefit is
important economic aspects, most impor- at stake. An environmentally friendly be-
tant of which are related to input prices and havior, however, may be induced through
their indirect impacts on production costs, appropriate incentives and public policies.
profitability, and competitiveness. The case Furthermore, the concern with natural re-
studies showed that market limitations pro- sources and the environment could be seen,
vide private economic incentives to over- on the part of the entrepreneur, as a strat-
exploit natural resources and create disin- egy of market participation and of creating
centives to protect natural resources in the a good public image for the enterprise.
development process. These limitations Government policies must then promote
have been discussed at large in the litera- conservation of natural resources on behalf
ture, and they include very low or null of society. The policies should encourage
value assigned to ecological capital, pri- private firms to to internalize the externali-
vate behavior based on the assumption that ties. The basic instruments of policy that
natural resources are limitless, and strong have been identified as the most appropri-
distortions between private and social ben- ate for inducing sustainable agricultural
efits and costs. To these general limitations development as well as the expected favor-
should be added some problems that are able impact on resource conservation and
intrinsic to Latin American countries: the the environment are listed below.
1980s economic crisis and the external debt,
which have determined the adoption of a * Macroeconomicpolicies. Aconsistentpolicy
strategy based on the mining of natural of exchange rate devaluation in real terms
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will make sustainable agricultural invest- A list of the actions, measures, and controls
ment projects more profitable and the that could avoid, minimize, or compensate
use of imported inputs (primary agro- for the perverse environmental impacts
chemicals) less profitable. Also, a policy described in the previous section are dis-
conducive to low real interest rates will cussed here, under the following catego-
make long-run investments more profit- ries: ecosystems, pollution, human health,
able, thus promoting sustainable projects. soil resources, and social conflicts.
A tariff policy of low and uniform duties * Ecosystems. The principal environmental
("flat" tariff), unbiased against primary impacts (deforestation, loss of wetlands,
activities, will make sustainable agricul- loss of biodiversity) may be dealt with
tural investment more profitable. Finally, using better agroecological zoning, pro-
application of environmental taxes will tected reserves, and control of coloniza-
provide the resources that are needed to tion, especially regarding the opening of
implement sustainable programs. new roadways.

* Sectoral policies. Total liberalization of * Pollution. The most important impacts
food prices will make agriculture more (surface water and underg#ound water
profitable, creating incentives for not pollution, discharges of residual water
"mining" rural resources and for pro- and solid wastes) may be faced through
motingconservationistpractices. A credit pesticide regulation, norms and control
policy that carefully provides specific for fluid residuals, recycling of solid
subsidies on financing sustainable agri- wastes, rationalization of water use, and
cultural practices will have an impact on monitoring of water quality.
new investment in soil conservation and * Human health. The proposed actions are
on investment in perennial, more sus- regulation of the use of pesticides, bio-
tainable, crops. A high price for irriga- logical control of plagues, and monitor-
tion water will induce a more efficient ing of health.
use of water, and the elimination of sub- Soil deterioration. The most important is-
sidies on fertilizers and pesticides will sues (erosion and loss of soils, loss ofinduce a more rational use of agrochemi- nitrogen and posphorus, ln stin
cals. A policy of granting land titles to may be counteracted by crop rotation,
medium and small farmers of the region conservation practices of soils, appropri-
will go a long way toward mnaking long- ate cultural practices, and avoidance of
run investments more secure and profit-
able, as well as toward inducing produc- overgrazing.
ers to conduct a more environmentally * Social conflicts. The impacts (migrations,
friendly business, disruption of social and family patterns,

increased demand for basic services,
Social policies. Public and private educa- conflicts in the use of land and water)
tion will help to raise environmental may be dealt with by environmental
awareness and consciousness by people education, social assistance, regional
from all population groups. A public development planning, land market
policy oriented toward generation of job regulations, regulation of water use, and
opportunities and employment will help titles on land.
to reduce anti-environmental activities
in the rural areas. As a final conclusion, this study should
Besides economic policies, a government help with the debate on the scope of win-

may take concrete actions to deal with en- win strategies that would produce efficient
vironmental problems brought about by economic growth while minimizing the
market distortions in economic activities. social cost of natural resource use and envi-
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ronmental degradation in Latin America. environment because resources can be lib-
The relevant question is how much deple- erated for monitoring environmental deg-
tion and degradation may be justified to radation and for investment in pro-envi-
achieve poverty alleviation and growth (Roe ronment education. Fifth, the new policy
1992). In fact, there are some arguments may shift resources to agriculture and natu-
that outward orientation and liberalization ral resource activities and take resources
may achieve economic growth and also away from other activities with higher inci-
resolve environmental degradation. First, dence of pollution and depletion (heavy
inward-oriented policies imply undervalu- industry for instance; Roe 1992). In sum-
ation of natural resource assets, which is mary, the opportunities for a win-win strat-
conducive to their overexploitation. Sec- egy on economic growth and a healthy en-
ond, outward-oriented policies increase the vironment are there for Latin American
profitability of agricultural firms and their countries to seize.
willingness to accept policies that save on
natural resources. Third, policy reform Notes
tends to open an economy to information
and new technology that can reduce the use 1. All dollars are U.S. dollars unless other-
of environmental resources. Fourth, de- wisenoted.
creasing fiscal deficits is also good for the 2. A billion is 1,000 million.
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Environmental Impact of Governmental Policies and
External Shocks in Botswana: A CGE Modeling Approach

Lena Unemo

The purpose of this chapter is to study the impacts on environmental resource use of
governmental policies and external shocks.' It focuses on governmental policies that did not
have any environmental objectives in mind when they were designed. There may, however,
be unintended side effects when the policies are imposed. Such unintended effects may be
particularly strong if the markets for certain goods, for example land, are imperfect. The
direction and magnitude of such effects depend on two factors: (1) whether the policy
interventions influence the price of outputs or inputs and (2) the elasticities of the supply
and demand curves.

If, on the one hand, the market for land is perfect, the actors expand production by using
land along the marginal cost and marginal product curves. If, on the other hand, the market
for land is such that actors expand production until profits from using land are zero, the
actors move along the average cost and the average product curves (this may be the case if
there is common property use of land and no social rules regulating that use). The marginal
cost and marginal product curves have steeper slopes than the average cost and average
product curves. If the market for land is perfect, any policy intervention that increases the
price of the output from land will therefore result in a relatively small increase in production
of the output. Similarly, if the.,market for land is perfect, any policyr intervention that
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increases the price of the input, such as tives look in a certain country or area and
land, will result in a relatively small reduc- discuss their impacts on the use of environ-
tion in production of the output from land. mental resources. The studies show that it
If the actors, however, expand their pro- is important to incorporate considerations
duction along the average cost and average about the environmental resources when
product curves, the changes in production designing various kinds of policies. The
created by policy interventions will be unintended environmental impacts of any
larger and will reinforce any unintended policy may, however, be often quite com-
side effects. plex and sometimes ambiguous, and the

It is a fact that the real world is imperfect task of designing environmentally sound
and that markets are lacking for a number policies may thereforebe quitecomplicated.
of goods and services. It is therefore impor- What makes the matter even more difficult
tant when carrying out policy analysis to is the fact that the projected gains of policies,
take as the point of departure the prevail- such as the stimulation of economic activity,
ing second-best situation. In this essay, the often in the short run appear to offset the less
country that is being studied is modeled as visible long-run effects created by the misuse
a second-best world, where social and pri- of environmental resources.
vate rationality do not always coincide. A shortcoming of the studies that have
The model is applied to the country of examined the impact of different policies
Botswana and focuses on the changed land or external shocks on the use of environ-
use that is likely to come about given differ- mental resources is that the studies have
ent governmental policies and external been carried out in a quite partial way.
shocks. Consequently, it has not been possible to

capture the outcome of the policies given
Environmental impacts of govermnental that they lead to more substantial realloca-
policies and external shocks tions in the economy. Furthermore, when

examining governmental policies, it may
In the literature on environmental econom- often be necessary to consider several dif-
ics, considerable attention has been given ferent policies simultaneously, for example
to the issue of market failures. Cases where a package of taxes, that may push in differ-
problems arise from or are aggravated by a ent ways.
failure of political institutions have, how- In the present study, an attempt is made,
ever, been more neglected. There can, how- by using a general equilibrium approach,
ever, be found many examples of govern- to capture certain reallocations in the
mental policies, with no environmental ob- economy that would not be captured in a
jective in mind, that encourage an improper partial framework. The approach adopted
use of environmental resources (for example, is to construct a computable general equi-
trade, tax, and exchange rate policies). An librium model (henceforth called a CGE
additional factor that may complicate the model, which is usually described as an
problem is the institutional structure. economywide, multisector, and price en-

In the last few years, more attention has dogenous model that is based on actual
been paid to the role that different policies data and solved numerically). By adding
might play from an environmental point of environmental data, such a model may pro-
view. Several recent studies have revealed vide a tool with which to capture the envi-
that the environmental impact of such poli- ronmental impacts of different policies.
cies may be substantial (see, for example, When dealing with environmental re-
Barbier 1989; Binswanger 1989; Southgate, source use at the national level, one will
Sierra, and Brown 1989). These studies of- probably be confronted with the issue of
fer a review of how the economic incen- the tradeoff between different kinds of use
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(and possibly different kinds of problems). semiarid, and the Kalahari sandvelt covers
The theoretical approach to this problem is 80 percent of the country's area. In the
to measure the impact on people's welfare northwestern part of the country, there are
of the change in the environmental resource. grasslands and small areas of tropical for-
However, this chapter makes no attempt to est, and in the east and southeast, there is
measure such welfare effects. Instead, the scrubland. Higher quality land, more suit-
environmental resource use is expressed in able for arable agriculture, is situated in the
physical terms. This may still be a useful eastern part of the country. The country has
approach, for example to explore whether a subtropical climate and experiences re-
the incentives created by governmental current periods of severe drought. Rainfall
policies in different fields are consistent distribution follows generally a cyclical
with the goals of the environmental policy pattern of seven to ten drought and wet
in the country. The kind of approach may years. The country is very fragile and vulner-
also be used for identifying whether con- able to climatic influences, and it experienced
flicts arise between environmental and a drought during the years 1981-87 that was
other goals (for example, concerning eco- the most severe during this century.
nomic growth or income distribution) given About 1.3 million people live in the coun-
different scenarios. try, of which 120,000 live in the capital

This introductory section has provided a Gaborone. In 1989, 25 percent of the popu-
background to the study of environmental lation was living in urban areas, as com-
impacts of governmental policies and ex- pared to 4 percent in 1965. Current popula-
ternal shocks in an imperfect world. In the tion growth is around 3.5 percent a year.
next section, a brief presentation is given of
the country, Botswana, that will be studied. The economy
This is followed by a section describing the
main features of the model that have been The economy of Botswana is to a great
constructed in order to represent the extent dominated by natural resource-
Botswana economy. In the subsequent sec- based activities. The country experienced
tion, the policy experiments are presented an economic real growth that averagdl-
and analyzed. most 16 percent between 1968 and 1977.

Because the model is delimited to in- This outstanding economic performance
clude only one environmental resource, the was due to the expansion of the meat pro-
study should be looked at as a first step cessing industry and the start-up and de-
toward making environmental resources velopment of diamond mining. Because
visible at the macroeconomic policymaking knowledge about efficient production of
level in Botswana. The fact that Botswana is diamonds was lacking in Botswana, the
very dependent on its environmental re- country cooperated with South Africa.
sources emphasizes the need to develop a Ownership of Botswana's diamond mining
modelwithinwhichenvironmentalimpacts company, Debswana, is therefore divided
may be analyzed. between the South African company De

Beers and the Botswana government.

Botswana: Current situation The economy contracted in 1981 and 1982.
This was due to the impacts of the drought

Botswana became independent in 1966 and on agriculture as well as to reduced world
has since then been very successful eco- dernand for diamonds and other minerals.
nomically.2 Geographically, Botswana is a However, real growth resumed strongly
landlocked country, bordered by Zimba- the following years due to the start of pro-
bwe to the east, South Africa to the south, duction of the new Jwaneng diamond mine.
and Namibia to the west and north. It is During some of the years in the 1980s, the
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real growth exceeded 20 percent a year the tariffs of the Sacu region (South Africa
(Economist Intelligence Unit 1990-91). customs union) are lower than those of
Other important sectors of significance are other countries. Crop production has de-
copper-nickel and coal. veloped very slowly, and the productivity

In 1985/86, agriculture and mining to- per hectare is still similar to that of the
gether accounted for around 45 percent of 1930s. Cultivated land in Botswana covers
gross domestic product (GDP) and between less than 1 percent, although 3 to 5 percent
80 and 90 percent of exports. The economy of the total land area is suitable for crop
is therefore relatively undiversified, and production (see Arntzen 1989).
mining and agriculture continue to pre- Regarding the manufacturing sector, the
dominate. In the late 1980s, however, the domestic market of Botswana is small,
manufacturing sector expanded slightly, which makes it difficult for new industries
while the agricultural sector contracted. to establish. Also Botswana is subjected by

The rapid increase in diamond export the customs union to competition from
revenues during the 1980s enabled the gov- South Africa, where production is carried
ernment to finance major infrastructure out on a larger scale. Another disadvantage
projects, as well as to carry out improve- is the shortage of skilled labor.
ments in education and health services. Tourism is also increasingly recognized
The country also built up considerable for- as an important sector that is needed to
eign reserves. Because export earnings rose diversify the economy. It has the potential
more rapidly than imports, the overall bal- to create foreign exchange earnings and
ance of payments was strongly in surplus may encourage protection of Botswana's
throughout the 1980s. Botswana also has a wildlife.
very low level of foreign debt, although the In summary, during the 1980s, Botswana's
debt increased somewhat in recent years. economy transformed itself from a subsis-

Within the agricultural sector, livestock tence economy to a commercial export-ori-
production is by far the most dominant ented economy. The exports are dominated
activity. It is estimated that 80-90 percent by minerals and livestock, and the country's
of the population remains dependent on economic development is closely linked to
livestock activities in some form (Econo- the use of its natural resources. This has
mist Intelligence Unit 1990-91). The num- placed increased stress on the environment.
ber of livestock has continuously increased As a result, the country experiences several
during this century, and there has been an environmental problems: overgrazing due
increasing commercialization of the sector. to expansion of the livestock sector, water
The expansion of the meat processing in- scarcity, threatened wildlife resources, and
dustry has created a trend toward the con- so forth. Because this chapter focuses on
centration of larger cattle herds in order to land pressure, the overgrazing problem is
maximize commercial sales to the Botswana briefly described in the following section.
Meat Commission. This has tended to skew
the distribution of agricultural income. The land pressure

Botswana is very dependent on food im-
ports, and about 90 percent of the country's Land pressure is most serious in the live-
annual grain requirement is imported This stock sector, where overgrazing is com-, , , . ~~~~~~mon. Overgrazing occurs throughout the
high dependence may partly be explained country, and in many regions absolute
by the desert or semidesert nature of most shortages of rangelands exist. Arntzen
of the country, where irrigated crop farm- (1989) has compared stocking rates (in hect-
ing is difficult to promote. Imports are ares per livestock units) for grazing land
bought mainly from South Africa because and potential carrying capacity in order to
of its physical proximity but also because measure rangeland degradation. The po-
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tential carrying capacity reflects the sus- Before independence, the Protectorate
tainable use of land in the long run and is Administration had a limited impact on
based on field studies concerning the land and resource management. Its policies
ecosystem's productivity. In some districts, were biased toward livestock development
the actual number of hectares per livestock and emphasized quantity over quality. The
unit is only one-fourth of the number ex- number of livestock therefore rapidly in-
pressed by the potential carrying capacity creased and was not matched by improve-
figures. Even if it is taken into account that ments in livestock and grazing manage-
these figures are crude estimates, there still ment. This presumably contributed to initi-
seems to be sufficient evidence that wide- ating the land pressure. After indepen-
spread overgrazing occurs. dence, the Botswana government became

Rangeland degradation used to be con- directly responsible for many aspects of
centrated in small districts in eastern resource management. Land use planning
Botswana, but today it has also spread to started in the 1970s, but general economic
western parts of the country. The bore hole policies did not incorporate environmental
development is claimed to have facilitated considerations. Resource management has
the spread of land pressure. Initially, bore also been very centralized and largely sec-
holes alleviated land pressure in eastern tor oriented and has encountered enforce-
Botswana but probably contributed to in- ment problems. This has led to a fragmented
creased land pressure in the more fragile and incomplete resource management strat-
western parts. During drought years, there egy. Increasingly it has been recognized
is normally an increase in cattle mortality. that the lack of coordination among eco-
This was also the case during the years nomic policies has sent conflicting signals
from 1981 to 1986. But because the produc- about how environmental resources should
tive capacity of rangelands also dropped be used. For example, the price structure
during the drought, this did not necessarily encourages expansion of the livestock in-
mean less land pressure. dustry, while land use planning and local

There is today an awareness of mounting projects attempt to make farmers aware of
environmental problems in Botswana. This the mounting problems of overgrazing.
has resulted in the development of an inte- The literature on Botswana suggests sev-
grated environmental policy, the National eral examples of how governmental poli-
Conservation Strategy. The preparations of cies have resulted in distorted prices (see,
the strategy started in 1985, and the strategy for example, Arntzen 1989; Perrings and
was completed in 1990. The government has others 1988). Some incentives that have
also taken actions to prevent further land encouraged livestock holding, directly or
pressure. Despite this, there are not, as yet, indirectly, are:
any clear signs that the pressure on land from Input prices. Various forms of govern-
the livestock sector has started to ease. ment assistance were given to the live-

Direct and indirect incentives stock sector during the 1970s and thelivestock holding early 1980s. The financial assistance in-
volved subsidization of inputs, provi-

Because this study focuses on incentives, sion of slaughterhouse facilities, and pro-
created either by active political policies or vision of extension and research services.
by external shocks, and their impact on the * Fiscal incentives. Livestock ownership has
actual natural resource use, this section also been directly encouraged by the gov-
reviews some indirect and direct incen- ernment in different fiscal ways. One
tives for expanding the livestock sector in incentive has been the ability to deduct
Botswana today and in the past. investment in livestock. Another hasbeen
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the ability to write off losses against in- rules concerning land allocation and own-
come from other activities. ership may influence the use of natural

* Favorable trade treatment. Botswana en- resources in different ways. Because a large
joys preferential access to the European part of the land in Botswana is common
Economic Community (EEC) market property land, the question that rises is
under the EEC Convention of Lome.3 whether these resources are subject to such
Trade is therefore thought to have con- intensive use because of the common own-
tributed to land pressure through favor- ership per se.
able treatment of beef exports. Food im- The idea that communally owned re-
ports have also reduced the domestic sources are destined to be overexploited
need for domestically produced crops was proposed by Hardin in 1968 ("the trag-
and, thus, the use of land for crop pro- edy of the commons"). Hardin reasoned
duction. that although there are signs of, for ex-

* Grainprices. Grainpriceshavebeenlinked ample, deteriorating pastureland from ad-
to subsidized prices in South Africa, re- ditional stocking, it is only rational for each

sulting in disincentives to , ga. ......herdsman to add more animals to his herd
Suctig disincentives tou poucehgrin because he gains the full benefits of each
So allocate resources to otherasectors no- additional animal while he is sharing the
toablylocateestource to ohae sc tor,lo costs of overgrazing (the externalities) withtably livestock, that have comparatively thvthrhrdmn
better returns. the other herdsmen.

Several case studies of developing coun-
* Labor opportunities abroad. The South tries have, however, shown Hardin's propo-

African and domestic urban labor sition to be inappropriate (see, for example,
markets have offered opportunities for Berkes 1989). It has also been pointed out
rural-urban migration with mixed that traditional systems based on common
impacts on rural development. On the properties have managed their natural re-
one hand, migration eases land pressure sources over thousands of years on a sus-
and provides better income oppor- tainable basis. Hardin's model is inappro-
tunities; on the other hand, it causes labor priate because it is based on the reasoning
constraints in the agricultural sector. The that the actors in the common area will only
group of people that is most dependant meet each other once. In reality, they will
on the employment in South Africa be sharing the resource for many years to
consists of young, unskilled labor. come, and they know that the quality of the
Consequently, South Africa employs range in the future will depend on their
some of the labor that is needed in successtodayinreachinganimplicitagree-
Botswana's crop-producing sector, which ment in preserving it.4

is much more labor intensive than the Yet many common property resources
livestock sector. are in fact suffering from environmental

The experiments that are run in the model degradation. This has lately been ex-
and reviewed later are to some extent in- plained as being related to the break-
spired by these incentives as they have down of existing common property sys-
been suggested in the literature. tems due to disruptions that have origi-

nated externally to the community. To
The land tenure system quote Dasgupta and Maler (1990), ex-

amples of such disruptions are shifting
The impact of land tenure on actual use of population, rising population, techno-
resources is a quite controversial issue, and logical progress, unreflective public poli-
the literature on this topic is at the interface cies, predatory government, and thiev-
between anthropology and economics. The ing aristocracies.
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As for Botswana, the impact of the land considered communal. Another problem
tenure system on natural resource use is in accomplishing a rezoning of land was
not clear. At independence, 6 percent of the the existence of multiple or overlapping
land was private, so-called freehold land, rights to some parts of the land.
the other 94 percent was almost equally Because of the highly variable system of
shared between tribal and state lands. Tribal land tenure within the country, and the
(or communal) land was originally allo- inability of authorities to enforce the land
cated by the tribal chiefs. After indepen- reform, it seems plausible to assume that
dence, the government introduced new the land tenure system does not function in
forms of land tenure on communal land. In a satisfying way. In some areas, there exists
1968 the control of communal land was open-access land due to enforcement prob-
transferred to the district land boards (by lems, and in other areas there are conflict-
the so-called Tribal Land Act), which allo- ing claims on land. Still, in some areas, the
cated grazing land, arable land, and water system appears to work well, either be-
rights to individuals, while the ownership cause the local institutions that deal with
of land remained communal. the matter function well or because the

There have been and still are administra- private ownership of bore holes is so preva-
tive problems with the Tribal Land Act, lent that the land reforms have not involved
because of lack of administrative capacity. much actual change.
The interpretation of the functions of the
district land boards has to some extent also Summary
been controversial (for example, whether Given the economy, environment, and in-
the district land boards should be respon- centive structure of Botswana, what is rea-
sible only for allocating the land or also for sonable truct of tswanagement of
determining the form of its use). The boards sonable to expect about the management ofdeteminng he ormof ts se) Th bords the environmental resources, in particular
seem, however, to have become the recog- land?
nized authority for land use planning deci- land-
sions and to some extent for land develop- If the world were perfect, implying for
ment (today, there are eighteen agricul- long-run carrying capacity of land, and the
tural districts in Botswana). discount rate is correct (reflecting both the

In 1975, the government of Botswana in- fut vates ofrct welle as of e
troduced the Tribal Grazing Lands Policy, future values of capital as well as of envi-
which concerned all land except freehold ronmental resources), then the environmen-
(private) land. Basically, the Tribal Grazing tal resources would be used in an efficient
Lands Policy proposed that tribal and state way. Efficient should be interpreted here to
land were to be divided into three catego- mean efficient both in the static and in the
ries: commercial ranching, communal land, intertemporal sense. This might very well
and reserve land. Land in the commercial mean that resources are seemingly over-
zones was to be leased for fifty years for use used, because it may be optimal to invest
as ranches. For communal land, the "tradi- the rents in alternative uses.
tsonanchgrazing stmm was toe ctinue. If, however, the world is imperfect, and
tional" grazing system was to continue , the land tenure system is such that the

The process of rezoning land proved to be rivate cost of using the resource is lower
difficult, and in some districts the policy than the cost to society, then some costs
was rejected. A difficulty arose because will not be incorporated in the private deci-
there existed on the communal land a de sions and an unintentional overuse of land
facto control of land because of private will be the result. Then if the political insti-
ownership of bore holes. Thus, a system tutions through their interventions increase
had already developed in which there was the returns from using land, the situation
a de facto control of land, which was still will continue to deteriorate. Furthermore,
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if the economy is subjected to an external be consistent with profit maximization sub-
shock that changes the terms of trade in ject to a technology constraint. The model
favor of the environmental resource-inten- has seven producing sectors. These are live-
sive goods, then this will also increase the stock, crop, mining, meat processing, manu-
use of land without adequate consideration facturing, services, and infrastructure. Each
about the costs. of these is assumed to produce a specific

It is not reasonable to suspect that type of commodity.
Botswana (or any other country) has well- There are four factors of production in
functioning markets for all possible goods the economy, capital (K), skilled labor (LSk),

and services, that is, the world is imperfect. unskilled labor (La), and land (D). The
Therefore, it is important to examine the model also accounts for the fact that capital
likely side effects on the country's land use in one sector, the livestock sector, has a
of different policies and external shocks. different composition than the capital in

the other sectors. In the livestock sector, the
A model of the Botswana economy capital stock consists of cattle and thus

originates from the livestock sector itself,
Most CGE models are intended for quanti- while in all other sectors capital originates
tative comparative statistical analyses of from the manufacturing sector.
the impacts of policy changes. Within the The production technology is represented
CGE model, the repercussions in the by a two-level function where primary fac-
economy of policy changes or external tors generate value added. In the mining,
shocks take place through changed relative manufacturing, meat processing, infrastruc-
prices (which are endogenously determined ture, and service sectors, value added is a
within the model). CGE models are appro- Cobb-Douglas function of capital and
priate tools to use in an economy with re- skilled and unskilled labor. Value added is
source limitations, because such models thus given by:
may incorporate substitution possibilities
in production, consumption, and trade. (10-1) VA,= 6iL-k',LL,iKi

The model of Botswana is that of a small
open economy. It is a one-period model, where i equals mining, manufacturing,
although environmental degradation is a meat processing, infrastructure, and ser-
highly dynamic phenomenon. There is, vice. Because the production technology is
however, a lack of data about when and to assumed to be characterized by constant
whatextentlivestockproductivityresponds returns to scale, the Cobb-Douglas factor
to deteriorating range conditions, which share parameters sum to 1.
therefore would render difficult a dynamic In the crop producing sector, value added
approach. The social accounting matrix is a Cobb-Douglas function of capital,
(SAM) for Botswana from 1985/86 has pro- skilled and unskilled labor, and land. Value
vided a framework for construction of the added is thus given by:
model and is used as a data base to be input
in the model (the SAM embodies the infor- (10-2) VA. 6.LS,jL J 7 JD
mation normally included in national ac- j J

counts, but it is organized in a different where j equals crop. All the factors, except
way). Most of the economic data used in themodel were collected from theSAM. ^ land, are assumed to be mobile between the

different sectors. Land is assumed to be

Production used in fixed amounts within the livestock
and within the crop producing sector. Land

The product supply and factor demand is assumed to be fixed by institutional rea-
functions of the producers are specified to sons, which is consistent with the fact that
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the use of land in Botswana to a large extent In the function above, the ordinary linear
seems to be determined by the so-called homogeneous production function may be
district land boards. recognized (the Cobb-Douglas factor share

The firms demand intermediate goods parameters sum to 1 as before), but added
according to fixed input-output coefficients, to this is a component expressing the exter-
which is a common assumption in CGE nality. The bracketed term expresses how
modeling. the output in the livestock sector responds

to an aggregated increased holding of cattle
Production in the livestock sector (while D land is fixed).

The production and factor demand in the The first-order conditions for profit maxi-
livestock sector is modeled in a different mization derived from this function are,
way to incorporate the suboptimal use of where W is the factor price:
land. Because the entire discussion in this 10-5
section regards production in the livestock (1)
sector, the subindex "livestock" is dropped
regarding factors and factor shares. Wvetok lvstokvestock -

For each individual cattle owner, output K, K
is assumed to be a function of the indi-
vidual herdsman's own cattle herd, the land
kept in common, labor, and the total cattle
stock. That is: PNestlock C'Xl.fvalock =W

(10-3) X,VCSWd= ftK,, D, L,Jk, L,a, K) L&A

where "i" refers to each individual cattle
owner. All cattle owners are assumed to be
identical. s = W

Output is assumed to be increasing in the L, W.
four former arguments and decreasing in
the fifth argument. This means that output
increases by the fact that the herdsman
adds more cattle to his herd (as well as
more labor and land), but decreases by the It is important to point out the difference
fact that the total number of cattle increases, between treating the use of land in this way
that is, the increase in the total number of and assuming that land is used in an opti-
cattle leads to a decline in grazing possibili- mal way. Land is used in an optimal way if
ties. By assuming an appropriate form for each individual herdsman takes into ac-
this function, the first-order conditions for count both the positive and negative im-
profit maximization may be derived. These pacts on his own output by increasing his
are used in the model to compute the factor own cattle herd and the negative impact on
input in the livestock sector. the outcome of other herdsmen created by

The following function was chosen to the total declie in grazing possibilities.
represent each cattle owner's livestock pro- The treatment of exports and imports
duction:

As for Botswana, we are dealing with a
(10-4) X6IQLck= K7LLC(1 ) small open economy, which cannot affect

K the world market prices it is facing. In the
model, this assumption therefore holds for
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all sectors. In addition, the Armington as- equal to aggregate savings (household sav-
sumption, which is widely used in CGE ings, government savings, business sav-
modeling, is applied to the model. This ings, and foreign savings). Total invest-
means that exports, imports, and domestic ment is thus determined by savings behav-
goods are all distinct and therefore imper- ior and is therefore also a function of the
fect substitutes (which may be interpreted distribution of income among the different
as being due to differences in quality). If agents (if their savings rates are assumed to
some product differentiation is not in- differ).
cluded, the model would generate extreme In most applied general equilibrium
specialization in production as a result of models, the allocation of investments is
policy changes. Another reason for intro- modeled in a very poor way. For instance,
ducing product differentiation is that CGE the allocation of investment by sector of
models, often carried out on highly aggre- destination is often given by exogenously
gated levels, do not disaggregate products determined fixed shares. In the present
sufficiently. model, an attempt is made to model the

Imported and domestically produced allocation of investment in a more realistic
goods are assumed to be combined accord- way by linking it to the relative profitabil-
ing to a CES (constant elasticity of substitu- ity in different sectors. The investable funds
tion) function, while the aggregate of ex- are therefore allocated in proportion to each
port and domestically consumed goods is sector's share in aggregate capital income,
assumed to be a CET (constant elasticity of that is, the shares are given by:
transformation) function. WaKi

(10-6) 0i WcapK
Income generation, investment, E Wc pK.
and consumption i

Households are divided into two catego- where i equals all sectors. This is based on
ries: rural and urban. The household de- the assumption that if the profitability in
mand for products is determined within one sector increases, more capital is allo-
the model by the maximization of a Cobb- cated to that sector. An underlying assump-
Douglas utility function subject to a budget tion is also that the expected rate of return
constraint. Apart from the agricultural sec- of investments in any particular sector is
tor, rural households also generate a smaller given by the average rate of return in that
part of their income from other sectors. sector. Investment by sector of destination
There are also transfers from the govern- is therefore given by:
ment to both the urban and the rural house-
holds. Along with the consumption deci- (10-7) Z =oS cpS S + S
sion made (according to constant expendi- i lab 0 cap for
ture shares), the two household categories
decide on the proportion of their income
that will be saved and invested.

The government receives its income
through direct and indirect taxes and from where i equals all sectors.
a substantial share of the capital. Govern-
ment demand for final goods is defined Environmental aspects
using constant expenditure shares of real
government revenue. A variable capturing the pressure on land

There is no separate investment func- is incorporated in the model. It is called
tion, so aggregate investment is simply stocking rate and expresses the number of
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hectares of grazing land to number of cattle, are the product, factor, and foreign ex-
that is: change markets and the market for invest-

ments. The foreign exchange market is in
(10-8) Dlivek this model equilibrated according to the

total numoer or cartie = stocking rate rule that the nominal exchange rate is fixed
as are foreign savings and that it is the price

This measure is another way to express level that adjusts.
the quantity of land in the livestock sector Because only relative prices matter, one
in relation to the part of the capital that is good is chosen as numeraire and all other
invested in the livestock sector. prices are measured relative to it. In this

The number of animals that are required model, where the nominal exchange rate is
to make up the "cattle capital stock" has to fixed exogenously, the exchange rate serves
be estimated to attain this measure. This is as the numeraire.
done by using livestock data on the number
of animals from the base year and relating Data
this to the capital stock in the livestock
sector for the same year. A crude conver- Most of the data needed in the calibration
sion parameter constructed from that is of the model were obtained directly from
assumed to be constant. The value of cattle the 1985/86 social accounting matrix for
mav. of course. change. but because the Botswana, which have been compiled by
value of land is likely to be highly posi- the Central Statistics Office in Gaborone.
tively correlated with the former, this sim- Data obtained from the SAM were the in-
plified measure may be adopted to express put-output coefficients referring to inter-
the stocking rate. mediate demand, sectoral quantities regard-

To carry out a policy experiment, the ing production, exports, and imports, the
capital stock invested in the livestock sec- rate of export and import tariffs, and indi-
tor is converted into the number of animals rect taxes. The factor share parameters and
needed to attain that capital stock. The new the shift parameters in the production func-
stocking rate for the experiment is esti- tions are, with one exception, calibrated in
mated and may be compared to that of the the model.
base case to determine whether land pres- Additional assumptions needed to be
sure has increased or decreased. made concerning the data that could not be

obtained from the SAM. By assuming a
Macro closure Cobb-Douglas function, the elasticity of

substitution between factors has already
In equilibrium, the different markets in the been set to 1. Assumptions needed, how-
economy must clear. In this model, these ever, to be made about the substitution

Table 10-1. Sectoral elasticities

Sector CET elasticity CES elasticity

Livestock 0.400 0.400
Crops 0.800 0.800
Mining 0.900 0.900
Meat processing 0.900 0.900
Manufacturing 0.800 0.800
Infrastructure 0.400 0.400
Services 0.400 0.400
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elasticities between imports and domesti- were obtained from agricultural statistics.
cally produced goods as well as between
export and domestically consumed goods The analysis of governmental
(that is, regarding the Armington elastici- policies and external shocks
ties). The rule adopted in the present study
was to give sectors that are "less tradable," The experiments that were carried out were
like services, a lower elasticity of substitu- to some extent inspired by the literature
tion than those that are considered "more survey on the incentive structure in
tradable." The elasticity of transformation Botswana. The software used in the study
between domestically sold and exported is GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling Sys-
goods was treated the same way. The elas- tem), which was developed at the World
ticities used in the base case are shown in Bank. In particular, the changes in land
table 10-1. pressure (that is, the stocking rate) were

Different values on these elasticities were reviewed. It may be kept in mind throughout
tested in sensitivity analysis. The param- the experiments that the potential carrying
eter w in the livestock production sector capacity (which reflects the sustainable use
expresses how the output in the livestock of land in the long run) varied around 12-
sector responds to an aggregate increased 16 hectares per livestock unit measured at
holding of cattle. This is not calibrated in the district level (Arntzen 1989).
the model (unlike the other factor shares) The changes in stocking rate were also
and was in the base case assumed to be 0.7. compared to the conventional measure of

Data also had to be collected on wages of economic welfare, GDP, to examine whether
labor in different sectors (from the Central these move in the same or opposite direc-
Statistics Office 1986). Data on the extent of tion. The change in income distribution
land used in the livestock and in the crop between rural and urban households was
sectors, respectively, and on the stock of cattle also examined.

Table 10-2. A 5 percent fall in the price of diamonds: Environmental and economic indicators

Percentage change
Indicator Base case Experiment from base

Stocking rate 9.314 8.172 -12.26

Production
Livestock 151.774 156.582 3.17
Agriculture 65.342 65.422 0.12
Mining 1,309.738 1,262.279 -3.62
Meat processing 150.243 167.050 11.19
Manufacturing 294.003 287.671 -2.15
Infrastructure 750.522 760.196 1.29
Service 812.631 830.115 2.15

Household income
Urban 522.669 512.370 -1.97
Rural 357.373 356.483 -0.25

GDP 2,391.550 2,365.592 -1.08
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A fall in the price of diamonds turn on capital was modeled as being given
from the world market and the total capital

Considering the extensive share in the stock is endogenous. Given this assump-
economy of the mining sector, it is of inter- tion, the result of an increasing land pres-
est to try to capture how factors influencing sure is reinforced when diamond prices
the mining sector affect the environment, fall. The stocking rate decreases almost 16
The first experiment carried out was to percent. In the scenario of an exogenously
change the export price of the output in the determined return on capital, capital use
mineral sector (which to a considerable increases only in the livestock and the meat
extent consists of diamonds). The price of processing sector and decreases in all the
diamonds was assumed to fall 5 percent. others.
The results from this experiment are com-
piled in table 10-2. The cost of keeping the land pressure down

By a fall in the price of diamonds, the The approach of examining governmen-
land pressure increases considerably. This tal policies may be either positive or nor-
is explained by the fact that the decreased mative. Most of the experiments that were
income from diamond mining generates a run in the present study are positive, that
lower demand for manufacturing goods. is, they simply ask "what if" questions.
The cost of capital falls and makes it But because CGE models may be used to
comparatively worthwhile to invest in solve optrnizaion probles (ty h - -a v
the livestock sector. The expansions of . 1~iizatLr (t1L..Y ILC,V,the livestock andctor.The meaxpr ssiong o been used in the past to calculate, for
the livestock and the meat processing example, optimal taxes in an economy),
sectors are surprisingly large. Land pres- such models may derive optimal policies
sure therefore increases with a decrease for sound use of environmental resources.
in stocking rate of as much as 12 percent. An experiment was therefore run to ex-
There is also a slight increase in crop amine what is the cost to retain the initial
production in this scenario, land pressure while the price of diamonds

Rxeal GDP, which is defined from the falls. The cost is expressed as an indirect
expenditure side with imports valued in tax on livestock production. It was found
world prices, decreases by a little more that with a constant stocking rate (fixed
than 1 percent (1.08 percent). Therefore, as at the base case level) and a 5 percent fall
the conventional measure ofdeconomc wel- in the price of diamonds, a tax of 7 per-
fare changes in the same direction as the cent has to be imposed on livestock pro-
environmental indicator on land pressure, duction. In this scenario, the livestock
both GDP and the stocking rate decrease. ductor Inthis (ario, the lining
As for the change in income and income sector contracts (and so does the mining
distribution, the income to urban house- sector). The manufacturing sector, which
hodistdecreastes almostm2percent,le tohoe- contracted in the first experiment, ex-holds decreases almost 2 percent, while the pands in the present experiment. The in-
incometo rural households decreases only comes to both the urban and the rural
0.25 percent. The smaller decrease in rural sectors fall considerably (2.36 percent and
household income is due to the expansion 4.13 percent, respectively, and therefore
of the livestock sector, as well as of the more than in the first experiment), while
cropping sector. GDP falls 0.44 percent (that is, less than

in the first experiment).
A fall in the price of diamonds with This experiment only illustrates one
exogenously determined return on capital way of expressing the cost of keeping

land pressure down, which obviously
A second experiment was run in which may be expressed in a whole range of

the return on capital was assumed to be different ways.
exogenously determined. That is, the re-
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Table 10-3. Deterioration in the terms of trade: Environmental and economic indicators

Percentage change
Indicator Base case Experiment changefrom base

Stocking rate 9.314 9.555 2.589

Production
Livestock 151.774 149.817 -1.29
Agriculture 65.342 65.734 0.60
Mining 1,309.738 1,293.975 -1.204
Meat processing 150.243 151.620 0.916
Manufacturing 294.003 293.369 -0.216
Infrastructure 750.522 753.490 0.395
Service 812.631 831.033 2.264

Household income
Urban 522.669 508.433 -2.724
Rural 357.373 339.413 -5.026

GDP 2,391.550 2,381.856 -0.405

Table 10-4. Elimination of import tariff on crops: Environmental and economic indicators

Percentage change
Indicator Base case Experiment from base

Stocking rate 9.314 9.307 -0.07

Production
Livestock 151.774 151.813 0.03
Agriculture 65.342 64.965 -0.58
Mining 1,309.738 1,308.698 -0.08
Meat processing 150.243 151.047 0.54
Manufacturing 294.003 295.099 0.37
Infrastructure 750.522 750.721 0.03
Service 812.631 813.342 0.09

Household income
Urban 522.669 523.568 0.17
Rural 357.373 357.343 -0.01

GDP 2,391.550 2,391.474 -0.003

A deterioration in the terms of trade As in the first experiment, where only

To examine how a deterioration in Bots- the price of diamonds fell, the mining and
wana's terms of trade affects laiid pressure, the manufacturing sectors contract. The
an experiment was run in which both the expansion of the meat processing sector
price of diamonds and the price of output that was experienced in the first experi-
from the meat processing sector fall 5 per- ment is dampened, but there is still, sur-
cent (table 10-3). prisingly, a slight expansion of the meat

processing sector. The livestock sector, in
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contrast, contracts, and there is an amelio- 0.07 percent, which is a very marginal
ration of the land pressure. change. Despite these marginal changes,

Although the environmental situation is the importation of crops increases 10 per-
better, the incomes to the rural and the cent. Because the Armington elasticity is
urban households are considerably de- assumed to be quite high (0.8), this is also
creased. Real GDP also falls, but by less what would be expected. Domestic pro-
than in the first experiment. In the present duction in the agricultural sector decreases
experiment, therefore, the indicators of so little because total consumption increases
environmental and economic well-being significantly, by 4 percent.
move in the opposite direction. Real GDP is subject to a very slight de-

crease. Because the change in real GDP is so
Lower import tariff on crop very small, there is no reason to draw con-

clusions about its change in direction as
In another experiment, the import tariff on compared to the change in the stocking
crop that initially (from the base case data) rate. Also the change in income distribu-
was 13.8 percent was eliminated. The elimi- tion is of a very small magnitude, where the
nation of the import tariff should link the income of rural households decreases due
domestic crop price more closely to the to the contraction of the agricultural sector,
lower world market price, making for a and the income of urban households in-
dJisinrcentive, to% prtlrodc crops and, possi.- crrases.

bly, encouraging livestock holding. The
results from the experiment are compiled Quantity constraint on labor
in table 10-4.

The elimination of the import tariff on An experiment illustrating a decrease in
crops does not result in any drastic changes the force of unskilled labor was inspired by
in any variable. As expected, production in the discussion concerning the economic
the agricultural sector decreases, and the impact of migrant work in South Africa.
livestock and meat processing sectors ex- The experiment only captureidthe impact
pand slightly. The stocking rate decreases on domestic producton and did not take

Table 10-5. Quantity constraint on labor: Environmental and economic indicators

Percentage change
Indicator Base case Experiment from base

Stocking rate 9.314 9.452 1.49

Production
Livestock 151.774 149.850 -1.27
Agriculture 65.342 60.172 -7.91
Mining 1,309.738 1,312.050 0.18
Meat processing 150.243 148.204 -1.36
Manufacturing 294.003 277.453 -5.63
Infrastructure 750.522 743.647 -0.92
Service 812.631 805.737 -0.85

Household income
Urban 522.669 520.783 -0.36
Rural 357.373 355.671 -0.48

GDP 2,391.550 2,371.050 -1.08
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account of the fact that the migrant workers To illustrate the sudden inflow of foreign
presumably send money back to their fami- earnings, foreign savings is simply in-
lies in Botswana. The experiment therefore creased $100 million (that is, P200 million;
was not designed to look at the economic Botswana's currency is the pula). This rep-
impact of labor opportunities abroad but resents 80 percent of the outflow of capital
may still to some extent serve a purpose for otherwise taking place in order to balance
looking at the environmental impacts. The international payments. It also represents
relatively labor-intensive agricultural sec- about 16 percent of total savings.
tor contracts and the livestock sector possi- The experiment leads to a contraction of
bly expands as a result of a quantity con- the meat processing sector and the mining
straint on labor (see table 10-5). In the ex- sector, which both are more tradable sec-
periment, the force of unskilled labor was tors, while the manufacturing sector (which
assumed to be reduced 10 percent. is less tradable) expands. In contrast, the

The quantity constraint on unskilled la- agricultural sector (which is more tradable)
bor makes all the sectors except the mining increases, which would not be expected
sector contract. The labor-intensive crop from the theory of Dutch disease. How-
producing sector contracts the most, far ever, the domestic agricultural sector is
more than the livestock sector. The stock- quite small in the overall economy, and the
ing rate increases almost 1.5 percent (that symptoms of the Dutch disease seem to be
is, land pressure decreases). The relatively present in the main sectors given a sudden
capital-intensive mining sector expands inflow of foreign capital.
because the price of capital is lowered. Despite the contraction of the meat pro-

GDP decreases, illustrating that the mea- cessing sector, there is an increase in live-
sure of economic welfare moves in the op- stockholding,whichis due toafactor move-
posite direction to the main environmental ment into the less traded sectors. This re-
indicator examined, that is, the stocking sults in increased land pressure, with the
rate. The income of both urban and rural stocking rate decreasing a little more than 2
households decreases; the income of rural percent. Real GDP increases 1.2 percent
households decreases relatively more. and moves therefore in the opposite direc-

To conclude, the experiment does not tion to the indicator of land pressure. Be-
support the view that the existence of labor cause both the livestock and the agriculture
opportunities abroad for unskilled work- sectors expand, the income of rural house-
ers worsens the land pressure. holds increases (3.6 percent). Also the in-

come of urban households increases, but
Capital inflow by less than that of rural households.

The final experiment carried out illustrates Sensitivity analysis
the case when the economy is subject to a
sudden inflow of foreign earnings. This To examine the robustness of the results,
may lead to the Dutch disease phenom- sensitivity analysis was carried out. Since
enon, which has been the subject of many the elasticity of substitution between im-
studies. The Dutch disease phenomenon ports and domestically produced goods (the
refers to the case when an injection of for- CES elasticity) and the elasticity of trans-
eign earnings into a tradable sector leads to formation between domestically sold and
a real appreciation of the domestic cur- exported goods (the CET elasticity) were
rency, encouraging a factor movement into chosen in a quite arbitrary way, they were
the less traded sectors. With the Dutch dis- tested for different values (higher and
ease, the traded sectors therefore contract lower) in sensitivity analysis. Similarly, the
and the nontraded sectors expand. parameter in the production function in the
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livestock sector was modified in sensitivity "environmental well-being." That is, at the
analysis. same time as growth in GDP is negative,

In all the simulations in sensitivity analy- the land pressure is aggravated as well. In
sis, the change of substitution and transfor- the remaining cases, GDP decreases along
mation elasticities affected the results only with an eased land pressure or vice versa.
marginally. In all experiments, the qualita- This supports the opinion that there is not
tive results remained unchanged. The re- a straightforward relationship between
sults obtained in the base case therefore the growth in GDP and the state of the
were fairly robust with respect to the sub- environment.
stitution and transformation elasticities. There will naturally always remain some

When the land parameter was (lowered) uncertainties about the results generated
changed to 0.4, the results changed some- from a CGE modeling approach. This may
what more. When diamond prices fall 5 be due to data deficiency, lack of adequate
percent, land pressure increases a further 6 knowledge about factors other than purely
percent as compared to the base case sce- economic ones that are influencing people's
nario. For the quantity constraint on un- behavior, or, perhaps most important, in-
skilled labor, land pressure is ameliorated adequacy of the theory on which the model
by a further 1 percent as compared to the is based. A disadvantage of using CGE
base case scenario. The results regarding models is that they are very data intensive,
land pressure are tnerefore quite sensitive although it is also true that the structure of
with respect to the value of the land param- CGE models permits very constructive use
eter, which could be expected. That is, the of the data. Botswana is outstanding among
less the output in the individual herdsman's developing countries regarding data avail-
production function responds to an increase ability. Consequently, the approach easily
in the total number of cattle, the more in- runs into problems when carried out in
clined he is to respond to policy changes. other developing countries. Increased use

of natural resource accounting may im-
Conclusions prove the data supply considerably. If the

natural resource accounting for Botswana
The most surprising result comes from the outlined in reports by, for example, Gilbert
experiment involving a 5 percent fall in the (1990) and Perrings and others (1988) would
price of diamonds. This leads to a consider- in fact result in such modified national ac-
able increase in land pressure. In fact, ac- counts, this would, together with the social
cording to the model, the stocking rate de- accounting matrix, make up an excellent
creases 12 percent (implying an increased data base for the construction of a more
pressure on land resources). In the other elaborate CGE model. Such a model could
experiments, the results are less surprising address more environmental impacts and
(and less drastic). A deterioration in the stock effects than the present one can.
terms of trade eases the land pressure. The Leaving the difficulties inherent in CGE
elimination of the import tariff on crops modeling aside, some more general con-
worsens the land pressure slightly. Labor clusions emerge from this study. First, CGE
opportunities abroad for unskilled work- models may give, if appropriate data are
ers ease the land pressure. Finally, a sud- available or may be generated, some inter-
den increase of foreign exchange to the esting insights and a more multifaceted
economy puts a heavier pressure on land. picture of the changes taking place in the

When only looking at the aspect of land society as a result of policy change. And
pressure in two out of five experiments, the because the purpose of general equilibrium
measure of economic welfare, GDP, moves modeling is to show the net effect of differ-
in the same direction as the indicator for ent forces, the approach may help to re-
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move uncertainties about the outcome of cies are often designed to address wide
different policies. Moreover, CGE models economic problems. An alternative action
may help to derive optimal policies for is therefore to design and implement
sound environmental resource use. Second, complementary measures that will reduce
it is clear that governmental policies and the negative environmental impacts from
external shocks together with malfunction- the program. This may, for example, in-
ing markets can have considerable unin- volve measures to establish the markets for
tentional impacts on the use of environ- certain goods and resources that initially
mental resources. In the present study, this are missing or are malfunctioning.
was in particular so in the experiment in-
volving a fall in the price of diamonds. This Notes
confirms the view that it is important to
bring environmental considerations closer 1. This essay is based on a study that is
to economic policymaking. more thoroughly described in Unemo

The results have policy implications for (1993).
developing countries that are dependent 2. The British government established the
on a few natural resources. In many of Bechuanaland Protectorate in 1885.
these countries, considerable changes in Bechuanaland was ruled by a high com-
the economic structure are currently taken missioner in South Africa, and the pro-
place through structural adjustment pro- tectorate rule had a very limited impact
grams. Most of these countries also need to compared to that experienced in other
seek assistance through the International parts of Africa.
Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and other 3. Botswana, as an ACP (African, Carib-
agencies to be able to carry out certain bean, and Pacific country) state enjoys
policies. Because the assistance-that is, free access to the European Economic
different kinds of loans-typically are tied Community market for virtually all its
to a number of conditionalities, the coun- exports and, under the special provisions
tries above all strive to comply with these for ACP beef exports, is eligible for 90
conditionalities. Because environmental percent levy rebate facilities on shipments
issues are not on the agenda, the environ- of boned beef up to an annual volume of
mental implications of policy reform are some 18,916 tons (Chr. Michelsen Insti-
not assessed. To change this pattern, it is tute 1988).
therefore important when designing struc-

tura adustent rogarn (orothr pck- 4. They have to expect to meet each othertural adjustment programs (or other pack- either an infinite number of times or an
ages of policy reform), first, to analyze the indefinite number of times, not knowing
country with respect to how the markets which will be the final time. See the Folk
for different goods and resources work (if Theorem in the theory of repeated games
they exist at all) and second, to establish (Fudenberg and Maskin 1986; Bojo,
what signals the projected policies will cre- Maler, and Unemo 1990).
ate and how these will affect the use of
environmental resources. Based on these Bibliography
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Economywide Policies and Deforestation:
The Case of Costa Rica

Annika Persson and Mohan Munasinghe

Currently, the economic analysis of environmental issues relies mainly on project-level
studies, using cost-benefit analyses and environmental assessments. However, economywide
policies (both macroeconomic and sectoral) frequently have much more powerful environ-
mental effects than mere project-level investments. Some progress has been made in
identifying the environmental consequences of sectoral policies involving, for example,
energy, water, or agricultural pricing. Nevertheless, the impacts of broad macroeconomic
reforms (such as exchange rate devaluation, trade liberalization, privatization, and other
fiscal and monetary stabilization policies) on natural resource and pollution management
are far more difficult to trace. This hampers efforts to design better sustainable development
strategies that meet economic, social, and environmental criteria in a more balanced way
(Munasinghe 1993b).

In the case of the World Bank, for example, the general lack of knowledge about links
between economic policies and the environment has delayed attempts to expand gradually
the application of environmental analysis to cover economywide or policy-based lending-
the second largest use of Bank resources amounting to about $5.8 billion, or 27 percent of
total lending in 1993 (Munasinghe 1993a).' It has also hampered efforts to develop more
effective national environmental action plans (which are prepared by borrowing countries,
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with Bank assistance, to help determine for which they were intended into other
priorities for activities that address national sectors of the economy and affect consump-
environmental issues). tion and production decisions there as well.

A recent study argues that economywide In this context, the main purpose of this
policy reforms, especially liberalization of chapter is to investigate the effects of
prices, are generally beneficial for both the economywide policies in Costa Rica on for-
economy and the environment (Muna- est areas and the environment (Persson
singhe and Cruz 1994). However, over- 1994). We also seek to determine whether
looked imperfections such as market fail- new measures involving the allocation of
ures, policy distortions, and institutional property rights to these forests will yield
constraints can often interact with the origi- different results when analyzed using a
nal reforms to cause environmental harm. general equilibrium model rather than a
Thus, it is important for decisionmakers to more conventional partial equilibrium ap-
be able to trace the complicated paths by proach.
which macro-level policy changes ulti- In the remainder of this section, the main
mately affect incentives for efficient re- issues, analytical approach, and results are
source use at the micro level of firms or summarized. The following section de-
households. The objective is not necessar- scribes previous work on Costa Rica and
ily to modify the original broader policies the environmental priorities. The applica-
(which have conventional economic or pov- bility of computable general equilibrium
erty-related goals), but rather to design (CGE) models to such problems is discussed
more specific or localized complementary next, followed by further details of the
measures that remove economic distortions model and data used here. Finally, the last
or constraints. These additional measures two sections summarize the chief results
would help to mitigate negative effects or and conclusions of the study. A technical
enhance positive impacts of the original appendix provides more information on
policies on the environment. Such comple- the model.
mentary actions would include both mar- Deforestation and soil erosion are major
ket-based approaches (like Pigovian taxes environmental problems in Costa Rica.
on environmental externalities or alloca- Some data on forest clearing over time are
tionoflimitedpollutionrightscoupledwith shown in table 11-1. To evaluate how
marketable permits), as well as nonmarket sectoral and economywide policies can help
methods (such as command-and-control to control deforestation, the CGE model
techniques) and specific investment used here highlights the economic activi-
projects. ties and factors that specifically affect de-

The ideal approach is a general equilib- forestation in Costa Rica. The model goes
rium analysis that traces both the economic beyond standard approaches in two im-
and environmental effects of economywide portant respects. First, it can simulate the
policy reforms. When such comprehensive effect of introducing property rights on
methods are not possible in developing forest resources, thus encouraging sustain-
countries where data and skills are scarce, able management of forests by private indi-
partial approaches that help to identify the viduals who value future returns to for-
most important impacts of economywide estry. Second, it includes markets for logs
policies are frequently used. Because the and cleared land: loggers deforest to sell
full consequences of a policy are not traced, timber to the forest industry and for ex-
both quantitative and qualitative results of ports, and squatters clear land for agricul-
the partial equilibrium model may be tural production and for sale to the agricul-
wrong. For example, taxes that are not ture sector as it expands and requires more
"lump sum" may carry over from the sector land.
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Table 11-1 Total land area in forests and agriculture, 1963, 1973, and 1986

(rctaes)

Sector 1963 1973 1986

Agriculte 30 40 57
Forest 67 57 40

Source: Sol6rzano and others 1991.

The model retains features that are fairly forests must be significantly higher than
standard in most CGE models. The trad- the value of the logs and the cleared land.
able sectors-forestry, agriculture, and in- In the model, tax policies may generate
dustry-are price takers in the world mar- unexpected side effects, and substitution
ket, while infrastructure and services pro- effects between inputs in the producing
duce nontraded output. To focus on the sectors may be important. Therefore, when
natural resource sectors, the domestically possible impacts of macroeconomic poli-
mobile factors include, aside from capital cies are investigated, the general equilib-
and (skilled and unskilled) labor, cleared rium approach generates results that are
land and logs. The supplies of both labor different from those derived from a partial
and capital are exogenous. The demand for equilibrium analysis.
these factors arises from the producing sec-
tors (agriculture, industry, and so forth) Status of forests in Costa Rica
and from the deforestation activity of log-
gers and squatters. The supply of "cleared" Deforestation in Costa Rica is proceeding at a
land is initially based on Costa Rica's total rapidnpace and concern about this isgrowing
land area that has been deforested. How- both inside the country and within environ-
ever, additional cleared land is made avail- Miental organizations in the rest of the world.
able from increased deforestation. This rate Ministerio de Recursos Naturales, Energia y
of land clearing depends on the definition Minas (1990) mentions the following eco-
of property rights as well as on taxes (or nomic and ecological benefits that Costa
subsidies) that affect the forest and agricul- Rica may lose if deforestation continues:
tural sectors. In addition, the expansion of access to construction materials and other
squatting activities augments the cleared wood products, unchecked species of plants
land factor. Agricultural production pro- and animals that have possible and future
vides the demand for cleared land. uses for consumption and industrial pro-

Poorly defined property rights in Costa duction, recreation and eco-tourism, con-
Rican forests play an important role in de- trol of erosion and sedimentation, and edu-
forestation. The model indicates that cor- cation and research possibilities. The green-
rection of this market failure would reduce house effect and concerns about the rich
deforestation. If property rights are well biological diversity in Costa Rica may be
defined and the interest rate is exogenous, important to other countries and environ-
the value that loggers assign to preserving mental organizations.
the forests is crucial. In order to stop defor- Deforestation and erosion are the main
estation, the benefits from preserving the environmental problems in the country
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(Blomstrom and Lundahl 1989; Foy and versifythecountry'sproductionawayfrom
Daly 1989). Originally, most of Costa Rica coffee and banana crops (Biesanz, Biesanz,
was forested, but in 1977 only 31 percent and Biesanz 1987).
(16,000 square kilometers) remained cov- The following four groups are respon-
ered with forests. Blomstrom and Lundahl sible for deforestation in Costa Rica (Lutz
(1989) estimate that in 1983, 14 percent of and Daly 1990):
the area was still covered with forests. The timber industry may be responsiblefor
Sol6rzano and others (1991) give the more deforesting as much as 20,000 hectares an-
conservative estimate that about 40 percent nually. Logging requires a special permit
of the land is still covered with forests. This from the government, but about half of
difference is probably due to differences in the trees are cut illegally. Domestically
what types of forests were investigated. The cut logs are processed locally and are
lower estimates probably concern only pri- used typically in construction. Exports
mary forests, whereas the higher estimates used and m poductsoar small,
include secondary forests and intervened of wood and wood products are small,
forests (Sader and Joyce 1988). Most of the and imports are negligible.
deforestation has occurred since 1950. If de- The current import tariff on logs is 5
forestation continues at the current rate, the percent (Lutz and Daly 1990). The effi-
commercial forests of Costa Rica will be ex- ciency in the forestry sector is low, and
hausted within the next five years. The life only a few species are commercially used.
zones with the highest rates of deforestation About 54 percent of the logs are pro-
are the tropical wet forests; these are also the cessed, and of these about half finally
life zones in which biodiversity levels are reach the market (Ministerio de Recursos
highest (Sol6rzano and others 1991). Naturales, Energia y Minas 1990). The

Carriere (1991b) describes the process of main part of the logs used in the timber
deforestation as taking place in several industry are bought from sources other
stages. First, a logging company involved than the industry itself.
in highgrading clears a vehicle tract to ex- * Banana firms and other companies are ex-
tract lumber. Thereafter, the road is im- panding their plantations rapidly. The main
proved by the government due to pres- products cultivated in Costa Rica are rice,
sures from lobbying groups, and this in coffee, fruits, sugarcane, beans, maize,
turn enables local peasant families to clear and sorghum (Hugo and others 1983).
and use the remaining forest for subsis- Lutz and Daly (1990) state that erosion is
tence agriculture until the decreasing yields visible in some areas, but that farmers
force them to sell or abandon the land, "do not produce in obviously unsuitable
depending on whether it is titled or not. ways to destroy the environment.... For
However, the land is still suitable for pas- example living fences are widely used,
ture and is therefore assembled by urban- which reduce erosion, and protective
based real estate companies and sold to forest cover is left intact next to creeks,
cattle ranchers. After a few years, the land on contours or steep slopes, etc."
is almost completely degraded and unsuit- The Costa Rican tax structure for in-
able for any kind of economic use. This come and property taxes is regressive.
view is shared by Keogh (1984). Sales taxes and other indirect taxes con-

The Costa Rican government is taking stituted 70 percent of the total tax rev-
steps to preserve the forests. More than enues in 1970, and there are indications
13,000 square kilometers have been desig- that this figure may still be high. Al-
nated as national parks, although in the though property taxes are low (in some
past deforestation was encouraged to di- cases about 1 percent,of the actual mar-
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ket value), property and income tax eva- If ownership may be obtained with no
sion is a problem that costs the country costs other than those of clearing the-land,
approximately C100 billion a year (Costa the forests can be seen as a type of common
Rica's currency is the col6n). A remedy property, while the cleared land is perceived
may be to raise the price of land by in- as traditional private property. However, in
creasing land taxes, to increase tax col- the case of Costa Rica, it is not the tradi-
lection rates, and to prosecute tax evad- tional case of undefined property rights,
ers more effectively. where we have an open-access resource

* Cattle ranchers have expanded their activi- (see, for example, Dasgupta 1982). We are
ties rapidly at the expense offorested areas in here looking at insecure land tenure. This
recent decades. However, this type of land implies that there is no crowding effect on
conversion may be limited now because the stock of the resource, which is what
most of the land that can be sustainably occurs when each agent maximizes his own
used for pasture has alreadybeen cleared. profit without taking into account the ef-
In the 1950s and 1960s, there was a large fect on the stock of the resource. Instead of
increase in investment in cattle, encour- the traditional open-access problem, we
aged by foreign aid and investment as have a form of short-term property rights
well as government aid in the forms of when deforestation occurs, but the prop-
credit and provision of infrastructure. erty rights to the standing forests are not
This increase of cattle ranching caused protected. The logger or squatter will con-
deforestation to increase rapidly. The tinue deforestation only until the marginal
pasture trend boomed in the 1970s, but cost of deforestation equals the marginal
since then profits have decreased. More revenue, because of this structure of prop-
than 70 percent of the farmland is in erty rights. The social cost of deforestation
pasture, while only 2.5 percent is in cof- will then be higher than the private cost
fee and 1.1 percentisinbananas(Biesanz, since "the world's" willingness to pay for
Biesanz, and Biesanz 1987). the preservation of the Costa Rican forests
Squatting is taking place on both privately will not be included in the private cost.

That the difference in cost functions is a
owned and government land. Some of the major cause of deforestation in the devel-
squatters produce agricultural outputs, major is shown in thilnisky
but others sell the cleared land to cattle oping world is shown in Chichilniskybut others sell the cleared landtocattle (1993), where a North-South trade model is
ranchers or other landowners. Buyers developed, and the difference in trade pat-
who buy "in good faith" from squatters
are not prosecuted. About twice as much terns between North and South is explained
iaid fotproseclaed.la ast twise paid fh by the difference in property rights. Thus,
fsts. deforestation would be driven by the dif-

ference in private and social objectives. For
Squatting is an important cause of de- example, the loggers' main interest may be

forestation in Costa Rica. By clearing the the profitability of the logging operation
land, it is possible to get formal owner- itself without much consideration about
ship of it (Blomstr6m and Lundahl 1989) future, alternative uses of the land.
or in some cases at least of the "land Another critical economic factor may be
improvements." Squatting by small- the existence of high private discount rates,
holders nowadays appears to constitute that is, deforestation may be caused by
a less significant part of the deforesta- discounting the future value of the forests.
tion in an overall context, although it A high discount factor implies that future
maybelocallyimportant(LutzandDaly gains from the forests are of much less
1990). . value than the gains from deforestation

today. The impacts of tropical forests are
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often more significant in the long term than to simulate the effects of environmental regu-
in the short term. However, the regenera- lation and energy policy on the Swedish
tive capacity of tropical forests is low, and economy. The environmental market failure
the discounting of future environmental is in this case corrected by the creation of a
benefits may often make it more profitable market for emission permits. The cost of
to harvest forest resources as quickly as emission permits for carbon dioxide, sul-
possible. Forest investments, like replant- fur, and nitrogen is incorporated in the cost
ing, take a long time to yield returns, and functions.
individuals therefore find little attraction Jorgenson and Wilcoxen (1990) analyze
in conservation and reforestation activi- the economic impact of environmental regu-
ties. In many developing countries, private lations on the U.S. economy. This is done
market rates are very high and often exceed by simulating long-term growth with and
the rate that would be socially justifiable without environmental regulations. The
(Barbier, Burgess, and Markandya 1991). share of abatement costs in total costs is
Poor people often face even higher dis- estimated for each industry, as are the share
count rates because of credit constraints. of investment in pollution control equip-

Further, Barbier and Burgess (1994) show ment and the cost of pollution control de-
that input and output prices in agriculture vices in motor vehicles. The model is run
and cattle ranching have important impacts with and without these costs to estimate
on deforestation. This suggests that in ad- the economic impacts.
dition to sectoral policies, economywide There are few examples of CGE models
policies such as taxation may have a signifi- dealing with the impact on the economy of
cant effect on deforestation rates. overexploitation of natural resources.

Panayotou and Sussengkarn (1992) con-
The modeling approach struct a model against the background of

As may be concluded from the above, the environmental problems in Thailand. The
main reasons for deforestation and thereby sources of the environmental issues are eco-
erosion are: nomic growth, exchange rate problems, and
* The price of land is too low because the government policies (such as agricultural

total social opportunity value of the rain policies and taxation and the land tenure
forests is not included. system) promoting deforestation. The ap-

• Undefined property rights make the pri- proach implies that every unit of produc-
vate cost of deforestation lower than the tion in each producing sector produces, for
social cost of deforestation. example, a fix amount of air pollution or

deforestation. The environmental impacts
* Discount rates may be too high; this im- are not part of the model per se-the envi-

plies that the future gains from the for- ronmental degradation or improvement is
ests are lower than the gains from defor- not fed back into the model so as to affect
estation today. future production and consumption deci-

* In addition, economywide policies such sions. The results include the findings that
as the tax system may cause deforestation. export taxes on rice and rubber increase

Computable general equilibrium (CGE) investment in soil conservation, increase
models have been applied before to envi- the use of agrochemicals, and shift land
ronmental problems-mainly issues involv- from rubber to rice.
ing air pollution and pollution taxes. A Not much work has been done on the
short discussion of some CGE models rel- modeling of undefined property rights in a
evant to the approach developed here is general equilibrium context, where the re-
provided below. sults may differ from those of a partial

Bergman's(1990a,1990b)modelisdesigned equilibrium model. Devarajan (1990) sug-
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gests that a fruitful approach may be to proach of CGE modeling by the inclusion
incorporate a partial equilibrium model in of undefined property rights and by the
the general equilibrium framework by first modification of the functioning of the mar-
removing the first-order condition that la- kets for logs and cleared land. This is
bor must be paid the value of its marginal discussed in detail below. Land cleared
product in some sectors and then replacing by squatters is assumed to be sold to the
it with a condition that reflects the subopti- agricultural sector.
mal behavior of the sector. This enables an The model has two types of sectors. The
analysis of the effects on deforestation of tradable producing sectors (T sectors)-
policy interventions in the system. The forest, agriculture, and industry-are as-
model has to be dynamic in order to take sumed to be price takers on the world mar-
account of both the stock and the flow ef- ket in the standard Heckscher-Ohlin fash-
fects of deforestation. ion. The nontradable producing sectors (N

Unemo (1993) models the suboptimal use sectors) are infrastructure and service.2 In
of land in Botswana that is caused by over- addition, there are two sectors that clear
grazing of cattle due to undefined property land. Loggers clear land for the purpose of
rights to the land. Land is seen as an open- obtaining logs for the forest industry and
access resource, and the effects of over- for exports, and squatters clear land and
grazing are incorporated in the cattle sell it to the agriculture sector.
owner's production function in the forrn of i J. t llLtS Lic iteLL rL eco ally MO lVIIC;

crowding effects. The quantity of output is production factors are unskilled labor
determined not only by the number of cattle (ULABOR), skilled labor (SLABOR), and capi-
the individual owns, but by the whole popu- tal (CAPITAL) .Logs (LOGS) and cleared land
lation of cattle grazing on the land. The (DLAND) are specific to the forest and agri-
results include the finding that a fall in the culture sectors, respectively, although logs
price of diamonds considerably increases can be traded on the world market. No re-
pressure on land, as mining becomes less afforestation is possible in the model.
profitable relative to cattle ranching. The key elements of the CGE model are

In order to model property rights-re- introduced below. A more detailed math-
lated behavior in Costa Rican forests, it is ematical description is given in appendix
assumed that the private cost of deforesta- 11-1.
tion is lower than the social opportunity
value of the forests when property rights Factor market equilibrium and the stock of
are undefined. When property rights are forested land
defined, the social value of the rain forests The supplies of both labor and capital are
is incorporated in the utility functions of assumed to be exogenously given, and for
the squatters and therefore in the private factor markets to clear, these supplies must
cost of deforestation. This approach facili- equal the demands for labor and capital,
tates analysis of the role of undefined prop- respectively (see figure 11-1). Demands
erty rights and follows the approach used arise from the producing sectors plus the
by Chichilnisky (1993). amounts used for deforestation by squatters

and loggers. The demand for each produc-
General features of the model tion factor (like capital or labor) within

This model is a static CGE model of an open both the T and N sectors as well as the
economy, although it has certain implicit deforestation sectors is given by the partial
dynamic features because the discount rate derivative of the cost function for the rel-
is included in the future valuation of for- evant sector with respect to the price of the
ested land. It differs from the standard ap- same production factor. Both loggers and
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Figure 11-1 Graphical representation of flows in the model: main linkages of the CGE
model
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squatters generate demand for unskilled agriculture sector cost function with respect
labor for deforestation, but only loggers to the user cost of cleared land. w
generate demand for capital. The combination of production factors

demosta Rica's total area has been divided can be influenced by taxes and subsidies.
into two types of land, cleared land and Thus, agivenuser priceisgreater(smaller)
forested land. Cleared land is produced than the corresponding supply price by a
through deforestation. The production of percentage tax (subsidy).
cleared land depends on the definition of
property rights as well as taxes on and subsi- Technology, costs, and producer behavior
dies for the factors of production and the Ashonifgue12,tepdcin
profits in the forest and agriculture sectors whAichrs sphfed beex cogtae intorturstcon

Logs are assumed to be tradable. There- facorsit input Y.e Daggegte i ns combie -wt
fore, the demand for forest land by the CpoitA ipto Yiel DAND aggregatened whichi
logging sector and the world market price turnIsA combineld wihLOSt aggrega te R,whchi
determine the rate of deforestation. This thelate is combined with LO SLAO togeraeM
demand is equal to the partial derivative of th cl.The rel aion imbee wint SAd wOt-

31e6 cost functhe wit espect o the ULABOR to yield the composite factor input,
user cstpl of losclusared lnet excoposed oflos Y. This aggregation is accomplished through
the supply of cleared land ils composestatof the use of constant elasticity of substitution

tysutes he demand for cleared land plsdfrsaion (CES) production functions. The technology
byhsuatemadrs.mthedeandriculearedector,w ich is specified to exhibit constant returns to

is set equal to the partial derivative of the scl.Teratobtw nipusndu-
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put is given by typical Leontief production The logging sector. The logging sector is
functions for each sector. assumed to have capital-intensive technol-

Because the technology exhibits constant ogy (Repetto 1988). Further, the technology
returns to scale, the marginal cost and the is assumed to exhibit decreasing returns to
average cost of production in a given sector scale in order to reflect the diminishing
can be expressed as a linear function of amount of available forests, as well as the
prices, relevant input-output coefficients, fact that much of the logging is done ille-
and indirect tax rates. gally. The production of logs is assumed to

Producers are assumed to maximize prof- depend only on two factors of production:
its. The producer output prices, Pi, in the labor and capital. A log-linear production
tradables producing sectors are given by function is used. Because the technology
the world market prices. Assuming perfect used to model the diminishing yields in
competition, this implies that pure profits deforestation exhibits decreasing returns
are nonpositive, and output is non-nega- to scale, this implies that the returns to the
tive and positive only if pure profits are production factors fall with increased de-
equal to 0. forestation. Deforestation for land and de-

In the nontradables producing sectors, forestation for logs are assumed to be inde-
the sector-specific capital is endogenously pendent of each other, and therefore the
adjusted so that price equals marginal cost. increased deforestation for logs does not

affect the returns to deforestation for land,
Prices, domestic demand, foreign trade, and vice versa. However, increased defor-
and market clearing estation for logs implies decreasing yields

in the logging sector, and increased defor-
For a good produced in the tradables pro- estation for land implies diminishing re-
ducing sectors, the domestic producer price turns in the squatting sector.
is equal to the world market price of the In the case of undefined property rights,
identical good, and in the nontradables pro- loggers take only the private cost of defor-
ducing sectors, the domestic user price is estation into account. When property rights
equal to the producer price times the tax rate. are well defined, the opportunity value of

The intermediate demand of a good is saving the forests is included in the log-
given by the technology assumptions. Do- gers' cost function.
mestic final demand is given by a linear Squatters. The forested land cleared by
expenditure system, derived from the con- squatters is seen as a common property,
sumers' utility maximization. although there is no crowding effect be-

To equilibrate the market for a good, the cause the stock of forested land is not in-
net export for that good is defined as the cluded in the squatters' production func-
difference between domestic supply and tion. The base case assumes undefined prop-
demand. erty rights. This section is inspired mainly

by Johansson and Lofgren (1985).
Deforestation sectors The squatters have a production func-

tion for cleared land that increases mono-
In this model, two sectors are responsible tonically with labor inputs. Their total rev-
for deforestation. They interact with the enue from clearing the land is the price
rest of the economy through their demands paid for the cleared land. Part of the land
for capital and labor, by supplying forest cleared by squatters is sold to the agricul-
products and clearing land for the rest of ture sector, the rest is used for subsistence
the economy, and through changes in the agriculture by the squatters themselves.
relative prices of factor inputs and sectoral However, because both activities occur, the
outputs.
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Figure 11-2 Aggregation of the factors of production
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returns at the margin must be the same in cleared forests that are forgone by clearing
each case. The squatters are assumed not to the land today. The future value of the
sell the timber from their deforestation. forests is assumed to be greater than the
Other uses of the timber, such as for fire- value of the forests today.
wood, are assumed to be negligible. The analysis of the definition of property

The squatters' total private cost to clear rights can then be accomplished through
the land depends only on the amount of the simulation of two regimes. In the case
labor needed in order to clear the land of undefined property rights, the present-
whenproperty rights are undefined. This is day squatters do not take the future value
the private cost, which does not include the of the forests into account.
future value of the forests and the cost of When property rights are well defined,
environmental damage. Therefore, the to- the squatters own their land and take the
tal social cost of deforestation is this pri- future value of the forests into account. The
vate cost plus the future benefits from owners of forested land (that is, the "squat-
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Figure 11-3 Definition of property rights
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ters aware of the future") decide whether (point dUPR) than when property rights
to preserve the forests or clear the land. are well defined (point dWPR). This is be-

When property rights are undefined, no cause the squatters' marginal cost of defor-
market for the forests is available to squat- estation is lower when property rights are
ters. A simple partial model of land clear- undefined (curve MCUPR) thanwhen prop-
ing by squatters (in which each squatter ertyrightsarewelldefined(curveMCWPR),
receives an equal share of the private prof- and the cost includes the future value of the
its) is used to show that land will be cleared forests. MR is the marginal revenue curve.
until marginal cost equals marginal rev- A more detailed analysis of the supply
enue. This result corresponds to maximiza- function indicates that when property rights
tion of private profit, given insecure land are well defined, deforestation is increased
tenure. by (a) a change of technology toward more

When property rights are well defined, efficient use of labor in the production of
there is a market for the forests. The squat- cleared land, (b) an increase of the time
ters take the future value of the forests into preference rate, and (c) an increase in the
account, and they can choose to clear for- supply price of cleared land. Conversely,
ested land or to preserve the forests. This is deforestation is reduced by increases in (a)
consistent with the condition for socially the future value of the forests and (b) the
optimal forestry--that a tree should be price of labor.
harvested when the market value is equal When property rights are undefined, the
to the shadow value (Hellsten 1988). This clearing of land is not affected by the future
result corresponds to the optimization of value of forests and the rate of time prefer-
net social benefits. ence. The effects of other variables are the

It can be deduced from the foregoing, as same as in the earlier case.
shown in figure 11-3, that more land is The profit maximization condition for
cleared when property rights are undefined the squatters in the general equilibrium
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model includes a term reflecting the oppor- to equal average deforestation between 1973
tunity value of saving the forests for alter- and 1989. The value in 1986 prices was
native uses or deforestation in a later time calculated using the increase in the con-
period. When property rights are unde- sumer price index between January 1985
fined, the weight given to this term is 0, and December 1986. The rent to the pro-
since future tenure of the forest is uncer- duction factor DLAND was subtracted from
tain. When property rights are well de- the rents to capital in the agricultural sec-
fined, this term is included in the profit tor, and the labor used for land clearing by
maximization. squatters was subtracted from the labor

used in the same sector.
Macroeconomic closure and measures The labor and capital used for logging
of welfare was subtracted from the payments to those

factors in the forest sector. These data ad-
The current account is assumed to be con- justments are shown in figure 11-4. Log-
stant, and the current account surplus is ging is assumed to be responsible for half of
defined as the sum of net exports. There are total deforestation, while land clearing by
three welfare measures in the model: the squatters is assumed to be responsible for
disposable income (which is implicitly de- the other half.
termined from the current account), the No estimates of elasticities of substitu-
green gross domestic product (GDP; which tion between production factors are avail-
is determined as the sum of factor incomes able. It is reasonable to assume that they are
plus a term that diminishes with increased imperfect substitutes, and all substitution
deforestation to reflect the negative wel- elasticities were therefore assumed to be
fare effects of deforestation), and utility less than 1. As a base case, the substitution
(which is determined from the consumer's elasticity between land and capital in the
utility function). Utility maximization re- agriculture sector was set at 0.5. The substi-
sults in a linear expenditure system for tution elasticity between the capital aggre-
goods, based on a transformed Cobb-Dou- gate R and LOGS was assumed to be 0.8 in
glas utility function. the forest sector, and the substitution elas-

ticity between the aggregate M and LABOR
Base case data, assumptions, and was set at 0.8 in all producing sectors. Com-

limitations of the model pared to other studies, such as Bergman

The data used in this version of the model (1990a, 1990b), these values appear reason-
originate from Bricefio (calculated from able. The remaining elasticities concern
Soriganoand fother 1991) (candulathe nm aggregates involving land and logs in sec-
Sol6rzano and others 1991) and the na- tors that cannot use those factors as inputs
tional accou1nts (Banco Central de Costa in production, and therefore the shares of
Rica 1990). However, the sectors of produc- those inputs in production always have to
tion are not consistent between the two be 0. Those elasticities where set to 0, which
studies, and data were therefore adjusted is consistent with a fixed coefficient
in Ravent6s (1990). The input-output ma- (Leontief) technology.
trix in appendix 11-2, table 11A-1 was cal- The parameters in the production func-
culated from the disaggregated data used tions for squatters and loggers are judgment-
in Ravent6s (1990). The remaining differ- based estimates, assuming a labor-intensive
ences were added to the net export column. technology for the squatters and a capital-
Land use data are shown in appendix 11-2, inte chnology for the loggers.
table 11A-2. The economic rent to timber In concluding this section, we note sev-
was calculated from Sol6rzano and others eral limitations in the data and model for-
(1991). Deforestation in 1986 was assumed mulation. First, because of the various data
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Figure 11-4 Resource Flows and Data Adjustments
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adjustments, the results of the simulations Results
are mainly indicative and not necessarily
precise quantitative measures. Second, be- Simulations of different policy experiments
cause the model developed in this chapter and the definition of property rights gener-
is essentially static, the results are com- ated some results that are differentfromwhat
parative snapshots of different policy ex- could be expected from the partial equilib-
periments. Third, the approach developed rium framework discussed earlier. This is
here does not include some other possible due to substitution effects in the producing
linkages with deforestation. Migration and sectors. Table 11-2shows the relative factor
population growth are two causal factors intensities in the base case.
that may be important (Harrison 1991), but Thesituationoftodaywithundefinedprop-
they are not investigated. Furthermore, the erty rights was taken as a base case. As a first
model neither allows for re-afforestation nor step, property rights were defined and the
includes erosion and other external effects of opportunityvalue of the forests (the H-value)
deforestation. The economic valuation of such was set 28 percent higher than the value
environmental effects and their incorpora- derived from deforestation (Sol6rzano and
tion into conventional economic analysis others 1991). The discount rate was set at 10
would be a formidable task (see, for example, percent. The results are displayed in table 11-3.
Munasinghe 1993a).

Table 11-2 Initial capital intensities

(percentages)

Input Forest Agriculture industsy

Land 0.00 14.81 0.00
capital 31.93 14.68 11.73
Unskilled labor 25.63 19.41 8.25
Skilled labor 0.43 0.32 5.41

Table 11-3 Effect of future valuation on value of production (billions of colones)

Property rights
Defined (H-value)s

Item Undefined 0.4792 0.2792 0.0792
Deforestation
Logging 0.020 0.000 0.002 0.010
Squatting 0.020 0.000 0.000 0.000

Total 0.040 0.000 0.002 0.011
Production
Forestry 0.552 0.713 0.711 0.691
Agriculture 13.984 13.876 13.876 13.879
Industry 18.477 18.416 18.417 18.424
Utility 0.232 0.232 0.232 0.232
Green GDP 31.962 31.972 31.971 31.971
Disposabk income 37.681 37.679 37.679 37.679

a. H-value is the future value per unit of forest.
Source: Authors'calculations.
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Table 11-4 The effects of taxes and subsidies on production factors
(billions of colones)

Logs Land Unskilled labor Capital
With With With With With With With With

Item Base case tax subsidy tax subsidy tax subsidy tax subsidy
Deforestation
Logging 0.020 0.000 0.018 0.020 0.019 0.029 0.013 0.036 0.011
Squatting 0.020 0.044 0.004 0.000 0.255 0.210 0.000 0.020 0.020

Total 0.040 0.044 0.023 0.020 0.273 0.239 0.013 O.OS6 0.031
Production
Forestry 0.552 0.000 1.562 0.672 0.000 0.000 0.689 0.515 0.574
Agriculture 13.984 14.204 13.748 13.877 15.122 14.922 13.877 13.987 13.983
Industry 18.477 19.248 17.017 18.430 17.656 17.946 18.424 18.487 18.471 02
Utility 0.232 0.243 0.214 0.231 0.226 0.229 0.232 0.232 0.233
GreenGDP 31.962 32.017 31.848 31.960 31.757 31.797 31.965 31.943 31.958
Disposable income 37.681 37.748 37.561 37.678 37.592 37.620 37.679 37.680 37.682

Source: Authors'calculations.
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A comparison of the first and second col- higher level of utility, as well as an increase in
urnms shows that the definition of property green GDP.
rights results in a dramatic decrease in defor- Taxes and subsidies on land generate ex-
estation and an increase in the net import of pected results, with a corresponding change
logs (not shown in the table). Activity in the in deforestation by squatters and roughly
forest sector increases significantly because constant deforestation by loggers. Both the
logs can be imported at a constant world tax and the subsidy are distor-tionary and
market price. The increase in the price of reduce utility as well as income and GDP.
capital is offset by decreases in the price for When a tax on land is imposed, land becomes
labor. Deforestation by squatters ceases, and relatively expensive compared to logs, and
activity in the agricultural sector declines, resources are shifted from the agricultural
but to a relatively small extent, because land sector to the forest sector, with a correspond-
(which is relatively less expensive than capi- ing change in production. It is worth noting
tal after the definition of property rights) and that the land subsidy dramatically increases
labor can be substituted for capital in the deforestation for land, a fact that was empiri-
sector. The welfare measures remain con- cally observed in Costa Rica earlier this cen-
stantbecause consumption of different goods tury.
is unchanged. A 10 percent tax increase on unskilled la-

Sensitivity analysis (remaining columns bor adversely affects the forest sector and the
in table 11-3) shows that even a relatively industry sector, but logging continues and
small opportunity value of forests (for ex- logs are exported. After the tax increase, the
ample, H = 0.0792) decreases deforestation price of land is low relative to other produc-
dramatically. However, for deforestation tion factors, and resources are shifted toward
to cease completely, a high value (H = the agricultural sector. The price of unskilled
0.4792) is required. Both the opportunity labor in the deforestation sectors is actually
value of forests and the interest rate are reduced, because those sectors are consid-
exogenous to the model. Varying the inter- ered to be "informal" in the sense that their
est rate while keeping the opportunity value activities are to a large extent illegal and
fixed shows that high interest rates pro- remain unaffected by government tax poli-
mote deforestation, and vice versa. The re- cies. Resources are shifted to the agricultural
sults of varying the interest rate may be sector, with a large increase in land clearing
deduced from table 11-3, because a decrease by squatters as a result. These results also
in the interest rate is equivalent to an in- hold for the experiments with capital tax
crease in the opportunity value, and vice policies, although the magnitude of the
versa. This result is shown in Figure 11-5. changes is smaller.

Next, the effects of taxes on logs, land, Substitution effects prove to be important
unskilled labor, and capital were investigated, for policy experiments involving tax changes
as summarized in table 11-4. A 10 percent tax on goods produced in tradables sectors, as
increase on logs generated predictable re- summarized in table 11-5.
sults, with no deforestation from loggers and The effects of tax changes on goods from the
no production in the forest sector. Resources forest sector generate small economy-wide ef-
were shifted to the agricultural sector, with fects, because this sector is small compared to
an increase in deforestation for land and an the others. The industrial sector (which uses
increase in total deforestation. The increase forest products relatively intensively as an in-
in total deforestation can be explained by the termediate input) gains from the tax reduction
lower price of unskilled labor, resulting from and grows, while the forest sector itself suffers.
the discontinued production in the forest The effects are reversed for a doubling of the tax
sector. The tax increase actually results in a on forest products. Deforestation remains

largely unaffected in both cases.
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When the tax on agricultural products is conservation (the H-value) is endogenous and
reduced to half, the agricultural sector actually influenced by relative prices and the size of
decreases, as does the forest sector. This is due forestsavailablefordeforestation.Further,capi-
to an elevated price of unskilled labor, which tal investments are endogenous in the dynamic
both sectors use relatively intensively. The in- model, as is the domestic interest rate.
dustrial sector benefits because of its extensive In the dynamic model, the results from the
use of agricultural products as intermediate static model hold. Well defined property rights
inputs and because capital becomes the rela- result in less deforestation, as does a lower tax
tively least expensive production factor. Defor- on capital. The qualitative results from the dy-
estation for logs remains constant, while defor- namic model thus coincide with the results of
estation for land is somewhat reduced. Utility, the static model, confirming the robustness of
income, and green GDP measures are reduced. the results presented here.
A double tax on agricultural products gener-
ates the opposite effects. Atax onproducts from Conclusions
the industrial sector generates the same effects
as a tax on agricultural products, although the The results of the CGE study support the more
magnitude of the changes is larger. conventionalpartialequilibriumapproachthat

A dynamic version of this model, which establishing property rights tends to decrease
captures the intertemporal optimization be- deforestation. The reason is that such rights
havior iin the econon.y, iLs %describe d4 in Per-- allow forest users to capture the future benefits

IIVULt 11 ULiy i ULi')IiL -_. 01kJ

(1994). Thismodelisatwo-periodmodel,which of reduced logging damage today. Initially, this
allows consumers and producers to take the potentially avoidable loss is presumed to be 28
future effects of the policy changes into account percent of the value of the residual stand, based
in their decisions in the first period. In the on a recent environmental accounting study
dynamic model, the opportunityvalue of forest (Sol6rzano and others 1991). Using an interest

Table 11-5 The Effects of changes in taxes on final products (billions of colones)

Sector (change relative to original tax rate)

Base Forestry Agriculture Industry
Item case Half Doubk Half Doubk Half Doubkl
Deforestation
Logging 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.020
Squatting 0.020 0.020 0.020 0.019 0.022 0.018 0.025

Total 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.039 0.042 0.038 0.045

Production
Foresy 0.552 0.528 0.609 0.405 0.902 0.160 1.363
Agriculture 13.984 13.984 13.985 13.258 15.706 13.964 14.030
Industry 18.477 18.503 18.418 19.243 16.663 18.268 18.909
Utlity 0.232 0.229 0.240 0.135 0.459 0.064 0.572
Green DP 31.962 31.941 31.980 31.589 32.815 31.324 33.2S3
Disosable income 37.681 37.669 37.709 37.317 38.544 37.051 38.984

Sovrce: Authors'calculations.
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rate of 10 percent, the simulation indicates that to flow to agriculture, leading to the conversion
deforestation is dramatically reduced to 5 per- of even more forest land for farming.
cent of the base level as both loggers and squat- Finally, both these last two examples under-
ters internalize the losses associated with defor- line the importance of pursuing sectoral re-
estation and reduce the corresponding activi- forms in the context of growth. Without alter-
ties. Significant reductions in deforestation oc- native employment opportunities, reducing
cur even when the estimate of logging damage logging activities tends to direct labor and capi-
is substantially reduced. The CGE results con- tal resources toward agriculture, industry, and
cerning the effects of discount rate changes also other sectors. Expansion of some of these sec-
parallel the predictions of partial equilibrium tors may lead to a second round of effects on
models-higher interest rates promote defor- forestry, which could ultimately result in more
estation, while lower interest rates contribute to severe deforestation. A dynamic CGE model,
conservation. in which the value of forest conservation, capi-

Beyond confirming the direct results of par- tal accumulation, and the domestic interest rate
tial equilibrium analyses, the CGE approach are endogenized, gives essentially the same
alsomakesanimportantcontributionbyclearly results as the static CGE model presented here.
identifying the indirect effects arising from
intersectorallinkages.Thisimpactmustbecom- Appendix 11-1. Summary of CGE
bined with the direct effects attributable to model structure
policies that are specific to the forest sector to
determine the total impact. For example, par-
tial equilibrium analysis predicts that stump- Factor market equilibrium and the stock of
age price increases act directly to reduce log- forested land
ging, yet the model shows thatwhile deforesta-
tion from logging indeed declines, total defor- The supplies of labor and capital are as-
estation nevertheless increases. This phenom- sumed to be exogenously given. According
enon arises from indirect linkages captured by to Shephard's lemma, the demand for a
the general equilibrium analysis. The contrac- production factor within a sector is the
tion of the logging and forest industry sectors partial derivative of the cost function with
causes a shift of resources toward agriculture, respect to the price of the same production
and as agriculture expands, deforestation in- factor. The market equilibrium conditions
creases. for capital, unskilled labor, and skilled la-

The importance of suchindirecteffects is also bor, respectively, can be written:
demonstrated in the analysis of economywide ac
policy changes, such as an increase in the wage (11A-1) K = klGN , +
rate. Because of intersectoral resource flows, KP

the general equilibrium model captures effects where PKU is the user price of capital and
of changes in wages that are different from kiog is the capital used in deforestation by
partial equilibrium results. If the wage of un- loggers, and
skilled labor were increased (for example, due ac1
to minimum wage legislation), the model pre- (11A-2) U -; CN + Isq + Ilo0
dicts that deforestation couldworseninstead of a pu
decline. Although logging declines due to in-
creased direct costs of higher wages, this is 
more than offset by the indirect effect of L = + log
intersectoral flows because the industrial sector j PL
(where minimumwage legislation is more bind-
ing) is much more adversely affected by the
higher labor costs. Labor and capital thus tend
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where Puu is the user price of unskilled (1991a, 1991b). In this case also, the modi-
labor, lsq and 11Og are the labor used in defor- fied coefficient would be nearly equal to 1.
estation by squatters and loggers, respec- Thus the model is valid for either of the last
tively, and PLU is the user price of skilled two interpretations, but the actual value of
labor. Equations 9A-1 and 9A-2 state that the economic loss would have to be ad-
the supplies of labor and capital must equal justed upward. Due to lack of data regard-
the demand from the producing sectors ing the value of biodiversity, the first ap-
plus the amount used for deforestation by proach of valuing only the timber was se-
squatters and loggers. lected, since it is a conservative estimate.

Costa Rica's total area is divided into two However, the true value of the loss of for-
types of land, cleared land and forested ests is higher.
land. Cleared land is produced through The supply of cleared land is composed
deforestation. The production of cleared of the stock of cleared land, DL', plus defor-
land will depend on the definition of prop- estation by squatters, do. The production of
erty rights as well as taxes and subsidies on cleared land by squatters is further dis-
the factors of production and the profits in cussed in the section on squatters.
the forest and agriculture sectors. The demand for cleared land is the demand

It is assumed that there is a world market fromthe agriculture sector. The marketequilib-
for logs. The market equilibrium condition rium condition can then be written:
for ilogs can thI'en bue wr-ittLen:-

(11A-4) aCAGRiCULUVR=

(11A-3) ad FOREST CFoREsr a u fL Pd

The combination of production factors
where dFOREST is deforestation from the log- can be influenced by taxes and subsidies.
ging sector, PFU is the user price of logs, fnexp The user price, P U, will exceed the supply
is the net export of logs, and _ is a fixed price, P1s. by a percentage tax, T.:
coefficient reflecting the amount of timber
extracted per unit of deforested land. The (11A-5) pv' = pS(I+ Ti);
production of logs is further discussed in
the section on the logging sector. j = DLAND (DL), LABOR (UL, SL), CAPITAL (K),

The value of the deforestation is calcu- pu = P'(I+ TF) LOGS
lated here from the loss of standing volume F F p

in Sol6rzano and others (1991). The coeffi- In the case of logs, the supply price is
cient * was assumed to be equal to 1. There determined by the world market price.
is no general agreement among biologists
regarding the amount of biodiversity loss Technology, costs,
resulting from highgrading. If the value of and producer behavior
deforestation is defined to represent
biodiversity loss as well as loss of standing The production factors have been aggre-
volume, and highgrading causes high losses gated into a composite input, Y, using con-
of biodiversity, this modified coefficient stant elasticity of substitution (CES) func-
would still be close to 1. An alternative tions. The technology is specified to exhibit
interpretation, consistent with the view that constant returns to scale. The relation be-
the biodiversity loss is proportional to the tween inputs and output is given by sectoral
number of trees extracted, is that squatters Leontief production functions of the fol-
and loggers each remove half of the timber lowing type:
following the process described in Carriere
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(11A-6) is equal to the world market price of iden-

= min [',- i, T, tical goods, and in the nontradables pro-
Ai ai, ducing sectors the domestic user price is

equal to the producer price times the tax
where X. is the gross output in sector j, Y1 is rate:
a composite input of production factors in pD = (1+a)pjW e

sectorj, X,, is input of output from sector i in (11A-10)
sector j, and A. and a.. are Leontief input- T
output coeffici'ents. Because the technol-
ogy exhibits constant returns to scale, the (11A-11) pj (1 + c-)P,; i eN
marginal cost and the average cost of pro-
duction in sector j can be written as where PP1 is the domestic user price of goods

Cj = Prj A, + . P'aq+ t,; produced in sector i, P1 w is the world mar-
(11A-7) ket price of good i, Pi is the producer price

, ET, iN of good i, e is the exchange rate, and s; is the
where C. is the marginal and average cost in ad valorem tax rate on good i.
sector j, P, is the producer price of the The intermediate demand of good i is
composite input of production factors, PiD given by the technology assumptions. Do-
is the domestic price of sector i output, A. is mestic final demand (D) is given by utility
the use of production factors per sector j maximization (equation 9A-35). The net
output, a.. is the use of sector i input per export (Z) is determined as the difference
sector j output, and t. is indirect tax per unit between domestic supply and demand. The
of sector j output. market equilibrium conditions thenbecome

Producers are assumed to maximize prof-
its. The producer output prices, Pi, in the (1lA-12) Xi = 2J,TNayXI+Di+Zi; iET
tradables producing sectors are given by
the world market prices. Assuming perfect (llA-13) Xi = YJE,2N vai,j +Di; i eN
competition, this implies that pure profits
are non-positive and that output is non-
negative and positive only if pure profits Deforestation sectors
are equal to 0:

In this model, two sectors are responsible for

(11A-8) Pi -C, c 0; i (E T deforestation. These are discussed below.

(P.-C,)X, = 0; i ET The logging sector

Xi 2 0; iET
The logging sector is assumed to have a
capital-intensive technology (Repetto 1988).

In the nontradables producing sectors, Further, the technology is assumed to ex-
the sector-specific capital is endogenously hibit decreasing returns to scale in order to
adjusted so that price equals marginal cost: reflect the diminishing amount of available

forests as well as the fact that much of the
(llA-9) p, =C,; i eN loggingisdoneillegally.Theproductionof

logs is assumed to depend only on two
factors of production: unskilled labor and

Prices, domestic demand, foreign capital. The log-linear production function is
trade, and market clearing

For goods produced in the tradables pro- (l1A-14)
ducing sectors, the domestic producer price dFo°sr = (kIog)s (110g/, a +8 f< l
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Undefined property rights. From profit forested land is not included in the squat-
maximization, we have that the demands ters' production function. The base case
for capital and unskilled labor are assumes undefined property rights, al-

though property rights are not undefined
(11A-15) in the traditional sense. Instead, it can be

' all seen that a form of short-term property
(kl°g) = rights is created; because of the short time

a PF(I) 08 horizon, the opportunity value of keeping
the forests is not taken into account.

Pu f -IThe squatters have a monotonically de-
WIPF(kIOg )a creasing production function for cleared

land with unskilled as the only factor of
production:

Hence the production function for logs
can be written as (11A-18) do = d($q) = s; Y <1.

(11A-16) a .l

(dtog) Pr \)a( Pu' T with

',.aPF(ll I,'J3SPF(ktosva) (11A-19) d(O) 0,

Well defined property rights. When prop- *>(lsq n

erty rights are well defined, the logging
companies take the opportunity value of d11 (Isq) < O
the forests into account. The opportunity and
value is represented by a function H(d) and lim d(l?) = B
is exogenous to the model. Hence, in the (11A-20)
case of well defined property rights, the n - a)
logging sector's demand for unskilled la- where n is the number of squatters, 1Sq is the
bor and capital, respectively, are labor used in the clearing of the land, and B

is the total amount of land available for
(11A-17) deforestation.

I The squatters' total revenue from clearingLu + 8h'(d) >-l the land is the price paid for the cleared land:

(lIce) fp(F 0" ')a (11A-21) I(d 0 ) = PLdo

where PDLS is the supply price of cleared
I land. Part of the land cleared by squatters is

pu +aHl(d) alsold to the agriculture sector, and part of
r 5(liog) the cleared land is used for subsistence

_ a P 5(1)1l agriculture by the squatters themselves.
However, because both occur, the revenue
must be the same in both cases. The squat-
ters are assumed not to sell the timber from
their deforestation. Other uses of the tim-

Squatters ber, such as for firewood, are assumed to be
The forested land cleared by squatters is negligible and are therefore set to 0.
seen as a common property, although there The squatters' total private cost for clear-
is no crowding effect because the stock of ing the land will depend only on the amount
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of labor needed in order to clear the land
when property rights are undefined, (11A-28) f (PD, PU) = P(

(11A-22) Cs(do) = PTd"(d`)

where PLsq is the price of labor in squat-
ting. This is the private cost, and it does not and the supply of cleared land is
include the future value of the forests and ,

the cost of environmental damage. The to- (11A-29) d = PU -
tal social cost of deforestation includes the PDLp
future value of the cleared forests forgone
by clearing the land today. The future value
of the forests is assumed to be greater than Well defined property rights. When prop-
the value of the forests today: erty rights are well defined, there is a mar-

ket for the forests. The squatters take the
(11A-23) HO > I future value of the forests into account, and

l + i they can choose to clear forested land or to
preserve the forests. This is consistent with

Undefined property rights. When property the condition for socially optimal forestry
rights are not defined, the land is seen as a that a tree should be harvested when the
common property. No market for the for- market value is equal to the shadow value
ests is available to squatters. The produc- (Hellsten 1988). Assuming that all squat-
tion of cleared land by squatter i is ters are identical and that every squatter

owns 1 / N of the land that previously was
(11A-24) d available for squatting, the total private

dio N d(j`q) profits from clearing the forested land is

now (Johansson and Lofgren 1985):
where N is the total number of squatters
and the squatters' total production of (11A-30)
cleared land is 5(o) H(do)

tgd =PDLL d°C(d°)_d)
(11A-25) do - Z', di° J+i

Deforestation will occur until marginal
cost equals marginal revenue, and from the

The total private profit from clearing the profit function we have that
land is

(11A-26) g(do) = Is(do)-C'(d 0 ) (11A-31)

of which each squatter receives an equal share: lsq { u d ] r-
I 9~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ PDL 

(11A-27) g (do)= - g(do) )
N

However, for the sector as a whole, land (IIA-32) 
will be cleared until marginal cost equals Pu+sq
marginal revenue. From the profit func- do
tion, we have that the squatters demand for r PoL

unskilled labor is
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This result is equal to the result of the
social optimization problem.

Macroeconomic closure

The current account is assumed to be con-
stant. This implies that

(11A-33) i.N PiZi = S

where S is the current account surplus.
Equation 9A-33 indirectly determines the
disposable income (I).

The gross national product is determined
as the sum of factor incomes plus a term
reflecting the value of diminished defores-
tation:

(11A-34)

GJNP P PHAJPLL' LI+ PUUUb+ PLDL D+ Ljer.N jAj-4a d + d7' (J.

The model is solved by maximizing con-
sumer utility subject to a budget constraint:

(11A-35) Max U= FIDbi;Ebi'=Ii G NT
i i

s.t. I-_ Pi Di= 0
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Table 11A-1 Base case data for the CGE Model, Costa Rica, 1986
(billions of colones) N r

Sector and item Forestry Agriculture Industry Infrastructure Services Consumption Net exports Total

Sector X

Forestry 0.003 0.022 0.391 0.002 0.000 0.124 0.011 0.552
Agriculture 0.004 4.033 2.488 0.000 0.000 3.535 3.924 13.984
Industry 0.137 1.405 7.390 3.418 1.343 14.426 -9.643 18.477
Infrastructure 0.004 0.293 0.826 0.647 0.684 8.366 0.000 10.821 ;
Services 0.038 0.602 1.546 1.487 2.160 11.230 0.000 17.062

Land 0.000 2.070 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 2.070 : )
Logs 0.022 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.022
Capital 0.176 2.052 2.168 1.633 5.256 0.000 0.000 11.285
Unskilled labor 0.141 2.714 1.525 1.754 1.439 0.000 0.000 7.573
Skilled labor 0.002 0.045 0.999 1.299 4.904 0.000 0.000 7.250
Indirect tax 0.025 0.747 1.145 0.580 1.276 0.000 0.000 3.773 O

Total 0.552 13.984 18.477 10.821 17.062 37.681 -5.708 92.870

Note: The subsectors of the input-output table are aggregated into the five production sectors as follows: forestry (forestry and fishing); agriculture (bananas, o
unprocessed coffee, sugar cane, cacao, basic grains, cotton, tobacco, livestock, other agricultural products, coffee processing, grains milling, sugar refining); industry
(meat and milk, fish tinning, edible oils, bakeries, other manufactured goods, drink, tobacco products, textiles and clothing, leather and shoes, timber and furniture,
paper and printing, chemical products, oil refining, tire products, plastic and rubber, glass and ceramic, construction materials, metal products, electric products,
transport equipment, other manufacturing); infrastructure (construction, transport, electricity, gas and water); and services (banking and finance, commerce,
ownership of dwellings, general government). The GNP is 26.148 billions of colones.

Source: Authors' calculations from Ravent6s (1990) using Briceiio (1986), Sol6rzano and others (1991), and Banco Central de Costa Rica (1990). The
adjustments have been calculated from Sol6rzano and others (1991).



Table 11A-2 Land Use Data, Costa Rica, Selected Years

1963 1973 1986

Area (square Percentage of Area (square Percentage of Area (square Percentage of
Land use kilometers) total land kilometers) total land kilometers) total land

Agriculture 1,544.796 30.09 2,048.512 39.90 2,944.616 57.36
Primary forest 3,154.280 61.44 2,666.005 51.93 1,760.622 34.30
Secondary forest 299.011 5.82 283.571 5.52 292.850 5.70
Other 135.593 2.64 135.593 2.64 135.593 2.64

Total 5,133.680 100.00 5,133.681 100.00 5,133.681 100.00
Note: Percentages may not add up to 100 because of rounding.
Source: Authors'calculations based on data from Sol6rzano and others (1991).

0
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0
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